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Introduction

In this course, you will learn how to design and develop your own applications by using Acumatica
Framework. The course covers all fundamental aspects of the platform and application development on
it.

In the course, you follow the step-by step instructions to extend the functionality of the RapidByte
application, which you have started to develop in the introductory course. The course is based on a set
of examples in which you learn the common approaches used to create application pages of all types,
including maintenance, data entry, inquiry, and processing. As you complete each example, you will get
an understanding of Acumatica Framework concepts from hands-on experience.

http://www.acumaticauniversity.com/course/60698
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Course Prerequisites

The Acumatica Framework fundamental course requires C# programming skills. Also, we recommend
that you complete the introductory course before you go through this course. However, you can use this
course in one of the following ways:

• After you've completed the introductory course. In this case, you will continue to add new classes
and pages to the application that you have developed in the introductory course.

• Without completing the introductory course. In this case, you should first install the fundamental
course template by using the Acumatica Framework Configuration Wizard. This template contains
the application tables with the demo data, application classes, and pages that are created in the
introductory course. As you go through this course, you will add new classes and pages to that
application.

If you want to see the code of the complete application that is the result of the two courses,
introductory and fundamental, install the complete demo application (RapidByte) by using the
Acumatica Framework Configuration Wizard.

http://www.acumaticauniversity.com/course/60698
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How to Use the Course

The fundamental course consists of six parts. Each part covers a particular type of pages, which are
the building blocks of any Acumatica Framework-based application. You should complete the lessons
provided in each part of the course. The course contains the following parts:

1. Part 1: Maintenance Pages. Maintenance pages provide data entry for helper objects that are
edited less often than the main objects of the application (which are typically documents). In this
part, you will work with maintenance pages to become acquainted with the main programming
components of a page and learn how to create application pages.

2. Part 2: Inquiry Pages. Inquiry pages, which are similar to reports, provide the selection of data
based on a certain query. In this part, you will learn how to select data in the application by
using the business query language (BQL) of Acumatica Framework.

3. Part 3: Data Entry Pages. Data entry pages typically correspond to documents, such as bills,
sales orders, and checks. In this part, you will learn how to data entry pages, which are usually
more complex than maintenance pages. Data entry pages are the main pages of the application.
This part introduces you to the form layout and business logic that is typically implemented in
data entry pages.

4. Part 4: Setup Pages. In this part, you will learn how to implement a custom attribute that is
added to a data access class field. The attribute uses the application configuration parameters
that are edited through setup pages.

5. Part 5: Processing Pages. In this part, you will learn how to implement processing operations
and use specific attributes for updating data. Processing operations and dedicated processing
pages are also typical for business applications based on Acumatica Framework.

6. Part 6: Reports. In this part, you will learn how to create reports with grouping sections and use
variables for while-print calculations.

Initial Steps

At the beginning of every lesson, you can find the initial steps that are required for the lesson to
proceed smoothly, so that you can go through each lesson independently. We recommend that you go
through the lessons in the order they are presented when you take the course for the first time.

Practice Examples and Explanations

In each lesson, you follow the practice examples, which implement a particular business task in the
demo application you are building. Each example provides step-by-step instruction and a description of
the expected result. After certain examples (those that have additional articles beneath them), you can
learn about the approaches and programming components used in the example, as well as when to use
the demonstrated solutions and how to use them for similar tasks.

Within a lesson, you have to complete the examples in the order in which they are presented. We
recommend that you use the table of contents in the document for easy navigation between sections
within the lesson (see the screenshot below).
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Figure: Examples and explanations in the lesson structure

Steps to Complete a Lesson

To complete a lesson, perform the following steps:

1. Read the main task of the lesson from the overview—for instance, Lesson 1: Creating a Simple
Form Edit Page (Customers).

2. Complete the initial steps required for the lesson, such as those described for Lesson 1 in Initial
Steps.

3. Go to the first example in the lesson, such as Example 1.1: Creating a Simple Form Edit Page,
and learn the task and perform the implementation steps.

4. Learn about the demonstrated components from the explanatory articles for the example, such
as Defining Data Access Classes.

5. Repeat Steps 3-5 for each example in the lesson.

6. At the end of the lesson, review the main ideas in the summary (for example, see Lesson
Summary).
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Part 1: Maintenance Pages

Maintenance pages are those intended for data entry but used more rarely than the main data entry
pages. Typically, maintenance pages are helper pages on which you input data that is used on the data
entry and processing pages of the application. For instance, because you specify a customer for each
sales order, you need a page for entering and editing customers. The most appropriate way to classify
the customer edit page depends on how frequently the page is used. Because the customer is a helper
entity for sales orders, you can consider Customers a maintenance page.

The names of ASP.NET pages for maintenance start with the two-letter module abbreviation followed
by 20. For instance, the IT202000.aspx page is an ASP.NET page called Products, and IT is the module
abbreviation.

The names of the graphs for maintenance pages have the Maint suffix. For instance, ProductMaint is
the name of the graph for the Products page.

In the site map, maintenance pages are usually placed in one of the following Manage groups of the
menu of the application module (see the screenshot below):

• Work Area > Manage (maintenance pages that are used more over time)

• Configuration > Manage (maintenance pages that are used primarily during configuration and
less frequently over time)

Figure: Maintenance pages in the site map
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Lesson 1: Creating a Simple Form Edit Page (Customers)
In this lesson, you will learn how to create simple form view pages from the example of the Customers
page. On the Customers page (shown in the screenshot below as it will appear at the end of the
lesson), users can view, edit and create customers, which are then selected in documents, such as sales
orders and shipments. The page consists of a form that provides the ability to work with a single record
at a time.

Figure: The Customers page

The Customers page will display the data of the Account data access class (see the diagram below).
The Account class is used to represent both customers and suppliers, because their parameters
are identical. Customers and suppliers are distinguished by their type: customer data records have a
CompanyType of C, while suppliers have a CompanyType of S. The key fields of the Account data
access class are CompanyType and AccountCD, which enable saving of the same account both as a
customer and supplier (with the same AccountCD and a different CompanyType). In the database,
the primary key of the table is the identity AccountID column.

Figure: The Account class

Lesson Objectives

• Learn the basic components of an application page.

• Learn how to create single-row editing pages that consist of a form.

• Learn about the following framework concepts and components:

• Using graphs (PXGraph) and graph definitions with one and two type parameters in the
generic class

• Using data views (PXSelect) and cache objects (PXCache)
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• Linking the graph to an ASP.NET page

• Configuring controls on the page, and using the PrimaryView property of a datasource
control

• Arranging controls on a form by using the PXLayoutRule components

• Learn how to arrange controls on the form: group controls, organize controls into columns, and
set their size.
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Initial Steps
Before you begin this lesson, you should complete the following preparation step:

• Make sure the Account data access class exists in the project in the DAC\Account.cs file. The
class has been defined for use on the Sales Orders page that you have created in the introductory
course.

• For convenience, we recommend that you create separate folders in the site and the application
project for pages created in this course:

• Site\Pages\RapidByte in the website folder (next to the existing IT folder)

• RapidByte and RapidByte\DAC in the application project folder
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Example 1.1: Creating a Simple Form Edit Page
Now you will see how to create a form view page (Customers). To prepare the basic components of the
Customers page, you will perform the following steps, which are described in greater detail below:

1. Define the new CustomerMaint graph, which provides the controller for the page.

2. Create the new RB203000.aspx page, which contains the definition of UI controls.

3. Bind the graph to the ASP.NET page.

4. Prepare the Account data access class that the page uses. (This class has already been defined
for use by the Sales Order page.)

5. In the graph, define the data view object that provides access to Account objects.

6. Bind the datasource control and form to the data view.

7. Add the default definitions of input controls to the form.

8. Define actions for standard buttons on the page toolbar.

9. Add the page to the site map.

Do the following:

1. Define the new CustomerMaint graph as follows:

a. Create the new CustomerMaint class from the PXGraph template in the RapidByte
project.

The class definition is shown below:

public class CustomerMaint : PXGraph<CustomerMaint>
{
}

For now, the CustomerMaint graph is empty, providing no data or logic that can be
used on the page.

b. Rebuild the project.

Now the new graph class is added to the DLL and you can bind it to the page the graph
operates.

2. In the Site\Pages\RapidByte folder, add the new RB203000.aspx page from the FormView
template, which consists of a datasource control and form.

Although the module remains the same (RapidByte), we have changed the module abbreviation to
RB in page names to distinguish pages created in this course from pages created in the introductory
course. Pages from the introductory course have IT in the names. Of course, in your application,
you are free to group pages and assign their identifiers as you need, taking into account the design
guidelines (see Acumatica Framework > Design Guidelines > Application Design Guidelines
in the documentation).

3. For the datasource control on the page, set the TypeName property to
RB.RapidByte.CustomerMaint to link the page to the graph.

4. In the CustomerMaint graph, define the Account_CompanyType_CacheAttached() method
with attributes to replace them on the Account.CompanyType field in this particular graph
(see the code below).

// Type attribute is required in the definition
[PXDBString(1, IsKey = true, IsFixed = true)]
// The default value is C in this graph
[PXDefault(CompanyTypes.Customer)]
// The method is empty, defined just to replace attributes
protected virtual void Account_CompanyType_CacheAttached(PXCache sender)
{ 
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}

The attributes specified on the Account_CompanyType_CacheAttached() method replace the
attributes on the Account.CompanyType property defined in the class.

When a user inserts a new record on the Customers page, the company type should be always
equal to C, so the user doesn't have to specify this value manually. The default value is C in only
the CustomerMaint graph; we cannot define it in the DAC definition, because the Account
class is also used for suppliers, which have another company type, S.

5. In the CustomerMaint graph, define the Customers data view as follows.

public PXSelect<Account, 
    Where<Account.companyType, Equal<CompanyTypes.customer>>> Customers;

Data records from the Account table in the database are represented as Account objects in the
application. The Customers data view retrieves Account objects that have a CompanyType of
C. Account objects can also be modified through this data view, since the Account class is the
main DAC of the data view.

6. On the RB203000.aspx page, specify the data view for the controls:

a. For the datasource control on the page, set the PrimaryView property to Customers as
follows.

 <px:PXDataSource ID="ds" 
                  ...
                  PrimaryView="Customers" 
                  TypeName="RB.RapidByte.CustomerMaint">

The PrimaryView property specifies the Account DAC, which is the main DAC of the
Customers data view, for the toolbar on the page.

You can specify the property of a control in source mode, or use the Layout Editor to set
the property for the control in page design mode. To open the Layout Editor, select the
control and select Edit Content Layout from the smart tag menu of the control. You can
also use the Properties window of Visual Studio.

b. For the form control, set the DataMember property to Customers, as the following code
shows.

<px:PXFormView ID="form" 
               ...
               DataMember="Customers" 
               ...>

The DataMember property specifies Customers as the graph member that provides data
for the form. The form may contain input controls only for data fields accessible through
the Customers data view.

Now the page is ready, but it doesn't display anything yet, because there are no input controls
added to the form. (You can open the page in a browser and see it.)

7. Add input controls to the form.

The easiest way to define input controls is to use the Layout Editor. It generates definition of
controls based on attributes of the DAC fields. Add input controls for all fields of the Account
class to the form, as the following code (generated by Layout Editor) shows. Add the Row layout
rule to the top-most position in the list of controls.

<px:PXFormView ID="form" ...>
    <Template>
        <px:PXLayoutRule runat="server" StartRow="True" ControlSize="M" 
                         LabelsWidth="S">
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        </px:PXLayoutRule>
        <px:PXMaskEdit ID="edAccountCD" runat="server" DataField="AccountCD">
        </px:PXMaskEdit>
        <px:PXTextEdit ID="edCompanyName" runat="server"
 DataField="CompanyName">
        </px:PXTextEdit>
        <px:PXTextEdit ID="edContactName" runat="server"
 DataField="ContactName">
        </px:PXTextEdit>
        <px:PXTextEdit ID="edAddress" runat="server" DataField="Address">
        </px:PXTextEdit>
        <px:PXTextEdit ID="edCity" runat="server" DataField="City">
        </px:PXTextEdit>
        <px:PXTextEdit ID="edRegion" runat="server" DataField="Region">
        </px:PXTextEdit>
        <px:PXTextEdit ID="edPostalCode" runat="server"
 DataField="PostalCode">
        </px:PXTextEdit>
        <px:PXSelector ID="edCountryCD" runat="server" DataField="CountryCD">
        </px:PXSelector>
        <px:PXTextEdit ID="edPhone" runat="server" DataField="Phone">
        </px:PXTextEdit>
        <px:PXTextEdit ID="edFax" runat="server" DataField="Fax">
        </px:PXTextEdit>
    </Template>
 ...
</px:PXFormView>

The layout rule arranges controls in a column with default margins between the controls and
with specified size of controls and labels.

8. To define a set of standard buttons for the page toolbar, specify the Account DAC in the second
type parameter in the graph definition as follows.

public class CustomerMaint : PXGraph<CustomerMaint, Account>
{
    ...
}

The second type parameter adds to the graph the definition of standard actions specified with
the Account class. The framework adds the buttons for these actions to the toolbar of the page
(for details, see Buttons on the Page Toolbar in Configuring the Datasource Control).

9. Add the page to the site map. Open the System > Customization > Site Map page in a
browser and add the Customers page as a child of the Acumatica Company > RapidByte >
RapidByte > Work Area > Manage node with the following parameters:

• ScreenID: RB.20.30.00

• Title: Customers

• URL: ~/Pages/RapidByte/RB203000.aspx

• Graph Type: Completed automatically

• Expanded: Cleared

Now the page functionality is complete. Open the Customers page in a browser, and check that the
page works and users can create new customers and navigate to different records on the page. On the
form, the controls are displayed aligned by the Row layout rule (see the screenshot below).
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Figure: The Customers page with one-column layout of controls on the form

Now you can go to the next part of the lesson, in which you will adjust the appearance of controls on
the form.

Defining Data Access Classes
Data access classes (DACs) are types that primarily represent database tables in the application. A data
access class consists of data fields. A data field definition consists of two members of the class, which
have the same name that differs by the case of the first letter:

• A public abstract class that represents the data field in BQL statements, such as companyType.

• A public virtual property that holds the field value, such as CompanyType. The property should
have a nullable type.

You can define a data access class by manually typing the code, or by using the Data Access Class
Generator of Acumatica Framework. The generator, which is used mostly for adding new classes to the
application, helps you define the initial code of a data access class based on the schema of a database
table. For more information on using the Data Access Class Generator, see Acumatica Framework >
Programming Tasks > Generating a Data Access Class in the documentation.

When you define a data access class, consider the following requirements:

• The class must have the [Serializable] attribute.

• The class must be declared as implementing the PX.Data.IBqlTable interface (see the code
below).

• Abstract classes of data fields must be defined as implementing the PX.Data.IBqlField
interface.

• Attributes are added to the property and not to the abstract class of a data field. Properties of
data fields must have the type attribute specified; other attributes can be added as needed.

• When you derive a data access class, you must redefine abstract classes with the new modifier for
any data fields that you want to use in BQL statements with the new class.

Below is the definition of the Account data access class with one data field, CompanyName.
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[Serializable]
public class Account : PX.Data.IBqlTable
{
    public abstract class companyName : PX.Data.IBqlField
    {
    }
    [PXDBString(40, IsUnicode = true)]
    [PXUIField(DisplayName = "Company Name")]
    public virtual string CompanyName {get; set;}
}

Bound and Unbound Data Fields

A data field can be bound (mapped) or unbound (not mapped) to a database column. The type
attribute on a DAC field specifies whether the field is bound or unbound. DB in the type attribute name
denotes whether the field is bound. In the code below, the OrderNbr field is bound because it has
the PXDBString type attribute, while the Description field is unbound because of the PXString
attribute.

// "DB" means this is a bound DAC field
[PXDBString(15, IsKey = true, IsUnicode = true)]
public virtual string OrderNbr {...}
// The absence of "DB" means this is an unbound DAC field
[PXString(50, IsUnicode = true)]
public virtual string Description {...}

The framework provides bound and unbound types for many data types, including string, Boolean,
decimal, integer, and date and time. These types are abstracted from specific database types and
handled transparently by the data access layer of the framework.

For more information on attributes on DAC fields, see Specifying Attributes for DAC Fields and Acumatica
Framework > API Reference > Attributes in the documentation.

Data Access Classes and BQL

Relationships between data access classes, as well as the selected sets of data, are specific for each
graph. To select data in a graph, you construct BQL statements that operate with data access classes
using a syntax similar to SQL. For more information on data access in a graph, see Understanding Data
Views, PXCache Objects, and PXView Objects.

Defining Graphs
A graph is a class that serves as the controller for a page and contains the business logic for the page.
An instance of the graph is created each time the client posts data to the server and is destroyed after
the request has been processed.

A graph is a class derived from the generic PXGraph class. In the first type parameter, you have
to specify the name of the new class you create. The first type parameter is required in the graph
definition (see the code below). In the second type parameter, which is optional, you can add the
definition of actions for standard buttons on the page toolbar.

// Only two explicitly defined actions are added to the graph, Cancel and Save
public class CountryMaint : PXGraph<CountryMaint>
{
    public PXCancel<Country> Cancel;
    public PXSave<Country> Save;

}

// Definition of 9 standard actions for the specified class are added to the graph, 
// such as PXCancel<Product>, PXSave<Product>, ...
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public class ProductMaint : PXGraph<ProductMaint, Product>
{
}

Implementing the graph means that you add graph members that perform specific functionality in
the application. To provide data for a page or implement a business scenario, you have to define the
appropriate graph member.

Specifying Attributes for DAC Fields
Attributes are required in the definition of a data access class field. By using attributes, you specify the
following data access class (DAC) field parameters in the object model and UI:

• The value type and mapping to a database column, such as PXDBString and PXString

• The default value, PXDefault

• Parameters for the UI control that displays the value, PXUIField

• The type of UI control, such as PXSelector

• References to other DAC fields, such as PXDBDefault and PXParent

• Value retrieval and calculation formulas, such as PXDBScalar and PXFormula

For documentation on particular attributes, see Acumatica Framework > API Reference > Attributes.

Attributes are added to the property that holds the value of a DAC field, as the following code shows.
The type attribute is required. The example of the property definition of the Account.CompanyName
data field is shown below.

// The PXDBString type attribute specifies the bound string field
[PXDBString(40, IsUnicode = true)]
// The PXUIField attribute defines the presentation in the UI
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Company Name")]
public virtual string CompanyName {get; set; }

You can use attributes provided by Acumatica Framework, as well as custom attributes that you create
for specific purposes. For more information on custom attributes, see the Lesson 8: Creating a Custom
Attribute for a DAC Field (Setup) lesson.

Attribute Replacement in a Graph

Attributes specified in a data access class apply to this class in every graph of the application unless a
graph replaces them with other attributes. In some graphs, you may need attributes that differ from
what is declared in the DAC. To replace attributes within a particular graph, add new attributes to the
DACName_PropertyName_CacheAttached() method defined in the graph, as the following code shows.
When you replace attributes, you have to redefine all attributes, including the type attribute.

// The CustomerMaint graph
[PXDBString(40, IsUnicode = true)]
// Field label for the page that works with the CustomerMaint graph is set to
 "Company"
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Company")]
protected virtual void Account_CompanyName_CacheAttached(PXCache sender)
{ // empty method
}

In a graph, each PXCache object stores attributes for the corresponding DAC (see the figure below).
When a PXCache object is created, the framework searches for attributes on CacheAttached() methods
in the graph using the DAC field name. Attributes specified for CacheAttached() methods are copied
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to PXCache objects. If there is no CacheAttached() method defined for a DAC field, the attributes are
copied from the data access class. Attributes on graph members are instantiated for every instance of
the graph. In the data access class, the attributes are instantiated when the application domain starts.

You may notice that the method takes the only parameter, which is a PXCache object, and doesn't take
any event arguments. The method doesn't need arguments because it is used just as a marker to replace
attributes on a field of the specified class in the specified cache object, and the method isn't intended for
implementation.

When you add an attribute to a DAC field, the attribute subscribes to certain events of Acumatica
Framework. In event handlers, the attribute processes the field value according to the attribute
purpose. For instance, the PXDefault attribute subscribes to the FieldDefaulting event and sets
the default value every time the event is raised for the field. Multiple attributes can subscribe to the
same event. For more information on the connection between events handled by attributes and events
handled in a graph, see the Lesson 8: Creating a Custom Attribute for a DAC Field (Setup) lesson in this
course and Acumatica Framework > API Reference > Event Model in the documentation.

Figure: Attribute replacement in a graph

The Layout Editor lists data fields and generates controls based on DAC field attributes based on the
attribute replacement as shown in the figure. When you work with an ASP.NET page in design mode, always
rebuild the project after you have modified the graph.

Understanding Data Views, PXCache Objects, and PXView
Objects
Data views are graph members that provide retrieval and manipulation of data records of a particular
data access class (DAC). You use data views:

• To provide data retrieval and manipulation functions for the UI

• To retrieve and manipulate data from code

A data view is an object of a generic PXSelectBase or its successor class. The type parameters of the
data view specify the BQL statement that is translated into a SQL query. The first type parameter of the
data view is the main DAC of the data view. Each data view allows you to modify data records of only
its main DAC.

Below are the Orders and OrderDetails data views that you defined in the
SalesOrderDataEntry graph. Both data views provide data for the UI. Acumatica Framework
automatically instantiates the data views and invokes the Select() method when either of these data
views is requested by the client.
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public class SalesOrderDataEntry : PXGraph<SalesOrderDataEntry, SalesOrder>
{
    // Provides manipulation of sales orders
    public PXSelect<SalesOrder> Orders;
    // Provides manipulation of details of the specified order
    public PXSelect<OrderDetail, 
        Where<OrderDetail.orderNbr, Equal<Current<SalesOrder.orderNbr>>>>
 OrderDetails;

For data binding, a data view is specified in the DataMember property of a UI container control, such
as a form, grid, or tab on the ASP.NET page. To work with data records from code, you invoke CRUD
operations on the data view (Select, Insert, Update, Delete).

A data view is a high-level wrapper around two core objects of the graph: the view (PXView) and the
cache (PXCache) objects. The graph contains the collections of views and cache objects. The framework
handles these objects automatically; you don't have to initialize and control them. When you invoke
CRUD methods on a data view, these methods are executed on the corresponding view or cache object.
For the Orders and OrderDetails data views from the code above, the framework creates two
cache objects in the graph, which hold the SalesOrder and OrderDetail data records, and two
views that hold the SELECT commands. The PXCache object always exists when you try to get the
data from it or modify the data in it from code, or the UI requests or modifies data in it through the
corresponding data view object.

The Select() method is executed on the view object. The view holds the SELECT command and returns
the command execution result. The Select() method returns a PXResultset collection of data records
of the main DAC of the data view. After Select() is invoked, the data records are reloaded to the cache
object.

Data modification methods are executed on the cache object, which holds the data records that are
modified but not yet saved to the database, and the current records displayed in the UI. Each cache
object holds the data records of a single DAC. In a graph, each data view corresponds to the cache
object that works with the main DAC of the data view.

Configuring ASP.NET Pages
An ASP.NET page provides the UI of the application. The ASP.NET page consists of a datasource control
and at least one container control. The datasource control links the page to the graph and provides
interaction with the server. Container controls are bound to graph members and give users the ability to
work with data on the page.

Along with ASP.NET pages, the application can also work with other types of clients that interact with the
application through the application programming interface (API). The API client works with the application
and accesses the data through the graphs.

Configuring the Datasource Control
Every ASP.NET page is required to have a single PXDataSource control. The datasource control
performs the following functions:

• Binds the page to the graph

• Posts data to the server

• Invokes callback commands to the server

• Represents the toolbar on the page

This article covers the following sections:

• TypeName and PrimaryView

• Callback Commands

• Buttons on the Page Toolbar

• Invalid Action Name Warning
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TypeName and PrimaryView

TypeName and PrimaryView are two required properties of a datasource control. For the TypeName
property, you have to specify the graph that works with the page. For the PrimaryView property, you
have to specify the data view that defines which actions to add to the datasource control as callback
commands. In this property, you usually specify the main data view of the graph. Acumatica Framework
adds callback commands to the datasource control for those actions whose data access class (DAC) is
the same as the DAC of PrimaryView.

public class CountryMaint : PXGraph<CountryMaint>
{
    // If PrimaryView is set to Countries, 
    // Framework adds the Cancel and Save callback commands to the datasource
 control
    // and the corresponding buttons appear on the page toolbar
    public PXCancel<Country> Cancel;
    public PXSave<Country> Save;
   
    public PXSelect<Country> Countries;
}

Callback Commands

A datasource control contains the collection of callback commands that are executed on the server. A
callback command is a component of the PXDSCallbackCommand type. The callback command may be
statically defined in page markup or dynamically added by the framework. When the server initializes
the page object, it dynamically adds additional callback commands to the datasource control. Along
with system callback commands, the server adds callback commands from actions defined in the graph.
Callback commands are added for those actions whose DAC is the same as the main DAC of the data
view specified in the PrimaryView property. The framework takes callback command properties from
parameters of the PXButton (or derived) attribute specified on the action.

You can override properties taken from PXButton by specifying new values in the properties of the
corresponding PXDSCallbackCommand component.

The datasource control provides the collection of PXDSCallbackCommand components in the
CallbackCommands property of the control (see the screenshot below). In the CallbackCommands
property, you can see the list of callback commands dynamically added to the datasource control from
the definition of actions in the graph, and edit these callback commands (see the screenshot below).
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Figure: Callback commands collection of the datasource control

If you change a default property of a dynamically added callback command, the definition of the
PXDSCallbackCommand component will be added to the page, as the following code shows.

<px:PXDataSource ID="ds" ...>
    <CallbackCommands>
           <%-- The Visible property is set to False for the standard Next callback
 command --%>
   <px:PXDSCallbackCommand Name="Next" PopupCommand="" PopupCommandTarget="" 
                PopupPanel="" Text="" Visible="False">

The frequently-used properties of PXDSCallbackCommand are listed below:

• Visible: Makes the button visible or invisible on the toolbar. Overrides the Visible parameter of
the PXUIField attribute specified on the action. By default, this property equals True.

• CommitChanges: Enables the posting of modified data when the callback command is invoked, and
overrides the CommitChanges parameter of the PXButton (or derived) attribute specified on the
action. By default, this property is equal to False. The PostData property defines which data
gets posted.
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• DependOnGrid: Enables the posting of the current row selected in the grid when the callback
command is invoked. The value is the ID of the PXGrid control.

• PostData: Defines which data gets posted to the server when the callback command with the
CommtChanges property enabled is invoked. By default, this property is equal to Page, which
means that all data from all controls on the page is posted to the server. Self, which is specified
in standard navigation buttons for optimization, means that only the data from the datasource
control is posted. The datasource control holds the key values of the current record of the main
DAC specified in PrimaryView.

Buttons on the Page Toolbar

Acumatica Framework adds buttons to the toolbar of the page that correspond to the callback
commands of the datasource control. A button will appear on the toolbar if the Visible property of the
callback command is equal to True. The Visible property can be defined in the PXUIField attribute
on the action and overridden in PXDSCallbackCommand. To make a button invisible on the toolbar, set
the Visible property to False for the needed PXDSCallbackCommand component as follows.

// ActionName is the name of the PXAction<DAC> field of the graph
<px:PXDataSource ID="ds" ...>
    <CallbackCommands>
     <px:PXDSCallbackCommand Name="ActionName" PostData="Self" Visible="False" />

Invalid Action Name Warning

ASP.NET page templates include the default definition of some callback commands. When you create
a page from a template, the template adds the default callback command definition to the page. If
there is no action defined in the graph that matches the callback command, the user gets a warning
at run time (see the screenshot below). In this case, you can remove the definition of the unnecessary
PXDSCallbackCommand or define the missing action within the graph.

Figure: Missing action definition in the graph

In the example shown on the screenshot, the CustomerMaint graph that works with the Customers
page has no definition of actions for Insert, Save, First, or Last callback commands (see the code
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below). However, these commands are defined in the ASP.NET page and cause warnings that appear on
the page.

// No definition of actions in the graph
public class CustomerMaint : PXGraph<CustomerMaint>
{
    public PXSelect<Account, 
                    Where<Account.companyType, Equal<CompanyTypes.customer>>>
 Customers;

// Callback commands defined in the ASP.NET page, for which the actions are missing
<px:PXDataSource ID="ds" ...>
    <CallbackCommands>
     <px:PXDSCallbackCommand Name="Insert" PostData="Self" />
     <px:PXDSCallbackCommand CommitChanges="True" Name="Save" />
     <px:PXDSCallbackCommand Name="First" PostData="Self" StartNewGroup="True" />
  <px:PXDSCallbackCommand Name="Last" PostData="Self" />
   </CallbackCommands>
</px:PXDataSource>

Configuring Container Controls
Acumatica Framework provides the following container controls:

• PXFormView (form)

• PXGrid (grid)

• PXTab, which consists of PXTabItem (tab) elements

To configure a container control, you have to specify the data binding properties for it and add input
controls to the container. Two properties are required for every container control:

• DataSourceID: Binds the container to a datasource control.

• DataMember: Sets the data view that provides data for the container.

In the DataSourceID property, you have to specify the ID of the datasource control on the page. When
you create a page from a template, this property is already specified for the default containers added
from the template. When you add a nested container, you have to set the DataSourceID property. After
you have specified DataSourceID for the container, you can set the DataMember property for it. The
DataMember property links the container to a data view defined in the graph. In the container, you can
define input controls for data fields available through that data view.

This article contains the following sections:

• Adding Input Controls

• Enabling the Callback on a Control

• Adding an Input Control for a Joined Data Field

Adding Input Controls

To add input controls to a container, you can use the Layout Editor. It generates control definitions
based on the attributes of DAC fields. The Layout Editor lists data fields and generates controls based
on the actual DAC field attributes for the graph (the attributes for DAC fields may be replaced in a
graph, as described in Specifying Attributes for DAC Fields). To open the Layout Editor, select Edit
Content Layout from the smart tag menu of the container control.

When you work with an ASP.NET page in design mode, always rebuild the project after you have modified
the graph. After that, refresh the page if you don't see the most recent changes in the Layout Editor.
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The type of an input control correlates with the attributes of the DAC field. To define an input control,
you have to add the attributes to the DAC field depending on the needed type of the input control (see
the table below).

In ASP.NET markup, the following properties are required for every input control in a container:

• ID: Identifies the control within the page. This property is required due to ASP.NET.

• runat="Server": Indicates that the server should create an object of the specified class. This
property is required due to ASP.NET.

• DataField: Specifies the DAC field represented by the control.

Particular types of controls may need additional properties, which are shown in the table below.

An input control gets rendering parameters from DAC field metadata. The server returns metadata by
request from the UI control or another client, such as a web service. The metadata contains a set of
parameters that define the UI presentation of the control, such as the label text and current value,
and whether the control is enabled and visible. DAC field metadata is dynamic and may differ by data
record. Almost all properties of input controls are defined in DAC field metadata. Metadata is configured
in attributes on the DAC field; you can also change it in your application code, (for instance, in graph
handlers). The properties that you specify on the ASP.NET control in page source code are synchronized
with properties obtained from metadata, with the metadata overriding the values from the page. We
recommend that you specify properties of UI controls by using DAC field attributes.

A few properties are specified only in page source code. For instance, to enable the callback on a
control, you set the CommitChanges property for the control in ASP.NET markup. These additional
properties aren't defined by metadata and are used to set specific parameters of ASP.NET controls. For
information on these properties, see the descriptions of the controls.

DAC field metadata, called the field state, is represented as an instance of the PXFieldState class or
a derived class that is constructed on the FieldSelecting event. For more information on the field
state, see Acumatica Framework > API Reference > Event Model > Events > FieldSelecting in the
documentation.

Definition of Input Controls

Control Attributes on the DAC Field ASPX Definition

Text box [PX(DB)String] <px:PXTextEdit ID= ...> </
px:PXTextEdit>

Number edit box [PX(DB)Decimal] <px:PXNumberEdit ID=...> </
px:PXNumberEdit>

Mask edit box [PX(DB)String (InputMask
=...)]

<px:PXMaskEdit ID=...> </
px:PXDropDown>

Drop-down list [PXStringList] or
[PXIntList], or derived

<px:PXDropDown ID=...> </
px:PXDropDown>

Selector [PXSelector] or derived from
PXCustomSelector

<px:PXSelector ID=...
DataSourceID="ds"> </
px:PXSelector>

Check box [PX(DB)Bool] <px:PXCheckBox ID=...> </
px:PXCheckBox>

Date-time picker [PX(DB)Date] <px:PXDateTimeEdit ID=...> </
px:PXDateTimeEdit>

Time span edit box [PXDBTimeSpan(DisplayMask
= "hh:mm", InputMask =
"hh:mm")]

<px:PXDateTimeEdit ID=...
TimeMode="True"> </
px:PXDateTimeEdit>
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Control Attributes on the DAC Field ASPX Definition

Group of radio
buttons

[PXStringList] or
[PXIntList], or derived

<px:PXGroupBox
ID="PXGroupBox1" ...
Caption="Aggregate"
DataField="Aggregated">
<Template> <px:PXRadioButton
ID="PXRadioButton1" ...
GroupName="PXGroupBox1"
Text="View All" Value="0" /
> <px:PXRadioButton
ID="PXRadioButton2" ...
GroupName="PXGroupBox1"
Text="Sum Ext. Price"
Value="1" /> <px:PXRadioButton
ID="PXRadioButton3" ...
GroupName="PXGroupBox1"
Text="Sum Amount" Value="2" /
> </Template> <ContentLayout
Layout="Stack" /> </
px:PXGroupBox>

Enabling Callback on a Control

If callback is enabled for an input control, the datasource control posts the modified data when the
control loses focus. On callback, the modified data from all controls is posted to the server. On receiving
the callback, the server raises the events that you handle to process the modified data.

To enable callback for an input control on the form or tab item, set the CommitChanges property to
True for the control.

<px:PXFormView ID="form" ...>
    <Template>
        ...
        <px:PXDropDown ID="Status" ... CommitChanges="true">
        </px:PXDropDown>

Callback in a grid is enabled separately for columns and input controls. When a user works in the table
view mode of the grid, the callback triggers on a column. To enable the callback for a grid column, set
the CommitChanges property to True for the column.

<px:PXGrid ID="grid" ...>
    <Levels>
        <px:PXGridLevel ...>
            <Columns>
                ...
                <px:PXGridColumn DataField="ProductID" ... CommitChanges="true">
                </px:PXGridColumn>

To enable the callback for the input control, which triggers in the form edit mode of the grid, set the
CommitChanges property to True for the control in the grid.

<px:PXGrid ID="grid" ...>
    <Levels>
        <px:PXGridLevel ...>
            <RowTemplate>
                ...    
                <px:PXSelector ID="ProductID" ... CommitChanges="true">
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                </px:PXSelector>

Adding an Input Control for a Joined Data Field

You can add an input control or grid column that displays a joined data field retrieved by a data view.
If a data field is joined, the framework automatically makes the control associated with that data field
disabled in the UI, because the joined data cannot be edited through the data view in which it is joined.

For example, suppose that you have the Customers data view with a left join to Countries, as
shown in the code below.

public PXSelectJoin<Account, 
                    LeftJoin<Country, On<Account.countryCD,
 Equal<Country.countryCD>>>,
                    Where<Account.companyType, Equal<CompanyTypes.customer>>> 
 Customers;

You can add an input control that displays the country description on the Customers page as follows:

<px:PXTextEdit ID="edCountryCD" ...></px:PXTextEdit>
<px:PXTextEdit ID="edCountry__Description" 
               runat="server" 
               DataField="Country__Description">
</px:PXTextEdit>

Two underscore symbols (__) denote a joined data field in page source code, joinedDAC__field.

In this case, the control that displays country description will be disabled on the form (see the
screenshot below), because Country instances cannot be edited through the Customers data view.
Only Account records can be edited through this data view, because Account is the main DAC of the
data view.

Figure: The joined data field on the form
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Example 1.2: Arranging Controls on the Form
Now you will see how to quickly configure the layout of the form, organizing the controls into two
columns. On the RB203000.aspx (Customers) page, you will arrange the controls on the form by using
layout rules, as described below:

1. Add a Row layout rule as the first item in the definition of controls within the form. In the Layout
Editor, click Layout Rule on the toolbar to add the Row layout rule to the topmost position in
the tree of controls (see the screenshot below).

Figure: Adding a Row layout rule to the form

2. Start the second column by adding a Column layout rule before the control for the Phone data
field (see the screenshot below).

The Column layout rule starts the second column in the current row; the first column starts with
the Row layout rule. The second column will include all controls listed before the next Row or
Column layout rule.
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Figure: Adding the Column layout rule to the form

3. Save the changes on the page. The resulting source code of the page looks as follows.

<px:PXFormView ID="form" ...>
    <Template>
        <px:PXLayoutRule runat="server" StartRow="True">
        </px:PXLayoutRule>
        ...controls
        <px:PXLayoutRule runat="server" StartColumn="True">
        </px:PXLayoutRule>
        ...controls
    </Template> 
    ...
</px:PXFormView>

Open the Customers page in a browser. The controls are rendered on the form as shown in the
screenshot below. More examples of form layout are given in Lesson 4: Configuring Complex Layout of
a Page (Shipments).
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Figure: Two columns of controls on the form on the Customers page
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Lesson Summary
In this lesson, you've learned how to create simple form view pages by creating the Customers page
as an example. For every new application page, you have to complete the following steps, in which you
prepare the basic components of the page:

1. Define a new graph class that provides the controller for the new page.

2. Create a new ASP.NET page that contains the definition of controls displayed on the page.

3. Bind the graph to the ASP.NET page.

4. Define data access classes (DACs) that are used on the page. Specify the needed attributes for
DAC fields.

5. In the graph, define data view objects that provide data retrieval and manipulation.

6. Bind the datasource control and container controls (such as forms, tabs, and grids) to data
views.

7. Within the container controls, define single input controls for particular data fields. Arrange the
input controls on forms.

8. Define actions for standard buttons on the page toolbar.

9. Add the page to the site map.

After you complete all these steps, the basic functionality of the page is ready. Then you can extend the
page by adding business logic to it, configuring more complex behavior on the page, and enhancing the
layout of controls, if needed.
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Lesson 2: Creating a Form-Tab Edit Page (Suppliers)
In this lesson, you will learn how to create complex maintenance pages by using the Suppliers page
as an example. On the Suppliers page, users can edit the supplier information, including the list of
products that can be ordered from the supplier. The page consists of a form and a tab control with
two tab items on the tab control it (see the screenshot below). The form and the first tab item display
general supplier information, while the second tab item provides a grid for editing supplier details,
which are the products that can be ordered from the supplier.

Figure: The Suppliers page

Suppliers are accounts that have a CompanyType of S. Suppliers and products have a many-to-
many relationship: The same product can be ordered from multiple suppliers, and one supplier can
provide multiple products. The many-to-many links between records are stored in the separate
SupplierProduct table (see the diagram below). For the Suppliers page, SupplierProduct
records are details for the Account class. Once a supplier account (master record) is deleted, the links
to products (detail records) should also be deleted from the database.

Figure: The class diagram for the Suppliers page

Lesson Objectives

• Learn how to provide data for multiple container controls on a page.

• Learn how to display fields of the same data record in multiple container controls on a page.

• Learn how to define the master-detail relationship between data.
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Initial Steps
Before you begin this lesson, you should complete the following preparation steps:

1. Define a graph for the Suppliers page. To do this, create the new SupplierMaint graph.

2. Create a new ASP.NET page, the Pages/RapidByte/RB204000.aspx page, from the FormTab
template.

3. Link the page to the graph. To do this, set the TypeName property to SupplierMaint in the
datasource control on the page.

4. Make sure the following data access classes are defined in the project:

• Account

• SupplierProduct (generate the default definition of the class by using the Data Access
Class Generator)

5. In the SupplierMaint graph, define the standard actions for the Account class by specifying
the class in the second type parameter of the base graph, as the following code shows.

public class SupplierMaint : PXGraph<SupplierMaint, Account>
{
}

6. In the SupplierMaint graph, replace attributes on the Account.AccountCD field to provide
the selector of suppliers on the page.

[PXDBString(15, IsKey = true, IsUnicode = true)]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Account ID")]
[PXSelector(
    typeof(Search<Account.accountCD, 
                  Where<Account.companyType, Equal<CompanyTypes.supplier>>>),
    typeof(Account.accountCD),
    typeof(Account.companyName),
    typeof(Account.address))]
[PXDefault]
protected virtual void Account_AccountCD_CacheAttached(PXCache sender)
{
}

7. In the SupplierMaint graph, replace attributes on the Account.CompanyType field to
insert the supplier type into each new record created on the Suppliers page.

[PXDBString(1, IsKey = true, IsFixed = true)]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Company Type")]
[PXDefault(CompanyTypes.Supplier)]
protected virtual void Account_CompanyType_CacheAttached(PXCache sender)
{
}

8. In the SupplierProduct class, add the selector to the SupplierProduct.ProductID field,
as the following code shows.

[PXDBInt(IsKey = true)]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Product ID")]
[PXDefault]
[PXSelector(typeof(Product.productID),
            typeof(Product.productCD),
            typeof(Product.productName),
            typeof(Product.unitPrice),
            DescriptionField = typeof(Product.productCD),
            SelectorMode = PXSelectorMode.DisplayModeText)]
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public virtual int? ProductID
{ ...
}

9. Add the RB204000.aspx page to the site map with the Suppliers name under the following node:
Acumaitca Company > RapidByte > RapidByte > Work Area > Manage.

Now you can start with the lesson.

The steps above do not represent all that you must do to create an application page. You also have to
define data views in the graph, bind them to the UI, and configure attributes on master-detail data access
classes. These tasks will be done during completion of this lesson.
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Example 2.1: Providing Data for the Form-Tab Page
In this example, you will provide data for the form and tab controls displayed on the Suppliers page. On
the page, the form and the first tab item will display the data of the record selected from the database.
To provide this data, you have to define two data views with the same main data access class (DAC)
and set them as data members for the container controls. To access the same record in the second data
view, you will use the Current BQL parameter, which takes the record from the Current property of the
PXCache object (which holds objects of the main DAC of the data view).

To provide data for the controls on the page, you will complete the following steps, which are described
in greater detail below:

1. In the graph, define a data view for each container control on the page.

2. On the ASP.NET page, link the container controls to the corresponding data views.

3. Add the definition of the input controls to each container control.

Do the following:

1. In the SupplierMaint graph, define the Suppliers and SelectedSupplier data views for
the form and tab, respectively, as follows:

a. Define the Suppliers data view, which retrieves Account records of the supplier
company type.

public PXSelect<Account, Where<Account.companyType,
 Equal<CompanyTypes.supplier>>> Suppliers;

b. Define the SelectedSupplier data view, which refers to the same current record in
the PXCache object as the Suppliers data view refers to.

public PXSelect<Account,
    Where<Account.accountID, Equal<Current<Account.accountID>>>>
 SelectedSupplier;

You can define two data views with the same main DAC onlyyou want to display the same
record on multiple container controls on a page.

c. Rebuild the project.

2. On the RB204000.aspx page, bind the controls to data views defined in the graph as follows,
providing an individual data view for each container control:

a. For the datasource control, set the PrimaryView property to Suppliers, as shown
below.

<px:PXDataSource ID="ds"
                 ...
                 PrimaryView="Suppliers" 
                 TypeName="RB.RapidByte.SupplierMaint">

b. For the form control, set the DataMember property to Suppliers, as shown in the
following code.

<px:PXFormView ID="form" 
               ...
               DataSourceID="ds"
               DataMember="Suppliers">
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c. For the tab control, set the DataMember property to SelectedSupplier, as shown
below.

 <px:PXTab ID="tab" 
           ...
           DataSourceID="ds"
           DataMember="SelectedSupplier">

3. Add the definition of the input control to each container control as follows:

a. Add the definition of input controls to the form. Add two controls for the AccountCD and
CompanyName fields, and split the controls in two columns, as shown in the following
screenshot and the corresponding code.

Figure: Layout of the form on the RB204000.aspx page

<px:PXFormView ID="form" ...>
    <Template>
        <px:PXLayoutRule runat="server" StartRow="True"
 ControlSize="SM">
  </px:PXLayoutRule>
        <px:PXSelector ID="AccountCD" 
                        runat="server" 
                        DataField="AccountCD" 
                        DataSourceID="ds">
        </px:PXSelector>
        <px:PXLayoutRule runat="server" StartColumn="True"
 ControlSize="XM">
  </px:PXLayoutRule>
       <px:PXTextEdit runat="server" 
                        DataField="CompanyName" 
                        ID="CompanyName">
        </px:PXTextEdit>
    </Template>
 <ContentLayout Layout="Stack" Orientation="Horizontal" />
</px:PXFormView>

b. Select the first tab item of the control, and set the Text property to Supplier
Details. The Text property adds the caption of the tab item.
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The FormTab template defines two tab items in the control. You can delete tab items and
add additional items, if needed.

c. To the first tab item, add the definition of input controls for the rest of the Account
fields: ContactName, Address, City, Region, PostalCode, CountryCD, Phone,
and Fax. Arrange the controls in a column, as shown in the following screenshot and the
corresponding code.

Figure: Layout of the first tab item

<px:PXTab ID="tab" ...>
    <Items>
     <px:PXTabItem Text="Supplier Details">
            <Template>
                <px:PXLayoutRule runat="server" ControlSize="SM"
 LabelsWidth="SM" 
                    StartRow="True">
                </px:PXLayoutRule>
                <px:PXTextEdit ID="ContactName" runat="server"
 DataField="ContactName">
                </px:PXTextEdit>
                <px:PXTextEdit ID="Address" runat="server"
 DataField="Address">
                </px:PXTextEdit>
                <px:PXTextEdit ID="City" runat="server"
 DataField="City">
                </px:PXTextEdit>
                <px:PXTextEdit ID="Region" runat="server"
 DataField="Region">
                </px:PXTextEdit>
                <px:PXTextEdit ID="PostalCode" runat="server"
 DataField="PostalCode">
                </px:PXTextEdit>
                <px:PXSelector ID="CountryCD" runat="server"
 DataField="CountryCD" 
                    DataSourceID="ds" AllowAddNew="True">
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                </px:PXSelector>
                <px:PXTextEdit ID="Phone" runat="server"
 DataField="Phone">
                </px:PXTextEdit>
                <px:PXTextEdit ID="Fax" runat="server" DataField="Fax">
                </px:PXTextEdit>
            </Template>
        </px:PXTabItem>
        ...
</px:PXTab>

Now the Suppliers page is ready. Open the page in a browser and view different suppliers by using the
Previous and Next buttons on the page toolbar. Check whether the form and tab display the data of
the same record retrieved from the database. In the next example, you will add to the second tab item
a grid for supplier details.

Figure: The Suppliers page with the same record displayed on the form and tab controls

Providing Data for Controls
In a graph, you have to define a separate data view for each container control on the page, including
nested container controls. Each data view should refer to a unique main data access class (DAC) unless
you want to display the same data record in multiple container controls.

The following two data views have the same main DAC and work with the same PXCache object, which
stores the Product data records.

public PXSelect<Product> Products;
public PXSelect<Product, 
           Where<Product.productID, Equal<Current<Product.productID>>>>
 ProductDetails;

These two data views can only be used as data members for UI containers that display the same data
record at a time. In such definition of data views, where the first one is used to display brief information
of a product on a form, and the second one is used to display the detail information of the same
product on a tab. For both data views, the Current property of the PXCache cache object returns the
same Product data record. If a user selects a data record in one UI container, the same data record
appears in the second container.

If you need to present two different data records of the same class on the UI, you have to derive a new
data access class. Then you can define two data views with different main DACs, to provide different
PXCache objects for each class. In this case, Acumatica Framework assigns the Current property of
each PXCache object independently.
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Selecting Linked Data by Using the Current Property
A PXCache object has the Current property, which is set to the current data record in the UI. The
Current property is often used to select linked data, such as the detail data by the specified master
record key.

In the code below, the Current property is used in data views to select and retrieve linked data. The
Suppliers and SelectedSupplier data views retrieve records from the same PXCache object,
because they have the same main DAC. The SupplierProducts data view retrieves records of the
SupplierProduct class that have the specified AccountID taken from the Current property of the
PXCache object for Account.

public PXSelect<Account, 
    Where<Account.companyType, Equal<CompanyTypes.supplier>>> Suppliers;
// Retrieves the same record that is current in the PXCache object for Account
public PXSelect<Account,
    Where<Account.accountID, Equal<Current<Account.accountID>>>> SelectedSupplier;
// Retrieves the detail records by the specified AccountID
public PXSelect<SupplierProduct,
    Where<SupplierProduct.accountID, Equal<Current<Account.accountID>>>>
 SupplierProducts;

This article contains the following sections:

• Getting the Current Data Record

• Setting the Current Data Record

Getting the Current Data Record

The framework automatically assigns the Current property in the following cases:

• To each row retrieved from the database before it is displayed in the UI

• To the last modified row that has been inserted or updated from the UI, after the updated data is
posted to the server

• To the last modified row that has been inserted or updated from code, after you invoke the
Insert() or Update() method on the cache object

• To each row selected in a grid PXGrid control if the SyncPosition property is enabled for the
control

• To the row selected in the grid when the user invokes a callback command (clicks the button) with
the DependOnGrid property set to grid

The assignment of the Current property raises the RowSelected event for the current data record.

The Current property returns the object of the main DAC type of the data view. The following two
properties return the equivalent result (see the code below).

// Get a Shipment object through the data view
Shipment sh = Shipments.Current;
// Get a Shipment object through the PXCache object
SalesOrder current = (Shipment)this.Orders.Cache.Current;

After you create a graph instance in the code, the Current property of all cache objects of the graph
returns null.

You can get a value from the current data record and specify it as BQL parameter in a data view type or
attribute on a DAC field. To do this, specify the needed DAC field in the Current parameter of the BQL
statement as shown in code below.
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// Select shipment lines through the data view
// where shipmentNbr equals to the number of the current shipment
public PXSelect<ShipmentLine,
    Where<ShipmentLine.shipmentNbr, Equal<Current<Shipment.shipmentNbr>>>,
    OrderBy<Desc<ShipmentLine.gift>>> ShipmentLines;

Setting the Current Data Record

You can set the Current property to a data record of the type the PXCache object works with. When
you assign the Current property to a DAC object, the framework selects a record from the database by
key values taken from the assigned DAC object. If a record with such key exists in the database, the
Current property is assigned to the retrieved record. Otherwise, the property is set to null. You can set
the Current property in the following cases:

• To be able to modify a data record in a processing method.

• To be able to open a page displaying the specified data record when you redirect to the page from
another one (see Example 3.4: Adding a Redirection Link to the Grid).

We don't recommend that you set the Current property in other cases, such as in event handlers,
because doing this may cause the application to work incorrectly.

You can use the Search<>() generic method of a data view object, to retrieve a record from the
database. You can then assign the retrieved record to the Current property, as the following code
shows.

//The data view works with the PXCache object that holds SalesOrder data records
public PXSelectOrderBy<SalesOrder, OrderBy<Asc<SalesOrder.orderNbr>>> Orders;
...
//To search for the record in the database 
// You can use the generic Search<> method of the data view
graph.Orders.Current = graph.Orders.Search<SalesOrder.orderNbr>(order.OrderNbr);
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Example 2.2: Defining the Master-Detail Relationship Between
Data

Now you will see how to prepare all components of a master-detail page by using the Suppliers page.
To do this, you will perform the following steps, which are described in greater detail below:

1. Set up the master-detail relationship between the Account (supplier) and SupplierProduct
data access classes.

2. Define the master and detail data views, which select suppliers and their details.

3. Bind the data views to the form and grid that display the master-details data on the page.

Do the following:

1. In the SupplierMaint graph, replace attributes for the SupplierProduct.AccountID
field, as the following code shows. In the attributes, set up the master-detail relationship
between the Account and SupplierProduct data access classes). To do this, you have
to add the PXDBDefault and PXParent attributes to the key field of the detail class, which is
SupplierProduct:

a. Add the PXDBDefault attribute to the SupplierProduct.AccountID field, as shown
below.

[PXDBInt(IsKey = true)]
[PXDBDefault(typeof(Account.accountID))]
protected virtual void SupplierProduct_AccountID_CacheAttached(PXCache
 Sender)
{
}

The PXDBDefault attribute inserts the default value into the key field of the detail
class, which is the key to the master record. For each new SupplierProduct
object, the framework inserts the ID of the current supplier into the
SupplierProduct.AccountID data field. The field isn't intended for editing in the UI;
thus, it has no the PXUIField attribute.

The PXDBDefault attribute for the SupplierProduct.AccountID field is specific for
the SupplierMaint graph. You cannot add the PXDBDefault attribute directly to the
DAC definition, because the class may be used in other graphs for which the AccountID
value is specified by the user. For instance, on the Products page, you could add a tab with
the list of suppliers that offer the product. Because you need to add one attribute to a DAC
field that is specific for the graph, you have to redeclare all attributes for the DAC field in
the graph.

b. Add the PXParent attribute to the SupplierProduct.AccountID field as follows.

[PXDBInt(IsKey = true)]
[PXDBDefault(typeof(Account.accountID))]
[PXParent(
    typeof(Select<Account,
                  Where<Account.accountID,
 Equal<Current<SupplierProduct.accountID>>>>))]
protected virtual void SupplierProduct_AccountID_CacheAttached(PXCache
 Sender)
{
}

The PXParent attribute specifies the master-detail relationship between classes, which
enables cascaded deletion of detail records when the master record is deleted. When
a supplier is deleted, the corresponding links to products are also deleted from the
database.

2. Define the master and detail data views in the graph as follows:
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a. In the SupplierMaint graph, you have already defined the Suppliers data view,
which provides master records for the page.

public PXSelect<Account, Where<Account.companyType,
 Equal<CompanyTypes.supplier>>> Suppliers;

The Suppliers data view selects data records of the Account DAC that have the
supplier company type.

b. To select linked products that are supplier details, define the SupplierProducts data
view as follows.

public PXSelect<SupplierProduct,
    Where<SupplierProduct.accountID, Equal<Current<Account.accountID>>>>
 SupplierProducts;

In the SupplierProducts data view, you pass the account ID to the query in the
Current parameter of the BQL statement. When the framework executes the statement,
it takes the value from the Current property of the PXCache object that holds Account
objects in this graph and retrieves records that match the query.

c. Rebuild the project.

3. Configure the controls on the ASP.NET page:

a. Make sure the form control has the DataMember property set to Suppliers and contains
the definition of input controls for DAC fields accessible through this data view.

b. Select the second tab item in the control and set the Text property to Products.

c. Add a nested PXGrid control to the second tab item.

To add a nested grid though the Layout Editor, select Grid from the Container menu on
the toolbar, as shown on the screenshot below.

Figure: Adding a nested grid though the Layout Editor

d. Set the following properties for the grid:

• DataSourceID: ds

• DataMember: SupplierProducts

• SkinID: DetailsInTab

• AutoAdjustColumns: True

• AutoSize > Enabled: True

• Width: 100%

<px:PXTab ID="tab" ...>
    <Items>
     <px:PXTabItem Text="Supplier Details">
            ...
     </px:PXTabItem>
  <px:PXTabItem Text="Products">
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      <Template>
                <px:PXGrid ID="PXGrid1" 
                               runat="server" 
                               DataSourceID="ds"
                               SkinID="DetailsInTab">
                        <Levels>
                            <px:PXGridLevel
 DataKeyNames="AccountID,ProductID" 
                                           
 DataMember="SupplierProducts">
                                <Columns>
                                    ...
                                </Columns>
                            </px:PXGridLevel>
                        </Levels>
                </px:PXGrid>
            </Template>
        </px:PXTabItem>
    </Items>
</px:PXTab>

e. Add columns to the grid for all fields of the SupplierProduct class, except for
SupplierProduct.AccountID and audit fields. The SupplierProduct.AccountID
data field is set automatically by the PXDBDefault attribute, which takes the value from
the parent record.

<px:PXGrid ID="PXGrid1" ...>
    <Levels>
    ...
    <Columns>
        <px:PXGridColumn DataField="ProductID">
        </px:PXGridColumn>
        <px:PXGridColumn DataField="SupplierUnit" Width="80px">
        </px:PXGridColumn>
        <px:PXGridColumn DataField="ConversionFactor" TextAlign="Right"
 Width="100px">
        </px:PXGridColumn>
        <px:PXGridColumn DataField="SupplierPrice" TextAlign="Right"
 Width="100px">
        </px:PXGridColumn>
        <px:PXGridColumn DataField="LastSupplierPrice" Width="100px"
 TextAlign="Right">
        </px:PXGridColumn>
        <px:PXGridColumn DataField="LastPurchaseDate" Width="90px">
        </px:PXGridColumn>
        <px:PXGridColumn DataField="MinOrderQty" Width="100px"
 TextAlign="Right">
        </px:PXGridColumn>
    </Columns>
</px:PXGrid>

Now the master-detail data for the Suppliers page is ready and you can test how it works. Open the
Suppliers page in a browser. The second tab item on the page displays a list of products that can
be ordered from a supplier (see the following screenshot). Make sure that the correct products are
retrieved for each supplier selected on the form. Delete a supplier and ensure that the links to the
deleted supplier's products (SupplierProduct entries) are also deleted from the database.
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Figure: The master-detail data on the Suppliers page

Setting Up the Master-Detail Relationship Between Data
To set up the master-detail relationship between data access classes, you have to add two attributes,
PXDBDefault and PXParent, to the DAC fields of the detail class. If the same class is involved in
multiple master-detail relationships with more than one class, you have to define each relationship
individually in the graph where the relationship is used. If the same master-detail relationship is used in
multiple graphs, you can derive a detail DAC, define the relationship in the new class, and then use the
derived DAC in the needed graphs.

This article contains the following sections:

• PXDBDefault

• PXParent

• Selecting Master-Detail Data for the UI

PXDBDefault

The PXDBDefault attribute specifies the default value for a data field. You should use this attribute to
insert the default value, which is the foreign key to the master DAC.

PXDBDefault works similarly to PXDefault and gets its value from the Current property of the
PXCache object that holds data records of the specified class. However, the PXDBDefault attribute is
specially intended to insert a default value that is the key to the parent record. Unlike PXDefault, the
PXDBDefault attribute inserts the default value after the parent record is saved to the database and
supports the identity key field of the master DAC.

If you implement a master-detail relationship, you should use the PXDBDefault attribute to bind the
detail data record fields to the master data record key fields. If the master data record is new and uses
the identity key generated by the database, its key field will be set to a real value only when the master
record is saved to the database. So if a detail data record is created before the master data record
is saved, the detail data record field will be set to the temporary value of the master identity field.
However, the PXDBDefault attribute will replace the value with the real one when the detail data record
is saved to the database.

As the following example code shows, in the SupplierProduct class, the PXDBDefault attribute
gets the default value for its AccountID key field from the Account.AccountID field of the current
master record.

//SupplierProduct.AccountID
...
[PXDBDefault(typeof(Account.accountID))]
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public virtual int? AccountID
{...
}

In Example 2.1: Providing Data for the Form-Tab Page, these attributes are defined in the graph and not in
the DAC definition, see the example for details.

PXParent

The PXParent attribute specifies the master-detail relationship between classes.

If you calculate aggregate values by using the PXFormula attribute for the master DAC, you also have to
add PXParent to one of fields of the detail DAC.

You can add the PXParent attribute to any field of the child DAC. Because the attribute specifies the
master-detail relationship between classes, it enables cascaded deletion of the child records once a
parent record is deleted. Once the PXParent attribute is added to a DAC field, you can also use the
PXFormula attribute to define calculations for parent DAC fields from detail DAC fields.

The parent data record is defined by the BQL Select<> statement specified in the attribute. Typically,
the query includes a Where<> clause that adds conditions for the parent’s key fields to equal the child’s
key fields. In this case, to specify the values of the key fields of the child data record, you use the
Current parameter.

In the SupplierProduct class, PXParent specifies the current Account record as the parent for the
SupplierProduct record. In Example 2.2: Defining the Master-Detail Relationship Between Data,
the PXParent attribute on the SupplierProduct.AccountID DAC field is replaced through the
SupplierProduct_AccountID_CacheAttached() method of the graph. Alternatively, you can
specify the attribute directly for the DAC field in the class, as the following code shows.

//SupplierProduct.AccountID
...
[PXParent(typeof(Select<Account,
    Where<Account.accountID, Equal<Current<SupplierProduct.accountID>>>>))]
public virtual int? AccountID
{...
}

Selecting Master-Detail Data for the UI

To select master-detail data for the UI, you define two data views in the graph (see the code below).
The master data view selects data records of the Shipment class, while the detail data view selects
records of the ShipmentLine class. To select details for a particular master record, you specify the
master key field in the Current parameter of the data view type. In the Current parameter, Acumatica
Framework inserts the value from the Current property of the PXCache object that works with the
specified DAC.

The order of data views in the graph defines the order of saving and of deleting data records from the
database. The framework saves data records in the order in which the data views are defined, and
deletes the records in reverse order. Thus, you have to define the master data view before the detail
data view to enable correct saving and deleting of details.

// Retrieves master records
public PXSelect<Account, 
    Where<Account.companyType, Equal<CompanyTypes.supplier>>> Suppliers;
// Retrieves detail records by Account.AccountID of the current master record
public PXSelect<SupplierProduct,
    Where<SupplierProduct.accountID, Equal<Current<Account.accountID>>>>
 SupplierProducts;
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Lesson Summary
In this lesson, you have learned how to provide data for multiple container controls, and how to set up
a master-detail relationship between data.

To provide data for a page, you have done to do the following:

1. In the graph that works with the page, you have defined a data view for each container control
on the page.

2. On the ASP.NET page, you have bound each container control to the data view.

3. You have defined input controls for each form and define columns for each grid on the page.

To create a master-detail page, you have completed the following steps:

1. Setting up the master-detail relationship between data access classes. To do this, you had to:

• Add the PXDBDefault attribute to a key data field of the detail DAC, which is the key to the
master record. The PXDBDefault attribute provides the default value for the key field of
the detail DAC.

• Add the PXParent attribute to any key data field of the detail DAC. The PXParent attribute
enables cascaded deletion of detail records on deletion of the master record.

2. Defining two data views that select the master-detail data for the page. Use the Current
parameter in the detail data view type to select records for a particular master record.

3. Binding the UI controls that display the data on the page: To do this, you needed to:

• Set the master data view for the datasource control on the page (in the PrimaryView
property of the control).

• Set the master data view for the form or tab control (in the DataMember property of the
control).

• Set the detail data view for the grid (in the DataMember property of the control).
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Part 2: Inquiry Pages

By using inquiry pages, the user can view data narrowed by the selection criteria they have specified;
these pages are similar to reports but designed for online viewing. Typically, an inquiry page consists of
a form that provides selection parameters and a grid that lists the retrieved data.

The names of ASP.NET pages for inquiry start with the two-letter module abbreviation followed by 40.
For instance, the IT401000.aspx page is an ASP.NET page called Sales Order Inquiry, and IT is the
module abbreviation.

The names of the graphs for inquiry pages have the Inq suffix. For instance, SalesOrderInq is the
name of the graph for the Sales Order Inquiry page.

In the site map, inquiry pages are usually placed in the Explore group on the Work Area tab of the
menu of an application module (see the screenshot below).

Figure: Inquiry pages in the site map
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Lesson 3: Creating an Inquiry Page (Products by Customer)
In this lesson, you will learn how to create inquiry pages by using the Products by Customer page
as an example. On the page, users can see products, ordered by customer, and get the aggregated
extended prices (summed) and amounts for each product category (see the screenshot below).
Products by Customer is a typical inquiry page that consists of a form and a grid. On the form, the user
can specify selection parameters, Customer ID and Product Category, and select the query mode
in the Aggregate group of buttons. The grid displays the retrieved records that match the selection
parameters and the query mode.

Figure: The Products by Customer page

The Products by Customer page will display data from three data access classes (DACs): Account,
OrderDetail, and Product (see the diagram below). Order details contain the information about
quantity, amount, and prices for each product ordered by the customer. The customer is an account
that is connected to order details through the sales order in which the account is specified. To calculate
prices and amounts for each combination of customer and product category, we will have to calculate
the sum of the prices obtained from order details.

Figure: The class diagram for the Products by Customer page
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Lesson Objectives

• Learn how to create inquiry pages with dynamic queries.

• Learn how to write BQL statements with complex WHERE conditions, JOINs, and aggregation
functions.

• Learn how to work with data retrieved by a query.

• Learn how to add a group of radio buttons to the form.

• Learn how to add redirection links to the grid.
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Initial Steps
Before you begin this lesson, you should complete the following preparation steps:

1. Define the graph for the Products by Customer page. To do this, create the new empty
ProductInq graph (with no standard actions defined).

2. Add an ASP.NET page. Create a new Pages/RapidByte/RB402000.aspx page from the FormDetail
template.

3. Link the page to the graph. Set the TypeName property to ProductInq in the datasource control
on the page.

4. Make sure the following data access classes are defined in the project (see the DAC folder):

• Account

• SalesOrder

• OrderDetail

• Product

• Category (if missing, generate the default definition of the class from the Category
table by using the Data Access Class Generator)

These classes have been already defined for use on the Sales Orders page that you've created in
the introductory course.

5. Add the RB402000.aspx page to the site map, with the Products by Customer name, under the
following node: Acumatica Company > RapidByte > RapidByte > Work Area > Explore.
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Example 3.1: Providing Data for the Inquiry Page
In this example, you will prepare the filter for the Products by Customer inquiry page and start with the
basic query, which retrieves the list of products that have been ordered, organized by customer and
product category. As you complete the following steps (which are described in greater detail below),
you will define a new data access class, add graph members, and configure the controls on the ASP.NET
page:

1. Define a new data access class for filtering parameters.

2. In the graph, define two data views that provide data for the form and grid.

3. In the graph, define the action that adds the filter clearing button to the page toolbar.

4. On the ASP.NET page, bind the form and grid to data views and add input controls to them.

Do the following:

1. In the ProductInq.cs file, define the ProductFilter data access class as shown below. In this
class, you should define the CategoryCD and CustomerID unbound data fields in the filter.

// A filter is an ordinary DAC that consists of unbound data fields
// List selection parameters as fields of this class 
[Serializable]
public class ProductFilter : PX.Data.IBqlTable
{
    #region CategoryCD
    public abstract class categoryCD : PX.Data.IBqlField
    {
    }
    [PXString(15, IsUnicode = true)]
    [PXUIField(DisplayName = " Product Category")]
    [PXSelector(typeof(Category.categoryCD))]
    public virtual string CategoryCD { get; set; }
    #endregion

    #region CustomerID
    public abstract class customerID : PX.Data.IBqlField
    {
    }
    [PXInt]
    [PXUIField(DisplayName = "Customer ID")]
    [PXSelector(typeof(Search<Account.accountID,
                              Where<Account.companyType,
 Equal<CompanyTypes.customer>>>),
                DescriptionField = typeof(Account.accountCD),
                SelectorMode = PXSelectorMode.DisplayModeText)]
    public virtual int? CustomerID { get; set; }
    #endregion
}

2. In the ProductInq graph, define the data view for displaying the selection parameters on the
form, and the data view that provides data records for the grid. Perform the following steps:

a. Define the Filter data view as follows.

public class ProductInq : PXGraph<ProductInq>
{
    public PXFilter<ProductFilter> Filter;
}

b. After the PXFilter data view is defined, you can use the Current parameter in the data
view to retrieve filtered data records. Define the ProductRecords data view as follows.

public PXSelectReadonly2<Account,
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    LeftJoin<SalesOrder, On<SalesOrder.customerAccountID,
 Equal<Account.accountID>>,
    LeftJoin<OrderDetail, On<SalesOrder.orderNbr,
 Equal<OrderDetail.orderNbr>>,
    LeftJoin<Product, On<Product.productID,
 Equal<OrderDetail.productID>>>>>,
    // (CustomerID IS NULL OR CustomerID=Filter) AND (CategoryCD IS NULL
 OR CategoryCD=Filter)
    Where2<
        Where<Current<ProductFilter.customerID>, IsNull,
              Or<SalesOrder.customerAccountID,
 Equal<Current<ProductFilter.customerID>>>>,
        And2<Where<Current<ProductFilter.categoryCD>, IsNull,
                   Or<Product.categoryCD,
 Equal<Current<ProductFilter.categoryCD>>>>,
        And<Account.companyType, Equal<CompanyTypes.customer>>>>,
    OrderBy<Asc<Account.accountCD, Asc<Product.categoryCD>>>>
 ProductRecords;

Because users don't need to edit any records on the inquiry page, we use the
PXSelectReadonly2 type, which defines the selection of records in read-only mode. In
the UI, Acumatica Framework automatically disables the editing of data records that were
retrieved through a read-only data view.

3. In the ProductInq graph, define the Cancel action for the filter DAC, as shown below and
rebuild the project.

public PXCancel<ProductFilter> Cancel;

The Cancel action adds the Cancel button to the page toolbar that clear selection parameters
on the page.

Now the needed graph members are ready and you can configure the ASP.NET page.

4. Open RB402000.aspx to configure the controls on the page:

a. For the datasource control, set the PrimaryView property to Filter.

b. For the form control, set the DataMember property to Filter.

c. Add input controls for the CustomerID and CategoryCD data fields to the form and
enable the CommitChanges property for them, as shown below.

<px:PXFormView ID="form" ... DataSourceID="ds" DataMember="Filter">
    <Template>
        ...
        <px:PXSelector runat="server" DataField="CustomerID"
 CommitChanges="True" 
                       ID="edCustomerID">
        </px:PXSelector>
        <px:PXSelector ID="edCategoryCD" runat="server"
 CommitChanges="True" 
                       DataField="CategoryCD">
        </px:PXSelector>
    </Template>
    ...
</px:PXFormView>

d. For the grid control, set the following properties:

• DataMember: ProductRecords

• SkinID: Inquire

The SkinID property defines the set of grid toolbar buttons and rendering parameters of
the grid. For more information, see Configuring Grids.
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e. Add columns to the grid to display the following data fields: AccountCD,
Product__CategoryCD, Product_ProductCD, Product_ProductName,
OrderDetail_UnitPrice, OrderDetail_OrderDetailQty,
OrderDetail_DiscountRate, and OrderDetail_ExtPrice (see the code below).

<px:PXGrid ID="grid" DataSourceID="ds" ... SkinID="Inquire">
    <Levels>
        <px:PXGridLevel ... DataMember="ProductRecords">
            ...
         <Columns>
                <px:PXGridColumn DataField="AccountCD"
 LinkCommand="ViewCustomer">
                </px:PXGridColumn>
                <px:PXGridColumn DataField="Product__CategoryCD">
                </px:PXGridColumn>
                <px:PXGridColumn DataField="Product__ProductCD">
                </px:PXGridColumn>
                <px:PXGridColumn DataField="Product__ProductName"
 Width="200px">
                </px:PXGridColumn>
                <px:PXGridColumn DataField="OrderDetail__UnitPrice"
 TextAlign="Right" 
                                 Width="100px">
                </px:PXGridColumn>
                <px:PXGridColumn DataField="OrderDetail__OrderDetailQty"
 TextAlign="Right" 
                                 Width="100px">
                </px:PXGridColumn>
                <px:PXGridColumn DataField="OrderDetail__DiscountRate"
 TextAlign="Right" 
                                 Width="100px">
                </px:PXGridColumn>
                <px:PXGridColumn DataField="OrderDetail__ExtPrice"
 TextAlign="Right" 
                                 Width="100px">
                </px:PXGridColumn>
            </Columns>
        </px:PXGridLevel>
    </Levels>
 ...
    </px:PXGrid>

Now the page is ready, and you can test it in a browser.

Open the Products by Customer page in a browser (see the screenshot). By default, the page displays
all products that were ever added to a sales order for a customer. Select a customer ID, product
category, and make sure that the data is correctly filtered. (Click Cancel each time you need to clear
the selection parameters.) Note that data is displayed in read-only mode.

Figure: The Products by Customer inquiry page with two selection parameters
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If you see warnings on the page, you can delete the definition of callback commands for missing actions
from the page source code. For more details, see Configuring the Datasource Control.

Using BQL in Data Views
You can use the following clauses and conditions to compose a query in a data view type:

• WHERE clauses

• JOIN conditions

• ORDER BY clauses

• GROUP BY clauses

Depending on the clauses and conditions that you want to use in the query, you have to choose the
appropriate PXSelectBase-derived class for the data view. The classes differ by the type parameters
they take and by the data retrieval mode (which can be merged or read-only; for details, see Retrieving
Data Records). For instance, if you want to write a query that selects rows from one table with a
WHERE clause, use PXSelect (PXSelectReadonly). If you want to write a query with JOIN conditions
and a WHERE clause, use PXSelectJoin (PXSelectReadonly2). For the list of all classes that you can
use, see the BQL reference documentation in Acumatica Framework > API Reference > Core
Classes > PXSelectBase<Table> Class.

The following features aren't used in BQL statements specified in data view types:

• Subqueries

• Calculation of field values

• Aggregation of calculated fields

Instead of using a subquery, you can formulate the statement by using joins, or use the PXDBScalar
attribute on a DAC field to subselect a field value. Alternatively, you can compose the needed result set
in a dynamic query (for details, see Constructing Dynamic Queries).

The calculation of field values can be accomplished by using attributes for DAC fields. To perform a
calculation on a data field, specify the calculation expression in the appropriate attribute on the DAC
field, PXFormula or PXDBCalced.

For more information on attributes, see Acumatica Framework > API Reference > Attributes.

To aggregate calculated fields, use a dynamic query. In the query, calculate and retrieve the resulting
values in the result set.

This article contains the following sections:

• Resulting SQL

• The Difference Between PXSelect and Select Classes

Resulting SQL

In the SQL command generated from BQL, the framework explicitly lists columns for all bound data
fields defined in the DAC. Unbound data fields aren't listed in the query unless they are calculated by
attributes for DAC fields. For calculated DAC fields, depending on the attribute, the frameworks adds a
calculation expression (PXDBCalced) or subquery (PXDBScalar) to the SQL command. By default, the
framework adds ORDER BY clauses to the SQL for each key field of the DAC.

The following data view selects records from the Account table by the specified company type.

public PXSelect<Account, 
    Where<Account.companyType, 
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        Equal<CompanyTypes.customer>>> Customers; //the constant is equal to C

When the data is requested from the Customers data view, Acumatica Framework generates the SQL
command and executes the database query. The resulting SQL query is shown in the following code.

SELECT Account.AccountID, Account.CompanyType, Account.AccountCD, ...
FROM Account Account 
WHERE ( Account.CompanyType = 'C') 
ORDER BY Account.CompanyType, Account.AccountCD

Because no order is specified in the data view, by default, the accounts are ordered by the key fields,
CompanyType and AccountCD, of the Account DAC.

You can trace executed SQL commands in Request Profiler on the website. Navigate to System >
Management > Request Profiler.

The Difference Between PXSelect and Select Classes

Data views are objects of PXSelectBase-derived types, such as PXSelect. Do not confuse them with
generic Select classes.

Generic Select and Search classes represent a BQL command that is parsed to generate the SQL
query. BQL commands are used in data view types and attributes.

The PXSelect class and other classes derived from PXSelectBase<> are data view types. A data view
type is a composition of a BQL command and controller for working with data. Thus, the BQL command
that defines the query syntax is just a part of a data view. The controller is an instance of the PXView
class (see Understanding Data Views, PXCache Objects, and PXView Objects). The controller defines
whether the data view retrieves data records in merged or read-only mode, so merged and read-
only data views that use the same BQL command have different PXView objects. For instance, the
Select3<Table, Join, OrderBy> BQL command is used in the following data view types:

• PXSelectJoinOrderBy<Table, Join, OrderBy> (the type for the merged mode)

• PXSelectReadonly3<Table, Join, OrderBy> (the type for the read-only mode)

Adding a WHERE
In the BQL Where clause, you can use the following elements:

• Comparisons, such as Equal and IsNull

• The AND, OR, and NOT logical operators, including nested parenthetical expressions, such as
WHERE (a >b AND (a!=d OR a!=e))

• Predefined and custom specific BQL constants, such as the predefined True, Null, Today, and
StringEmpty

• Query parameters in expressions, specified within the generic Required, Current, and Optional
classes

• SQL function equivalents, such as Substring, DateDiff, and Round

• Arithmetic operations, such as Add and Mult

For all elements of each type, see Acumatica Framework > API Reference > BQL in the
documentation.

This article contains the following sections:

• AND and OR Clauses

• Constants
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• Arithmetic Operations

AND and OR Clauses

You can use generic And, Or, and Where classes to specify complex conditions in WHERE clauses. While
And and Or classes represent logical operators, nested Where classes are used to enclose expressions in
parentheses. Due to BQL syntax, each operator is nested into the previous one. When you construct a
condition, select the needed generic class by using the following scheme:

Operator: Where, And, Or, On (used in Joins)

Operator<Operator>
Operator<Operand, Comparison>
Operator<Operand, Comparison, NextOperator>
Operator2<Operator, NextOperator>

For instance, if you want to obtain ProductReorder data records that match the following condition,

(P.Active=True AND (P.Discrepancy>0 OR P.Discrepancy=NULL))

where P means ProductReorder, you can construct the Where<> condition as follows.

PXSelect<ProductReorder,
    Where<ProductReorder.active, Equal<True>,
        And<Where<ProductReorder.discrepancy, Greater<decimal_0>,
            Or<ProductReorder.discrepancy, IsNull>>>>>

If you have two or more nested conditions, as shown below,

((P.Active=True OR P.Discrepancy>0) AND (P.Active = False OR P.Discrepancy<0) OR
 P.Discrepancy=0)

enclose each parenthetical expression in a Where as follows.

public PXSelect<ProductReorder,
    Where2<Where<ProductReorder.active, Equal<True>,
                 Or<ProductReorder.discrepancy, Greater<decimal_0>>>,
            And2<Where<ProductReorder.active, Equal<False>,
                         Or<ProductReorder.discrepancy, Less<decimal_0>>>,
                Or<ProductReorder.discrepancy, Equal<decimal_0>>>>> Records;

In the example above, you use the Where2 construction to specify two operators, Where and And2.
Where encloses the first parenthetical expression, (P.Active=True OR P.Discrepancy>0).
And2 is used because after the second parentheses, one more operator is specified, Or, and you
need the Operator2<Operator, NextOperator> class. Thus, each parenthetical expression should go
within And<Where< or Or<Where<, depending on the logic. If you have more expressions after a
parenthetical expression, use And2<Where< or Or2<Where< to be able to add the next operator.

In the example below, the (((A!=a1 AND B=b1) OR (C=c1 AND D=d1)) AND F=f1) condition
is specified.

Select<ARPayment, 
    Where2<Where2<Where<Current<ARPayment.docType>, NotEqual<ARDocType.refund>,
                      And<PaymentMethodAccount.aRIsDefault, Equal<True>>>,
                  Or<Where<Current<ARPayment.docType>, Equal<ARDocType.refund>,
                      And<PaymentMethodAccount.aRIsDefaultForRefund,
 Equal<True>>>>>,
           And<PaymentMethodAccount.paymentMethodID,
 Equal<Current2<ARPayment.paymentMethodID>>>>>
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Notice that Or<> (rather than Or2<>) is used because it encloses the only Where, and you need the
generic Operator<Operator> class for this OR clause. The last And<> class connects the parenthetical
expression specified in the nested Where2 with the last clause.

Constants

A BQL constant is declared as a class derived from the generic Constant<T> class. Acumatica
Framework provides a set of predefined constants, which you can find in Acumatica Framework >
API Reference > BQL in the documentation.

For instance, to define constants that represent the decimal numbers 1 and 100 for use in BQL queries,
declare the decimal_100 and decimal_1 classes as follows.

public class decimal_100 : Constant<Decimal>
{
    public decimal_100()
        : base(100m)
    {
    }
}
public class decimal_1 : Constant<Decimal>
{
    public decimal_1()
        : base(1m)
   {
   }
}

If you want to declare a string BQL constant, use the constant string in the constructor of the class for
easier maintenance of code, as shown in the code below.

public static class CompanyTypes
{
    public const string C = "C";
    public const string S = "S";
         
    public class customer : Constant<String>
    {
        public customer()
            : base(C)
        {
        }
    }
         
    public class supplier : Constant<String>
    {
        public supplier()
            : base(S)
        {
        }
    }
}

Arithmetic Operations

Arithmetic operations are primarily used in attributes to calculate field values that depend on other
fields. Calculation expressions can also be used as operands in WHERE clauses. The following BQL
statement selects products for which the result of dividing the minimum available quantity by 100 is not
less than 1.

public PXSelect<Product,
    Where<Div<Product.minAvailQty, decimal_100>, 
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        GreaterEqual<decimal_1>>> Records;

The BQL statement will be translated to the following SQL query.

SELECT Product.ProductID, 
    Product.ProductCD, 
    Product.ProductName, 
    Product.CategoryCD, 
    Product.MinAvailQty
FROM Product Product 
WHERE ( ( Product.MinAvailQty /  100.0) >= 1.0) 
ORDER BY Product.ProductCD

Adding JOIN
BQL supports all types of joins represented as generic classes:

• InnerJoin

• LeftJoin

• RightJoin

• FullJoin

• CrossJoin

In the BQL On clause, you can use the same elements as in Where, such as the AND, OR, and NOT
logical operators and comparisons (see Adding a WHERE).

Data records are merged for only the main data access class (DAC) of the data view and are not
merged for joined tables.

In the following example, the data view retrieves Account records with a LEFT JOIN of SalesOrder,
OrderDetail, and Product records.

public PXSelectJoin<Account,
    LeftJoin<SalesOrder, On<SalesOrder.customerAccountID, Equal<Account.accountID>>,
    LeftJoin<OrderDetail, On<SalesOrder.orderNbr, Equal<OrderDetail.orderNbr>>,
    LeftJoin<Product, On<Product.productID, Equal<OrderDetail.productID>>>>>>
 Accounts;

The Where clause is specified after all JOIN conditions, as shown below.

PXSelectReadonly2<APAdjust, 
    InnerJoin<APTran, 
        On<APTran.tranType, Equal<APAdjust.adjdDocType>, 
            And<APTran.refNbr, Equal<APAdjust.adjdRefNbr>>>,
    LeftJoin<APInvoice, 
        On<APInvoice.docType, Equal<APAdjust.adjdDocType>, 
            And<APInvoice.refNbr, Equal<APAdjust.adjdRefNbr>>>>>,
    Where<APAdjust.vendorID, Equal<Required<APAdjust.vendorID>>, 
        And<APAdjust.adjgDocDate, GreaterEqual<Required<APAdjust.adjgDocDate>>, 
            And<APAdjust.released, Equal<True>, 
                And<APAdjust.voided, Equal<False>>>>>>

Adding ORDER BY
In the OrderBy clause of a data view type, you can specify the data field or fields by which you want
to order the result set for displaying in the UI. The sorting is applied when you retrieve a list of records
through a data view to display them in a grid.

If you do not specify the OrderBy clause, Acumatica Framework adds the default ORDER BY statement
to the SQL command. By default, the result set is ordered by key fields of the DAC (key fields are those
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that have the IsKey parameter in the type attribute). Records are retrieved in ascending order by all
key fields in the order in which they are defined in the data access class (DAC).

If you add the OrderBy clause with one field or multiple fields, the result set is ordered by the listed
fields in the specified order and then by the key fields of the DAC. If you specify a key field in OrderBy,
ordering by this field won't be added to the end.

In the following example, the ProductReorder class has one key field, ProductCD. With the data
view type shown below, the server returns ProductReorder objects sorted by the Discrepancy
value in ascending order and by ProductCD in ascending order, since ProductCD is the only key field
in the ProductReorder class that is not explicitly listed in the query.

PXSelectOrderBy<ProductReorder,
    OrderBy<Asc<ProductReorder.discrepancy>>>

You have to specify the ASC or DESC order for each data field that you list in the OrderBy class. If you
want to specify two or more fields in OrderBy, nest each Asc or Desc expression into the previous one.
The ASC or DESC order is applied to the first data field specified in the angle brackets. In the following
example, the returned records are sorted by the following columns: Discrepancy ASC, MinAvailQty
DESC, AvailQty ASC, and ProductCD ASC.

PXSelectOrderBy<ProductReorder,
    OrderBy<Asc<ProductReorder.discrepancy, 
                Desc<ProductReorder.minAvailQty, 
                    Asc<ProductReorder.availQty>>>>>

In the following example, sorting by ProductCD ASC won't be added to the SQL query, because the field
is listed in OrderBy. If you use the following data view type, the result set will be ordered by ProductCD
DESC and AvailQty DESC.

PXSelectOrderBy<ProductReorder,
    OrderBy<Desc<ProductReorder.productCD, 
                Desc<ProductReorder.availQty>>>>

If you have a query with the GROUP BY condition, the framework adds the default sorting with the MAX
function, as shown in the example below.

// Data view that retrieves aggregated data
public PXSelectGroupBy<Product,
    Aggregate<GroupBy<Product.categoryCD>>> Records;

//SQL; ProductCD is the only key field in the Product DAC
SELECT MAX(Product.ProductID), 
    MAX(...), ...
    Product.CategoryCD 
FROM Product Product 
GROUP BY Product.CategoryCD 
ORDER BY MAX(Product.ProductCD)

For more information on GROUP BY, see Adding GROUP BY.

Adding GROUP BY
You can specify the GroupBy condition in a data view to retrieve aggregated values of bound DAC fields.
Acumatica Framework adds the GROUP BY condition to the SQL query and executes calculations on the
database side.
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To get aggregates for unbound data fields, calculate the needed values in a dynamic query. For more
information about dynamic queries, see Constructing Dynamic Queries.

In GroupBy, you can use standard aggregation functions that are represented in BQL by the Sum, Max,
Min, Avg, and Count generic classes. To use aggregate functions, you have to select an appropriate
generic class (one derived from the PXSelectBase type) with the Aggregate type parameter, such
as PXSelectGroupBy<Table, Aggregate>. In the Aggregate type parameter, you specify GroupBy
statements. Within each GroupBy statement, you specify a grouping field and the next statement, which
can be a nested GroupBy with the next grouping field or an aggregation function for a field.

To get the number of rows calculated by Count, you obtain the value from the RowCount property of
a PXResult<T> object. You can use the generic Count<T> class for only one field in a query, or use
Count to retrieve the number of rows in each group. For details, see Acumatica Framework > API
Reference > BQL > Grouping and Aggregating > Aggregation Functions in the documentation.

Suppose that you have the Product data access class with only bound data fields, and
Product.CategoryCD is the external key to Category.CategoryCD. The following query retrieves
Product data records grouped by CategoryCD, aggregated by MinAvailQty, among the products
of each category.

public PXSelectGroupBy<Product,
    Aggregate<GroupBy<Product.categoryCD, Min<Product.minAvailQty>>>> Records;

This BQL statement will be translated into the following SQL code.

SELECT MAX(Product.ProductID), 
    MAX(Product.ProductCD), 
    MAX(Product.ProductName), 
    Product.CategoryCD, 
    MIN(Product.MinAvailQty) 
FROM Product Product 
GROUP BY Product.CategoryCD 
ORDER BY MAX(Product.ProductCD)

In the resulting SQL query, data fields are aggregated by functions that you have explicitly specified
in the GroupBy<> clause. If you haven't specified a function for a field, MAX is applied by default to
generate the SQL query.

Because the result set is sorted by key fields by default, the corresponding ORDER BY MAX (key field)
condition is added to the GROUP BY. For more details on sorting, see Adding ORDER BY.

You can also specify data fields of joined DACs in the GroupBy<> clause as the grouping or
aggregated fields. For instance, if you want multiple aggregates to be grouped by two data fields,
Category.Description and Product.StockUnit, compose the following query.

public PXSelectJoinGroupBy<Product,
    InnerJoin<Category, On<Category.categoryCD, Equal<Product.categoryCD>>>,
    Aggregate<GroupBy<Category.description,
                  GroupBy<Product.stockUnit,
                      Sum<Product.availQty,
                          Sum<Product.bookedQty,
                              Min<Product.unitPrice>>>>>>> Records;

The query is translated into the following SQL statement (assuming that AvailQty and BookedQty
are bound to the corresponding columns of the Product table).

SELECT MAX(Product.ProductID), 
    MAX(Product.ProductCD), 
    MAX(Product.ProductName),
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    MAX(Product.CategoryCD),
    SUM(Product.AvailQty), 
    SUM(Product.BookedQty),  
    Product.StockUnit, 
    MIN(Product.UnitPrice), 
    MAX(Product.MinAvailQty)
    ...
    MAX(Category.CategoryCD)
    Category.Description,
    ...
FROM Product Product 
INNER JOIN Category Category 
    ON ( Category.CategoryCD = Product.CategoryCD) 
GROUP BY Category.Description,  Product.StockUnit 
ORDER BY MAX(Product.ProductCD)

If a data field is unbound and has the PXDBScalar attribute, NULL is inserted for that field into the
query that contains the GroupBy clause. Also, NULL is inserted into the query for data fields of the
PXDBBool type.

You can add the OrderBy clause and specify an aggregated data field in it. In this case, the retrieved
data records are sorted by the aggregated value. In the following example, the data records are sorted
by the sum of AvailQty values in descending order.

PXSelectJoinGroupBy<Product,
    InnerJoin<Category, On<Category.categoryCD, Equal<Product.categoryCD>>>,
    Where<Product.availQty,IsNotNull, And<Product.bookedQty, IsNotNull>>,
    Aggregate<GroupBy<Category.description,
                  Sum<Product.availQty,
                  Sum<Product.bookedQty,
              GroupBy<Product.stockUnit,
                  Min<Product.unitPrice>>>>>>,
    OrderBy<Desc<Product.availQty>>>

For more information on ORDER BY, see Adding ORDER BY.

Defining a Data View for the Filter
The generic PXFilter type of data view is used to provide filtering parameters on the page for
user selection. The PXFilter data view always returns one record with the current values of filter
parameters. The PXFilter data view works only with the UI and doesn't invoke any requests to the
database. The data view object for the filter is defined in a graph, as the following code shows.

public class ProductInq : PXGraph<ProductInq>
{
    //ProductFilter is a special DAC for filter parameters
    public PXFilter<ProductFilter> Filter;
    ...
}

With the PXFilter type, you can use any data access class (DAC) that has the needed data fields.
You usually define a specific DAC for the filter because filter parameters are taken from multiple DACs.
Since the filter DAC isn't bound to any database table, you define only unbound data fields in the filter
DAC.

You can use dependent fields in the filter DAC. That means that you can filter the records displayed in one
filter parameter by the current value selected in another parameter of the filter. To do this, you can use the
Current BQL parameter in the dependent selector to obtain the values of other parameters of the filter
record. For the control the field depends on, enable the callback and set the AutoRefresh property to
True.
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The PXFilter data view is specified in the PrimaryView property of the datasource control on the page
where the filter is used.

<px:PXDataSource ID="ds" ...
        PrimaryView="Filter" TypeName="RB.RapidByte.ProductInq" 
        BorderStyle="NotSet" SuspendUnloading="False">

To add a button that clears the filtering parameters on the page, define the Cancel action for the filter
DAC.

public PXFilter<ProductFilter> Filter;
// Adds the page toolbar button that clears the filter
public PXCancel<ProductFilter> Cancel;

Filter data fields are usually displayed on a form. To immediately refresh data records as soon a user
updates a parameter in the filter, enable the callback for the input control that displays the filtering
parameter on the form.

• Selecting Data With a Filter

• Enabling Reusable Filters for a Grid

Selecting Data With a Filter

To select data, you should specify filtering conditions in the Where clause of the data view type (see
the code below). To pass current filter values to the query, you specify the filter DAC fields within
the Current oparameter. You can use the current filter values in data view types after Acumatica
Framework executes the PXFilter data view and sets the Current property of the PXCache object for
the filter DAC. In particular, you have to define the data view that retrieves filtered records for the UI
after the definition of PXFilter.

public class SalesOrderInq : PXGraph<SalesOrderInq>
{
    public PXFilter<SOFilter> Filter;
    public PXCancel<SOFilter> Cancel;
    // The data view must be defined after PXFilter<FilterDAC> 
    // Because Current<FilterDAC.Field> is used 
    public PXSelect<SalesOrder, 
                   Where<SalesOrder.customerAccountID, 
                         Equal<Current<SOFilter.customerID>>>> SalesOrders;

You can use a read-only type of the data view that retrieves filtered data records. For a read-only data
view, the framework automatically disables the editing of rows in the grid.

To select all data if a filtering parameter isn't specified, use the condition as it is shown in the code
below.

// ProductFilter.customerID is a filter parameter
Where<Current<ProductFilter.customerID>, IsNull,
      Or<SalesOrder.customerAccountID, Equal<Current<ProductFilter.customerID>>>>

Enabling Reusable Filters for a Grid

You enable reusable filters by adding the PXFilterable attribute to a data view that provides data for
a grid (see the code below). The attribute enables the Filter Settings dialog for the grid, in which the
user can define and save custom filters and then use them every time this user opens the page (see
the screenshot). Reusable filters are frequently enabled in the grid on inquiry and processing pages,
so users can customize these pages to show specific data that is most relevant to their needs and
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responsibilities. For more information on reusable filters, see Getting Started > Filters > Reusable
Filters in the documentation.

// The SalesOrders data view provides filtered data
// for the grid in the Sales Order Inquiry page
[PXFilterable]
public PXSelect<SalesOrder, 
                   Where<SalesOrder.customerAccountID, 
                         Equal<Current<SOFilter.customerID>>>> SalesOrders;

Figure: The Filter Settings dialog, which is enabled by the PXFilterable attribute
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Example 3.2: Adding a Group of Radio Buttons to the Filter
In this example, you will add a group of three radio buttons that switch the query mode on the inquiry
page. To add a group of radio buttons to the filter, you will complete the following steps (which are
described in greater detail below):

1. In the filter DAC, define a new unbound field for the value represented by a set of radio buttons.

2. Add a PXGroupBox container with PXRadioButton controls on the form.

Do the following:

1. In the ProductFilter class, define the Aggregated unbound data field as follows.

#region Aggregated
public abstract class aggregated : PX.Data.IBqlField
{
}
[PXInt]
[PXIntList(new int[] {0, 1, 2}, 
           new string[] {"View All", "Sum Ext. Price", "Sum Amount"})]
[PXDefault(0)]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Aggregated")]
public virtual int? Aggregated { get; set; }
#endregion

The PXIntList attribute provides values for the group of radio buttons that represent the DAC
field in the UI.

2. On the RB402000.aspx page, add the group box with three radio buttons in it to the second
column of controls on the form.

a. For the PXGroupBox control, set the following properties:

• DataField: Aggregated

• Caption: Aggregate

• CommitChanges: True

• ContentLayout > Layout: Stack

b. Add a radio button for each of the following query modes:

• View All, 0 (default)

• Sum. Ext Price, 1

• Sum Amount, 2

For each PXRadioButton control, specify the GroupName and Value properties, as shown
in the code below.

<px:PXFormView ID="form" ...>
    <Template>
        <px:PXLayoutRule ... StartRow="True"></px:PXLayoutRule>
        ...            
        <px:PXLayoutRule ... StartColumn="True"></px:PXLayoutRule>
        <px:PXGroupBox ID="PXGroupBox1" ... 
                      Caption="Aggregate" 
                      CommitChanges="True" 
                      DataField="Aggregated">
            <Template>
                <px:PXRadioButton ID="PXRadioButton1" ...
                                  GroupName="PXGroupBox1" 
                                  Value="0" />
                <px:PXRadioButton ID="PXRadioButton2" ...
                                  GroupName="PXGroupBox1"                     
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                                  Value="1" />
                <px:PXRadioButton ID="PXRadioButton3" ... 
                                  GroupName="PXGroupBox1" 
                                  Value="2" />
            </Template>
            <ContentLayout Layout="Stack" />
        </px:PXGroupBox>
        ...

Open the Products by Customer page in a browser. Notice that the new Aggregate group of radio
buttons has appeared on the form (see the screenshot below). Because you have enabled the
CommitChanges property for the group box, every time the user selects a new value, it is posted to the
server and set to the Aggregated data field of the filter DAC. You will implement logic of the dynamic
query that depends on the selected value in the next example of this lesson.

Figure: The Aggregate group of radio buttons on the form

Adding Radio Buttons to a Form
To add a group of radio buttons (also known as option buttons) to a form, you have to complete the
following steps:

1. Define a DAC field for the value represented by radio buttons. The DAC field should have the
PXIntList attribute, the PXStringList attribute, or a derived attribute. In the attribute, specify
the list of values and their labels.

2. Add the PXGroupBox control to the form, and set the following properties for the control:

• DataField: The DAC field whose value is represented in radio buttons.

• Caption: The group caption (if needed).

• RenderStyle: The group box style. By default, the property is equal to RoundBorder, in
which both the caption and the group box border are displayed. You can also select the
Fieldset (caption, no border) or Simple (no caption, no border) mode.

• Layout: Alignment of items within the group. Set this property to Stack to add default
margins between radio buttons within the group box. The property is set in the nested
ContentLayout section.

The callback for a group of radio buttons is enabled on the PXGroupBox control. To enable the
callback, set the CommitChanges property to True for the control.

3. Add the needed number of PXRadioButton controls to the group box. For each radio button, set
the following properties:

• GroupName: The ID of the parent group box control.
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• Value: The value that is inserted into the data field when the radio button is selected. The
radio button has the label that corresponds to this value in PXIntList.

To replace a combo box with radio buttons, remove the PXDropDown control from the ASP.NET
page and add a PXGroupBox with PXRadioButton controls instead, as described below.

In the following code, you will add a group box with three radio buttons that represent an integer value
of the DAC field Aggregated.

#region Aggregated
public abstract class aggregated : PX.Data.IBqlField
{
}
// The field can be bound or unbound
[PXInt]
// List values and labels for radio buttons
// 0 - View All, 1 - Sum Ext. Price, 2 - Sum Amount
[PXIntList(new int[] {0, 1, 2}, 
           new string[] {"View All", "Sum Ext. Price", "Sum Amount"})]
// The default value is "View All"
[PXDefault(0)]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Aggregated")]
public virtual int? Aggregated { get; set; }
#endregion

To add the group box to the form, you can use the Layout Editor for the form as follows:

1. Open the Layout Editor for the form by selecting Edit Content Layout from the smart tag menu
of the control (see the screenshot below).

Figure: Open Layout Editor for the form

2. In the Layout Editor window, select GroupBox on the Container menu of the toolbar to add a
new PXGroupBox control to the form, as shown in the following screenshot.
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Figure: Add a PXGroupBox control to the form

3. Set the following properties for the PXGroupBox1 control:

• Caption: Aggregate

• DataField: Aggregated

• ContentLayout > Layout: Stack
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Figure: Set properties for the group box control

4. Select the PXGroupBox1 control. To add a radio button, select RadioButton on the Control
menu of the toolbar, as the following screenshot shows.
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Figure: Add a radio button to the group box

5. Set the following properties for the PXRadioButton1 control (see the screenshot below):

• Value : 0

• GroupName: PXGroupBox1
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Figure: Set properties for the radio button

6. Add two more radio buttons to the group box for the other two values, 1 and 2.

Now the group box with three radio buttons is ready. The resulting definition of the group box and radio
buttons is shown below.

<px:PXFormView ID="form" ...>
    ...
    <px:PXGroupBox ID="PXGroupBox1" 
                   runat="server" 
                   Caption="Aggregate" 
                   DataField="Aggregated">
        <Template>
            <px:PXRadioButton ID="PXRadioButton1" 
                              runat="server" 
                              GroupName="PXGroupBox1" 
                              Value="0" />
            <px:PXRadioButton ID="PXRadioButton2" 
                              runat="server" 
                              GroupName="PXGroupBox1" 
                              Value="1" />
            <px:PXRadioButton ID="PXRadioButton3" 
                              runat="server" 
                              GroupName="PXGroupBox1" 
                              Value="2" />
        </Template>
        <ContentLayout Layout="Stack" />
    </px:PXGroupBox>
    ...
    <ContentLayout Layout="Stack" Orientation="Horizontal" />
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</px:PXFormView>

Now open the page in a browser, and notice the group of radio buttons, as shown below.

Figure: Radio buttons that represent values of a DAC field
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Example 3.3: Retrieving Aggregated Data
In this example, you will implement a dynamic query that changes depending on the value that the
user selected by using the Aggregate group of radio buttons:

• By default, the View All radio button is selected. The corresponding query returns filtered data
records without aggregation.

• If the Sum Ext. Price button is selected, the corresponding query returns the sums of extended
prices aggregated by customers and product categories.

• If the Sum Amount button is selected, the query returns the sums of amounts, calculated as the
product of the order detail quantity and the unit price and aggregated by customers and product
categories.

In the default mode, the query specified in the type of the ProductRecords data view is executed,
the one that is specified in PXSelectReadonly2<...>. The other two modes should be implemented in
the dynamic query for the data view. Implement the dynamic query as follows:

1. In the ProductInq graph, define the productRecords() method as the following code
shows.

// Default query
// Filtering parameters are specified in BQL
public PXSelectReadonly2<Account,
                        LeftJoin<SalesOrder, ...
                        Where<... > ProductRecords;

// The delegate of the ProductRecords data view
protected virtual IEnumerable productRecords()
{
    //The dynamic query is implemented here
}

2. In the productRecords() method, implement the retrieval of two different sets of aggregated
data, depending on the value of the ProductFilter.Aggregated filter field. By default, the
delegate returns null, so that Acumatica Framework executes the default query (see the code
below).

protected virtual IEnumerable productRecords()
{
    ProductFilter filter = Filter.Current as ProductFilter;
    switch (filter.Aggregated)
    {
    case 1: // Sum Ext Price
         // Aggregation specified in BQL
         PXSelectBase<Account> query =
             new PXSelectJoinGroupBy<Account,
                 LeftJoin<SalesOrder, On<SalesOrder.customerAccountID,
 Equal<Account.accountID>>,
                 LeftJoin<OrderDetail, On<SalesOrder.orderNbr,
 Equal<OrderDetail.orderNbr>>,
                 LeftJoin<Product, On<Product.productID,
 Equal<OrderDetail.productID>>>>>,
                 Where<Account.companyType, Equal<CompanyTypes.customer>>,
                 Aggregate<GroupBy<Account.accountID,
                           GroupBy<Product.categoryCD,
                           Sum<OrderDetail.extPrice>>>>>(this);
        // Filtering parameters added dynamically
        if (filter.CustomerID != null)
            query.WhereAnd<Where<SalesOrder.customerAccountID,
 Equal<Current<ProductFilter.customerID>>>>();
        if (filter.CategoryCD != null)
            query.WhereAnd<Where<Product.categoryCD,
 Equal<Current<ProductFilter.categoryCD>>>>();
        // Constructing each PXResult<> from the retrieved aggregated data
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        PXResultset<Account, OrderDetail, Product> res = new
 PXResultset<Account, OrderDetail, Product>();
        // We need Product, so we have to list all classes that go before
 Account in PXSelect,
        // including SalesOrder, even if we don't use it within foreach
        foreach (PXResult<Account, SalesOrder, OrderDetail, Product> p in
 query.Select())
        {
            Product p1 = (Product)p;
            OrderDetail d1 = (OrderDetail)p;
            Account a1 = (Account)p;
            // Create new objects to have empty values in fields that aren't
 aggregated
            Product resultProd = new Product();
            OrderDetail resultDetail = new OrderDetail();
            resultProd.CategoryCD = p1.CategoryCD;
            resultDetail.ExtPrice = d1.ExtPrice;
            // a1 passed directly since we need three fields of Account (key
 fields) 
            // and we don't need empty values in Account
            res.Add(new PXResult<Account, OrderDetail, Product>(a1,
 resultDetail, resultProd));
        }
        return res;
    case 2: // Calculate and sum amounts of order details
        query =
            new PXSelectJoin<Account,
                LeftJoin<SalesOrder, On<SalesOrder.customerAccountID,
 Equal<Account.accountID>>,
                LeftJoin<OrderDetail, On<SalesOrder.orderNbr,
 Equal<OrderDetail.orderNbr>>,
                LeftJoin<Product, On<Product.productID,
 Equal<OrderDetail.productID>>>>>,
                Where<Account.companyType, Equal<CompanyTypes.customer>>,
        // Sorting is applied to retrieve records here;
        // in the UI, the records are sorted as specified in the data view
                OrderBy<Asc<SalesOrder.customerAccountID,
 Asc<Product.categoryCD>>>>(this);
        if (filter.CustomerID != null)
            query.WhereAnd<Where<SalesOrder.customerAccountID,
 Equal<Current<ProductFilter.customerID>>>>();
        if (filter.CategoryCD != null)
            query.WhereAnd<Where<Product.categoryCD,
 Equal<Current<ProductFilter.categoryCD>>>>();
        // Constructing a new PXResultset with calculated aggregates
        res = new PXResultset<Account, OrderDetail, Product>();
        Product pendingProd = null;
        Account pendingAccount = null;
        decimal? amtSum = 0;
        foreach (PXResult<Account, SalesOrder, OrderDetail, Product> p in
 query.Select())
        {
            Product p1 = (Product)p;
            OrderDetail od1 = (OrderDetail)p;
            SalesOrder o1 = (SalesOrder)p;
            Account a1 = (Account)p;
            if (pendingProd != null && pendingAccount != null &&
 (p1.CategoryCD != pendingProd.CategoryCD ||
            o1.CustomerAccountID != pendingAccount.AccountID))
            {
                // Create new objects to have empty values in fields that
 aren't aggregated
                Product resultProd = new Product();
                resultProd.CategoryCD = pendingProd.CategoryCD;
                OrderDetail resultDetail = new OrderDetail();
                resultDetail.ExtPrice = amtSum;
                res.Add(new PXResult<Account, OrderDetail, Product>(a1,
 resultDetail, resultProd));
                amtSum = 0;
            }
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            pendingProd = p1;
            pendingAccount = a1;
            amtSum += od1.UnitPrice * od1.OrderDetailQty;
        }
        if (pendingProd != null && pendingAccount != null)
        {
            Product resultProd = new Product();
            resultProd.CategoryCD = pendingProd.CategoryCD;
            OrderDetail resultDetail = new OrderDetail();
            resultDetail.ExtPrice = amtSum;
            res.Add(new PXResult<Account, OrderDetail,
 Product>(pendingAccount, resultDetail, resultProd));
        }
        return res;
    default: // 0
        return null;
    }
}

For the detailed information about dynamic queries, see Constructing Dynamic Queries.

3. Rebuild the project.

Open the Products by Customer page in a browser. Switch between different query modes, and
check whether the data is retrieved correctly. In both aggregated modes, the data is grouped by
customers and product categories and filtered if any values are selected on the form (as illustrated in
the screenshot).

Figure: Different query modes on the Products by Customer inquiry page

Constructing Dynamic Queries
By default, when a data view object is requested by the UI or you invoke the Select() method on
the object, the system executes the query specified in the data view type. However, you can define a
dynamic query, which is an optional graph method (called the data view delegate) that executes when
the data view is requested. If no dynamic query is defined in the graph, Acumatica Framework executes
the BQL statement from the data view type.

You can use the data view delegate in the following cases:

• If the result set is constructed dynamically at run time by adding Where<> and Join<> clauses
depending on some condition, typically a filter.

• If the result set retrieves data fields that cannot be calculated declaratively by attributes—for
instance, if you retrieve values aggregated by calculated data fields.

• If the result set has data records that aren't retrieved from the database and are composed
dynamically in code.
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To define the delegate for a data view, define a method that has the same name as the data view but
uses a different case of the first letter. The delegate returns an IEnumerable object, as shown in the
code below.

// The Products data view
public PXSelectJoin<Product, 
    InnerJoin<ProductQty, On<Product.productID, Equal<ProductQty.productID>>>>
 Products;

// The delegate for the Products data view
protected virtual IEnumerable products()
{
    // Implement the dynamic query
    // You can return PXResultset<Product, ProductQty> or 
    // a single PXResult<Product, ProductQty> object here
}

The framework automatically adds the delegate by its name and invokes the method when the data
view object is requested.

If the delegate returns an object, the framework ignores the BQL statement specified in the data view
type. If the delegate returns null, the framework executes the default BQL statement.

In the delegate, you can execute any queries to get the needed data access class (DAC) objects.
However, the delegate must return a PXResult object (or a collection of them in PXResultset) that
may consist of objects only of the same DACs and in the same order as the classes are specified in the
data view type. Thus, in the example above, you can return a PXResult<Product> object, but you
cannot return PXResult<ProductQty>. To return a ProductQty object from the delegate, you have
to return the PXResult<Product, ProductQty> object from the method. At the same time, the
framework creates the PXCache object for instances of only the main DAC of the data view, which is
Product.

The result set returned to the UI is always sorted by the ORDER BY clause specified in the type of the data
view object. If you sort data records in a different way within the delegate, the result set will be reordered
before it is returned to the UI.

In the example below, the productRecords() delegate returns different data depending on the
current value of the ProductFilter.Aggregated field. If the field is equal to 1, the delegate
returns the sum of extended prices aggregated by filter parameters. Aggregated values are retrieved
by a new query and added to the new PXResultset that is returned by the data view delegate. If
the field has any other value, the delegate returns null and the query specified in the type of the
ProductRecords data view is executed.

If you aggregate values of a key DAC field, the key is no longer unique in the PXCache object. In this
case, you have set an another field with unique values as the key of the DAC within a graph. In particular,
you can set a grouping field as the key. In the graph, substitute attributes on the grouping data field and
set this field as the key of the DAC (by specifying the IsKey parameter in the type attribute).

public class ProductInq : PXGraph<ProductInq>
{
    public PXFilter<ProductFilter> Filter;
    public PXCancel<ProductFilter> Cancel;
    // Default query
    // Filtering parameters are specified in BQL.
    public PXSelectReadonly2<Account,
        LeftJoin<SalesOrder, On<SalesOrder.customerAccountID,
 Equal<Account.accountID>>,
        LeftJoin<OrderDetail, On<SalesOrder.orderNbr, Equal<OrderDetail.orderNbr>>,
        LeftJoin<Product, On<Product.productID, Equal<OrderDetail.productID>>>>>,
        // (CustomerID is null OR CustomerID=Filter) AND (CategoryCD is null OR
 CategoryCD=Filter)
        Where2<
            Where<Current<ProductFilter.customerID>, IsNull,
                  Or<SalesOrder.customerAccountID,
 Equal<Current<ProductFilter.customerID>>>>,
            And<Where<Current<ProductFilter.categoryCD>, IsNull,
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                      Or<Product.categoryCD,
 Equal<Current<ProductFilter.categoryCD>>>>>>,
        OrderBy<Asc<Account.accountCD, Asc<Product.categoryCD>>>> ProductRecords;

    protected virtual IEnumerable productRecords()
    {
        ProductFilter filter = Filter.Current as ProductFilter;
        switch (filter.Aggregated)
        {
            case 1: // Sum of Extended Prices aggregated by filter
                PXSelectBase<Account> query1 =
                    new PXSelectJoinGroupBy<Account,
                        LeftJoin<SalesOrder, On<SalesOrder.customerAccountID,
 Equal<Account.accountID>>,
                        LeftJoin<OrderDetail, On<SalesOrder.orderNbr,
 Equal<OrderDetail.orderNbr>>,
                        LeftJoin<Product, On<Product.productID,
 Equal<OrderDetail.productID>>>>>,
                        Aggregate<GroupBy<Account.accountID,
                                  GroupBy<Product.categoryCD,
                                  Sum<OrderDetail.extPrice>>>>>(this);
                // Filtering parameters added dynamically
                if (filter.CustomerID != null)
                    query1.WhereAnd<Where<SalesOrder.customerAccountID,
 Equal<Current<ProductFilter.customerID>>>>();
                if (filter.CategoryCD != null)
                    query1.WhereAnd<Where<Product.categoryCD,
 Equal<Current<ProductFilter.categoryCD>>>>();
                // Constructing each PXResult<> from the retrieved aggregated data
                PXResultset<Account, OrderDetail, Product> res = new
 PXResultset<Account, OrderDetail, Product>();
                // We need Product, so we have to list all classes that go before
 Account in PXSelect,
                // including SalesOrder, even if we don't use it within foreach
                foreach (PXResult<Account, SalesOrder, OrderDetail, Product> p in
 query1.Select())
                {
                    Product p1 = (Product)p;
                    OrderDetail d1 = (OrderDetail)p;
                    Account a1 = (Account)p;
                    Product resultProd = new Product();
                    OrderDetail resultDetail = new OrderDetail();
                    Account resultAccount = new Account();
                    resultProd.CategoryCD = p1.CategoryCD;
                    resultDetail.ExtPrice = d1.ExtPrice;
                    resultAccount.AccountCD = a1.AccountCD;
                    res.Add(new PXResult<Account, OrderDetail,
 Product>(resultAccount, resultDetail, resultProd));
                }
                return res;  // Returns aggregated data
                break;
            default:
                return null; // Returns null to execute the query from the data view
 type
        }
    }
}

Retrieving Data Records
To retrieve data records in code, you can use the following methods:

• The Select() method on a data view object

• The static Select() method of the generic PXSelectBase or its successor class

Although modified data records are stored in a PXCache object, we don't recommend that you obtain
them from the Cached collection of the PXCache object. Always use the Select() method to retrieve
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data records. For performance optimization, the Cached collection may contain not all objects that match
the query, and you can get an incorrect result.

Use the static Select() method to read some specific data in code. In the static Select() method,
you can pass query parameters by using the Required BQL parameter. In the Required parameter,
you specify the type of the inserted value, which is the abstract class of the data access class (DAC)
field definition. When Acumatica Framework executes the query, each Required<> parameter is
replaced with the value passed in the list of method parameters. You have to specify the value for each
Required<> parameter in the query.

int prodID = 5;
// Retrieving a record with ID=5
Product record = 
    PXSelectReadonly<Product,
                     Where<Product.productID, Equal<Required<Product.productID>>>>
    .Select(this, prodID);

If you want to reuse the query or both select and modify data records in code, you should define the
data view object. Then, to select data records, you have to invoke the Select() method on the data
view object.

When you define a non-read-only data view in a graph (as shown below), the graph persists the modified
data records from the corresponding cache object within the single transaction when saving changes on
execution of the Persist() method of the graph. For more information on saving changes, see Saving
Changes to the Database.

// The data view defined in a graph; not bound to UI
public PXSelect<APPayment, 
                Where<APPayment.vendorID, Equal<Required<APPayment.vendorID>>, 
                      And<APPayment.docType, Equal<Required<APPayment.docType>>, 
                      And<APPayment.refNbr, Equal<Required<APPayment.refNbr>>>>>>
 APPayment_VendorID_DocType_RefNbr;

// Retrieving data records through the data view
// The parameter values are taken from the adj APAdjust object
foreach (APPayment payment in 
         APPayment_VendorID_DocType_RefNbr.Select(adj.VendorID, adj.AdjdDocType,
 adj.AdjdRefNbr))
{
    //do something with each APPayment object
}

For shorter and more convenient notation, you can define an object reference of the base class and then
set the reference to a data view object of any successor class, as shown below. The Select() method is
invoked on the successor class.

// query is an object reference of the base data view class
PXSelectBase<Account> query =
    new PXSelectJoin<Account,
        LeftJoin<SalesOrder, On<SalesOrder.customerAccountID,
 Equal<Account.accountID>>,
        LeftJoin<OrderDetail, On<SalesOrder.orderNbr, Equal<OrderDetail.orderNbr>>,
        LeftJoin<Product, On<Product.productID,
 Equal<OrderDetail.productID>>>>>>(this);
// Objects are retrieved by the PXSelectJoin query
foreach (PXResult<Account, SalesOrder, OrderDetail, Product> p in query.Select())
{
    // get Account, SalesOrder, OrderDetail, Product objects here
}

This article contains the following sections:

• Accessing the Retrieved Data Records
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• Merged and Read-Only Retrieval Modes

• Retrieving Data Records for the UI

Accessing the Retrieved Data Records

For any data view type with multiple joined DACs, the Select() method returns a generic
PXResultSet<T0> collection specialized with the main DAC of the data view.

public class AccountMaint : PXGraph<AccountMaint, Account>
{
    // The data view definition
    public PXSelectJoin<Account, 
               LeftJoin<Address, 
                   On<Address.accountID, Equal<Account.accountID>>>> Accounts;

...
    // Obtaining data records from the view somewhere in a member of the graph
    PXResultset<Account> records = Accounts.Select();

PXResultset<T0> is a collection of PXResult<T0> objects. You can use one of the following methods of
getting DAC objects from the collection:

• Cast the collection to a single object of the main DAC. The PXResultset<T0> collection is
implicitly converted to the T0 class. In this case, it returns the T0 object obtained from the first
item of the collection.

// Get an Account object directly if you retrieve a single record
Account acc = 
    PXSelectJoin<Account, 
        LeftJoin<Address, 
            On<Address.accountID, Equal<Account.accountID>>>>.Select();

• Cast each PXResult<T0> item to an object of the main DAC. The PXResult<T0> item is implicitly
converted to the T0 class.

// Iterate through Account objects
foreach (Account rec 
    in PXSelectJoin<Account, 
                    LeftJoin<Country, On<Country.countryCD,
 Equal<Account.countryCD>>>>
       .Select(this))
{
    // rec is each retrieved Account object
    Account acc = new Account();
    acc.AccountCD = rec.AccountCD;
    
}

• Cast each PXResult<T0> item to the needed PXResult<T0, T1, T2, ...> object, where T1,
T2, ... are joined DACs from the BQL statement of the data view. When you iterate through
PXResult<T0, T1, T2, ...> items, you can cast each item to listed types to get the object of
this type.

// Iterate through Account objects and joined objects
foreach (PXResult<Account, Country> rec 
    in PXSelectJoin<Account, 
                    LeftJoin<Country, 
                        On<Country.countryCD,
 Equal<Account.countryCD>>>>.Select(this))
{
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    // Get an Account object from rec
    Account acc = (Account)rec;
    // Get a Country object from rec
    Country coun = (Country)rec;
}

To get an object of a joined class, you have to list all preceding classes in the loop variable of
the generic PXResult type. For instance, to get a T2 object, the loop variable should be of the
PXResult<T0, T1, T2> type.

You can dynamically construct a result set that is returned by the Select() method invoked on a data
view. For more information, see Constructing a Result Set.

Merged and Read-Only Retrieval Modes

You can get data records in one of two modes: merged or read-only. To get data records from the
database combined with the last changes the user made in the current session, retrieve the data
records in merged mode. When Acumatica Framework retrieves the merged result, it takes each data
record obtained from the database and applies unsaved changes from the cache object to it, if any
changes have been made by the user with this data record. If you need to read unmodified data from
the database while ignoring the unsaved changes from the cache object, retrieve the data records in
read-only mode.

To retrieve data records in either mode, invoke the Select() method on the appropriate data view
type. The following data view types return data records in read-only mode:

• One of the PXSelectReadOnly<> types

• One of the PXSelectGroupBy<> types

All other data view types return data records merged with changes from the cache object, such as
PXSelect<> andPXSelectJoin<>. The code below demonstrates how to get data records in merged and
read-only mode.

public class ShipmentMaint : PXGraph<ShipmentMaint, Shipment>
{
    public void MyMethod()
    {
        // The result set contains data records retrieved from the database 
        // and merged with unsaved changes in the current session
        PXResultset<Shipment> Records = 
            PXSelect<Shipment>.Select(this);
        ...
        // The result set contains unmodified data records retrieved from the
 database;
        // unsaved changes in the current session are ignored
        PXResultset<Shipment> Records = 
            PXSelectReadonly<Shipment>.Select(this);
    }
}

Select and Search BQL statements in attributes by default return the result in read-only mode. To get
the result in merged mode, set the DirtyRead named parameter of the attribute to true.

The framework merges data records for only the main DAC of the data view. If you have a complex query
with joined tables, the joined records are retrieved from the database without merge. The joined records
are not merged with modified records from the current session (if any). The following static Select()
method returns products that aren't yet added as shipment lines to the specified shipment. The method
returns products with left join of shipment lines for a particular shipment number. The method returns
merged Product objects, but the joined ShipmentLine objects won't be merged with any unsaved
ShipmentLine objects from the corresponding PXCache object of the graph.
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Shipment sh = Shipments.Current;
// Getting the products not included in the shipment
// Modified but not yet saved shipment lines are ignored (not merged)
PXResultset<Product> products = 
    PXSelectJoin<Product,
        LeftJoin<ShipmentLine, 
                 On<ShipmentLine.productID, Equal<Product.productID>,
                     And<ShipmentLine.shipmentNbr,
 Equal<Required<ShipmentLine.shipmentNbr>>>>,
        LeftJoin<Shipment, On<Shipment.shipmentNbr,
 Equal<Required<Shipment.shipmentNbr>>>>>,
        Where<ShipmentLine.productID, IsNull>>
    .Select(this, sh.ShipmentNbr, sh.ShipmentNbr);

Retrieving Data Records for the UI

To provide data for a UI container on a page, you specify the appropriate data view in the DataMember
property for the container control. You don't have to either instantiate data views or invoke the
Select() method on data views specified as data members for the UI. The framework automatically
handles UI-bound data views and executes the needed methods at the time the UI requests or updates
data through the data view.

Constructing a Result Set
You can dynamically construct the result set that is returned by the data view. To construct a result set,
you create an object of a generic PXResultset type and add PXResult objects to it.

The following code creates a result set of PXResult objects than contain the joined data of three data
access classes: Account, OrderDetail, and Product.

// Create a PXResultset typed with needed DACs
PXResultset<Account, OrderDetail, Product> res = new PXResultset<Account,
 OrderDetail, Product>();
// Compose DAC objects, and set values for the needed fields
Account resultAccount = new Account();
Product resultProd = new Product();
OrderDetail resultDetail = new OrderDetail();
// Create a new PXResult object from DAC objects and add it to the result set
res.Add(new PXResult<Account, OrderDetail, Product>(resultAccount, resultDetail,
 resultProd));

A PXResultset collection implements the IEnumerable interface; you can return the collection in a
data view delegate.

protected virtual IEnumerable productRecords()
{
    ...
    // In a data view delegate, you can return the entire result set
    return res;
}
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Example 3.4: Adding a Redirection Link to the Grid
In this example, you will add to the grid a clickable link that opens the edit page for the selected
customer, so the user can modify the customer the data. To add the link, you will implement an action
that redirects the browser to the page by completing these steps (which are described in greater detail
below):

1. Define a new action that redirects the browser to the needed page.

2. Configure the PXDSCallbackCommand command, which corresponds to the action.

3. Specify the command in the needed input control of the grid.

Do the following:

1. In the ProductInq graph, define the ViewCustomer action as follows.

public PXAction<ProductFilter> ViewCustomer;
[PXButton]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Customer Details")]
protected virtual void viewCustomer()
{
    Account row = ProductRecords.Current;
    CustomerMaint graph = PXGraph.CreateInstance<CustomerMaint>();
    graph.Customers.Current = 
        graph.Customers.Search<Account.accountID>(row.AccountID);
    if (graph.Customers.Current != null)
    {
        throw new PXRedirectRequiredException(graph, true, null);
    }
}

In the action handler, you create a new instance of the CustomerMaint graph that is the
controller for the customer editing page. In the graph, you set the current data record through
the main data view to the customer if it is found by the specified ID. If the current data record
is set, you throw the PXRedirectRequiredException to open the page with the current data
record displayed.

2. On the RB402000.aspx page, add the PXDSCallbackCommand command to the datasource control
as follows.

<px:PXDSCallbackCommand Name="ViewCustomer" 
                        Visible="false" 
                        DependOnGrid="grid">
</px:PXDSCallbackCommand>

With the Visible property set to false the button that corresponds to the ViewCustomer
action will be invisible on the page toolbar. We need to make the button invisible because by
default Acumatica Framework adds a button for each action defined in the graph with the proper
DAC. In the example, we need the ViewCustomer action only as the command for the link in
the grid, and we don't need the button for this action on the toolbar.

The DependOnGrid property enables posting the current row from the grid on invocation of the
command. This property is required to open the page navigated to the current customer selected
in the grid.

3. In the grid column for the AccountCD data field, specify the action name in the LinkCommand
property as follows.

<px:PXGridColumn DataField="AccountCD" 
                 LinkCommand="ViewCustomer">
</px:PXGridColumn>

Save the changes on the page.
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Open the Products by Customer page in a browser. The account identifiers are displayed as links in
the grid, as shown in the screenshot below. When a user clicks a link, the editing form for the selected
customer opens in a new window (as long as you have pop-up windows enabled in the browser you're
using). Acumatica Framework opens the page that is controlled by the CustomerMaint graph whose
instance is created in the ViewCustomer action handler.

Figure: Redirection links in the grid

Redirecting to Pages
In many cases, you will want to redirect a user to an another webpage. Acumatica Framework supports
the following types of redirection:

• To an another page of the Acumatica Framework-based application

• To a report

• To an inquiry page

• To any destination URL

You can add redirection from a lookup control declaratively, by adding the attributes to the data
access class and to the lookup control. Such redirection is often used for opening the data entry page
from which the user can edit the record selected in the lookup. In other cases, the code invokes the
redirection by throwing one of the exceptions provided by Acumatica Framework.

Once an exception is thrown, it interrupts the current context and propagates up the call stack until
it is handled by Acumatica Framework, which performs the redirection. You don't need to implement
handling of the exceptions that are used for redirection. Also, this mechanism doesn't affect the
performance of the application.

The following exceptions are used for redirection:

• PXRedirectRequiredException opens the specified application page in the same window or a
new one. By default, the user is redirected in the same window.

• PXPopupRedirectException opens the specified application page in a pop-up window.

• PXReportRequiredException opens the specified report in the same window or a new one. By
default, the report opens in the same window.

• PXRedirectWithReportException opens two pages: the specified report in a new window, and
the specified application page in the same window.

• PXRedirectToUrlException opens the webpage with the specified external URL in a new window
(this feature is available starting with 4.1). This exception is also used for opening an inquiry page
that is loaded into the same window by default.
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Lesson Summary
In this lesson, you have learned how to create inquiry pages by using the Products by Customer page.
In a graph for an inquiry page, you define the following data views:

• A PXFilter data view that provides the filtering (selection) parameters displayed on the form of
the page.

• A data view that retrieves the filtered records. In certain cases, you might need to implement the
dynamic query that retrieves specific data depending on the specified filter parameters and query
mode.
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Part 3: Data Entry Pages

Data entry pages are the most frequently used pages of the application. Typically, data entry pages are
used for the input of business documents, such as sales orders in a distribution module and cases in a
customer relationship management (CRM) module.

The names of ASP.NET pages for data entry start with the two-letter module abbreviation followed by
30. For instance, the IT301000.aspx page is an ASP.NET page called Sales Orders, and IT is the module
abbreviation.

The names of the graphs for data entry pages have the DataEntry suffix. For instance,
SalesOrderDataEntry is the name of the graph for the Sales Orders page.

Because the data entry pages are the most often used ones in the application, they are placed on the
first tab of the menu of the application module (see the screenshot below).

Figure: Data entry pages in the site map
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Lesson 4: Configuring Complex Layout of a Page (Shipments)
In this lesson, you will learn how to adjust the layout of controls on a form and how to configure grids.
As an example, you will use the Shipments page, which can be used to enter and edit delivery order
documents (see the screenshot below). The page includes a form for editing the shipment data record
and a grid for editing the related shipment line data records. A shipment represents a delivery order, in
which a shipment line represents an order for a particular product in the shipment.

On the form of this page, you will make the following layout adjustments:

• Creating a panel with two columns of controls

• Adding a caption to a group of controls

• Within the first column in the panel, arranging two controls to align horizontally

• Expanding the Description field to span on two columns

• Adjusting the widths of controls and labels

Also, you will make adjustments to the grid:

• Adding controls that require specific properties

• Enabling form edit mode and arranging input controls for this mode

The resulting layout of the Shipments page is shown in the screenshot below.

Figure: The Shipments page

Below is the class diagram, which shows the one-to-many relationship between the Shipment and
ShipmentLine data access classes. The ShipmentLine.ShipmentNbr field is the reference to
the data record of the master Shipment class, while the ShipmentLine.ProductID field is the
reference to the product added to the shipment. For a shipment, the user can specify the customer,
which is represented as the Shipment.CustomerID reference to the Account class.
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Figure: The Shipment and ShipmentLine class

Lesson Objectives

• Learn how to configure form layout, including the basic concepts:

• Aligning controls on a form

• Adjusting the size of controls and labels

• Creating a panel of controls

• Adjusting a control to span several columns

• Learn about configuring grid items and properties, including:

• When to define controls for a grid

• How to configure form edit mode for a grid
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Initial Steps
Before you begin this lesson, you should complete the following preparation steps:

1. Define a graph for the page. To do this, create the new ShipmentMaint graph.

2. Add an ASP.NET page. Create a new Pages/RapidByte/RB301000.aspx page from the FormDetail
template.

3. Link the page to the graph. Set the TypeName property to ShipmentMaint in the datasource
control on the page.

4. Define the new data access classes whose data is displayed on the page. To do this, generate the
default definition of the following classes by using the Data Access Class Generator:

• Shipment

• ShipmentLine

5. Add the PXSelector attribute to the Shipment.ShipmentNbr, Shipment.CustomerID, and
ShipmentLine.ProductID data fields, as the following code shows.

// The Shipment class
[PXDBString(10, IsKey = true, IsUnicode = true, InputMask = "")]
[PXDefault]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Shipment Nbr.")]
[PXSelector(typeof(Shipment.shipmentNbr),
            typeof(Shipment.shipmentNbr),
            typeof(Shipment.customerID))]
public virtual string ShipmentNbr
{...}
...
[PXDBInt]
[PXDefault]
[PXSelector(typeof(Account.accountID),
            typeof(Account.accountCD),
            typeof(Account.companyName),
            typeof(Account.contactName),
            SubstituteKey = typeof(Account.accountCD))]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Customer ID")]
public virtual int? CustomerID
{...}

// The ShipmentLine class
[PXDBInt(IsKey = true)]
[PXDefault]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Product ID")]
[PXSelector(typeof(Search<Product.productID>),
            typeof(Product.productCD),
            typeof(Product.productName),
            typeof(Product.minAvailQty),
            SubstituteKey = typeof(Product.productCD))]
public virtual int? ProductID
{...}

For more information about configuring selector controls, see Configuring Selectors.

6. Set up the master-detail relationship between the Shipment and ShipmentLine classes.
To do this, in the ShipmentLine class, add the PXDBDefault and PXParent attributes to the
ShipmentLine.ShipmentNbr data field, as the following code shows.

[PXDBString(10, IsKey = true, IsUnicode = true)]
[PXDBDefault(typeof(Shipment.shipmentNbr))]
[PXParent(typeof(Select<Shipment, 
    Where<Shipment.shipmentNbr, Equal<Current<ShipmentLine.shipmentNbr>>>>))]
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public virtual string ShipmentNbr
{...}

7. In the ShipmentMaint graph, define the set of standard actions for the Shipment class by
specifying the class in the second type parameter of the generic PXGraph class, as the following
code shows.

public class ShipmentMaint : PXGraph<ShipmentMaint, Shipment>
{
}

8. In the ShipmentMaint graph, define the Shipments and ShipmentLines data views, which
provide the data for the form and grid, as the following code shows.

public PXSelect<Shipment> Shipments;
public PXSelect<ShipmentLine,
    Where<ShipmentLine.shipmentNbr, Equal<Current<Shipment.shipmentNbr>>>,
    OrderBy<Desc<ShipmentLine.gift>>> ShipmentLines;

9. On the RB301000.aspx page, bind the controls to data views as follows:

a. For the datasource control, set the TypeName property to ShipmentMaint and the
PrimaryView property to Shipments.

b. For the form control, set the DataMember property to Shipments.

c. For the grid control, set the DataMember property to ShipmentLines.

10. Add the RB301000.aspx page to the site map with the Shipments name under the following
node: Acumatica Company > RapidByte > RapidByte > Work Area > Enter.

Now the initial components for the Shipments page are ready and you can start with the lesson.
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Example 4.1: Configuring the Initial Layout of the Form
In this example, you will set up the initial layout of the form by adding the Row and Column layout rules
to the form. These rules define two columns of controls on the page. To configure layout of the form,
you will use the Layout Editor, which is the visual source code editor for Acumatica Framework ASP.NET
pages. Complete the following steps:

1. Open Layout Editor for the form, and add a Row layout rule to the topmost position in the tree of
controls. To do this, click the Layout Rule button on the toolbar, and set the StartRow property
to True for the LayoutRule item that appears (see the screenshot below).

Figure: Adding the Row layout rule to the form

2. Select the control for the DeliveryDate field, and add a Column layout rule below the control,
as the following screenshot shows.
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Figure: Adding the Column layout rule to the form

Save the changes on the page. The resulting ASPX definition of controls in the page source code
is shown below.

<px:PXFormView ID="form" ...>
    <Template>
        <px:PXLayoutRule runat="server" StartColumn="True" StartRow="True">
        </px:PXLayoutRule>
        ...controls
        <px:PXLayoutRule runat="server" StartColumn="True">
        </px:PXLayoutRule>
        ...controls
    </Template>
</px:PXFormView>

Open the Shipments page in a browser. The controls are arranged into two columns, as shown in the
screenshot below.
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Figure: Viewing two columns of controls on the Shipments page

Configuring Form Layout
You configure form layout by using layout rules. A layout rule is a PXLayoutRule component that is
added to the list of input controls defined for the following controls:

• PXFormView, in the <Template> element

• PXTabItem, in the <Template> element

• PXGrid, in the <RowTemplate> element

Grid layout is used in the form edit mode of the grid. If you don't enable form edit mode, you don't
have to configure the layout of controls for the grid.

To arrange input controls, you have to add the appropriate layout rules to the form. Layout rules, which
are invisible on the form, define the positions of controls and their size, and provide group captions
for controls. Without any layout rule on the form, the controls would be displayed in one column, at
fullsize, and without margins between controls.

You can use the following layout rules and their properties to configure form layout:

• Row

Start any form layout with the Row layout rule. Each new Row layout rule defines a new group
of columns of controls on the form and starts the first column in the group. For an example, see
Example 4.1: Configuring the Initial Layout of the Form.

• Column

Use the Column layout rule to define the second, third, and additional columns within the current
row (the group started by the Row layout rule). The first column starts from the Row layout rule.
For an example, see Example 1.2: Arranging Controls on the Form.

• Merge

Use the Merge layout rule to horizontally align controls within the current column. For an
example, see Example 4.4: Placing Controls Horizontally Within a Column.

• GroupCaption, EndGroup

Use these properties to add a caption to a group of controls. For an example, see Example 4.3:
Adding a Caption to a Group of Controls.

• ColumnSpan

Specify this property to expand a control to span multiple columns within the current row. For an
example, see Example 4.5: Expanding a Control Onto Several Columns.
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You can use the Layout Editor to easily add layout rules and position controls within the form.

The following example demonstrates the use of layout rules on the form on the Customers page (see
the screenshot below). The controls are organized into two columns. The first column starts with the
Row layout rule. The second column starts with the Column layout rule, in which the group caption is
specified. In the first column, two pairs of controls are aligned horizontally with Merge layout rules. For
an equal size for controls in both horizontal pairs, the control size is specified explicitly in both Merge
layout rules. While rendering the page in the browser, the system automatically adjusts the size of
controls and adds the proper margins between them.

Figure: The rendered layout of the form on the Customers page

The definition of controls and components on the form looks as follows.

<px:PXFormView ID="form" ...>
    <Template>
        <px:PXLayoutRule runat="server" StartRow="True" ControlSize="XL" 
                         LabelsWidth="S">
        </px:PXLayoutRule>
        <px:PXMaskEdit ID="edAccountCD" ...></px:PXMaskEdit>
        <px:PXTextEdit ID="edCompanyName" ...></px:PXTextEdit>
        <px:PXTextEdit ID="edContactName" ...></px:PXTextEdit>
        <px:PXLayoutRule runat="server" GroupCaption="Location">
        </px:PXLayoutRule>
        <px:PXTextEdit ID="edAddress" ...></px:PXTextEdit>
        <px:PXLayoutRule runat="server" ControlSize="S" Merge="True">
        </px:PXLayoutRule>
        <px:PXSelector ID="edCountryCD" ...></px:PXSelector>
        <px:PXTextEdit ID="edRegion" ...></px:PXTextEdit>
        <px:PXLayoutRule runat="server">
        </px:PXLayoutRule>
        <px:PXLayoutRule runat="server" ControlSize="S" Merge="True">
        </px:PXLayoutRule>
        <px:PXTextEdit ID="edCity" ...></px:PXTextEdit>
        <px:PXTextEdit ID="edPostalCode" ...></px:PXTextEdit>
        <px:PXLayoutRule runat="server">
        </px:PXLayoutRule>
        <px:PXLayoutRule runat="server" EndGroup="True">
        </px:PXLayoutRule>
        <px:PXLayoutRule runat="server" ControlSize="SM" GroupCaption="Contacts" 
                         LabelsWidth="S">
        </px:PXLayoutRule>
        <px:PXTextEdit ID="edPhone" ...></px:PXTextEdit>
        <px:PXTextEdit ID="edFax" ...></px:PXTextEdit>
        <px:PXLayoutRule runat="server" EndGroup="True">
        </px:PXLayoutRule>
    </Template>
</px:PXFormView>

In the Layout Editor, the tree of controls and components added to the form looks as follows.
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Figure: Form layout in the Layout Editor
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Example 4.2: Creating a Panel of Controls
In this example, you will add a PXPanel container to the form and arrange the controls within the panel
in two columns. Complete the following steps:

1. Select Row and click Container > Panel on the toolbar to add a PXPanel container to the tree
of controls. Move the controls into the panel, as shown in the screenshot below, and set the
Caption property of the panel to Shipment Information.

Figure: Adding a PXPanel container to the form

2. Within the PXPanel1 container, divide the controls in two columns, as shown in the screenshot
below. (The first column starts from the Row layout rule.)

Figure: Dividing the controls into two columns within the panel
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Save the changes on the page. The resulting definition of controls in the page source code is
shown below with layout rules within the panel highlighted.

<px:PXFormView ID="form" ...>
    <Template>
        <px:PXLayoutRule runat="server" StartRow="True"></px:PXLayoutRule>
        <px:PXPanel ID="PXPanel1" runat="server" Caption="Shipment
 Information">
            <px:PXLayoutRule runat="server" StartRow="True"></px:PXLayoutRule>
            <px:PXSelector ID="edShipmentNbr" runat="server"
 DataField="ShipmentNbr">
            </px:PXSelector>
            <px:PXDropDown ID="edShipmentType" runat="server"
 DataField="ShipmentType">
            </px:PXDropDown>
            <px:PXDateTimeEdit ID="edDeliveryDate" runat="server"
 DataField="DeliveryDate">
            </px:PXDateTimeEdit>
            <px:PXSelector ID="edCustomerID" runat="server"
 DataField="CustomerID">
            </px:PXSelector>
            <px:PXTextEdit ID="edDescription" runat="server"
 DataField="Description">
            </px:PXTextEdit>
            <px:PXLayoutRule runat="server" StartColumn="True"></
px:PXLayoutRule>
            <px:PXDateTimeEdit ID="edShipmentDate" runat="server"
 DataField="ShipmentDate">
            </px:PXDateTimeEdit>
            <px:PXDropDown ID="edStatus" runat="server" DataField="Status">
            </px:PXDropDown>
            <px:PXDateTimeEdit ID="edDeliveryMaxDate" runat="server"
 DataField="DeliveryMaxDate">
            </px:PXDateTimeEdit>
        </px:PXPanel>
        <px:PXLayoutRule runat="server" StartColumn="True">
        </px:PXLayoutRule>
        <px:PXNumberEdit ID="edTotalQty" runat="server" DataField="TotalQty">
        </px:PXNumberEdit>
        <px:PXNumberEdit ID="edShippedQty" runat="server"
 DataField="ShippedQty">
        </px:PXNumberEdit>
        <px:PXNumberEdit ID="edPendingQty" runat="server"
 DataField="PendingQty">
        </px:PXNumberEdit>
    </Template>
</px:PXFormView>

Open the Shipments page in a browser. Notice that the controls are displayed within the Shipment
Information panel (see the screenshot below). The controls that aren't included in the panel are
displayed in the second column of controls on the form.

Figure: Viewing the Shipment Information panel of controls on the Shipments page
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Using the PXPanel Container
PXPanel is a container that provides an independent set of controls on the form and is used to define
complex layouts. A PXPanel container has no DataMember property and cannot be independently bound
to a data view. The panel can display only fields from the data view to which the parent form or tab
control is bound. The panel is used only for defining blocks of controls within a form. You can add layout
rules to the panel to arrange the controls within the container.

If you need to add controls that display DAC fields retrieved by an another data view, use a nested form
(a PXFormView control) instead of a panel. Unlike PXPanel, the PXFormView control has the DataMember
property and can be bound to a data view.

You can configure the appearance of a PXPanel container in the UI by specifying the following
properties of the control:

• Caption: Defines the caption for the set of controls enclosed in the panel.

• RenderStyle: Defines the panel style in the UI:

• RoundBorder (default): The panel border and caption are displayed in the UI. This style
requires the Caption property.

• Fieldset: The underlined caption is displayed in the UI. This style requires the Caption
property.

• Simple: No border or caption is displayed in the UI. This style doesn't require the Caption
property.

To add a PXPanel container through the Layout Editor, select Container > Panel on the toolbar, as the
following screenshot shows.

Figure: Adding a PXPanel container through Layout Editor

In page source code, the PXPanel container is always nested in a form or tab item and is defined as
follows.

<px:PXFormView ID="form" ...>
    <Template>
        <px:PXLayoutRule runat="server" StartRow="True"></px:PXLayoutRule>
        <px:PXPanel ID="PXPanel1" runat="server" Caption="Shipment Information">
            ...
        </px:PXPanel>
    </Template>
</px:PXFormView>
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Example 4.3: Adding a Caption to a Group of Controls
In this example, you will add a group caption to the controls in the second column on the form. A group
caption is specified in a layout rule and doesn't provide an independent set of controls, as PXPanel
does. Complete the following steps:

1. Open the Layout Editor for the form and set the GroupCaption property for the Column layout
rule that starts the second column within the form (see the screenshot).

Figure: Setting the caption for the group

2. At the end of the group, add a layout rule and set the EndGroup property for it, as the
screenshot shows.
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Figure: Adding the EndGroup layout rule

Save the changes on the page. The definition of a group consists of a layout rule with the
GroupCaption property set and the closing layout rule with the EndGroup property, as the
following code shows.

 <px:PXLayoutRule runat="server" GroupCaption="Quantity" StartColumn="True">
</px:PXLayoutRule>
... definition of controls in the group
<px:PXLayoutRule runat="server" EndGroup="True">
</px:PXLayoutRule>

Open the Shipments page in a browser. The Quantity group caption appears for the controls in the
second column on the form (see the screenshot).

Figure: Viewing the Quantity group of controls on the Shipments page

For more information about using layout rules, see #unique_22.
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Example 4.4: Placing Controls Horizontally Within a Column
In this example, you will arrange the Delivery Type and Delivered On controls horizontally within the
first column in the panel. Complete the following steps:

1. Open the Layout Editor for the form and add a layout rule below the control for the
ShipmentNbr field. Set the Merge property to True for the layout rule (see the screenshot).

Figure: Adding the Merge layout rule to the form

2. Below the pair of controls that will be aligned horizontally, add a closing layout rule with no
specific properties specified, as shown in the screenshot below.
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Figure: Adding a closing layout rule after the horizontally aligned controls

Save the changes on the page. A Merge layout rule defines the horizontal alignment of controls
that follows Merge until the next layout rule (see the code below). A closing layout rule is
required.

<px:PXLayoutRule runat="server" Merge="True"></px:PXLayoutRule>
... controls
<px:PXLayoutRule runat="server">
</px:PXLayoutRule>

Open the Shipments page in a browser. On the form, the Delivery Type and Delivery On fields are
aligned horizontally (see the screenshot below).

Figure: Viewing the horizontal alignment of controls on the Shipments page
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Example 4.5: Expanding a Control Onto Several Columns
In this example, you will expand the Description field to span two columns of controls within the
panel. Do the following:

1. Open the Layout Editor for the form, and add a layout rule before the control for the
Description field. Set the ColumnSpan property for the layout rule to 2, as the following
screenshot shows.

Figure: Adding the ColumnSpan layout rule to the form

Save the changes. The ColumnSpan property specifies the number of columns that the next
control spans (see the code below). The ColumnSpan property affects only the control that
follows the layout rule.

<px:PXLayoutRule runat="server" ColumnSpan="2"></px:PXLayoutRule>
<px:PXTextEdit ID="edDescription" runat="server" DataField="Description"></
px:PXTextEdit>

Open the Shipments page in a browser. The Description field is expanded on both columns in the
panel, as the following screenshot shows.

Figure: Viewing the expanded control on the Shipments page
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Example 4.6: Adjustment of Size of Controls and Labels
In this example, you will configure the size of controls that are displayed on the form on the Shipments
page. You need to adjust the size of the Delivery Type and Delivered On controls, because by default
the Delivery Type control is too narrow while the label of Delivered On is too wide. Also, you will
make labels more compact in the Quantity group. Complete the following steps:

1. Open the Layout Editor for the form and set the following properties for the ShipmentType
control (see the screenshot below):

• LabelWidth: 100px

• Width: 90px

Figure: Setting the size for the ShipmentType control

2. Set the following properties for the DeliveryDate control:

• LabelWidth: 90px

• Width: 93px

3. Set the following properties for the Row layout rule within the panel:

• ControlSize: 375px

• LabelsWidth: S

4. Set the following properties for the Column layout rule within the panel:

• ControlSize: S

• LabelsWidth: S

5. Set the following properties for the Column layout rule that goes after the panel on the form:

• ColumnWidth: M

• LabelsWidth: S
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Save the changes on the page. The resulting page source code looks as follows (size settings are
highlighted).

<px:PXFormView ID="form" ...>
    <Template>
        <px:PXLayoutRule runat="server" StartColumn="True" StartRow="True"></
px:PXLayoutRule>
        <px:PXPanel ID="PXPanel1" runat="server" Caption="Shipment
 Information">
            <px:PXLayoutRule runat="server" StartRow="True"
 StartColumn="True" 
                             ControlSize="375px" LabelsWidth="S">
            </px:PXLayoutRule>
            ...
            <px:PXLayoutRule runat="server" Merge="True"></px:PXLayoutRule>
            <px:PXDropDown ID="ShipmentType" runat="server"
 DataField="ShipmentType" 
                           CommitChanges="True" LabelWidth="100px"
 Width="90px">
            </px:PXDropDown>
            <px:PXDateTimeEdit ID="DeliveryDate" runat="server"
 DataField="DeliveryDate" 
                               LabelWidth="90px" Width="93px">
            </px:PXDateTimeEdit>
            <px:PXLayoutRule runat="server">
            </px:PXLayoutRule>
            ...
            <px:PXLayoutRule runat="server" StartColumn="True" ControlSize="S"
 LabelsWidth="S">
            </px:PXLayoutRule>
            ...
        </px:PXPanel>
        <px:PXLayoutRule runat="server" StartColumn="True"
 GroupCaption="Quantity" 
                         ColumnWidth="M" LabelsWidth="S">
        </px:PXLayoutRule>
        ...
    </Template>
</px:PXFormView>

Open the Shipments page in a browser. The Delivery Type and Delivered On controls are displayed
more compactly and are aligned by column width (see the screenshot below). The labels in the
Quantity group are displayed more closely to the controls.

Figure: Viewing the adjusted size of controls on the Shipments page

Configuring the Size of Controls and Labels
When designing a form, you can adjust the size of controls and labels on the form. To do this, you can
use one of the following ways:

• Do not set any size properties in layout rules and controls. In this case, Acumatica Framework
applies the default size, which depends on the control type.

• Set the ColumnWidth property and either the ControlSize or the LabelsWidth property for the
layout rule that precedes the control. The control and label inherit the size from the layout rule
unless the size is overridden in the control properties.
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• Set the ControlSize and LabelsWidth properties for the layout rule.

• Set the LabelWidth property and either the Size or the Width property for the control. These
properties override the values inherited from the layout rule that precedes the control.

Based on the specified sizes, the framework calculates and adds proper margins between the controls
and labels.

You can configure the following properties for each layout rule (the PXLayoutRule component):

• ColumnWidth: Sets the size for a column of controls, which is the sum of label and control widths
of each control in the column. With this property, you also have to specify the ControlSize or
LabelsWidth property of the layout rule, because these three properties depend on the following
equality: ColumnWidth # ControlSize + LabelsWidth. In ColumnWidth, you can specify either a
constant (for instance, S) or a value in pixels (100px). The table of constants and their respective
sizes is given below.

• ControlSize: Sets the width of controls within a column. With this property, you also have to
specify the LabelsWidth or ColumnWidth property of the layout rule. In ControlSize, you can
specify either a named constant or a value in pixels.

• LabelsWidth: Sets the width of labels within a column. With this property, you also have to
specify the ControlSize or ColumnWidth property of the layout rule. In LabelsWidth, you can
specify either a named constant or a value in pixels.

The following properties are configured for a control:

• Size or Width: Sets the width of a control. This property overrides the ControlSize property
defined in the preceding layout rule or the implicit width, if you have set ColumnWidth and
LabelsWidth in the layout rule. In Size, you can specify a named constant; in Width, you can
specify a value in pixels.

If you want to remove the size setting for a control (the size setting can be inherited from the layout
rule), set the Size property to Empty. In this case, the control is rendered with the default size. The
Empty size is used for check boxes (PXCheckBox) that have a fixed size, and can also be used for
PXNumberEdit and PXDateTimeEdit controls.

• LabelWidth: Sets the width of the label of a control. This property overrides the LabelsWidth
property defined in the preceding layout rule or the implicit width, if you have set ColumnWidth
and ControlSize in the layout rule. In LabelWidth, you can specify a value in pixels.

If you configure a simple layout that consists of multiple columns of controls, you can set the
ColumnWidth property and either the ControlSize or the LabelsWidth property for each column. You
can also leave the sizes of controls and labels as they are rendered by default and not specify any size
properties in layout rules or controls. For a more complex layout, you may need to adjust the sizes of
particular controls in pixels, as the example below demonstrates. We recommend that you adjust the
size of controls starting from the innermost objects and moving gradually to the outermost ones. At any
time, you can change the size of any control. You can try different values and check how the form looks
with these sizes, to find the sizes that you want to get on the form.

On the form on the Shipments page, the size of controls and labels in the Quantity group is set in the
Column layout rule (see the image below). In the first column within the Shipment Information panel,
the size that is specified in the Row layout rule is applied to the Shipment Nbr. and Customer ID
controls and their labels. The Description control spans two columns in the outer row (red box) and
has the maximum control size in the outer row, while the label size is taken from the inner Row in the
panel and is equal to S. The size of the Delivery Type and Delivered On controls is overridden in
the properties of these controls. When you design the layout, you first set the size for these controls
aligned into a horizontal line, and then adjust the column size in the properties of the Row layout
rule, to get an equal size for every line of controls within the column. In the second column within the
Shipment Information panel, you set the size of controls and labels in the Column layout rule.
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Figure: Size adjustment of controls and labels on the form

Named sizes and their approximate sizes or widths

Constant ColumnWidth ControlSize (Size or
Width)

LabelsWidth
(LabelWidth)

XXS 100px 40px 40px

XS 150px 70px 70px

S 200px 100px 100px

SM N/A 150px 150px

M 250px 200px 200px

XM 300px 250px 250px

L 350px 300px 300px

XL 400px 350px 350px

XXL 450px 400px 400px

The pixels are approximate because the system also adds margins between labels and controls, which
makes the actual size slightly bigger than the given value.
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Example 4.7: Configuring Controls and Form Edit Mode for the
Grid

In this example, you will configure the grid on the Shipments page by completing the following steps
(which are described in greater detail below):

1. Add input controls to the grid to be able to set specific properties for these controls.

2. Configure the form edit mode of the grid.

Do the following:

1. In the ShipmentLine class, for the ShipmentTime, ShipmentMinTime, and
ShipmentMaxTime data fields, replace the type attribute with PXDBTimeSpan, as the following
code shows. Rebuild the project.

// ShipmentLine.ShipmentTime
[PXDBTimeSpan(DisplayMask = "t", InputMask = "t")]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Delivered On")]
public virtual int? ShipmentTime
...
[PXDBTimeSpan(DisplayMask = "t", InputMask = "t")]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Deliver After")]
public virtual int? ShipmentMinTime
...
[PXDBTimeSpan(DisplayMask = "t", InputMask = "t")]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Deliver Before")]
public virtual int? ShipmentMaxTime
...

The PXDBTimeSpan attribute defines a date-time edit control that works with time point values.
The specified input and display mask defines the HH:MM PX format of field values—for instance,
01:00 PM. To enable the time selector for the control, you have to set the TimeMode property for
the control in page source code.

2. To be able to set the TimeMode property for a control displayed in the grid, add input controls for
the fields to the grid by using the Layout Editor as follows:

a. Open the Layout Editor for the grid and select only the Controls check box on the Fields
panel to view a list of fields for which input controls can be generated (see the screenshot
below).

b. Generate input controls for the ShipmentTime, ShipmentMinTime, and
ShipmentMaxTime fields. You add controls for these fields because you need to
configure a property that is specified only on a control and is not configured on a column.
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Figure: Adding input controls to the grid

c. For each of the controls in the grid, set the TimeMode property to True. Save the changes
on the page. The page source code looks as follows.

<px:PXGrid ID="grid" ...>
    <Levels>
        <px:PXGridLevel DataKeyNames="ShipmentNbr,ProductID"
 DataMember="ShipmentLines">
            <RowTemplate>
                <px:PXDateTimeEdit ID="edShipmentTime" runat="server"
 DataField="ShipmentTime" 
                                   TimeMode="True">
                </px:PXDateTimeEdit>
                <px:PXDateTimeEdit ID="edShipmentMinTime" runat="server"
 DataField="ShipmentMinTime" 
                                   TimeMode="True">
                </px:PXDateTimeEdit>
                <px:PXDateTimeEdit ID="edShipmentMaxTime" runat="server"
 DataField="ShipmentMaxTime" 
                                    TimeMode="True">
                </px:PXDateTimeEdit>
            </RowTemplate>
            <Columns>
            ...

Open the Shipments page in a browser. In the grid, expand the combo box in the
Delivered On, Delivered After, and Delivered Before columns. The control opens the
selector of time point values (see the screenshot below). Without TimeMode specified, the
control opens a date picker.
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Figure: Viewing the selector of time points

3. Configure form edit mode of the grid by using the Layout Editor as follows:

a. Open the Layout Editor for the grid and add all controls for the rest of fields to the grid.

b. Enable the callback by setting the CommitChanges property to True for the following
controls: ProductID, LineQty, Cancelled, and ShipmentDate. The CommitChanges
property of a control enables the callback to trigger on the control in form edit mode,
while the CommitChanges property on the corresponding columns enables the callback to
trigger in table edit mode.

c. Add a Row layout rule to the topmost position in the tree of controls and organize the
controls as shown in the screenshot below. The Row layout rule arranges the controls into
one column on the form. The order of controls may differ from the order of columns.
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Figure: Configuring controls for the form edit mode of the grid

d. For the grid, set the AllowFormEdit property (located in the Mode group) to True to
enable form edit mode for the grid. Save the changes.

Open the Shipments page in a browser. The Form View button switches the grid to form edit mode
for the selected row (see the screenshot below). The Grid View button that appears in form edit mode
switches the grid back into table edit mode.

Figure: Viewing form edit mode of the grid on the Shipments page
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Configuring Grids
To configure a grid on a page, you have to do the following:

1. Set the DataSourceID and DataMember properties of a grid to bind the container to a data view
that provides data to work through the grid.

2. Add columns to the grid.

3. Set the SkinID property, which defines a set of grid toolbar buttons.

4. Add input controls to the grid, if needed.

5. Enable form edit mode for the grid, if needed.

6. Set the specific properties of the grid, if needed (see below).

You can configure the following properties of a grid (PXGrid) control:

• DataMember: Specifies the data view that provides data for the grid. This property is required for
data binding, along with DataSourceID.

• DataSourceID: Specifies the datasource control ID. Set the property to ds. This property is
required for data binding, along with DataMember.

• Columns: Provides the collection of columns of the grid.

• SkinID: Defines the style of the grid, which includes a set of grid toolbar buttons and rendering
parameters of the control.

• Mode AllowFormEdit: Enables form edit mode for the grid.

• SyncPosition: Enables synchronizing the selected row with the Current property of the cache
object. The Current property is set to each row selected by the user in the grid.

• StatusField: Specifies the field that is displayed at the bottom of the grid as the grid information
status.

• AutoSize Enabled: Enables the grid height to expand on the entire area of the parent container.

• Width: Sets the width of the grid within the parent container (a standard ASP.NET property of a
control). To expand a nested grid throughout the parent container, set this property to 100%.

• AutoAdjustColumns: Makes the whole text of column headers displayed if it is possible.

This article contains the following sections:

• Adding Columns and Input Controls to a Grid

• Configuring Grid Toolbar Buttons

• Configuring Form Edit Mode of a Grid

Adding Columns and Input Controls to a Grid

Columns are the only required items for a grid. If columns are defined, Acumatica Framework
dynamically generates input controls from attributes on DAC fields to provide row editing. However, you
also have to define input controls in the grid in either of the following cases:

• You want to set specific properties for an input control. You can add only controls with specific
properties; other controls will be generated with default properties at run time. For instance, you
have to define the PXSelector control in the grid to enable the AutoRefresh property for this
control.

The order of controls in the grid doesn't have to match the order of columns.

• You have to arrange the controls for the form edit mode of the grid.
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Configuring Grid Toolbar Buttons

To define the set of toolbar buttons that appear in a grid, select the needed value in the SkinID
property of the grid:

• Primary: Adds the Add, Delete, Adjust, and Export buttons to the toolbar. This value is
typically used for a grid on a simple edit page that consists of the single grid.

• Details: Adds the Refresh, Add, Delete, Adjust, and Export buttons to the toolbar. This value
is typically used for a grid that displays the detail data on a master-detail page.

• Inquire: Adds the Refresh, Adjust, and Export buttons to the toolbar. This value is typically
used for grids on inquiry and processing pages.

• Selector: Adds the Refresh and Adjust buttons to the toolbar.

• Attributes or ShortList: Hides the toolbar.

The SkinID property, used primarily to define a set of toolbar buttons for a grid, defines not only
buttons but also a complete set of UI parameters of the control, such as column headers and the initial
size of the control.

You can also add custom buttons to the grid toolbar by adding them to the Action Bar > Custom Items
collection in the properties of the grid.

Configuring Form Edit Mode for a Grid

To configure form edit mode for a grid, you have to complete the following steps:

1. Add controls to the grid, set their properties, and arrange them by using layout rules in the same
way as on an ordinary form.

2. Enable callbacks for input controls to trigger in form edit mode, and enable callbacks for input
controls that correspond to columns with the enabled callback. To enable the callback for an
input control, set the CommitChanges property to True for the control.

3. Enable form edit mode for the grid by setting the AllowFormEdit property (located in the Mode
group) to True.
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Lesson Summary
In this lesson, you have learned how to configure a form layout, including controlling positioning and
the size of controls and their labels.

Form layout is configured by using layout rules, which are PXLayoutRule components added to ASP.NET
page source code. By using layout rules, you organize controls into rows of columns on a form. In each
column, you then configure the positions of controls related to one another. In layout rules, you can
perform the following positioning variants:

• Define rows of controls on the form and divide the controls into columns in each row.

• Add a caption to groups of controls.

• Align controls horizontally within a column.

• Expand a control onto several columns.

• Adjust the size of controls and their labels.

The basic approach of designing a form is to start any form layout with a Row layout rule that starts the
first column of controls and adds proper margins between controls on the form. Then you can add as
many layout rules and nested containers as you need. You can specify the size of controls and labels in
layout rules or define these sizes directly in control properties. Unless the size is overridden in a control,
the size that is specified in a layout rule is applied to all controls that go after this rule until the next
layout rule.

When you configure a grid, you have to add columns to it. Controls are required in the following cases:

• If you need to set a specific property for a control—for instance, the TimeMode property for a
PXDBTimeEdit control.

• If you enable form edit mode of the grid. In this case, you have to add input controls to the grid,
set their properties, and arrange them, as on an ordinary form.
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Lesson 5: Implementing Basic Business Logic for a Page
(Shipments)

In this lesson, by using the Shipments page as an example, you will learn how to implement basic
business logic tasks. By the end of the lesson, you will have the completely functional Shipments page
that can be used to track shipments with the Single delivery type.

The examples in this lesson show the following layout of the Shipments page, which is slightly different
from the layout that you get after completing Lesson 4: Configuring Complex Layout of a Page
(Shipments). Layout of input controls is not related to the business logic.

Figure: The Shipments page

The figure below shows the transitions between different statuses of a shipment that will be
implemented by the end of the lesson.

Figure: Statuses of the Shipments page

Lesson Objectives

• Understanding the event model

• Configuring the user interface in code

• Inserting a default data record

• Setting up default values

• Validating data fields

• Preventing the deletion of data records and asking the user to confirm that deletion should occur

• Calculating aggregated values

• Declaring actions
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Initial Steps
Before you begin this lesson, you should complete the following preparation steps:

1. In the Shipment.cs file, define the ShipmentTypes and ShipmentStatus helper classes as
follows.

public static class ShipmentTypes
{
    public const string Single = "S";
    public const string Multiple = "M";
}

public static class ShipmentStatus
{
    public const string OnHold = "H";
    public const string Shipping = "S";
    public const string Cancelled = "C";
    public const string Delivered = "D";
}

2. Add the PXStringList and PXDefault attributes to the ShipmentType field in the Shipment data
access class as follows.

[PXDBString(2, IsUnicode = true)]
[PXDefault(ShipmentTypes.Single)]
[PXStringList(
    new string[] 
    {
        ShipmentTypes.Single, ShipmentTypes.Multiple
    },
    new string[]
    {
        "Single", "Multiple"
    })]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Delivery Type")]
public virtual string ShipmentType
...

3. Add the PXStringList and PXDefault attributes to the Status field in the Shipment data access
class as follows.

[PXDBString(1)]
[PXDefault(ShipmentStatus.OnHold)]
[PXStringList(
    new string[]
    {
        ShipmentStatus.OnHold, ShipmentStatus.Shipping,
        ShipmentStatus.Cancelled, ShipmentStatus.Delivered
    },
    new string[]
    {
        "On Hold", "Shipping", "Canceled", "Delivered"
    })]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Status")]
public virtual string Status
...

4. On the RB301000.aspx page, change the type of control for the ShipmentType and Status fields
on the form view from PXTextEdit to PXDropDown.
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5. Make sure that the Shipments page exist and that the ShipmentMaint graph is defined
and includes definitions of the data views that are used as data members on the page. The
ShipmentMaint graph should have the following code at this moment.

public class ShipmentMaint : PXGraph<ShipmentMaint, Shipment>
{
    public PXSelect<Shipment> Shipments;
    public PXSelect<ShipmentLine,
               Where<ShipmentLine.shipmentNbr,
                     Equal<Current<Shipment.shipmentNbr>>>,
               OrderBy<Desc<ShipmentLine.gift>>> ShipmentLines;
}

6. Make sure that the master-detail relationship between the Shipments and ShipmentLine data
access classes is setup up correctly, as described in Example 2.2: Defining the Master-Detail
Relationship Between Data.

7. Define the following BQL constant in the ShipmentLine data access class.

public const string GiftCard = "CARD";
public class giftCard : Constant<string>
{
    public giftCard()
        : base(GiftCard)
    {
    }
}

8. Add the following GiftCard data view to the ShipmentMaint graph.

public PXSelect<Product,
           Where<Product.productCD, Equal<ShipmentLine.giftCard>>> GiftCard;

This data view selects a product with the ProductCD field equal to CARD. This product is a gift
card that you will automatically add to every shipment.

9. Rebuild the project.

Now you can go to the next step to start with the lesson.
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Example 5.1: Adding the Basic UI Presentation Logic
Now you will set up basic UI logic on the Shipments page. To set up this logic, you will perform the
following steps (which are described in greater detail below):

1. Add a RowSelected event handler for the Shipment data access class (DAC).

2. Enable callbacks for the ShipmentType field of the Shipment DAC.

Do the following:

1. Add the following Shipment_RowSelected() event handler to the ShipmentMaint graph.

protected virtual void Shipment_RowSelected(
    PXCache sender, PXRowSelectedEventArgs e)
{
    Shipment row = e.Row as Shipment;
    if (row == null) return;

    // Configuring fields of the master form
    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetReadOnly<Shipment.deliveryDate>(
        sender, row, row.ShipmentType != ShipmentTypes.Single);
    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetVisible<Shipment.deliveryMaxDate>(
        sender, row, row.ShipmentType == ShipmentTypes.Single);
    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetVisible<Shipment.pendingQty>(
        sender, row, row.ShipmentType != ShipmentTypes.Single);

    // Configuring columns of the details grid
    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetVisible<ShipmentLine.shipmentDate>(
        ShipmentLines.Cache, null, row.ShipmentType != ShipmentTypes.Single);
    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetVisible<ShipmentLine.shipmentTime>(
        ShipmentLines.Cache, null, row.ShipmentType != ShipmentTypes.Single);
    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetVisible<ShipmentLine.shipmentMinTime>(
        ShipmentLines.Cache, null, row.ShipmentType != ShipmentTypes.Single);
    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetVisible<ShipmentLine.shipmentMaxTime>(
        ShipmentLines.Cache, null, row.ShipmentType != ShipmentTypes.Single);
}

The ShipmentType property of a shipment indicates whether the shipment can be delivered in
parts (the Multiple value) or the whole order must be delivered at once (the Single value). If
multiple deliveries are allowed, shipment details include the minimum, maximum, and actual
dates of delivery. These fields are not necessary for single-package deliveries. So depending on
the ShipmentType value, you hide or show fields in the master form and columns in the details
grid.

If the value of ShipmentType is Single, you make the DeliveryDate field read-only, show the
DeliveryMaxDate field, and hide the PendingQty field. You also set the second parameter in
the PXUIFieldAttribute methods to row to affect a particular data record. Also, you hide the
ShipmentDate, ShipmentTime, ShipmentMinTime, and ShipmentMaxTime columns in the grid. To
hide the whole columns, you set the second parameter to null to affect all data records in the
cache.

Note that you specify the condition on ShipmentType in the third parameter directly in the static
methods of PXUIFieldAttribute. By doing this, you have configured visibility for both the
Single and Multiple shipment type in one method invocation.

2. Rebuild the project.

3. Open the RB301000.aspx page in source mode.

4. Set the CommitChanges property to True for the DropDown control with ShipmentType ID, as the
following code illustrates.

<px:PXDropDown ID="ShipmentType" runat="server"
               DataField="ShipmentType" CommitChanges="true">
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The CommitChanges property enables the callback for the data field. The callback is required for
this data field to post changes to the server every time the shipment type is changed in the UI.

To check the results of these instructions, open the Shipments page in a web browser and add a new
shipment. By default, the Delivery Type value is Single. Specify a customer and add a new shipment
line in the grid. The page should have the layout shown on the following screenshot.

Figure: Shipments page layout for Single delivery type

If you change Delivery Type to Multiple, the layout should change as the following screenshot shows.

Figure: Shipments page layout for Multiple delivery type

Understanding the Event Model
The major part of business logic is executed on events. The events trigger at the object level of the
application, which is abstract from the UI. Events trigger on the PXCache objects of a graph, and not
on ASP.NET controls. While the application operates, Acumatica Framework raises the events according
to one of the event model scenarios. In each scenario (listed below), the framework raises a chain of
events in a specific order and invokes the handlers of each event in the chain:

• Retrieving of a data record

• Insertion of a data record

• Update of a data record

• Deletion of a data record

• Saving of a modified record to the database
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Event Scenarios

In the event scenarios, there are field-level and row-level events. Field-level events are raised for each
field in the order in which the fields are defined in the data access class. Row-level events are raised
after all field-level events and are executed for the entire data record.

Retrieving of a Data Record

This scenario happens when a data record is assigned to the Current property of a cache object. The
scenario is executed for each record retrieved through a data view to be displayed in the UI. However,
the scenario isn't executed when you invoke the Select() method on a data view in code.

In this scenario, the framework raises the RowSelected event for the row that has been assigned to
the Current property. The RowSelected event is intended for UI setup. For more information, see
Configuring the User Interface in Code.

Insertion of a Data Record

This scenario occurs when a data record is inserted into a cache object. The scenario is executed when
a user creates a new data record on the page, or when the Insert() method of the cache object is
called in code.

In this scenario, the framework raises a sequence of field-level and row-level events before and after
the data record is inserted into the cache object. You can see the sequence of events raised in this
scenario in Inserting a Data Record. After the RowInserting event, the framework inserts the data
record into the cache object and then raises the RowInserted event.

Update of a Data Record

This scenario takes place when a data record is updated in a cache object. The scenario is executed
when the page posts updated data to the server, or when the Update() method of the cache object is
called in code.

In this scenario, the framework raises a sequence of field-level and row-level events before and after
the data record is inserted into the cache object. You can see the sequence of events raised in this
scenario in Updating a Data Record. After the RowUpdating event, the framework updates the record in
the cache object and then raises the RowUpdated event.

Deletion of a Data Record

This scenario happens when a data record is marked as deleted in a cache object. The scenario is
executed when a user deletes the data record on the page, or when the Delete() method of the cache
object is called in code.

In this scenario, the framework raises a sequence of field-level and row-level events before and after
the data record is marked as deleted in the cache object. You can see the sequence of events raised
in this scenario in Deleting a Data Record. After the RowDeleting event, the framework assigns the
deleted status to the record in the cache object and raises the RowDeleted event.

Saving of a Modified Data Record to the Database

This scenario takes place when a data record is saved from a cache object to the database. The
scenario is executed when a user saves the data record on the page (by clicking Save on the page
toolbar), or when the Actions.PressSave() method of the graph is called in code.

In this scenario, the framework raises a sequence of row-level events while saving the modified data
records from the cache object to the database. The RowPersisted event is called twice for each record:
once within the database transaction, and once after the transaction has been successfully committed
or aborted. You can see the sequence of events raised in this scenario in Saving Changes to the
Database.

You can also trigger subsequences of events, as well as individual events, from code by invoking specific
methods of PXCache. For detailed information on events, see API Reference > Event Model >
Scenarios in the documentation.
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Event Handlers

The framework raises events in the context of a graph. When the framework raises an event, it
executes the handlers of this event, which are defined in the graph and in attributes. Event handlers
implemented in the graph and event handlers implemented in attributes are stored in separate
collections. Depending on the event, the attribute handlers are executed before or after the graph
handlers.

Attribute Handlers

Attribute handlers define the common logic for reuse by means of attributes in multiple places of the
application. When the framework copies an attribute to the cache object of the graph, the framework
adds each attribute handler to the collection of handlers that execute when the event triggers.
Also, there are specific events that are handled only by system attributes: CommandPreparing and
ExceptionHandling. For more information on event handlers implemented in attributes, see Creating
Custom Attributes for DAC fields.

Graph Handlers

Graph handlers perform the business logic that is specific for a particular page. To define an event
handler in a graph, you create a method that follows the appropriate naming convention. On
initialization of the graph, because the method follows this convention, the system adds the handler to
the corresponding collection of event handlers.

To define a graph handler for a row-level event, you should define the method that meets the following
type and naming convention.

protected virtual void DACName_EventName(
    PXCache sender, EventNameEventArgs e)

To define a graph handler for a field-level event, you should define the method that meets the following
type and naming convention.

protected virtual void DACName_FieldName_EventName(
    PXCache sender, EventNameEventArgs e)

The first argument of any event handler specifies the cache object on which the event is raised; this
event handler holds the records of the specified data access class. The second argument provides the
parameters of the event, such as the new and old values of a field.

In the sample code below, the OrderDetail_UnitPrice_FieldUpdated() method is a handler
of the FieldUpdated event. This event triggers on the OrderDetail.UnitPrice field in the cache
object, which stores records of the OrderDetail DAC in the SalesOrderDataEntry graph.

// The SalesOrderDataEntry graph
protected virtual void OrderDetail_UnitPrice_FieldUpdated(
    PXCache sender, PXFieldUpdatedEventArgs e)
{
    OrderDetail detail = e.Row as OrderDetail;
    detail.ExtPrice = CalcExtPrice(
        detail.OrderDetailQty, detail.UnitPrice, detail.DiscountRate);
}

You can see examples of event handlers implemented in graphs in Lesson 5: Implementing Basic Business
Logic for a Page (Shipments) and Lesson 6: Extending Business Logic for a Page (Shipments), and
examples of event handlers implemented in attributes in Creating Custom Attributes for DAC fields.

Events and Callbacks

Although events aren't raised on UI controls, events are generated on the server side of your
application when the client side requests data or posts changes made by a user. When the client posts
data to the server, we say that the client initiates the callback to the server. By default, an Acumatica
Framework page executes the callback in the following cases:
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• When a user clicks one of the standard buttons on the page toolbar

• When a user changes a value in a key field

The callback can also be enabled for any input control or action (button). By default, the callback is off,
so when a user changes a value in some field and shifts the focus away from it, the browser doesn't
post anything to the server but keeps the change in memory. Also, the page doesn't post the last
changed values to the server when the user invokes an action that has no enabled callback.

When the user finally reaches a control that has the callback enabled and modifies a value in it or
clicks the button, the browser posts all data that has been modified up since the last callback up to this
moment. The server part of the application processes these changes and raises the events according to
the appropriate event scenarios.

For information on how to configure the callback on a control, see Configuring Container Controls.

For information on how to configure the callback for an action (button), see Declaring Actions.

Configuring the User Interface in Code
To set up the UI presentation, you should use a RowSelected event handler or the graph constructor.
The RowSelected event happens several times during every round trip. It is triggered at the end of
each insertion, update, or deletion of a data record. The graph constructor is called once during every
round trip before any data is selected by data views.

To disable, hide, or change a caption of a data field on the page, use the static methods of the
PXUIFieldAttribute type as follows.

PXUIFieldAttribute.SetReadOnly<Shipment.deliveryDate>(
    sender, row, row.ShipmentType != ShipmentTypes.Single);

You specify the field as the type parameter. It is mandatory to specify the cache object (sender). You
can provide a specific data record (row) or specify null in the second parameter to apply the method
to all data records in the cache. If you omit the type parameter, the method will be applied to all fields
that are displayed in the UI.

// Making all fields for all data read-only
// records in the cache object
PXUIFieldAttribute.SetReadOnly(sender, null, true);

You can specify default UI options for a field in the PXUIField attribute in the data access class (DAC)
and change them if necessary in a RowSelected event handler through the static methods of the
attribute.

You shouldn't read anything from the database or write to the database in a RowSelected event handler.

Tip Always implement two states when you set up the UI. Thus, when you make a data field disabled by
some condition, you have to enable the data field in the corresponding opposite condition, because it will
never be automatically enabled by the system.

You can hide columns of the details grid only in the RowSelected handler for the master data record.
In the RowSelected event handler of the detail record, you can enable or disable data fields, but you
cannot modify their visibility.

Using the Graph Constructor

The common UI presentation logic, which doesn't depend on particular values of the row, can
be implemented in the constructor of the graph. In the constructor, you cannot check values of
the currently selected data record, because no data records are loaded yet. To implement the UI
presentation specific to a data record, you should use the RowSelected event handler of the data
record.
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Example 5.2: Inserting a Default Detail Data Record
In this example, you will implement automatic addition of a gift card, which is added for free with every
new shipment. A gift card is a product with the ProductCD field equal to CARD. This product is added
as a ShipmentLine data record, which is a detail record for a Shipment data record, after a shipment is
successfully inserted into the cache object.

You will use two approaches, both of which are described in detail below:

• Inserting a new data record into the cache of ShipmentLine data records in the
Shipment_RowInserted() method, but setting up the initial values for the new line in the
ShipmentLine_RowInserting() method.

• Inserting a new data record into the cache of ShipmentLine data records in the
Shipment_RowInserted() method, and setting up some of the initial values for the gift card
line. You will also set other fields in the FieldDefaulting and FieldUpdated event handlers for
ShipmentLine data records.

Setting Up Values in the RowInserting of the Detail Data Record

1. Add the following Shipment_RowInserted() event handler to the ShipmentMaint graph.

protected virtual void Shipment_RowInserted(
    PXCache sender, PXRowInsertedEventArgs e)
{
    Shipment row = e.Row as Shipment;
    if (ShipmentLines.Select().Count == 0)
    {
        // Retrieving the gift card
        Product card = GiftCard.Select();
        if (card != null)
        {
            // Inserting a data record with default values into
            // the cache of ShipmentLine records
            ShipmentLines.Insert();

            // Clearing the flag that indicates whether the cache
            // contains changes
            ShipmentLines.Cache.IsDirty = false;
        }
    }
}

In this code, you ensure that there are no ShipmentLine data records for the new Shipment
data record and insert a new ShipmentLine data record with default values. You also set the
IsDirty property of the ShipmentLine cache to false to indicate that the cache contains no
modifications. Because of this setting, if a user adds a new shipment and tries to leave the page
before entering any data, no confirmation will be requested from the user.

The ShipmentLines data view selects the detail data records of the new shipment, because it is
already the shipment referenced by the Current property of the Shipment cache. The Current
property is set to the inserted data record right before the RowInserted event.

You don't set up the values of the added data record in this handler, because it is better to define
the initial values in the event handler related to the DAC whose instances the code modifies.

2. Add the following ShipmentLine_RowInserting() event handler, in which you set up the initial
values for the gift card, to the ShipmentMaint graph.

protected virtual void ShipmentLine_RowInserting(
    PXCache sender, PXRowInsertingEventArgs e)
{
    ShipmentLine line = e.Row as ShipmentLine;
    if (ShipmentLines.Select().Count == 0)
    {
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        // Retrieve the gift card
        Product card = GiftCard.Select();
        if (card != null)
        {
            line.ProductID = card.ProductID;
            line.Description = card.ProductName;
            line.LineQty = card.MinAvailQty;
            line.Gift = true;
        }
    }
}

The code that inserts the initial values for the gift card is executed only if there are no detail
records in the shipment yet. You retrieve the gift card through the GiftCard data view and use it
to set the fields of the new shipment line.

3. Rebuild the project.

4. Open the RB301000.aspx page in source mode.

5. Set the CommitChanges property to true for the grid column that represents the ProductID data
field, as the following code shows.

<px:PXGridColumn DataField="ProductID" Width="120px" CommitChanges="True">

With the callback enabled, the FieldUpdated event is raised every time the user selects a new
value in the Product ID column of the grid.

6. Save your changes on the page.

Now you can check the results of the instructions described above. Open the Shipments page and
ensure that the gift card is automatically added to the shipment, as the following screenshot shows.

Figure: The gift card added to the new Shipment

Navigate away from the page without saving the new shipment. No dialog box should appear asking
you to confirm that you want to leave the page.

Setting Up Values in RowInserted of the Master Data Record

1. Modify the Shipment_RowInserted() event handler in the ShipmentMaint graph as follows.

protected virtual void Shipment_RowInserted(
    PXCache sender, PXRowInsertedEventArgs e)
{
    Shipment row = e.Row as Shipment;
    if (ShipmentLines.Select().Count == 0)
    {
        Product card = GiftCard.Select();
        if (card != null)
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        {
            // Initializing a new ShipmentLine data record
            ShipmentLine line = new ShipmentLine();
            line.ProductID = card.ProductID;
            line.LineQty = card.MinAvailQty;

            // Inserting the data record into the cache
            ShipmentLines.Insert(line);

            // Clearing the flag that indicates whether the cache
            // contains changes
            ShipmentLines.Cache.IsDirty = false;
        }
    }
}

In the code above, you obtain the gift card record from the database by using the Select()
method on the GiftCard view and then inserting the card as a new shipment detail, if there are
no details on the shipment yet.

You don't insert the Description value; you will do this in the ProductID_FieldUpdated()
event. The FieldUpdated event is raised for each field when a new row is inserted. In the
ShipmentLine_ProductID_FieldUpdated() event handler, which is also raised every time the
ProductID value is updated, you will synchronously update the Description value.

2. Comment out the ShipmentLine_RowInserting() event handler.

3. Add the following ShipmentLine_ProductID_FieldUpdated() event handler to the
ShipmentMaint graph.

protected virtual void ShipmentLine_ProductID_FieldUpdated(
    PXCache sender, PXFieldUpdatedEventArgs e)
{
    // Obtain the new data record that contains the updated
    // values of all data fields
    ShipmentLine line = e.Row as ShipmentLine;

    Product product = 
        PXSelect<Product,
            Where<Product.productID, Equal<Required<Product.productID>>>>
        .Select(this, line.ProductID);
    if (product != null)
    {
        // Copy the product name to the description of the shipment line
        line.Description = product.ProductName;
    }
}

In this event handler, on update of the ProductID field in a shipment line, you retrieve the new
product data record and set the product name as the description of the shipment line.

4. Add the following ShipmentLine_Gift_FieldDefaulting() event handler to the ShipmentMaint
graph.

protected virtual void ShipmentLine_Gift_FieldDefaulting(PXCache sender,
 PXFieldDefaultingEventArgs e)
{
    ShipmentLine line = e.Row as ShipmentLine;
    if (line == null) return;

    Product card = GiftCard.Select();
    if (card != null && line.ProductID == card.ProductID)
    {
        // Setting the default value
        e.NewValue = true;

        // Setting a flag to prevent other FieldDefaulting event
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        // handlers from execution
        e.Cancel = true;
    }
}

In the code above, you set the Gift data field of a shipment line to true by default if the
corresponding product is the gift card. Setting the e.Cancel property to true prevents
execution of other FieldDefaulting event handlers of the same field—namely, the event
handler added by the PXDefault attribute. Thus, you cancel the effect of the PXDefault
attribute added to the Gift field in the ShipmentLine DAC.

You can't set the Gift value in the Shipment_RowInserted() event handler, because the Gift
field is assigned its default value during the insertion of the ShipmentLine data record into the
cache. So the default value will override the value you set before calling the Insert() method
on the ShipmentLines data view.

5. Rebuild the project.

Open or refresh the Shipments page in the web browser. Insert a new shipment and make sure the
gift card is automatically added to the shipment. In the grid, check whether the Description value is
inserted or updated automatically as soon as you select a product in the Product ID column (see the
screenshot below).

Figure: Shipment line description set from the selected product

Because the ShipmentLines data view sorts data records by the Gift property, the gift card will always
be at the top of the details list.

Modifying Data in a Cache Object
To modify data from code, you can use the following methods of a PXCache object:

• Insert() and Insert(object)

• Update(object)

• Delete(object)

For Insert(object), Acumatica Framework checks whether a data record with such key values already
exists in the cache object. If the record exists, nothing is inserted into the cache, and the existing
record isn't modified in the cache. If the record does not exist, the new record is inserted into the cache
object.

On Update(object), the framework checks whether a data record with such key values already exists
in the cache object. If the record exists, it is updated. If the record doesn't exist in the cache, the
framework retrieves the record with such keys from the database. If there is no such record in the
database, the framework invokes Insert() for the record.
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On Delete(object), the frameworks sets the Deleted status for the record if it exists in the cache
object. The record isn't removed from the cache object.

The modified records remain in cache objects until the Persist() method of the graph is invoked, or
until the Cache.Clear() method of the data view is invoked, which removes all records from the cache
object. You can remove all records from all cache objects of the graph by invoking the Clear() method
of the graph object.

This article contains the following sections:

• Understanding Data Record Statuses in a Cache

• Updating a Data Record in a Cache

• Searching for a Data Record in a Cache

• Invoking Cache Methods

Understanding Data Record Statuses in a Cache

On each of data modification methods, the framework raises the corresponding sequence of events
and changes the record status in the cache object according to the diagram below. Once retrieved from
the database, a record has the Notchanged status until it is modified. An inserted record maintains
the Inserted status even if it is updated. When the inserted record is deleted, it gets the specific
InsertedDeleted status. If you want to make sure that a record has been deleted within the current
session, you have to check the record for both the Deleted and InsertedDeleted statuses. To get the
record status, invoke the GetStatus() method of the cache object for the needed DAC object. The
record status is one of the following values of the PXEntryStatus enumeration:

• Inserted

• Notchanged

• Updated

• Deleted

• InsertedDeleted
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Figure: Transitions between record statuses

You can get the modified records from the corresponding collections of the cache object:

• Cache.Inserted, which retrieves data records that have the Inserted status

• Cache.Updated, which retrieves data records that have the Updated status

• Cache.Deleted, which retrieves data records that have the Deleted status.

Records that have other statuses (InsertedDeleted or Held) aren't retrieved by these collections. For
more information on these statuses, see Acumatica Framework > API Reference > Core Classes >
PXCache<Table> Class in the documentation.

We don't recommend that you iterate through the Cached collection. For performance optimization, this
collection may not retrieve all available data records.

Updating a Data Record in a Cache

The framework raises the events and updates the record status in the following cases:

• When you invoke the Insert(), Update(), or Delete() method of a cache object, the framework
raises all field-level events for each field and then all row-level events for the row, and updates
the record status.

document.DocNbr = lastNumber;
Documents.Update(document);
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• When you invoke the SetValueExt<Field>() method of a cache object, the framework raises
field-level events for the specified field only. The framework doesn't invoke row-level events and
doesn't update the record status. You can update the record status manually by invoking the
SetStatus() method of the cache. However, you should be careful with skipped field-level and
row-level events because changing the status manually may cause missing logic and incorrect
data update.

view.Cache.SetValueExt<Document.docNbr>(row, lastNumber);

The framework neither raises any events nor updates the record status in the following cases:

• If you assign a new value to a field without invoking Update().

document.DocNbr = lastNumber;

• If you assign a new value to a field by invoking the SetValue<Field>() method of the cache
object.

view.Cache.SetValue(row, LastNumberField.Name, lastNumber);

Searching for a Data Record in a Cache

Searching for a data record in the cache is helpful when you want to check weather the data record has
already been modified during the current user session. To search for a data record, you can use the
Locate() method, which returns the data record if it exists in the cache object. The Locate() method
searches for the record by key values. If the record doesn't exist, the method returns null. No query is
executed to the database in the Locate() method.

Account account = Accounts.Locate(record);

Invoking Cache Methods

You can invoke data modification methods on a cache object through the corresponding data view. The
methods are invoked on the cache object of the first DAC specified in the data view type. Below are
equivalent invocations of the Insert() method on the PXCache object that stores ProductQty data
records in a graph.

// Stock is a data view of the PXSelect<ProductQty> type defined in the graph
// ProductQty is the main DAC of the Stock data view
// Invocation through the data view
Stock.Cache.Insert();
// Invocation through the data view (short notation)
Stock.Insert();
// Invocation through the collection of PXCache objects of the graph
Caches[typeof(ProductQty)].Insert();

Inserting a Data Record
When you create a new data record in the UI you insert it into the cache. To insert a data record into
the cache in code, you invoke the Insert() method of a data view as follows.

ShipmentLine line = new ShipmentLine();
line.ProductID = card.ProductID;
...
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ShipmentLines.Insert(line);

Keep in mind that calling the Insert() method of the data view is just a shortcut for the Insert()
method of the Cache property of the data view.

Also, this method does not make the shipment line that you insert related to the current shipment;
it only inserts it into the cache of shipment lines. The master-detail relationship between the new
shipment line and the current shipment is created because of the PXDBDefault attribute of the
ShipmentNbr field in the ShipmentLine DAC.

The FieldDefaulting event is raised for each field during insertion of a new data record and sets the
default value for the data field.

The RowInserting and RowInserted Events

The RowInserting and RowInserted events occur during the insertion of a data record in the cache
after the field-related events. The RowInserting event happens right before the new data record is
actually inserted into the cache but after all field events happen for this field. The RowInserted event
happens after the actual insertion. If you change the data fields of the data record that you insert in a
RowInserting event handler, no field events will be raised for these data fields.

You use the RowInserted event to do something after a data record is inserted into the cache. For
example, you can use a RowInserted event handler of the master data record to add a default detail
data record.

The diagram below shows the order in which events are executed during insertion of a data record into
the cache.
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Figure: Sequence of events during insertion of a data record into the cache

Canceling Attribute Event Handlers
Event handlers can be defined in a graph and in attributes. Graph event handlers and attribute event
handlers may be called in a different order, depending on the event:
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• For the *ing events, graph event handlers are called first. You can prevent the execution of
attribute event handlers by setting e.Cancel to true.

• For the *ed events, attribute event handlers are called first.

For example, if you need to change the default value set by the PXDefault attribute for a field, you
can define a FieldDefaulting event handler in the graph. In this graph event hanlder, you can assign
a different default value and set e.Cancel to true to prevent the execution of the FieldDefaulting
event handler defined in the PXDefault attribute (see the code below).

protected virtual void ShipmentLine_Gift_FieldDefaulting(
    PXCache sender, PXFieldDefaultingEventArgs e)
{
    ShipmentLine line = e.Row as ShipmentLine;
    if (line == null) return;

    Product card = GiftCard.Select();
    if (card != null && line.ProductID == card.ProductID)
    {
        e.NewValue = true;
        e.Cancel = true;
    }
}

Updating a Data Record on Update of a Field Value
You should use a FieldUpdated event handler to modify the data record when its field is updated.
The FieldUpdated event is raised when a data record is inserted or updated. When a data record is
updated, the FieldUpdated event is raised for only updated fields. The event happens after other field-
level events (FieldDefaulting, FieldUpdating, and FieldVerifying) and before the row-level events
(such as RowInserting and RowUpdating).

You should use the FieldUpdated event to modify only the data record itself, because the update (or
insertion) of the data record can still be canceled in row-level events (RowUpdating or RowInserting).
If the update is canceled, your changes to other data records wouldn't be reverted.

To modify field values in a FieldUpdated event handler, follow the rules below:

• To update a field that is defined after the current field in the data access class, use the properties
of the e.Row data record as follows.

ShipmentLine line = e.Row as ShipmentLine;
...
line.Description = product.ProductName;

Direct assignment of a value sets it to the given instance of the data record. No field-level events
are raised.

• To update a field that is defined before the current field in the data access class, use:

• The SetValueExt<>() method of the cache to assign a specific value to a field. The method
raises the field-level events for the data field as a data record is updated.

• The SetDefaultExt<>() method of the cache to assign the default value a field. The
method raises the field-level events for the data field as when a data record is inserted.

The code below shows invocation of the SetValueExt<> method.

sender.SetValueExt<ShipmentLine.ProductID>(e.Row, GiftCardID);
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Example 5.3: Configuring UI Presentation of Detail Records
You will now add UI presentation logic for ShipmentLine detail data records.

Do the following:

1. Add the following ShipmentLine_RowSelected() event handler to the ShipmentMaint graph.

protected virtual void ShipmentLine_RowSelected(
    PXCache sender, PXRowSelectedEventArgs e)
{
    ShipmentLine line = e.Row as ShipmentLine;
    if (line == null) return;

    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetEnabled(sender, line, line.Gift != true);
}

In this code, you invoke the SetEnabled() method, which doesn't specify the field, so the
method enables or disables all fields for the given data record. Here you disable all fields of the
shipment line corresponding to the gift card and enable all fields for all other shipment lines.

2. Rebuild the project.

To check that the event handler works as expected, refresh the Shipments page and notice that all
fields in the line for the gift card are disabled: You can't edit or copy a value in any column.
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Example 5.4: Validating an Independent Field Value
In this example, you will implement validation of the quantity of the product that is added to the
shipment. The product quantity shouldn't be smaller than the minimum product quantity that can be
ordered in a single shipment.

If validation depends on other fields of the same data record, you should implement the validation in the
RowUpdating event handler.

Do the following:

1. Add the following ShipmentLine_LineQty_FieldVerifying() event handler to the
ShipmentMaint graph.

protected virtual void ShipmentLine_LineQty_FieldVerifying(
    PXCache sender, PXFieldVerifyingEventArgs e)
{
    ShipmentLine line = e.Row as ShipmentLine;
    if (e.NewValue == null) return;

    if ((decimal)e.NewValue < 0)
    {
        // Exiting verification of the current field with an exception
        throw new PXSetPropertyException("Item Qty. cannot be negative.");
    }

    // Retrieving the product related to the shipment line
    Product product = PXSelect<Product,
        Where<Product.productID, Equal<Required<Product.productID>>>>
            .Select(this, line.ProductID);
    if (product != null && (decimal)e.NewValue < product.MinAvailQty)
    {
        // Correcting the LineQty value
        e.NewValue = product.MinAvailQty;

        // Raising the ExceptionHandling event for LineQty
        // to attach the exception object to the field
        sender.RaiseExceptionHandling<ShipmentLine.lineQty>(
            line, e.NewValue,
            new PXSetPropertyException(
                "Item Qty. was too small for the selected product.",
                PXErrorLevel.Warning));
    }
}

The method handles two cases: when the new value is negative, and when the value is not
negative but is smaller than the minimum quantity. In the first case, you throw an exception to
cancel verification for the current field, while in the second case you attach the exception to the
field and exit the method normally.

2. Open the RB301000.aspx page in source mode.

3. Set the CommitChanges to True for the LineQty grid column, as the following code shows.

<px:PXGridColumn DataField="LineQty" Width="100px" CommitChanges="True">

4. Rebuild the project.

To check the result, open the Shipments page in the web browser, add a new shipment, select a
product, and set the Item Qty. field to a negative value. When you press Tab to move to the next field,
you will get the error message shown on the following screenshot.
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Figure: Error if there is a negative value in the Item Qty. field

If you now change the value to one smaller than the minimum quantity specified in the product, you
will get a warning message on the control and the value will be corrected, as shown below.

Figure: Warning if the value is smaller than the minimum value in the Item Qty. field

Validating Field Values
If you want to independently validate a value inserted by a user, you should implement the
FieldVerifying event handler for the data field. You can use this approach to check absolute value
restrictions.

Generally, if validation fails, you can cancel the update of the field and return the old value to the
control by throwing an exception of the PXSetPropertyException type as follows.

if ((decimal)e.NewValue < 0)
{
    throw new PXSetPropertyException("Item Qty. cannot be negative.");
}

You could instead correct the entered value to the closest valid value as follows.

if (product != null && (decimal)e.NewValue < product.MinAvailQty)
{
    e.NewValue = product.MinAvailQty;
    ...
}

In this case, you shouldn't throw an exception; instead, let the method exit normally. However, we
recommend that you display a warning that the value has been corrected automatically. To do this, you
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can invoke the RaiseExceptionHandling<>() method of the PXCache<> type, as the following code
shows. This method displays a warning for the validated data field but doesn't raise an exception, so
the method finishes normally and e.NewValue is set.

sender.RaiseExceptionHandling<ShipmentLine.lineQty>(
    line, e.NewValue,
    new PXSetPropertyException(
        "Item Qty. was too small for the selected product.",
        PXErrorLevel.Warning));

You still have to initialize an instance of the PXSetPropertyException type. But this time you do not
throw an exception; you provide this instance as a parameter to the RaiseExceptionHandling<>()
method. You should specify the error level if you want the message attached to the control to not be
displayed with the default error sign. To attach a warning to the control, specify PXErrorLevel.Warning
in the PXSetPropertyException constructor.
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Example 5.5: Requesting Confirmation Before Deletion
You will now implement an event handler that prevents the deletion of the gift card from a shipment
and requests confirmation when you try to delete other products from the shipment.

Do the following:

1. Add the following ShipmentLine_RowDeleting() event handler to the ShipmentMaint graph.

protected virtual void ShipmentLine_RowDeleting(
    PXCache sender, PXRowDeletingEventArgs e)
{
    ShipmentLine line = e.Row as ShipmentLine;
    // Checking whether the deletion has been initiated from the UI
    if (!e.ExternalCall) return;

    if (line.Gift == true)
    {
        // Preventing deletion of the gift card
        throw new PXException("Product {0} cannot be deleted",
                              ShipmentLine.GiftCard);
    }
    else if (sender.GetStatus(line) != PXEntryStatus.InsertedDeleted)
    {
        // Asking for confirmation on an attempt to delete a
        // shipment line other than the gift card line
        if (ShipmentLines.Ask("Confirm Delete",
                              "Are you sure?",
                              MessageButtons.YesNo) != WebDialogResult.Yes)
        {
            e.Cancel = true;
        }
    }
}

In the code, you cancel the deletion of the gift card record by throwing the exception, which
displays the error message on the data record. The exception interrupts the execution of the
event handler and interrupts the call stack. The gift card is not deleted because the exception
has been thrown.

If a user attempts to delete a product other than the gift card, you check whether this product
is in the InsertedDeleted status. This state means that the data record hasn't yet been saved
to the database, and you don't have to show the deletion confirmation dialog box for such a
data record. Then you invoke the Ask() method of the ShipmentLines data view to display
the deletion confirmation dialog box. If the user clicks Yes, the selected data record gets the
Deleted status in the cache object and is hidden from the UI. The data record is not deleted
from the database until the data persisting is initialized.

For details on data record statuses, see Data Record Statuses in a Cache.

2. Rebuild the project.

To check the result, open the Shipments page in the web browser, create a new shipment, specify the
number in the Shipment Nbr. field, and insert a shipment line. If you select this new shipment line
and click Delete, the system will delete the line without asking for confirmation, because it is not in the
database yet. If you select the gift card line and click Delete, you will see the error icon near the gift
card line in the grid, as shown on the following screenshot.
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Figure: Error message on the gift card line in the grid when you attempt to delete it

Add one more shipment line and select a customer, and click Save to save the shipment and its
shipment lines to the database. If you try to delete a shipment other the gift card now, you will see the
confirmation dialog box, as the following screenshot shows.

Figure: Confirmation dialog box when you attempt to delete a shipment line

Confirm deletion and check whether the deleted record becomes hidden in the grid. Click Cancel. The
data records are reloaded from the database, and you can see that the line has not been deleted.

Requesting User Confirmation
If you want to display the dialog box that requests confirmation from the user, you should use the
Ask() method of a data view.

For example, if you need the user to confirm that deletion should occur, you should invoke the Ask()
method in the RowDeleting event handler for the data record that the user is trying to delete.

if (ShipmentLines.Ask("Confirm Delete",
                      "Are you sure?",
                       MessageButtons.YesNo) != WebDialogResult.Yes)
{
    e.Cancel = true;
}

For details on the deletion process, see Deleting a Data Record.

You can use the Ask() method of a data view everywhere (not only in RowDeleting) to display the
dialog box requesting the user's confirmation to continue. Because of the Ask() use, the event handler
where Ask() is invoked will be called twice. The first time, it is interrupted on Ask() invocation and the
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dialog box is displayed. The second time, after the dialog box is closed, the Ask() method indicates
which button has been clicked and execution continues.

Deleting a Data Record
When a user deletes a data record through the user interface, the system calls the Delete() method of
the corresponding cache. If you need to delete a data record in code, you should also call the Delete()
method of the cache or a data view (which simply calls the Delete() method of the cache).

While deleting a data record, the cache raises a number of events. Between the RowDeleting and
RowDeleted events, the data record is placed in the cache and assigned the Deleted status or the
InsertedDeleted status (which means that the data record has been inserted and not yet saved to the
database). The sequence of events raised during the deletion of a data record is shown below.
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Figure: Sequence of events during deletion of a data record
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Identifying Actions Initiated in the UI
In the RowInserting, RowInserted, RowUpdating, RowUpdated, RowDeleting, and RowDeleted event
handlers, you can check whether the action was initiated in the UI. You should use the ExternalCall
property of the event arguments for this.

The ExternalCall property returns true if the deletion has been initialized in the UI or through the
Web Service API. If you need to cancel a user's action (for example, deletion) you can exit the method
if the ExternalCall property is false as follows.

if (!e.ExternalCall) return;
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Example 5.6: Calculating Aggregated Values
In this example, you will implement updating of the total quantity of the shipment every time the user
inserts, updates, or deletes a detail data record.

Do the following:

1. Specify the default value for the TotalQty field in the Shipment data access class by adding the
PXDefault attribute as follows.

[PXDBDecimal(2)]
[PXDefault(TypeCode.Decimal, "0.0")]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Total Qty.", Enabled = false)]
public virtual decimal? TotalQty
...

2. Add the following ShipmentLine_RowInserted() event handler to the ShipmentMaint graph.

protected virtual void ShipmentLine_RowInserted(
    PXCache sender, PXRowInsertedEventArgs e)
{
    ShipmentLine line = e.Row as ShipmentLine;
    Shipment row = Shipments.Current;
    row.TotalQty += line.LineQty;
    Shipments.Update(row);
}

In the above code, you add the LineQty value of the new shipment line to the TotalQty value of
the current shipment.

3. Add the following ShipmentLine_RowUpdated() event handler to the ShipmentMaint graph.

protected virtual void ShipmentLine_RowUpdated(
    PXCache sender, PXRowUpdatedEventArgs e)
{
    ShipmentLine newLine = e.Row as ShipmentLine;
    ShipmentLine oldLine = e.OldRow as ShipmentLine;
    Shipment row = Shipments.Current;
    bool rowUpdated = false;

    // If the LineQty value has changed, adjust the TotalQty value
    // accordingly
    if (!sender.ObjectsEqual<ShipmentLine.lineQty>(newLine, oldLine) &&
        newLine.Cancelled != true)
    {
        row.TotalQty -= oldLine.LineQty;
        row.TotalQty += newLine.LineQty;
        rowUpdated = true;
    }

    if (!sender.ObjectsEqual<ShipmentLine.cancelled>(newLine, oldLine))
    {
        // If the shipment line has been canceled, substract the value
        if (newLine.Cancelled == true)
        {
            row.TotalQty -= oldLine.LineQty;
        }
        // If the canceled shipment line has been restored, add its
        // value back to the total value
        else if (oldLine.Cancelled == true)
        {
            row.TotalQty += newLine.LineQty;
        }
        rowUpdated = true;
    }

    // Updating the shipment in the cache
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    if (rowUpdated == true)
    {
        Shipments.Update(row);
    }
}

In the above code, you correct the total value on update of a shipment line.

4. Add the following ShipmentLine_RowDeleted() event handler to the ShipmentMaint graph.

protected virtual void ShipmentLine_RowDeleted(
    PXCache sender, PXRowDeletedEventArgs e)
{
    ShipmentLine line = e.Row as ShipmentLine;
    Shipment row = Shipments.Current;
    if (line.Cancelled != true &&
        Shipments.Cache.GetStatus(row) != PXEntryStatus.InsertedDeleted &&
        Shipments.Cache.GetStatus(row) != PXEntryStatus.Deleted)
    {
        row.TotalQty -= line.LineQty;
        Shipments.Update(row);
    }
}

In the previous code, you correct the total value on deletion of a shipment line.

5. Rebuild the project.

6. Open the RB301000.aspx page in source mode.

7. Set the CommitChanges property to True for the Cancelled grid column, as the following code
illustrates.

<px:PXGridColumn DataField="Cancelled" TextAlign="Center"
                 Type="CheckBox" Width="100px" CommitChanges="True">

To check the result, open the Shipments page in the web browser. Create a new shipment and add a
product to it. Modify the shipment line quantity and check whether the Total Qty value of the shipment
is calculated properly. Also, select Canceled for a shipment line, and make sure the product quantity of
the canceled line is subtracted from the shipment's total.

Manually Calculating Aggregated Values
You can implement the calculation of aggregated parameters of the master data record by adding three
event handlers for the detail data record: RowInserted, RowUpdated, and RowDeleted. All three event
handlers should be implemented to correctly calculate an aggregated parameter. For example, you may
add a value on insertion, correct the value on update, and subtract the value on deletion of a detail
record.

Using Attributes for Calculations

To implement aggregated calculations, you can also use the PXFormula attribute, which you add to data
fields in a data access class. For details, see Lesson 7: Using Attributes for Calculations (Receipts).

Updating a Data Record in the Cache

Once you change the value in a data record, you should call the Update() method of a data view to
update the data record in the cache, as the following code shows.

Shipment row = Shipments.Current;
...
row.TotalQty -= oldLine.LineQty;
row.TotalQty += newLine.LineQty;
...
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Shipments.Update(row);

Note that the data view's Update() method just invokes the Update() method of the cache.

For details on the update process, see Updating a Data Record.

Comparing Data Fields

To check whether a field has been changed, you use the ObjectsEqual<>() method of the cache as
follows.

if (!sender.ObjectsEqual<ShipmentLine.lineQty>(newLine, oldLine)
    ...

You can specify up to eight fields as type parameters of the ObjectsEqual<>() method to compare two
data records by using these fields.

if (!sender.ObjectsEqual<ShipmentLine.lineQty,
                         ShipmentLine.cancelled>(newLine, oldLine)
    ...

If the values of any of the fields you specify differ, the data records are considered not different and the
method returns false.

Updating a Data Record
When you modify a data record in code, you should update the data record in the cache by calling the
Update() method of the data view or cache. When a user modifies data fields in the user interface and
the modifications are committed to the server, the Update() method is called automatically.

During execution of the Update() method, the cache raises a number of events. It raises first the field-
level events and then the row-level events. During the update process, you have access to the modified
version of the data record through the Row property of event arguments (NewRow in RowUpdating event
handlers).

In a FieldUpdated event handler, you can modify a field of the data record. In this case, you don't have
to call the Update() method (if you do, you will get an infinite loop).

The following diagram shows the flow of events raised during the update of a data record.
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Figure: Sequence of events during update of a data record in the cache
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Example 5.7: Implementing Logic for Status Changes
You will now add logic to handle changes in the Status value of a shipment.

Do the following:

1. Modify the Shipment_RowSelected() event handler in the ShipmentMaint graph as follows.

protected virtual void Shipment_RowSelected(PXCache sender,
 PXRowSelectedEventArgs e)
{
    Shipment row = e.Row as Shipment;
    if (row == null) return;

    // Configuring fields of the master form
    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetReadOnly<Shipment.deliveryDate>(
        sender, row, row.ShipmentType != ShipmentTypes.Single);
    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetReadOnly<Shipment.shipmentDate>(
        sender, row, row.Status == ShipmentStatus.Shipping);
    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetVisible<Shipment.deliveryMaxDate>(
        sender, row, row.ShipmentType == ShipmentTypes.Single);
    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetVisible<Shipment.pendingQty>(
        sender, row, row.ShipmentType != ShipmentTypes.Single);

    // Preventing insertion and deletion of shipment lines for
    // shipments whose shipping has started
    ShipmentLines.Cache.AllowInsert =
        row.Status != ShipmentStatus.Shipping;
    ShipmentLines.Cache.AllowDelete =
        row.Status != ShipmentStatus.Shipping;

    // Configuring columns of the details grid
    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetVisible<ShipmentLine.shipmentDate>(
        ShipmentLines.Cache, null, row.ShipmentType != ShipmentTypes.Single);
    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetVisible<ShipmentLine.shipmentTime>(
        ShipmentLines.Cache, null, row.ShipmentType != ShipmentTypes.Single);
    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetVisible<ShipmentLine.shipmentMinTime>(
        ShipmentLines.Cache, null, row.ShipmentType != ShipmentTypes.Single);
    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetVisible<ShipmentLine.shipmentMaxTime>(
        ShipmentLines.Cache, null, row.ShipmentType != ShipmentTypes.Single);
}

The new code in the Shipment_RowSelected() event handler disables insertion and deletion of
shipment lines for shipments that have the ShipmentStatus.Shipping status and makes the
ShipmentDate field read-only for such shipments.

2. Modify the ShipmentLine_RowSelected() event handler to the ShipmentMaint graph as follows.

protected virtual void ShipmentLine_RowSelected(
    PXCache sender, PXRowSelectedEventArgs e)
{
    ShipmentLine line = e.Row as ShipmentLine;
    Shipment row = Shipments.Current;
    if (line == null || row == null) return;

    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetEnabled(sender, line, line.Gift != true);
    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetEnabled<ShipmentLine.lineQty>(
        sender, line,
        line.Gift != true && row.Status != ShipmentStatus.Shipping);
    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetEnabled<ShipmentLine.cancelled>(
        sender, line,
        line.Gift != true && row.Status != ShipmentStatus.Shipping);
}

The new code in the ShipmentLine_RowSelected() event handler disables the LineQty and
Cancelled columns in the ShipmentLine grid for shipments that have the Shipping status.
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3. Add the following Shipment_Status_FieldVerifying event handler to the ShipmentMaint
graph.

protected virtual void Shipment_Status_FieldVerifying(
    PXCache sender, PXFieldVerifyingEventArgs e)
{
    Shipment row = (Shipment)e.Row;
    if (e.NewValue == null) return;

    bool errorOccured = false;
    if ((string)e.NewValue == ShipmentStatus.Shipping)
    {
        // Validating LineQty in all related ShipmentLine data records
        foreach (ShipmentLine line in ShipmentLines.Select())
        {
            if (line.LineQty == 0)
            {
                // Adding an error message to a UI control
                ShipmentLines.Cache.RaiseExceptionHandling<
                  ShipmentLine.lineQty>(
                   line, line.LineQty,
                   new PXSetPropertyException("Item Qty. is not specified."));
                errorOccured = true;
            }
        }
    }
    if (errorOccured)
    {
        e.NewValue = sender.GetValue<Shipment.status>(e.Row);
        throw new PXSetPropertyException(
            "Product quantities have not been specified.");
    }
}

The event handler ensures that none of the shipment lines of the current shipment have a
quantity of 0. Each shipment line with a quantity of 0 is marked with an error message. The
error message is attached to the Status field as well.

4. Rebuild the project.

5. Open the RB301000.aspx page in source mode.

6. Set the CommitChanges property to True for the DropDown control with the Status ID, as the
following code illustrates.

<px:PXDropDown ID="Status" runat="server"
               DataField="Status" CommitChanges="true">

To check the result, refresh the Shipments page, create a new shipment, and add some products to the
shipment. Change the Status value to Shipping. If the Item Qty. column in the shipment lines grid
contains 0, error icons will be displayed, as shown on the following screenshot.
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Figure: Error message if the shipment line quantity is 0

Set all shipment line quantities to values greater than 0 and save the changes. The Shipment Date
field will become read-only. Also, the grid actions for insertion and deletion of shipment lines will be
disabled.
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Example 5.8: Implementing Actions
Now you will add the Cancel Shipment and Deliver Shipment actions to the Shipments page. You
will also implement event handlers related to these actions.

The Cancel Shipment action changes the status of the current shipment to Canceled. With this status,
you block updates of all shipments and block the deletion of shipments that are not in the process of
being shipped (and for which nothing has been shipped yet).

The Deliver Shipment action is used when the actual shipment is delivered. The action executes
some validation logic, calculates the total shipped amount, and changes the status of the shipment to
Delivered.

Do the following:

1. Add the following CancelShipment action to the ShipmentMaint graph.

public PXAction<Shipment> CancelShipment;
[PXButton(CommitChanges = true)]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Cancel Shipment")]
protected virtual void cancelShipment()
{
    Shipment row = Shipments.Current;
    row.Status = ShipmentStatus.Cancelled;

    // Update the data record in the cache of Shipment data records
    Shipments.Update(row);

    // Triggering the Save action to save changes in the database
    Actions.PressSave();
}

The action changes the status of the current shipment to ShipmentStatus.Cancelled, updates
the shipment in the cache, and saves the changes on the page.

2. Add the following Shipment_RowUpdating() event handler to the ShipmentMaint graph.

protected virtual void Shipment_RowUpdating(
    PXCache sender, PXRowUpdatingEventArgs e)
{
    // The modified data record (not in the cache yet)
    Shipment row = e.NewRow as Shipment;
    // The data record as stored in the cache
    Shipment originalRow = e.Row as Shipment;
    if (row.ShipmentType == ShipmentTypes.Single &&
        !sender.ObjectsEqual<Shipment.deliveryMaxDate>(row, originalRow))
    {
        if (row.DeliveryDate != null && row.DeliveryMaxDate != null &&
            row.DeliveryMaxDate < row.DeliveryDate)
        {
            // Correcting the value
            row.DeliveryMaxDate = row.DeliveryDate;

            // Adding a warning message to the field
            sender.RaiseExceptionHandling<Shipment.deliveryMaxDate>(
                row, row.DeliveryMaxDate,
                new PXSetPropertyException("Specified value was too early.",
                PXErrorLevel.Warning));
        }
    }
    else if (row.ShipmentType == ShipmentTypes.Single &&
             !sender.ObjectsEqual<Shipment.deliveryDate>(row, originalRow))
    {
        if (row.DeliveryDate != null && row.DeliveryMaxDate != null &&
            row.DeliveryDate > row.DeliveryMaxDate)
        {
            // Adding an error message to the field
            sender.RaiseExceptionHandling<Shipment.deliveryDate>(
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                row, row.DeliveryDate,
                new PXSetPropertyException("Delivery time expired."));

            // Canceling the update of the data record
            e.Cancel = true;
        }
    }
}

This event handler makes sure that when the DeliveryMaxDate value changes, its value is
greater than or equal to the DeliveryData value. Otherwise, the event handler corrects the
DeliveryMaxDate value and attaches a warning to the UI control.

If the DeliveryDate value changes, the event handler makes sure that its value is not greater
than the DeliveryMaxDate value; otherwise, it attaches an error to the UI control and cancels
the data record update.

3. Add the following Shipment_DeliveryDate_FieldVerifying() event handler to the
ShipmentMaint graph.

protected virtual void Shipment_DeliveryDate_FieldVerifying(
    PXCache sender, PXFieldVerifyingEventArgs e)
{
    Shipment row = e.Row as Shipment;
    if (e.NewValue == null) return;

    if (row.ShipmentDate != null && row.ShipmentDate > (DateTime)e.NewValue)
    {
        // Correcting the value
        e.NewValue = row.ShipmentDate;

        // Throwing an exception to break the update process
        throw new PXSetPropertyException<Shipment.shipmentDate>(
            "Shipment Date cannot be later than Delivery Date");
    }
}

This event handler ensures that the DeliveryDate value is not less than the ShipmentDate
value. Because the DeliveryDate field is defined after the ShipmentDate in the data access
class, you don't have to implement this validation in the RowUpdating event handler.

4. Add the following DeliverShipment action to the ShipmentMaint graph.

public PXAction<Shipment> DeliverShipment;
[PXButton(CommitChanges = true)]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Deliver Shipment")]
protected virtual void deliverShipment()
{
    Shipment row = Shipments.Current;
    PXCache cache = Shipments.Cache;
    bool errorOccured = false;

    // Validating that DeliveryDate and DeliveryMaxDate are not null
    if (row.DeliveryDate == null)
    {
        cache.RaiseExceptionHandling<Shipment.deliveryDate>(
            row, row.DeliveryDate,
            new PXSetPropertyException("Delivery date may not be empty."));
        errorOccured = true;
    }
    if (row.DeliveryMaxDate == null)
    {
        cache.RaiseExceptionHandling<Shipment.deliveryMaxDate>(
            row, row.DeliveryMaxDate,
            new PXSetPropertyException(
                "Delivery Before date may not be empty."));
        errorOccured = true;
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    }
    if (errorOccured)
    {
        throw new PXException("Shipment '{0}' can not be delivered.",
                              row.ShipmentNbr);
    }

    // Calculating total shipped quantity
    foreach (ShipmentLine line in ShipmentLines.Select())
    {
        if (line.Cancelled != true)
        {
            row.ShippedQty += line.LineQty;
        }
    }

    // Changing the status
    row.Status = ShipmentStatus.Delivered;
    // Updating the data record in the cache
    Shipments.Update(row);
    // Saving changes in the database
    Actions.PressSave();
}

This action makes sure that the DeliveryDate and DeliveryMaxDate values are specified,
summarizes the LineQty values of all shipment lines in the ShippedQty value, and changes the
status of the shipment to ShipmentStatus.Delivered.

5. Modify the Shipment_RowSelected() event handler in the ShipmentMaint graph as follows.

protected virtual void Shipment_RowSelected(
    PXCache sender, PXRowSelectedEventArgs e)
{
    Shipment row = e.Row as Shipment;
    if (row == null) return;

    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetVisible<Shipment.deliveryMaxDate>(
        sender, row, row.ShipmentType == ShipmentTypes.Single);
    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetVisible<Shipment.pendingQty>(
        sender, row, row.ShipmentType != ShipmentTypes.Single);

    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetVisible<ShipmentLine.shipmentDate>(
        ShipmentLines.Cache, null, row.ShipmentType != ShipmentTypes.Single);
    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetVisible<ShipmentLine.shipmentTime>(
        ShipmentLines.Cache, null, row.ShipmentType != ShipmentTypes.Single);
    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetVisible<ShipmentLine.shipmentMinTime>(
        ShipmentLines.Cache, null, row.ShipmentType != ShipmentTypes.Single);
    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetVisible<ShipmentLine.shipmentMaxTime>(
        ShipmentLines.Cache, null, row.ShipmentType != ShipmentTypes.Single);

    // If a shipment is not canceled or delivered
    if (row.Status != ShipmentStatus.Cancelled &&
        row.Status != ShipmentStatus.Delivered)
    {
        // Preventing deletion of Shipment data records unless 
        // the status is Shipping and ShippedQty is 0
        Shipments.Cache.AllowDelete =
            row.Status != ShipmentStatus.Shipping && row.ShippedQty == 0;

        PXUIFieldAttribute.SetReadOnly<Shipment.deliveryDate>(
            sender, row, row.ShipmentType != ShipmentTypes.Single);
        PXUIFieldAttribute.SetReadOnly<Shipment.shipmentDate>(
            sender, row, row.Status == ShipmentStatus.Shipping);
        // Changing the list of possible values in the Status
        // drop-down control
        PXStringListAttribute.SetList<Shipment.status>(
            sender, row,
            new string[]
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            {
                ShipmentStatus.OnHold,
                ShipmentStatus.Shipping,
            },
            new string[]
            {
                "On Hold",
                "Shipping",
            });

        // Limiting insertion, update, and deletion of ShipmentLines
        // data records
        ShipmentLines.Cache.AllowInsert =
            row.Status != ShipmentStatus.Shipping;
        ShipmentLines.Cache.AllowUpdate = true;
        ShipmentLines.Cache.AllowDelete =
            row.Status != ShipmentStatus.Shipping;

        // Enabling or disabling the actions in the UI
        CancelShipment.SetEnabled(
            row.Status == ShipmentStatus.Shipping &&
            Shipments.Cache.GetStatus(row) != PXEntryStatus.Inserted);
        DeliverShipment.SetEnabled(
            row.Status == ShipmentStatus.Shipping &&
            Shipments.Cache.GetStatus(row) != PXEntryStatus.Inserted);
    }
    else
    {
        // Disabling all fields
        PXUIFieldAttribute.SetEnabled(sender, row, false);
        // Enabling the key field
        PXUIFieldAttribute.SetEnabled<Shipment.shipmentNbr>(
            sender, row, true);
        Shipments.Cache.AllowDelete = false;
        // Changing the list of possible values in the Status
        // drop-down control
        PXStringListAttribute.SetList<Shipment.status>(
            sender, row,
            new string[]
            {
                ShipmentStatus.Cancelled, 
                ShipmentStatus.Delivered
            },
            new string[]
            {
                "Canceled", 
                "Delivered"
            });

        // Blocking insertion, update, and deletion of
        // ShipmentLine data records
        ShipmentLines.Cache.AllowInsert = false;
        ShipmentLines.Cache.AllowUpdate = false;
        ShipmentLines.Cache.AllowDelete = false;

        // Disabling the actions in the UI
        CancelShipment.SetEnabled(false);
        DeliverShipment.SetEnabled(false);
    }
}

The new code modifies the UI depending on the status of the shipment: limiting update and
deletion of shipments from the UI, enabling or disabling some fields or actions, or changing the
list of possible values in the drop-down control.

6. Rebuild the project.
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To check the result, refresh the Shipments page, create a shipment, add a couple of products to the
shipment, specify the Delivery Before date, and save the changes. To enable the Cancel Shipment
and Deliver Shipment actions, you first need to change the status to Shipping. The Delete button on
the page toolbar will be disabled, as will the New Line and Delete buttons on the grid toolbar, while
the Cancel Shipment and Deliver Shipment actions will be enabled (see the screenshot below).

Figure: Disabled and enabled buttons after the status is changed to Shipping

If you click Cancel Shipment, all fields will be disabled and you won't be able to further modify the
shipment. To use the Deliver Shipment action, you first need to specify the Delivered On value. Then
when you click the button, the form will be disabled, the status will change, and the Shipped Qty.
value will be calculated, as the following screenshot shows.

Figure: The Shipments page after the Deliver Shipment action is invoked

Declaring Actions
Actions are methods that can be invoked from outside of the graph, from the UI, or through the Web
Service API. In the user interface, actions correspond to buttons.

Forms of Declaration

The declaration of an action in a graph consists of:

• A field of the PXAction<> type, declared as follows.

public PXAction<Shipment> CancelShipment;
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• A method, which implements the action, with the PXButton and PXUIField attributes. This
method has the following two forms of declaration:

• Without parameters and returning void—the usual form of declaration (shown below)

[PXButton(CommitChanges = true)]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Cancel Shipment")]
protected virtual void cancelShipment()
{
    ...
}

This type of declaration is used for actions that are executed synchronously and are not
called from processing pages. See Example 3.4: Adding a Redirection Link to the Grid and
Example 5.8: Implementing Actions.

• With a parameter of PXAdapter type and returning IEnumerable (see below)

[PXButton]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Release")]
protected virtual IEnumerable release(PXAdapter adapter)
{
    ...
    return adapter.Get();
}

This type of declaration should be used when the action initiates a background operation
or is called from processing pages. See Example 9.2: Implementing the Receipt Release
Operation.

The field and the method should have the same name, differing only in the capitalization of the first
letter.

Enabling the Callback on the Action

When a user invokes an action through the UI, the page sends a request to the server side of the
application (executes the callback). If you need the page to send the recent changes made on the page,
set the CommitChanges property of the PXButton attribute to true, as follows.

[PXButton(CommitChanges = true)]

You should always set the CommitChanges property to true for the actions that save changes to the
database.

Types of Actions

You typically use actions for the following purposes:

• To redirect a user to a specific page or report. See the example in Example 3.4: Adding a
Redirection Link to the Grid.

• To modify data records and save changes to the database. Set the CommitChanges property of the
PXButton attribute to true for these actions.

• To start a background operation, which is executed in a separate thread. See example in Lesson
10: Creating a Processing Page (Product Replenishment Processing).

Initiating the Save Action
To save changes on the page to the database, you should initiate the Save action as follows.

Actions.PressSave();
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Actions is the collection of all actions defined in the graph. The Save action invokes the Persist()
method of the graph, which iterates over all caches and saves the changes stored in these caches.

For details on saving data to the database, see Saving Changes to the Database.

Configuring a Drop-Down List at Run Time
You should use the RowSelected event handler to add or remove items from the list of possible
values of a drop-down control. In the event handler, you call the SetList<>() static method of the
PXStringListAttribute to specify the new list of possible values for the control as follows.

PXStringListAttribute.SetList<Shipment.status>(
    sender, row,
    new string[] // List of values
    {
        ShipmentStatus.OnHold,
        ShipmentStatus.Shipping,
    },
    new string[] // List of labels displayed in the UI
    {
        "On Hold",
        "Shipping",
    });

In the type parameter, you specify the data field associated with the control. You also provide the cache
object, the data record that will be affected by the method, the list of values, and the list of labels.
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Lesson Summary
In this lesson, you have learned how to implement the basic business tasks common to most
applications. The following concepts were illustrated by the examples related to the Shipments page:

• Implementing business logic of a page in event handlers defined in the graph

• Setting the CommitChanges property of a control to True to post changes from the page and
trigger events on the server side immediately as the control loses focus

• Using a RowSelected event handler to configure the UI: enable, disable, or set up the visibility of
controls

• Inserting the default detail data record in a RowInserted event handler of the master data record

• Validating an individual field that doesn't depend on other fields in a FieldVerifying event
handler

• Calculating aggregated values over all detail data records of the current master data records in
the RowInserted, RowUpdated, and RowDeleted event handlers of the detail data records
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Lesson 6: Extending Business Logic for a Page (Shipments)
In this lesson, you will extend the business logic of the Shipments page and learn more advanced
techniques of implementing the business logic of a page. You must complete Lesson 5: Implementing
Basic Business Logic for a Page (Shipments) before you start with this lesson.

In this lesson, you implement the Multiple delivery type of a shipment. The products from such
shipments can be delivered separately, so you need to validate additional shipment line fields that
are hidden when the delivery type is Single. You also need to modify other business logic, such as the
calculation of aggregated values and actions.

Lesson Objectives

• Getting practice with extending the business logic of a page through event handlers

• Validating dependent fields

• Understanding the attributes that configure lookup and drop-down controls
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Initial Steps
Before you begin this lesson, you have to complete the previous lesson. This lesson depends on the
result of the previous one: the Shipments page with the basic business logic implemented.
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Example 6.1: Implementing Shipment Type Logic
In this example, you will add to the Shipments page logic to handle changes to the shipment type.

Do the following:

1. Modify the ShipmentLine_RowSelected() event handler in the ShipmentMaint graph as follows.

protected virtual void ShipmentLine_RowSelected(
    PXCache sender, PXRowSelectedEventArgs e)
{
    ShipmentLine line = e.Row as ShipmentLine;
    Shipment row = Shipments.Current;
    if (line == null || row == null) return;

    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetEnabled(sender, line, line.Gift != true);
    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetEnabled<ShipmentLine.lineQty>(
        sender, line,
        line.Gift != true && row.Status != ShipmentStatus.Shipping);
    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetEnabled<ShipmentLine.cancelled>(
        sender, line,
        line.Gift != true && row.Status != ShipmentStatus.Shipping);

    // Enabling or disabling the Cancelled field
    if (row.ShipmentType != ShipmentTypes.Single)
    {
        PXUIFieldAttribute.SetEnabled<ShipmentLine.cancelled>(
            sender, line,
            line.Gift != true && row.Status != ShipmentStatus.Shipping &&
            line.ShipmentDate == null);
    }
    else
    {
        PXUIFieldAttribute.SetEnabled<ShipmentLine.cancelled>(
            sender, line,
            line.Gift != true && row.Status != ShipmentStatus.Shipping);
    }

    // Enabling or disabling other fields
    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetEnabled<ShipmentLine.shipmentDate>(
        sender, line,
        row.Status == ShipmentStatus.Shipping && line.Cancelled != true);
    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetEnabled<ShipmentLine.shipmentTime>(
        sender, line,
        row.Status == ShipmentStatus.Shipping && line.Cancelled != true);
    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetEnabled<ShipmentLine.shipmentMinTime>(
        sender, line,
        row.Status != ShipmentStatus.Shipping && line.Cancelled != true);
    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetEnabled<ShipmentLine.shipmentMaxTime>(
        sender, line,
        row.Status != ShipmentStatus.Shipping && line.Cancelled != true);
}

The new code in the event handler adds the logic to enable and disable columns in the grid of
shipment lines.

The logic for the Cancelled field depends on the shipment type. For the Multiple type, the
additional condition is whether the ShipmentDate is null (the product hasn't been delivered yet).
For the Single type, this condition is irrelevent, because all products are shipped simultaneously.

The event handler also disables the ShipmentDate and ShipmentType fields when the status is
On Hold and enables these fields otherwise. The ShipmentMinTime and ShipmentMaxTime fields
are, on the contrary, enabled when the status is On Hold.
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2. Add the following ShipmentLine_ShipmentMinTime_FieldDefaulting() event handler to the
ShipmentMaint graph.

protected virtual void ShipmentLine_ShipmentMinTime_FieldDefaulting(
    PXCache sender, PXFieldDefaultingEventArgs e)
{
    Shipment row = Shipments.Current;
    if (row.ShipmentType != ShipmentTypes.Single)
    {
        e.NewValue = "9:00 AM";
    }
    else
    {
        e.NewValue = null;
    }
}

This event handler sets the default value for the ShipmentMinTime field for shipments of the
Multiple type. (For shipments of the Single type, the default value is not set, because this field
is not used in such shipments.)

3. Add the following ShipmentLine_ShipmentMaxTime_FieldDefaulting() event handler to the
ShipmentMaint graph.

protected virtual void ShipmentLine_ShipmentMaxTime_FieldDefaulting(
    PXCache sender, PXFieldDefaultingEventArgs e)
{
    Shipment row = Shipments.Current;
    if (row.ShipmentType != ShipmentTypes.Single)
    {
        e.NewValue = "7:00 PM";
    }
    else
    {
        e.NewValue = null;
    }
}

This event handler sets the default value for the ShipmentMaxTime field for shipments of the
Multiple type. (For shipments of the Single type, the default value is not set, because this field
is not used in such shipments.)

4. Add the following Shipment_ShipmentType_FieldUpdated() event handler to the
ShipmentMaint graph.

protected virtual void Shipment_ShipmentType_FieldUpdated(
    PXCache sender, PXFieldUpdatedEventArgs e)
{
    Shipment row = (Shipment)e.Row;
    foreach (ShipmentLine line in ShipmentLines.Select())
    {
        line.ShipmentDate = null;
        ShipmentLines.Cache.SetDefaultExt<ShipmentLine.shipmentMinTime>(line);
        ShipmentLines.Cache.SetDefaultExt<ShipmentLine.shipmentMaxTime>(line);
        // Updating the line in the cache
        ShipmentLines.Update(line);
    }
}

This event handler clears the ShipmentDate field and assigns default values to ShipmentMinTime
and ShipmentMaxTime for every shipment line that is a detail for the current shipment.

5. Rebuild the project.

To check the result, refresh the Shipments page, and open or create a shipment of the Single delivery
type with the On Hold or Shipping status. In the previous lesson, you have already implemented
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some UI logic related to the shipment type in the Shipment_RowSelected() event handler. If you now
change the delivery type of the shipment to Multiple, the Delivery Before field will be hidden, while
the Pending Qty. field will be displayed, as will the columns in the details grid. (See the following
screenshot.)

Figure: Elements displayed only when the delivery type is Multiple

Make sure that with the On Hold status, you cannot edit the Delivery Date and Delivered On fields.
You will be able to edit these fields when you change the status of the shipment to Shipping. Ensure
that if you enter the Delivery Date value for a line and change the status of the shipment back to On
Hold, you cannot select the Cancelled box for this shipment line.
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Example 6.2: Extending Calculation of Aggregated Values
Now you will extend the calculation of aggregated values on the Shipments page. The new code
will calculate the ShippedQty value for shipments with the Multiple delivery type when a particular
shipment line is delivered.

Do the following:

1. Specify the default value for the ShippedQty field in the Shipment data access class by adding
the PXDefault attribute as follows.

[PXDBDecimal(2)]
[PXDefault(TypeCode.Decimal, "0.0")]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Shipped Qty.", Enabled = false)]
public virtual decimal? ShippedQty
...

2. Modify the ShipmentLine_RowUpdated() event handler in the ShipmentMaint graph as follows.

protected virtual void ShipmentLine_RowUpdated(PXCache sender,
 PXRowUpdatedEventArgs e)
{
    ShipmentLine newLine = e.Row as ShipmentLine;
    ShipmentLine oldLine = e.OldRow as ShipmentLine;
    Shipment row = Shipments.Current;
    bool rowUpdated = false;

    // If LineQty value has changed, adjust the TotalQty value
    // accordingly
    if (!sender.ObjectsEqual<ShipmentLine.lineQty>(newLine, oldLine) &&
        newLine.Cancelled != true)
    {
        row.TotalQty -= oldLine.LineQty;
        row.TotalQty += newLine.LineQty;
        rowUpdated = true;
    }

    if (!sender.ObjectsEqual<ShipmentLine.cancelled>(newLine, oldLine))
    {
        // If the shipment line has been cancelled, substract the value
        if (newLine.Cancelled == true)
        {
            row.TotalQty -= oldLine.LineQty;
        }
        // If the canceled shipment line has been restored, add its
        // value back to the total value
        else if (oldLine.Cancelled == true)
        {
            row.TotalQty += newLine.LineQty;
        }
        rowUpdated = true;
    }

    // Calculating ShippedQty for shipments of Multiple delivery type
    if (row.ShipmentType != ShipmentTypes.Single)
    {
        // Making the calculation if ShipmentDate or ShipmentTime has changed
        if (!sender.ObjectsEqual<ShipmentLine.shipmentDate,
                                 ShipmentLine.shipmentTime>(newLine, oldLine))
        {
            // Checking that both fields in the new data record have values
            if (newLine.ShipmentDate != null && newLine.ShipmentTime != null)
            {
                row.ShippedQty += newLine.LineQty;
                rowUpdated = true;
            }
            // Checking that both fields in the old data records have values
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            if (oldLine.ShipmentDate != null && oldLine.ShipmentTime != null)
            {
                row.ShippedQty -= oldLine.LineQty;
                rowUpdated = true;
            }
        }
    }

    // Updating the data record in the cache if it was modified
    if (rowUpdated == true)
    {
        Shipments.Update(row);
    }
}

The new code calculates the ShippedQty value if the delivery type of the shipment is Multiple.
In this case, individual products can be shipped separately. So you check whether either the
ShipmentDate or ShipmentTime field (or both) has changed (which means a product has been
delivered) and calculate the ShippedQty field by subtracting old values and adding new values.
Note that you make the calculation only when both the ShipmentDate and ShipmentTime fields
have values.

3. Rebuild the project.

To check the result, refresh the Shipments page, create a shipment of the Multiple type with several
shipment lines and save it. With each new line, the Total Qty. value will increase by the Item
Qty. value you enter for the line. If you check the Cancelled box for a line, the Item Qty. value is
subtracted from Total Qty. This logic was implemented in the previous lesson. The new logic works
when you mark particular lines as delivered by setting the Delivery Date and Delivery On fields.
When you enter values for these fields, the Item Qty. value of this line is added to the Shipped Qty.
value (see the screenshot below).

Figure: Calculation of the total shipped quantity
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Example 6.3: Extending Logic on Changes of Master Fields
In this example, you will add additional business logic to handle shipments of the Multiple delivery
type. You will restrict the changing of the delivery type when a part of the shipment has already been
delivered. You will also implement calculation of the pending quantity—the number of products that are
not delivered yet.

Do the following:

1. Add the following Shipment_ShipmentType_FieldVerifying() event handler to the
ShipmentMaint graph.

protected virtual void Shipment_ShipmentType_FieldVerifying(
    PXCache sender, PXFieldVerifyingEventArgs e)
{
    Shipment row = (Shipment)e.Row;
    if (e.NewValue == null) return;

    if ((string)e.NewValue == ShipmentTypes.Single && row.ShippedQty > 0)
    {
        throw new PXSetPropertyException(
            "Delivery Type can not be changed when a " + 
            "shipment is partially delivered.");
    }
}

This event handler prevents changing the ShipmentType value to Single when some products
have already been delivered (that is, when the ShippedQty value is greater than zero).

2. Add the following Shipment_TotalQty_FieldUpdated() event handler to the ShipmentMaint
graph.

protected virtual void Shipment_TotalQty_FieldUpdated(
    PXCache sender, PXFieldUpdatedEventArgs e)
{
    Shipment row = e.Row as Shipment;
    row.PendingQty += row.TotalQty;
    row.PendingQty -= (decimal)e.OldValue;
}

This event handler adjusts the PendingQty value to the new TotalQty value.

3. Add the following Shipment_ShippedQty_FieldUpdated() event handler to the ShipmentMaint
graph.

protected virtual void Shipment_ShippedQty_FieldUpdated(
    PXCache sender, PXFieldUpdatedEventArgs e)
{
    Shipment row = e.Row as Shipment;
    row.PendingQty -= row.ShippedQty;
    row.PendingQty += (decimal)e.OldValue;
}

This event handler adjusts the PendingQty value to the new ShippedQty value. As a result of
this method and Shipment_TotalQty_FieldUpdated(), the PendingQty value holds the total
quantity of products that hasn't been shipped yet.

4. Rebuild the project.

If you now refresh the Shipments page and open a partially delivered shipment, you won't be able
to change the Delivery Type field. Also, you will see that the Pending Qty. value is automatically
calculated as the total quantity that hasn't been delivered yet (see the screenshot below).
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Figure: Error message when you change the type of a partially delivered shipment
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Example 6.4: Validating Dependent Fields of Detail Records
Now you will implement validation of the shipment line's Delivery Time field, which is shown only
when a shipment has the Multiple delivery time.

Do the following:

1. Add the following ShipmentLine_ShipmentDate_FieldUpdated() event handler to the
ShipmentMaint graph.

protected virtual void ShipmentLine_ShipmentDate_FieldUpdated(
    PXCache sender, PXFieldUpdatedEventArgs e)
{
    ShipmentLine line = e.Row as ShipmentLine;
    line.ShipmentTime = null;
}

This event handler drops the ShipmentTime value when the ShipmentDate value changes.

2. Add the following ShipmentLine_RowUpdating() event handler to the ShipmentMaint graph.

protected virtual void ShipmentLine_RowUpdating(
    PXCache sender, PXRowUpdatingEventArgs e)
{
    ShipmentLine line = e.NewRow as ShipmentLine;
    ShipmentLine originalLine = e.Row as ShipmentLine;
    Shipment row = Shipments.Current;

    // Checking whether the ShipmentTime, ShipmentMinTime,
    // or ShipmentMaxTime value has changed
    if (row.ShipmentType != ShipmentTypes.Single &&
        !sender.ObjectsEqual<ShipmentLine.shipmentTime,
                            ShipmentLine.shipmentMinTime,
                            ShipmentLine.shipmentMaxTime>(line, originalLine))
    {
        // Checking that the delivery time is not smaller than
        // the minimum delivery time
        if (line.ShipmentTime != null && line.ShipmentMinTime != null &&
            line.ShipmentTime < line.ShipmentMinTime)
        {
            sender.RaiseExceptionHandling<ShipmentLine.shipmentTime>(
                line, line.ShipmentTime,
                new PXSetPropertyException("Delivery Time is too early."));
            e.Cancel = true;
        }

        // Checking that the delivery time is not greater than
        // the maximum delivery time
        if (line.ShipmentTime != null && line.ShipmentMaxTime != null &&
            line.ShipmentTime > line.ShipmentMaxTime)
        {
            line.ShipmentTime = line.ShipmentMaxTime;
            sender.RaiseExceptionHandling<ShipmentLine.shipmentTime>(
                line, line.ShipmentTime,
                new PXSetPropertyException(
                        "Specified Delivery Time was too late.",
                        PXErrorLevel.Warning));
        }
    }
}

In this event handler, you make sure that the time of delivery for a product is within the
specified minimum and maximum limits. Because this validation includes three different
fields, you subscribe to the RowUpdating event and check whether any of the ShipmentTime,
ShipmentMinTime, and ShipmentMaxTime values has changed.

3. Rebuild the project.
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4. Open the RB301000.aspx page in source mode.

5. Set the CommitChanges property to true for the grid column that represents the ShipmentDate
data field, as the following code shows.

<px:PXDateTimeEdit ID="ShipmentDate" runat="server"
                   DataField="ShipmentDate" CommitChanges="True">

With the callback enabled, the FieldUpdated event is raised every time the user selects a new
value in the Delivery Date column of the grid.

6. Save your changes on the page.

To check the result, refresh the Shipments page and create a shipment of the Multiple delivery type
with several shipment lines. Change the Status field to Shipping. If you enter a Delivery Time value
that is not between the Deliver After and Deliver Before values, you will get an error (as shown in
the screenshot below).

Figure: Error message when the delivery time is outside of the appropriate timeframe

Validating a Data Record
If the validation of a field value doesn't involve other fields of the same data record, you should use the
FieldVerifying event handler. For details, see Validating Field Values.

You should use the RowUpdating event handler when validation involves multiple fields. The
RowUpdating event happens during the update of a data record after all field-related events. At this
moment, the data record has not been inserted in the cache yet, and you can cancel the update
process.

The event arguments give you access to:

• e.NewRow: The modified version of the data record, which may have been further modified by
field-related events

• e.Row: The copy of the data record stored in the cache

You can use the ObjectsEqual<>() method of the cache to compare these two data records to find out
if any of the specified fields has changed. For example, the following event handler compares the new
and original data records for the values of three fields.

protected virtual void ShipmentLine_RowUpdating(
    PXCache sender, PXRowUpdatingEventArgs e)
{
    ShipmentLine line = e.NewRow as ShipmentLine;
    ShipmentLine originalLine = e.Row as ShipmentLine;
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    if (!sender.ObjectsEqual<ShipmentLine.shipmentTime,
                            ShipmentLine.shipmentMinTime,
                            ShipmentLine.shipmentMaxTime>(line, originalLine))
    {
        ...
    }
    ...
}

If any of the ShipmentTime, ShipmentMinTime, and ShipmentMaxTime values has changed, the
ObjectsEqual<>() method returns false.

To cancel the update process, you set the Cancel property of the event arguments to true. We
recommend that you mark the field whose value doesn't pass validation with an error message—by
calling the RaiseExceptionHandling<>() method of the cache, as follows.

if (line.ShipmentTime != null && line.ShipmentMinTime != null &&
    line.ShipmentTime < line.ShipmentMinTime)
{
    sender.RaiseExceptionHandling<ShipmentLine.shipmentTime>(
        line, line.ShipmentTime,
        new PXSetPropertyException("Delivery Time is too early."));
    e.Cancel = true;
}

If the RowUpdating event handler exits with the e.Cancel property equal to true, the data record is not
updated in the cache.

If validation of some field depends on the field that is defined before the validated field in the data
access class (DAC), you can use the FieldVerifying event handler. The field-related events are raised
for fields in the order the fields are defined in the DAC. So in this case, the FieldVerifying event
handler is called for the validated field after it is called for the field the validated field depends on.

In the following example, validation of the DeliveryDate field depends on the ShipmentDate
field. But because DeliveryDate is defined after ShipmentDate in the Shipment DAC (check the
Shipment.cs file in the practice project), it is correct to use the FieldVerifying event handler to
validate DeliveryDate.

protected virtual void Shipment_DeliveryDate_FieldVerifying(
    PXCache sender, PXFieldVerifyingEventArgs e)
{
    Shipment row = e.Row as Shipment;
    if (e.NewValue == null) return;

    if (row.ShipmentDate != null && row.ShipmentDate > (DateTime)e.NewValue)
    {
        e.NewValue = row.ShipmentDate;
        throw new PXSetPropertyException<Shipment.shipmentDate>(
            "Shipment Date cannot be later then Delivery Date");
    }
}
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Example 6.5: Extending Actions
In this example, you extend the logic of the Deliver Shipment action for the Multiple delivery type of a
shipment.

Do the following:

1. Modify the DeliverShipment action in the ShipmentMaint graph as follows.

public PXAction<Shipment> DeliverShipment;
[PXButton(CommitChanges = true)]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Deliver Shipment")]
protected virtual void deliverShipment()
{
    Shipment row = Shipments.Current;
    PXCache cache = Shipments.Cache;
    bool errorOccured = false;

    if (row.ShipmentType != ShipmentTypes.Single)
    {
        // Preventing delivery when not all products have been delivered
        if (row.PendingQty > 0)
        {
            cache.RaiseExceptionHandling<Shipment.pendingQty>(
                row, row.PendingQty,
                new PXSetPropertyException(
                        "Products have not been completely delivered yet."));
            errorOccured = true;
        }
    }
    else
    {
        // Ensuring that the DeliveryDate value is specified
        if (row.DeliveryDate == null)
        {
            cache.RaiseExceptionHandling<Shipment.deliveryDate>(
                row, row.DeliveryDate,
                new PXSetPropertyException(
                        "Delivery date may not be empty."));
            errorOccured = true;
        }
        // Ensuring that the DeliveryMaxDate value is specified
        if (row.DeliveryMaxDate == null)
        {
            cache.RaiseExceptionHandling<Shipment.deliveryMaxDate>(
                row, row.DeliveryMaxDate,
                new PXSetPropertyException(
                        "Delivery Before date may not be empty."));
            errorOccured = true;
        }
    }

    // Throwing an exception if validation hasn't passed
    if (errorOccured)
    {
        throw new PXException("Shipment '{0}' can not be delivered.",
                              row.ShipmentNbr);
    }

    // Calculating the ShippedQty for the Single delivery type
    if (row.ShipmentType == ShipmentTypes.Single)
    {
        foreach (ShipmentLine line in ShipmentLines.Select())
        {
            if (line.Cancelled != true)
            {
                row.ShippedQty += line.LineQty;
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            }
        }
    }

    row.Status = ShipmentStatus.Delivered;
    Shipments.Update(row);
    Actions.PressSave();
}

The Deliver Shipment action validates that all parts of the shipment have been delivered
and necessary fields have been specified. For the Single delivery type, it also calculates the
ShippedQty value. (For the Multiple delivery type, the value is calculated when a shipment line is
updated.)

2. Rebuild the project.

To check the result, refresh the Shipments page and create a shipment of the Multiple delivery type
with several shipment lines. Change the status to Shipping. The shipment data record should exist in
the database to enable the Deliver Shipment action. If the shipment is only partially delivered, you
will get an error message when you click Deliver Shipment (see the screenshot below).

Figure: Failed Deliver Shipment action

To successfully execute the Deliver Shipment action, you should specify Delivery Date and Delivery
Time values for all products (except the gift card) so that the Pending Qty. value is zero. The
screenshot below shows a shipment after the Deliver Shipment action has been executed successfully.

Figure: Successfully delivered shipment
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Configuring Selectors
You use selector controls to provide a list from which the user can select the data record and to set the
ID of the data record as the data field value.

To configure a selector (lookup control), you use the PXSelector attribute on the definition of the data
field in the data access class (DAC) as follows.

[PXDBInt(IsKey = true)]
[PXDefault]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Product ID")]
[PXSelector(typeof(Search<Product.productID>),
            typeof(Product.productCD),
            typeof(Product.productName),
            typeof(Product.minAvailQty),
            SubstituteKey = typeof(Product.productCD))]
public virtual int? ProductID
...

In the first parameter, you specify a Search<> BQL query to select data records for the control. The
Search<> command has the same syntax as the Select<> command, except that you specify the data
field of the main table. In the Search<> command, you can specify conditions and join data from other
tables. When a user selects a data record in the control, the control takes the value of the specified field
and assigns it to the data field.

You can omit Search<> in the first parameter of PXSelector, if you specify only a DAC field without
a complex expression that may contain WHERE conditions. Thus, in the example above, you can specify
typeof(Product.productID) instead of typeof(Search<Product.productID>) in the first
parameter.

Defining the List of Columns

You configure the columns that should be shown in the control by providing the types of the fields after
the Search<> command.

[PXSelector(typeof(Search<Product.productID>),
            typeof(Product.productCD),
            typeof(Product.productName),
            typeof(Product.minAvailQty),
            SubstituteKey = typeof(Product.productCD))]
public virtual int? ProductID
...

The code above configures three columns (see the screenshot below).
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Figure: The selector control for Product data records

You can join multiple tables in the Search<> command and specify fields from the joined tables as
columns.

[PXDBString(10, IsKey = true, IsUnicode = true, InputMask = "")]
[PXDefault]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Shipment Nbr.")]
[PXSelector(typeof(
    Search2<Shipment.shipmentNbr,
        InnerJoin<Account, On<Account.accountID,
                              Equal<Shipment.customerID>>>>),
            typeof(Shipment.shipmentNbr),
            typeof(Shipment.customerID),
            typeof(Account.accountCD),
            typeof(Account.companyName))]
public virtual string ShipmentNbr
...

Replacing the Displayed Key Value

The SubstituteKey property specifies the field whose value should be shown in the control in the UI
instead of the field that is specified in the Search<> command.

[PXSelector(typeof(Search<Product.productID>),
            typeof(Product.productCD),
            typeof(Product.productName),
            typeof(Product.minAvailQty),
            SubstituteKey = typeof(Product.productCD))]
public virtual int? ProductID
...

In the example above, the ProductID field of a shipment line stores the ProductID value of the
selected product, while in the UI the control shows the ProductCD value. Conversion between the
ProductID and ProductCD values happens in the FieldUpdating and FieldSelecting event handlers
implemented within the PXSelector attribute.

The Optional<> Parameter
In the code of Acumatica ERP, you will frequently encounter the Optional<> parameter in BQL queries.

The Optional<> parameter functions as both the Current<> and Required<> parameter. It works
as Current<> when a data view with Optional<> is used as a data member for a user interface
control. When you select data through a data view with Optional<> in code, you can provide a
value for Optional<> as you can for the Required<> parameter. You should note, though, that
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Optional<> triggers the FieldUpdating event for the specified field, so you should provide the external
presentation of the value. For example, if a field has the PXSelector attribute with the SubstituteKey
parameter specified, you should provide the value for the SubstituteKey field in code (that is,
ProductCD instead of ProductID).

// Product data record obtained somehow
Product p = ...
// Selecting ShipmentLine records - ProductCD value is passed
// to the Select() method.
PXSelect<ShipmentLine,
    Where<ShipmentLine.ProductID, Equal<Optional<ShipmentLine.ProductID>>>>
.Select(this, p.ProductCD);

If you don't provide a value for Optional<>, the value is taken from the Current data record.

If a data view contains the Optional<> and Required<> parameters, you should provide values for
all Optional<> parameters that go before the Required<> parameters. For example, if you have the
following operands in the query, the number of parameters is:

• <Required<A>>.... <Optional<B>>... <Required<C>>: Always 3 parameters

• <Required<A>>.... <Optional<B>>... <Required<C>>.... <Optional<D>>: At
least 3 parameters

• <Required<A>>....<Required<B>>.... <Optional<C>>: At least 2 parameters
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Configuring Drop-Down Lists
You use drop-down controls to give users the ability to select a value from the list of predefined values.

To configure a drop-down list, you use the PXStringList attribute on the definition of the data field in
the data access class (DAC) as follows.

[PXDBString(1)]
[PXDefault(ShipmentStatus.OnHold)]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Status")]
[PXStringList(
    new string[]
    {
        ShipmentStatus.OnHold, ShipmentStatus.Shipping,
        ShipmentStatus.Cancelled, ShipmentStatus.Delivered
    },
    new string[]
    {
        "On Hold", "Shipping", "Cancelled", "Delivered"
    })]
public virtual string Status
{
    get;
    set;
}

In this example, ShipmentStatus is an enumeration defined in the following way.

public static class ShipmentStatus
{
    public const string OnHold = "H";
    public const string Shipping = "S";
    public const string Cancelled = "C";
    public const string Delivered = "D";
}

You provide two arrays of strings as parameters:

• The array of values assigned to the field and saved to the database with the data record

• The array of labels displayed in the user interface

Modifying a Drop-Down List at Run Time

You can modify a drop-down list at run time by using the SetList<>() static method of the
PXStringList attribute, as shown below. You can do this in the RowSelected event handler or graph
constructor.

PXStringListAttribute.SetList<Shipment.status>(
    sender, row,
    new string[]
    {
        ShipmentStatus.OnHold,
        ShipmentStatus.Shipping,
    },
    new string[]
    {
        "On Hold",
        "Shipping",
    });

This code sets a new list of values and labels for the Status field.
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Lesson Summary
In this lesson, you have practiced implementing more advanced business logic for a page.In the
process, you have learned the following concepts:

• Implementing business logic in event handlers

• Assigning default values to fields through the PXDefault attribute or the FieldDefaulting event
handler

• Using the RowUpdating event handler to validate fields that depend on other fields

• Using the PXSelector attribute to configure a selector (lookup) control

• Using the PXStringList attribute to configure a drop-down list
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Lesson 7: Using Attributes for Calculations (Receipts)
In this lesson, you will learn how to implement the calculation of field values by using attributes, such
as PXFormula and PXUnboundFormula. You will create from scratch the Receipts master-detail page
and add calculations through attributes, and you will enhance the calculation of aggregated values on
the Shipments page.

Lesson Objectives

• Practicing in the creation of a master-detail page

• Implementing automatic numbering of detail data records

• Using attributes for calculations

• Calculating aggregated values through attributes
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Initial Steps
Before you begin this lesson, you should create the Receipts page and set up master-detail
relationships between Document and DocTransaction data access classes. The instructions below
don't give all details related to these steps; to complete these steps, use what you have learned in the
previous lessons.

Do the following:

1. Generate the Document and DocTransaction data access classes (DACs).

2. In the Document.cs file, define the DocTypes class with constants that represent document
types: receipts (R) and returns (N), as the following code shows.

// RB.RapidByte namespace

public static class DocTypes
{
    public const string R = "R";
    public const string N = "N";
    // The corresponding BQL constants
    public class receipt : Constant<String>
    {
        public receipt()
            : base(R)
        {
        }
    }
    public class back : Constant<String>
    {
        public back()
            : base(N)
        {
        }
    }
}

3. Add the PXStringList attribute to the Document.DocType data field, as the following code
shows.

// The Document class
[PXDBString(1, IsKey = true, IsFixed = true)]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Document Type")]
[PXDefault(typeof(DocTypes.receipt))]
[PXStringList(new string[] { DocTypes.R, DocTypes.N },
              new string[] { "Receipt", "Return" })]
public virtual string DocType
{...
}

The PXStringList attribute provides a combo box for the DAC field in the UI.

4. Add the PXSelector attribute to the Document.DocNbr, Document.AccountID, and
DocTransaction.ProductID data fields, as the following code shows.

// The Document class
[PXDBString(15, IsKey = true, IsUnicode = true, InputMask = "")]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Reference Nbr.")]
[PXDefault]
[PXSelector(typeof(Document.docNbr), 
            typeof(Document.docType),
            typeof(Document.docNbr))]    
public virtual string DocNbr
{...}
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...
[PXDBInt()]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Supplier ID")]
[PXDefault]
[PXSelector(
    typeof(Search<Account.accountID, 
                  Where<Account.companyType, Equal<CompanyTypes.supplier>>>),
    typeof(Account.accountCD), 
    typeof(Account.companyName),
    SubstituteKey = typeof(Account.accountCD),
    DescriptionField = typeof(Account.companyName))]
public virtual int? AccountID
{...}

// The DocTransaction class
[PXDBInt()]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Product ID")]
[PXSelector(typeof(Product.productID),
            typeof(Product.productCD),
            typeof(Product.productName),
            SubstituteKey = typeof(Product.productCD),
            DescriptionField = typeof(Product.productName))]
public virtual int? ProductID
{...}

The PXSelector attribute provides the lookup control for the DAC field in the UI.

5. Create the ReceiptDataEntry graph and add two data views to select the Document record and
the related DocTransaction record as follows.

public class ReceiptDataEntry : PXGraph<ReceiptDataEntry, Document>
{
    public PXSelect<Document, 
        Where<Document.docType, Equal<Optional<Document.docType>>>> Receipts;
    public PXSelect<DocTransaction, 
        Where<DocTransaction.docNbr, Equal<Current<Document.docNbr>>,
            And<DocTransaction.docType, Equal<Current<Document.docType>>>>,
        OrderBy<Asc<DocTransaction.lineNbr>>> ReceiptTransactions;
}

6. Create a new RB302000 page from the FormDetail template in the Pages/RapidByte folder of the
site project.

7. Link the page to the ReceiptDataEntry graph, link the PXFormView control with the Receipts
data view, and link the PXGrid control with the ReceiptTransactions data view.

8. Generate input controls for the form, arrange them in three columns, and generate columns for
the grid, as the following screenshot shows.
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Figure: The layout of the Receipts page

9. Set up the master-detail relationships between the Document (master) and DocTransaction
(detail) DACs. The DACs should be related by both key fields of the Document DAC: DocNbr and
DocType.

10. Add the RB302000.aspx page to the site map with the Receipts name under the following node:
Acumatica Company > RapidByte > RapidByte > Work Area > Enter.

Tip To create the master-detail relationship between Document (master) and DocTransaction (detail),
you should use the PXDBDefault and PXParent attributes in the DocTransaction DAC. Add the
PXDBDefault attribute to the DocNbr and DocType fields as follows.

[PXDBDefault(typeof(Document.docNbr))]
public virtual string DocNbr
...

[PXDBDefault(typeof(Document.docType))]
public virtual string DocType
...

Add the PXParent attribute to the DocNbr field as follows.

[PXParent(typeof(Select<Document, 
    Where<Document.docNbr, Equal<Current<DocTransaction.docNbr>>,
        And<Document.docType, Equal<Current<DocTransaction.docType>>>>>))]
public virtual string DocNbr
...
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Example 7.1: Numbering Detail Data Records
Now you will implement the numbering of document transactions by using the predefined PXLineNbr
attribute.

Do the following:

1. Add the PXLineNbr attribute to the LineNbr field of the DocTransaction DAC as follows.

[PXDBInt(IsKey = true)]
[PXLineNbr(typeof(Document.lastLineNbr))]
public virtual int? LineNbr
...

The attribute uses the value of the specified field from the parent data record to keep the last
assigned number, increments this value, ands assigns the incremented value to the LineNbr field
of the new detail data records.

The PXLineNbr attribute doesn't work without the PXParent attribute.

2. Add the PXDefault attribute to the LastLineNbr field of the Document DAC to specify the
starting number.

[PXDBInt()]
[PXDefault(0)]
public virtual int? LastLineNbr
...

You specify 0 as the default value, so the first LineNbr value will be 1.
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Example 7.2: Adding Simple Aggregated Calculations
You will now use the PXFormula attribute to implement calculations on the Receipts page.

Do the following:

1. Add the PXFormula attribute to the TranQty field of the DocTransaction data access class
(DAC) as follows.

[PXDBDecimal(2)]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Tran. Qty")]
[PXDefault]
[PXFormula(null, typeof(SumCalc<Document.totalQty>))]
public virtual decimal? TranQty
...

The PXFormula attribute here calculates the TotalQty value of the parent document as the sum
of the TranQty values of all detail data records.

2. Add the PXFormula attribute to the ExtPrice field of the DocTransaction DAC as follows.

[PXDBDecimal(2)]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Line Total", Enabled = false)]
[PXFormula(
    typeof(Mult<DocTransaction.tranQty, DocTransaction.unitPrice>),
    typeof(SumCalc<Document.totalAmt>))]
public virtual decimal? ExtPrice
...

The PXFormula attribute here calculates the ExtPrice value as the product of the TranQty and
UnitPrice values of the same data record, and calculates the TotalAmt value of the parent
document as the sum of ExtPrice values of all detail data records.

3. Disable the TotalQty and TotalAmt fields in the Document DAC by setting the Enable property
of the PXUIField attribute to false, as shown in the following code.

[PXDBDecimal(2)]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Total Quantity", Enabled = false)]
[PXDefault(TypeCode.Decimal, "0.00")]
public virtual decimal? TotalQty
...

[PXDBDecimal(2)]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Total Amount", Enabled = false)]
[PXDefault(TypeCode.Decimal, "0.00")]
public virtual decimal? TotalAmt
...

We recommend that you always disable automatically calculated fields.

4. Rebuild the project.

To test the result, you open the Receipts page and create a document of the Receipt type with two or
more detail lines. For each line, you specify the Tran. Qty value, select a product, and enter the Unit
Price value. Once you finish editing a line, notice the following:

• The Tran. Qty value is added to the Total Quantity value of the document.

• The Line Total value is calculated for the line. The calculated value is added to the Total
Amount value of the document (see the screenshot below).
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Figure: The fields involved in calculations on the Receipts page

Calculating Field Values Using Attributes
You can use the predefined attributes PXFormula and PXUnboundFormula in data access classes (DACs)
to calculate field values from the values of the same data record. You can also calculate aggregated
values over detail data records and assign an aggregated value to a field of the master data record.

The attributes implement the RowInserted, RowUpdated, and RowDeleted event handlers. You only
need to mark a field in the DAC with an attribute; you don't have to define any event handlers.

You use the PXFormula and PXUnboundFormula attributes as follows:

• To calculate the value of a field from other fields of the same data record, you add the PXFormula
attribute with one parameter to this field, as shown below.

[PXFormula(
    typeof(Mult<DocTransaction.tranQty,DocTransaction.unitPrice>)]
public virtual decimal? ExtPrice
...

This code sets ExtPrice to the product of TranQty and UnitPrice.

• To calculate the value of a field from other fields of the same data record and calculate the
aggregated value from these values, you add the PXFormula attribute with two parameters to
this field. You should also add the PXParent attribute to identify the master data record. (See the
following code.)

[PXFormula(
    typeof(Mult<DocTransaction.tranQty, DocTransaction.unitPrice>),
    typeof(SumCalc<Document.totalAmt>))]
public virtual decimal? ExtPrice
...

[PXParent(typeof(Select<Document,
    Where<Document.docNbr, Equal<Current<DocTransaction.docNbr>>,
        And<Document.docType, Equal<Current<DocTransaction.docType>>>>>))]
public virtual string DocNbr
...

This code sets ExtPrice to the product of TranQty and UnitPrice, summarizes ExtPrice over all
detail data records, and assigns the result to the TotalAmt field of the parent document.
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• To calculate an aggregated value by using the value of the field, you add the PXFormula attribute
to this field with the first parameter set to null, as shown below. The PXParent attribute is
required.

[PXFormula(
    null,
    typeof(SumCalc<Document.totalAmt>))]
public virtual decimal? ExtPrice
...

This code sets the TotalAmt field of the parent document to the sum of the ExtPrice values.

• To calculate an expression for each detail data record and aggregate the resulting values in a
field of the master data record, you add the PXUnboundFormula attribute to any field of the detail
data record, as shown in the following code. The field marked with the attribute is not set by the
attribute. The PXParent attribute is required.

[PXUnboundFormula(
    typeof(Mult<DocTransaction.tranQty, DocTransaction.unitPrice>),
    typeof(SumCalc<Document.totalAmt>))]
public virtual decimal? ExtPrice
...

This code sets the TotalAmt field of the parent document to the sum of the products of the
TranQty and UnitPrice values. The attribute doesn't set the ExtPrice field.

With PXUnboundFormula, you can use CountCalc<>, MinCalc<>, and MaxCalc<> as well.

Functions and Aggregated Functions

In the first parameter of the PXFormula and PXUnboundFormula attributes, you can specify an
expression built of data fields, BQL constants, and the following BQL functions:

• Add<,> returns the sum of two values.

• Sub<,> substracts the second value from the first.

• Mult<,> multiplies two values.

• Div<,> divides the first value by the second.

• Minus<> multiplies a value by -1.

• Switch<Case<>,> returns a value selected by a condition.

In the second parameter of the PXFormula and PXUnboundFormula attributes, you can specify any of
the following aggregation functions with the parent's field to hold the result as the type parameter:

• SumCalc<> calculates the total sum.

• CountCalc<> counts the detail data records.

• MinCalc<> calculates the minimum values.

• MaxCalc<> calculates the maximum value.
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Example 7.3: Adding Conditional Calculation of Aggregated
Values

In this example, you will enhance the calculation of aggregated values on the Shipments page by
using the PXUnboundFormula attribute. You will move the logic of calculating TotalQty—which was
implemented in the RowInserted, RowUpdated, and RowDeleted event handlers—to an attribute in the
data access class.

Do the following:

1. Remove the ShipmentLine_RowInserted(), ShipmentLine_RowUpdated(), and
ShipmentLine_RowDeleted() event handlers from the ShipmentMaint graph. These event
handlers were used to calculate the aggregated TotalQty value for a shipment. In the next step,
you will implement the same logic in a single attribute.

2. Add the PXUnboundFormula attribute to the definition of the LineQty field in the ShipmentLine
class as follows (which field you use to place the attribute is not essential).

[PXDBDecimal(2)]
[PXDefault(TypeCode.Decimal, "0.0")]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Item Qty.")]
[PXUnboundFormula(
    typeof(Switch<Case<Where<ShipmentLine.cancelled, Equal<False>>,
                       ShipmentLine.lineQty>,
                  decimal_0>),
    typeof(SumCalc<Shipment.totalQty>))]
public virtual decimal? LineQty
{
    get
    {
        return this._LineQty;
    }
    set
    {
        this._LineQty = value;
    }
}

The PXUnboundFormula attribute here calculates the sum of LineQty values over all detail data
records with a Cancelled value equal to False and assigns this sum to the TotalQty field of the
parent shipment. This calculation is implemented as follows. The Switch<> statement returns
different values depending on the condition. Here it returns the LineQty value for shipment lines
that are not canceled and zero for canceled ones. The sum of the resulting values is added to the
TotalQty value of the parent shipment.

You use PXUnboundFormula, not PXFormula, because you need to calculate a value from the
LineQty value but you don't need to assign the calculated value to the LineQty field.

3. Add the following ShipmentLine_RowUpdated() event handler to the ShipmentMaint graph.

protected virtual void ShipmentLine_RowUpdated(
    PXCache sender, PXRowUpdatedEventArgs e)
{
    ShipmentLine newLine = e.Row as ShipmentLine;
    ShipmentLine oldLine = e.OldRow as ShipmentLine;
    Shipment row = Shipments.Current;
    bool rowUpdated = false;

    // Calculating ShippedQty for shipments of Multiple delivery type
    if (row.ShipmentType != ShipmentTypes.Single)
    {
        // Making a calculation if ShipmentDate or ShipmentTime has changed
        if (!sender.ObjectsEqual<ShipmentLine.shipmentDate,
                                 ShipmentLine.shipmentTime>(newLine, oldLine))
        {
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            // Checking that both fields in the new data record have values
            if (newLine.ShipmentDate != null && newLine.ShipmentTime != null)
            {
                row.ShippedQty += newLine.LineQty;
                rowUpdated = true;
            }
            // Checking that both fields in the old data records have values
            if (oldLine.ShipmentDate != null && oldLine.ShipmentTime != null)
            {
                row.ShippedQty -= oldLine.LineQty;
                rowUpdated = true;
            }
        }
    }

    // Updating the data record in the cache if it was modified
    if (rowUpdated == true)
    {
        Shipments.Update(row);
    }
}

This code calculates the ShippedQty value if the delivery type of the shipment is Multiple.

4. Rebuild the project.

To check the result, refresh the Shipments page, create a shipment of the Multiple type with two or
more shipment lines and save it. As you add each new line, the Total Qty. value increases by the Item
Qty. value you enter for the line. If you check the Cancelled box for a line, the Item Qty. value is
subtracted from Total Qty.

Change the status of the shipment to Shipping. When you specify both the Delivery Date and
Delivery On fields of a shipment line, the Item Qty. value of this line is added to the Shipped Qty.
value (see the screenshot below).

Figure: Calculation of the total shipped quantity
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Lesson Summary
In this lesson, you have learned how to perform calculations by using attributes. Through the examples,
you have practiced the following concepts:

• Calculating field values and aggregated values of a master data record by adding the PXFormula
or PXUnboundFormula attributes to fields in data access classes

• Using the PXUnboundFormula attribute when you don't need to assign the value calculated for a
line to a field and use this value only in calculation of an aggregated value

• Using the PXLineNbr attribute to automatically number the detail data records

• Using the Switch<> function to implement conditional calculations
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Part 4: Setup Pages

Setup pages provide the configuration parameters for the application. On every setup page, you set
up the consistent configuration for particular functionality of the application. A set of configuration
parameters is stored in a single record in the corresponding setup table of the database. By using a
setup page, a user can edit this record: for example, enable or disable a feature, specify default values,
or set the initial numbers of documents. Setup pages are used very rarely, usually in the very beginning
of application implementation and use.

The names of ASP.NET pages for setup start with the two-letter module abbreviation followed by
10. For instance, the RB101000.aspx page is the ASP.NET page for the Setup page that provides
the configuration for the auto-numbering feature in the RapidByte application; RB is the module
abbreviation.

The names of the graphs for setup pages have the Maint suffix (the same as for maintenance pages).

In the site map, the setup pages are added to the last tab of the menu of the application module (see
the screenshot below).

Figure: Setup pages in the site map
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Lesson 8: Creating a Custom Attribute for a DAC Field (Setup)
In this lesson, you will learn how to create custom attributes for DAC fields through the example of
the document numbering attribute. You will create this attribute, AutoNumber, which inserts a new
number into each new document before the record is saved to the database. The attribute provides the
following functionality:

• Can be enabled or disabled in configuration parameters for the entire application.

• If enabled, sets the <NEW> placeholder text as the number of a new document before it is saved.
Otherwise, the attribute adds no placeholder.

• Supports an individual sequence of numbers for each of the following document types: receipts,
returns, and sales orders. For each of these, the last assigned number is stored in configuration
parameters of the application.

• Supports the addition of prefixes to document numbers.

The attribute retrieves the last inserted document number from the Setup table that stores application
configuration parameters. You will create the Setup page, which provides the UI for editing the
configuration through the website. The Setup page will appear as shown below.

Figure: The Setup page

The Setup class consists of data fields that represent configuration parameters (see the diagram
below). The Setup class may not contain a primary key field (the example in this lesson does not),
because the setup page is configured so that it always works with the only record retrieved from the
setup table. However, for multi-company configurations, the setup table may use the CompanyID
column as the primary key in the database. For more information on the CompanyID column in the
database, see Acumatica Framework > Design Guidelines > Database Design Guidelines in the
documentation.

Figure: The Setup class
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Lesson Objectives

• Learn how to create and use setup pages that provide the configuration parameters of the
application.

• Learn how to create custom attributes for DAC fields.

• Learn about the RowPersisting and RowPersisted events, which are raised while the modified
data is saved to the database.
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Initial Steps
Before you begin this lesson, you should complete the following preparation steps:

1. Prepare the Receipts data entry page as described in the previous lesson.

2. Make sure that the Setup table exists in the database and has the following columns:
ReceiptLastDocNbr, ReturnLastDocNbr, SalesOrderLastNbr, and AutoNumbering.
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Example 8.1: Creating the Setup Page
In this example, you will create the Setup page, on which users can enable automatic numbering of
documents and set the initial numbers for the AutoNumber attribute. Perform the following steps:

1. Define a graph for the new page. To do this, create the new SetupMaint graph and rebuild the
project to add the new class to the library.

2. Add an ASP.NET page. Create a new Pages/RapidByte/RB101000.aspx page from the FormView
template.

3. Link the page to the graph. Set the TypeName property to SetupMaint in the datasource control
on the page.

4. Define the new Setup data access class (by using the Data Access Class Generator).

The Setup class consists of the ReceiptLastDocNbr, ReturnLastDocNbr,
SalesOrderLastNbr, and AutoNumbering data fields.

5. In the Setup DAC, make the ReceiptLastDocNbr, ReturnLastDocNbr, and
SalesOrderLastNbr data fields required for input by adding the PXDefault attribute to each
of these fields, as the following code shows.

[PXDBString(15, IsUnicode = true)]
[PXDefault]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Receipt Last Ref. Number")]
public virtual string ReceiptLastDocNbr
{
    ...
}
...
[PXDBString(15, IsUnicode = true)]
[PXDefault]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Return Last Ref. Number")]
public virtual string ReturnLastDocNbr
{
    ...
}

[PXDBString(15, IsUnicode = true)]
[PXDefault]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Sales Order Last Number")]
public virtual string SalesOrderLastNbr
{
    ...
}

The data fields that contain the last assigned numbers should be required in this set of
configuration parameters.

6. Add the PXPrimaryGraph attribute to the Setup DAC as follows.

[System.SerializableAttribute()]
[PXPrimaryGraph(typeof(SetupMaint))]
public class Setup : PX.Data.IBqlTable
{ 
    ...
}

The PXPrimaryGraph attribute specifies the graph that corresponds to the default editing page
for records of the DAC. The attribute enables support for links to the Setup page from other
pages.

7. In the SetupMaint graph, define the LastNumbers data view of the generic PXSelect type
that selects data records of the Setup DAC.

8. In the SetupMaint graph, define the Save and Cancel actions for the Setup class.
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The resulting SetupMaint graph definition looks as follows.

public class SetupMaint : PXGraph<SetupMaint>
{
    public PXSelect<Setup> LastNumbers;
    public PXSave<Setup> Save;
    public PXCancel<Setup> Cancel;
}

9. On the RB101000.aspx page, set the following properties for the datasource control:

• PrimaryView: LastNumbers

• PageLoadBehavior: GoFirstRecord

With the GoFirstRecord behavior, the page loads the first retrieved data record (and the only
record). If there is no record retrieved, the page opens a new record that is inserted when
the user clicks Save on the page. The next time the page is opened, the previously inserted
record is retrieved. Except for the Save and Cancel buttons, you do not add any other standard
buttons to the Setup page. Thus, the page always opens the same once-inserted record, which
contains the configuration parameters of the application.

10. Add the definition of input controls for all fields of the Setup DAC to the form.

11. Add the Setup page to the site map.

Open the Setup page in a browser. The page displays the demo record retrieved from the database
(see the screenshot below). The initial numbers and the flag represent the configuration for the auto-
numbering feature, which you will implement in the next example. You can modify the configuration
parameters by editing of the record through the Setup page.

Figure: The Setup page with configuration for the auto-numbering feature

Try to delete the record from the Setup table in the database and reopen the Setup page. Because
there is no record retrieved, the page allows you to insert one. Thus, users can create and modify the
only record in the Setup table.

Using Configuration Parameters of the Application
The configuration parameters of an application may include business settings, initial values, options
and modes that can be enabled or disabled. Configuration parameters are stored in setup tables. Each
module in an application can use its own setup tables; thus, in Acumatica ERP, there are ARSetup and
APSetup tables with configurations for the Accounts Receivable and Accounts Payable modules.

The record from a setup table represents a consistent set of configuration parameters—that is, all
fields of the record are specified and cannot be null (the user cannot save the record without all fields
specified). Because the configuration is consistent, you don't have to check the existence of each
required parameter in the setup record before use. Instead, you just check the existence of the setup
record; its existence implies that all required parameters are set. If the configuration isn't set, and a
user tries to navigate to a page that uses configuration parameters, you can return the specific error
page that provides the link to the setup page where the configuration is missing.
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In the application, the configuration parameters are used as data fields of the Setup class. To define
and use the Setup class, you have to perform the following steps:

1. Create the setup table in the database. Add to this table columns that represent configuration
parameters.

2. Define the Setup data access class. In Setup, add the PXDefault attribute to the required
configuration parameters.

3. Create an edit page for Setup data records.

You should configure the UI of the setup page so that a user can insert and edit only one record,
which represents the configuration. For this page:

a. Define only two actions, Save and Cancel.

b. Set the PageLoadBehavior property of the datasource control to GoFirstRecord.

4. Add the PXPrimaryGraph attribute to the Setup DAC. In the attribute, specify the graph that
opens the edit page.

To display the specific missing configuration error in the UI when the user tries to navigate to a page
that depends on configuration parameters, do the following:

1. In a graph where you want to use configuration parameters, define the PXSetup data view as
follows.

public class ReceiptDataEntry : PXGraph<ReceiptDataEntry, Document>
{
    public PXSetup<Setup> AutoNumSetup;
    ...
}

2. In the graph constructor, get the current record from the PXSetup data view, as the following
code shows.

public ReceiptDataEntry()
{
    Setup setup = AutoNumSetup.Current;
}

If the current record is null, the server returns the specific error page with the link to the Setup page.
The screenshot below shows the error that appears when the configuration used for the Receipts
page is missing and the user opens the Receipts page. The error message includes the link to the
configuration edit page (the Setup page). Acumatica Framework defines the page based on the
PXPrimaryGraph attribute on the Setup DAC.

Figure: Missing Configuration Error Page
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Example 8.2: Creating the Custom AutoNumber Attribute
In this example, you will define the AutoNumber attribute, which provides automatic numbering of
documents.

In the attribute, you will implement the following event handlers:

1. FieldDefaulting(), which inserts the placeholder into a new document.

2. FieldVerifying(), which prevents users from entering a nonexistent document number into
the field. The nonexistent number is replaced with the placeholder <NEW>.

3. RowPersisting(), which assigns the new document number before the record is saved to the
database and updates the last assigned number stored in the configuration.

4. RowPersisted(), which checks the database transaction status and resets the new number if
the transaction fails.

As the runtime API of the attribute, which enables dynamic setup of the last number field and adds a
prefix to the number, you will implement two static methods:

1. SetLastNumberField<Field> sets the last number field for the attribute.

2. SetPrefix<Field> sets the number prefix.

Do the following:

1. In the new Descriptior\Attribute.cs file of the project, define the AutoNumber attribute as
follows.

public class AutoNumberAttribute : PXEventSubscriberAttribute, 
                                   IPXFieldVerifyingSubscriber,
                                   IPXFieldDefaultingSubscriber, 
                                   IPXRowPersistingSubscriber,
                                   IPXRowPersistedSubscriber
{
}

The declared interfaces correspond to events that you handle in the attribute.

2. In the AutoNumber attribute, define the listed fields for the internal objects (which are the
flag that enables or disables automatic numbering and the command that retrieves the last
number) and three properties that contain the number prefix, the last number field, and the
auto-numbering flag field. (See the following code.)

protected bool _AutoNumbering;
protected BqlCommand _Command;

public virtual Type AutoNumberingFlagField {get; set;}
public virtual Type LastNumberField { get; set; }
public virtual string Prefix { get; set; }

3. Define the attribute constructor with two Type input parameters, as shown below.

public AutoNumberAttribute(Type flagType, Type numberType)
{
    // Required parameter 
    if (flagType != null && 
       (typeof(IBqlSearch).IsAssignableFrom(flagType) || 
       (typeof(IBqlField).IsAssignableFrom(flagType) && flagType.IsNested)))
        AutoNumberingFlagField = flagType;
    else
        throw new PXArgumentException("Incorrect autoNumberingFlagField
 type.");
    if (numberType != null &&
       (typeof(IBqlSearch).IsAssignableFrom(numberType) || 
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       (typeof(IBqlField).IsAssignableFrom(numberType) &&
 numberType.IsNested)))
       LastNumberField = numberType;
    else
        throw new PXArgumentException("Incorrect numberType type");
}    

In the constructor, you validate input parameters and ensure that each of them is a valid DAC
field type or a BQL Search<> type. The first parameter specifies the auto-numbering flag field
that enables or disables automatic numbering of documents. The second parameter specifies the
field from which the attribute will take the last assigned number to calculate the next number for
a new document. Both fields are taken from the same setup class.

4. Override the CacheAttached() method of the base PXEventSubscriberAttribute class as
follows.

public override void CacheAttached(PXCache sender)
{
    // Retrieve the AutoNumbering flag
    BqlCommand command = null;
    Type f = null;
    // Create the BqlCommand from Search<>
    if (typeof(IBqlSearch).IsAssignableFrom(AutoNumberingFlagField))
    {
        command = BqlCommand.CreateInstance(AutoNumberingFlagField);
        f = ((IBqlSearch)command).GetField();
    }
    // Otherwise, create the Bql command from the field
    else
    {
        command = BqlCommand.CreateInstance(typeof(Search<>),
 AutoNumberingFlagField);
        f = AutoNumberingFlagField;
    }
    // In CacheAttached, we can get the reference to the graph
    PXView view = new PXView(sender.Graph, true, command);
    object row = view.SelectSingle();
    if (row != null)
    {
        _AutoNumbering = (bool)view.Cache.GetValue(row, f.Name);
    }
    // Add the cache for Setup to the graph
    Type setupClassType = BqlCommand.GetItemType(AutoNumberingFlagField);   
    if (!sender.Graph.Views.Caches.Contains(setupClassType))
    {
        sender.Graph.Views.Caches.Add(setupClassType);
    }
    // Prepare BqlCommand to retrieve the last number
    if (typeof(IBqlSearch).IsAssignableFrom(LastNumberField))
    {
        _Command = BqlCommand.CreateInstance(LastNumberField);
    }
    else
    {
        _Command = BqlCommand.CreateInstance(typeof(Search<>),
 LastNumberField);
    }
}

In the CacheAttached() method, you retrieve the auto-numbering flag from the database.
To retrieve the flag, you create a BqlCommand object that is passed to a PXView object. The
BqlCommand object represents a BQL statement that is translated into an SQL SELECT query and
executed in the database by the PXView object. In the _Command field, you construct the BQL
Search<> type that selects the last number field from the database. You will use this command
to retrieve the last assigned number from setup in the RowPersisting event handler.
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To select the data record, you invoke the SelectSingle() method of the PXView object,
which retrieves the data from the database by using the specified command. You use the
SelectSingle() method that generates the SQL statement with TOP 1 records to return, which
executes faster. You can select a single row because there is only one record in the setup table
with the configuration for the current company. If the retrieved flag is enabled, you set the
_AutoNumbering field of the attribute to true. You will further implement this field enabling
logic in other event handlers.

PXView objects have been introduced in Understanding Data Views, PXCache Objects, and PXView
Objects.

To update the last assigned number in the setup table within the same transaction that inserts
a new number into the document, you add the PXCache object to the graph that is used to work
with documents. The cache object for setupClassType DAC is appended to the collection of
cache objects of the graph, if such cache object doesn't already exist in the graph.

5. Add the FieldDefaulting() and FieldVerifying() methods as follows.

public virtual void FieldDefaulting(
    PXCache sender, PXFieldDefaultingEventArgs e)
{
    if (_AutoNumbering)
        e.NewValue = "<NEW>";
}
public virtual void FieldVerifying(
    PXCache sender, PXFieldVerifyingEventArgs e)
{
    if (_AutoNumbering && 
        PXSelectorAttribute.Select(sender, e.Row, _FieldName, e.NewValue) ==
 null)
    {
        e.NewValue = "<NEW>";
    }
}

On the FieldDefaulting event, you insert the <NEW> placeholder into the number field for a
new document. On the FieldVerifying event, you revert the number to the placeholder if a
user has entered a nonexistent document number. If a document with this number exists, the
document opens on the page.

6. Add the RowPersisting() method as follows.

public virtual void RowPersisting(
    PXCache sender, PXRowPersistingEventArgs e)
{
    // When a new record is inserted into the database table
    if (_AutoNumbering && LastNumberField != null && 
        (e.Operation & PXDBOperation.Command) == PXDBOperation.Insert)
    {
        PXView view = new PXView(sender.Graph, false, _Command);
        // Get the record from Setup
        object row = view.SelectSingle();
        if (row == null)
            return;
        // Get the last assigned number
        string lastNumber = (string)view.Cache.GetValue(row,
 LastNumberField.Name);
        char[] symbols = lastNumber.ToCharArray();
        // Increment the last number
        for (int i = symbols.Length - 1; i >= 0; i--)
        {
            if (!char.IsDigit(symbols[i])) break;

            if (symbols[i] < '9')
            {
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                symbols[i]++;
                break;
            }
            symbols[i] = '0';
        }
        lastNumber = new string(symbols);
        // Updating the last number in the PXCache object for Setup
        view.Cache.SetValue(row, LastNumberField.Name, lastNumber);
        Type setupClassType = BqlCommand.GetItemType(AutoNumberingFlagField);
        sender.Graph.Caches[setupClassType].Update(row);
        // Inserting the document number with the prefix
        if (!String.IsNullOrEmpty(Prefix))
            lastNumber = Prefix + lastNumber;
        // Updating the document number in the PXCache object for Document
        sender.SetValue(e.Row, _FieldOrdinal, lastNumber);
    }
}

On the RowPersisting event occurs, you retrieve the last number from the setup record,
increment the number, insert the new value into the document, and update the last assigned
number in the setup record. The RowPersisting event is the last event raised before Acumatica
Framework commits changed data from cache objects to the database. To avoid duplicate
numbers, you calculate the new value just before the data record is saved to the database.

7. Define the RowPersisted() method as the following code shows.

public virtual void RowPersisted(
    PXCache sender, PXRowPersistedEventArgs e)
{
    // If the database transaction doesn't succeed
    if ((e.Operation & PXDBOperation.Command) == PXDBOperation.Insert &&
        e.TranStatus == PXTranStatus.Aborted)
    {
        // Roll back the document number to the default value
        sender.SetValue(e.Row, _FieldOrdinal, "<NEW>");
        // If transaction isn't successful, remove the setup record; 
        // it hasn't been saved because of transaction rollback
        Type setupClassType = BqlCommand.GetItemType(AutoNumberingFlagField);
        sender.Graph.Caches[setupClassType].Clear();
    }
}

The RowPersisted event in which e.TranStatus may have the Completed or Aborted value
is raised after all changes from cache objects of the graph are committed to the database. If any
error occurs during the transaction, you remove the new document number, which hasn't been
saved for a document, from the PXCache object for the setupClassType DAC. For details on
the process of saving changes to the database, see Saving Changes to the Database.

8. Define the static SetLastNumberField<Field>() method as follows.

public static void SetLastNumberField<Field>(
    PXCache sender, object row, Type lastNumberField) where Field : IBqlField
{
    foreach (PXEventSubscriberAttribute attribute in
 sender.GetAttributes<Field>(row))
    {
        if (attribute is AutoNumberAttribute)
        {
            AutoNumberAttribute attr = (AutoNumberAttribute)attribute;
            // Check that LastNumberField is a valid type
            if (lastNumberField == null || !lastNumberField.IsNested ||
                !typeof(IBqlField).IsAssignableFrom(lastNumberField))
            {
                throw new PXArgumentException("Incorrect LastNumberField
 type.");
            }
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            // LastNumberField is valid
            attr.LastNumberField = lastNumberField;
            // Update the BqlCommand
            attr._Command = BqlCommand.CreateInstance(typeof(Search<>),
 attr.LastNumberField);
        }
    }
}

The SetLastNumberField<Field>() method provides the API that dynamically configures
the attribute in graph handlers. By invoking this method in the RowPersisting event handler
in the graph, you can dynamically change the last number field depending on some condition
(in this example, the document type). In the SetLastNumberField<Field>() method, you
check that the input parameter is a valid DAC field type and update the lastNumberField
type and command of the attribute. To get the attribute object, you iterate the collection of
attributes on the specified field and search for the attribute by its type.

9. Define the static SetPrefix<Field>() method of the attribute as the following code shows.

public static void SetPrefix<Field>(
    PXCache sender, object row, string prefix) where Field : IBqlField
{
    foreach (PXEventSubscriberAttribute attribute in
 sender.GetAttributes<Field>(row))
    {
        if (attribute is AutoNumberAttribute)
            ((AutoNumberAttribute)attribute).Prefix = prefix;
    }
}

The SetPrefix<Field>() method sets the prefix that is added to the number generated by
the AutoNumber attribute.

Now the AutoNumber attribute is ready and you can use it for numbering of documents and sales
orders. To use the attribute, add it to the document number field in the DAC, as shown in the code
below. A detailed example of attribute usage is shown in the next section, Example 8.3: Using the
Custom AutoNumber Attribute.

// Enables auto-numbering of sales orders 
// in the SalesOrder.OrderNbr field (see the next example for details)
[AutoNumber(typeof(Setup.autoNumbering), typeof(Setup.salesOrderLastNbr))]
public virtual string OrderNbr
{...}

For more information on custom attributes, see Creating Custom Attributes for DAC fields.

Creating Custom Attributes for DAC fields
Typically, you use custom attributes for DAC fields to reuse of the same behavior or business logic in
multiple places of the application. There are two cases when you define a new attribute for a DAC field:

• To create a reusable combo box or custom lookup control

• To reuse the same business logic on multiple application pages (screens)

In the first case, you derive the new attribute from one of these Acumatica Framework classes:
PXStringList, PXIntList, or PXCustomSelector. In a derived attribute, you override the needed logic
in certain places—in the attribute constructor and in specific members, depending on the attribute
type. For instance, if you want to use the same Title combo box in multiple places, you derive a
new attribute from PXStringList and specify the needed values in the constructor. Then you add
the attribute to data fields where you need the same combo box, instead of duplicating the base
PXStringList attribute in each place.

If you want to add new functionality that can be used in multiple places of the application (for instance,
automatic numbering of documents), you can create a custom attribute from scratch. To implement the
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new logic, handle the appropriate events on which the logic should be performed. Acumatica Framework
automatically subscribes attribute methods that implement interfaces to the corresponding events;
you don't have to subscribe these methods to events manually. However, you can also subscribe more
methods that match the delegate type to the events. In many cases, you also add static methods to
the attribute class to provide the dynamic API of the attribute. By using these methods, you can change
attribute parameters on DAC fields in a graph at run time.

To create a custom attribute from scratch, do the following (see the sample code below):

1. Derive a new attribute class from PXEventSubscriberAttribute.

2. Implement the constructor.

3. Implement the CacheAttached method (if you read parameters or data from the database).

4. Implement interfaces that correspond to the events.

public class MyFieldAttribute : PXEventSubscriberAttribute,   
                               // The FieldVerifying() method
                               IPXFieldVerifyingSubscriber 
{
    // Create internal objects here
    // Do not read dynamic parameters or data from the database here
    public MyFieldAttribute()
    {
        // Code
    }
    
    // Process input parameters here; read dynamic parameters and data from the
 database here
    // so that the data is actual every time the graph is created
    public override void CacheAttached(PXCache sender)
    {
        // Code
    }
 
    // For instance, implement the IPXFieldVerifyingSubscriber interface
    // The framework subscribes the method to the FieldVerifying attribute event by
 the method name
    // You don't have to manually subscribe this method to the event
    public virtual void FieldVerifying(PXCache sender, PXFieldVerifyingEventArgs e)
    {
        // Code
    }   
}

The AutoNumber attribute that you've created in this lesson is a new custom attribute that inserts
document numbers into receipts, returns, and sales orders (see Example 8.2: Creating the Custom
AutoNumber Attribute). The AutoNumber attribute provides the constructor in which the client code
specifies the flag that enables the feature (taken from the configuration parameter). To produce a
new number, the attribute reads the last number from the configuration parameter stored in the
database and assigns the incremented value to the field. The AutoNumber attribute provides the
static SetPrefix and SetLastNumberField generic methods that configure the attribute in graph
methods.

What to Implement in the Attribute Constructor and CacheAttached Methods

In the constructor, you usually validate input parameters and save them to internal objects of the
attribute. However, to read data from the database, you typically use the CacheAttached() method of
the attribute. When you create a custom attribute, take into account that the attribute constructor isn't
always invoked on creation of a graph instance. Attribute constructors are invoked at different times of
the page and graph life cycle, see Specifying Attributes for DAC Fields.

We recommend that you read the data from the database in the graph execution context. To do
this, read the data and set actual parameters for the attribute in the CacheAttached() method that
you override in your custom attribute, as the AutoNumber attribute shows. From the sender input
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parameter of the CacheAttached() method, you can get the reference to the graph in whose context
the attribute is created. Every time the framework creates a graph, the CacheAttached() method
implemented in the attribute is invoked for each attribute on a DAC field for that particular graph. The
graph is created on every round trip, so if you read data in CacheAttached(), the attribute retrieves
the actual parameters every time. Also, you might need to read data in event handlers just before you
use the data in the attribute. For instance, in the AutoNumber attribute, you retrieve the last assigned
number in the RowPersisting() method just before you calculate the new number and insert it into a
document.

Do not confuse the CacheAttached() method that you implement in attributes with the
...CacheAttached() method that you define in a graph. The ...CacheAttached() method of the
graph has no implementation and used as a marker to substitute attributes on the specified DAC field in
that particular graph. The CacheAttached() method implemented in attributes is invoked on substituted
attributes that are actual for the graph.

How to Implement a Static Method of an Attribute

To implement a static method that provides dynamic configuration of the attribute, you can define a
static method, taking into account the following considerations:

1. You should pass a PXCache object and data record as input parameters of the method.

2. To be able to get the attribute object on a particular field of a record, you should define the
generic method with the <Field> type parameter. To get the collection of attributes on the
field, invoke the GetAttributes<Field>(record) method of the PXCache object that stores
the record.

3. To find the needed attribute, you should iterate the collection of attributes and search for the
object of the needed attribute type.

The following static SetPrefix<Field> method of the AutoNumberAttribute class sets the
Prefix property of the attribute object to the specified prefix.

// The static method of the AutoNumberAttribute attribute dynamically sets the
 number prefix
public static void SetPrefix<Field>(
    PXCache sender, object row, string prefix) where Field : IBqlField
{
    foreach (PXEventSubscriberAttribute attribute in
 sender.GetAttributes<Field>(row))
    {
        if (attribute is AutoNumberAttribute)
            ((AutoNumberAttribute)attribute).Prefix = prefix;
    }
}
// Usage in a graph; assigning the number prefix depending on the document type
public virtual void Document_RowPersisting(PXCache cache, PXRowPersistingEventArgs
 e)
{
    Document doc = (Document)e.Row;
    if (doc != null)
    {
        switch (doc.DocType)
        {
            case DocType.R: // no prefix
                AutoNumberAttribute.SetPrefix<Document.docNbr>(cache, doc, null);
                break;
            case DocType.N:
                AutoNumberAttribute.SetPrefix<Document.docNbr>(cache, doc, "RET");
                break;
         }
    }
}
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Event Handlers Implemented in Attributes and Graphs

Event handlers implemented in attributes and graphs are stored in separate collections in the graph for
each event. For instance, for the FieldVerifying event, there are two collections of event handlers:
attribute handlers and graph handlers. You place additional methods as handlers into these collections.
The order of methods within a collection of handlers is undefined due to the specifics of the .NET
platform.

When you specify an attribute on a DAC field, the framework adds handlers implemented in the
attribute to the collections that correspond to the events. The handlers process the DAC field value (or
row) every time the events are raised. If multiple attributes specified on the DAC field handle the same
event, their handlers are added to the collection for this event. When the event is raised, the framework
executes all handlers from the collection.

The collections of attribute and graph handlers that handle the same event are executed in the defined
order. In -ing events, such as FieldVerifying, the attribute handlers are invoked after the handlers
of the graph. So if you validate a value and find that it is invalid, you can cancel execution of attribute
handlers for this field by setting the e.Cancel property to true in the graph handler (see the diagram
in Inserting a Data Record). In the -ed events, such as FieldUpdated, attribute handlers are executed
before handlers implemented in the graph. In -ed events, you typically implement some additional
logic, which does not involve initialization or validation, and you cannot cancel attribute handlers.

For more information on event handlers, see Lesson 5: Implementing Basic Business Logic for a Page
(Shipments).

Saving Changes to the Database
A graph provides transactional saving of changes from all cache objects to the database. The graph
commits the data to the database when you invoke the Actions.PressSave() method of the graph or
the user clicks Save in the UI. In both cases, the Persist() method of the graph is invoked. The graph
commits changes from all cache objects within a single database transaction. If any row modification
fails, the entire transaction is rolled back, and no changes from any cache object are persisted.

To commit changes within the graph to the database, use Actions.PressSave() instead of
Save.Press().

In Persist(), the system starts the database transaction (see the diagram below). Within the
transaction, the graph iterates the collection of cache objects three times to persist the modified
records in the following order: INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE. At first, all new records from all cache
objects are inserted, and then all modified records are updated. Finally, all deleted records are removed
from the database within the same transaction. The graph iterates the collection of caches so that all
master records and then all detail records are saved.

The graph iterates the collection of caches in the order in which the data views are declared in the graph.
That's why in the graph, the master data view must be declared before the detail data view. If you add a
cache object to the collection at run time, it is appended to the collection.

Cache objects that correspond to read-only data views are not added to the collection from which the
graph commits data to the database. You cannot modify data through read-only views.

In each iteration, the framework raises the RowPersisting event for each row, modifies the record
within the transaction, and then raises the RowPersisted event with the Open transaction status.
After all data is modified, the graph commits the transaction. Regardless of the transaction result, the
graph raises the RowPersisted event, in which you can check the transaction status. The successful
transaction has the Completed status. If an error or exception has occurred during the transaction, the
transaction returns the Aborted status. By default, if the transaction fails, the modified data remains in
cache objects. On the RowPersisted event for an aborted transaction, you can revert changed records
to default values.
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Figure: The process of saving changes from cache objects to the database
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On the RowPersisting event, you can cancel the saving of a particular row to the database by setting
the e.Cancel property to true in the graph handler for the event. The following diagram shows the
sequence of events raised for each modified row within the Persist() method of the graph.

Figure: Sequence of events raised for each modified row while changes are saved to the database

For more information on the RowPersisting and RowPersisted events, see Acumatica Framework >
API Reference > Event Model in the documentation.
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Example 8.3: Using the Custom AutoNumber Attribute
In this example, you will add the AutoNumber attribute to identify sales orders, as well as receipt and
return documents. Complete the following steps:

1. Add automatic numbering of sales orders. To do this, add the AutoNumber attribute to the
SalesOrder.OrderNbr field, as the following code shows.

[PXDBString(15, IsKey = true, IsUnicode = true, InputMask=">CCCCCCCCCCCCCCC")]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Order Nbr.")]
[PXDefault]
[PXSelector(typeof(SalesOrder.orderNbr))]
[AutoNumber(typeof(Setup.autoNumbering), typeof(Setup.salesOrderLastNbr))]
public virtual string OrderNbr
{...
}

Rebuild the project. Now auto-numbering of sales orders is configured. The first parameter
of the AutoNumber attribute specifies the flag that enables auto-numbering of sales orders.
The second parameter sets the field from which the attribute will retrieve the last sales order
number, to calculate the number for a new document.

2. Add automatic numbering of receipts and return documents. To use separate sequences of
numbers for each document type, set the last number field dynamically in the graph depending
on the document type. Do the following:

a. In the Document DAC, add the AutoNumber attribute to the DocNbr field, as the
following code shows.

[PXDBString(15, IsKey = true, IsUnicode = true, InputMask = "")]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Reference Nbr.")]
[PXDefault]
[PXSelector(typeof(Document.docNbr), 
            typeof(Document.docType),
            typeof(Document.docNbr))]
[AutoNumber(typeof(Setup.autoNumbering),
 typeof(Setup.receiptLastDocNbr))]
public virtual string DocNbr
{...
}

In the attribute, you specify the flag that defines whether auto-numbering is enabled for
documents. In the second parameter, you pass the last number field, which will be used
by default.

b. In the ReceiptDataEntry graph, set the last number fields and add the RET prefix to
return documents on the RowPersisting event, as the following code shows.

public virtual void Document_RowPersisting(
    PXCache cache, PXRowPersistingEventArgs e)
{
    Document doc = (Document)e.Row;
    if (doc != null)
    {
        switch (doc.DocType)
        {
            case DocTypes.R:
                AutoNumberAttribute.SetLastNumberField<Document.docNbr>(
                    cache, doc, typeof(Setup.receiptLastDocNbr));
                AutoNumberAttribute.SetPrefix<Document.docNbr>(
                    cache, doc, null);
                break;
            case DocTypes.N:
                AutoNumberAttribute.SetLastNumberField<Document.docNbr>(
                    cache, doc, typeof(Setup.returnLastDocNbr));
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                AutoNumberAttribute.SetPrefix<Document.docNbr>(
                    cache, doc, "RET");
                break;
        }
    }
}

Rebuild the project. Now dynamic auto-numbering of documents is configured. On the
RowPersisting event, you specify the last number field and the prefix that will be used
by the attribute in its handler for this event. On the RowPersisting event, attribute
handlers are invoked after the handlers are defined in the graph. Acumatica Framework
raises RowPersisting just before the document is saved to the database.

Now you can test automatic numbering of sales orders and documents. On the Setup page, enable
auto-numbering and set the initial numbers for each document type. For instance, set 00 in all three
fields to start numbering from 01. (The number from the Setup table is incremented.)

Open the Sales Orders page. For a new document, the <NEW> placeholder appears in the document
number field. Create a new sales order and click Save. Check whether the sales order is saved with the
number 01. On the Setup page, check that the last sales order number has been updated to 01.

Open the Receipts page. Create and save a new receipt, which should have number 01. Check that a
new return document is saved with the prefix and has the RET01 number.
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Lesson Summary
Through the use of custom attributes on DAC fields, you can reuse and extend common logic that
can be applied to data fields of multiple classes. You can define two types of custom attributes in the
application:

• Custom attributes derived from Acumatica Framework classes. Typically, you derive an attribute to
create a reusable combo box or custom lookup control.

• New attributes. In such an attribute, you implement new common logic, such as numbering of
documents in the AutoNumber attribute, that can be added to multiple objects.

In attributes, you can use configuration parameters of the application. Configuration data is stored in
specific setup tables in the database, which contain only one record representing a set of configuration
parameters. Typically, each application module uses a separate setup table. Each configuration must
have all required parameters specified. To check whether the configuration is specified, you retrieve the
record by using a data view of the PXSetup type. If the record is null, Acumatica Framework returns a
user-friendly error page with the link to the setup page where the user can set the configuration.

Graphs provide transactional saving of changes from all cache objects to the database. When the
user initiates the save action, the graph starts the transaction. Before each record is saved to the
database, the framework raises the RowPersisting event in which you can prepare the data before it
is committed. Within the transaction, the graph saves the inserted, updated, and then deleted records
from all cache objects to the database. If an error occurs, the entire transaction is rolled back and no
changes are saved to the database from any cache objects of the graph. At the end of the process, you
can check the transaction status on the RowPersisted event.
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Part 5: Processing Pages

On a processing page, users can invoke an operation on multiple selected records at once. For instance,
a processing operation can be a procedure that modifies the status of documents or updates product
quantity in the warehouse.

The names of ASP.NET pages for processing start with the two-letter abbreviation followed by 50. For
instance, the IT501000.aspx page is an ASP.NET page called Sales Order Processing, and IT is the
module abbreviation.

The names of the graphs that work with processing pages have the Process suffix. For instance,
SalesOrderProcess is the name of the graph for the Sales Order Processing page.

In the site map, the processing pages are added to the Processes tab of the menu of the application
(see the screenshot below). You can also create groups of pages on the tab by creating additional
grouping nodes within the Processes tab.

Figure: Processing pages in the site map
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Lesson 9: Updating Data by Using PXAccumulator Attributes
(Receipts, Sales Orders)

In this lesson, you will learn how to update data according to specific policies by using custom
attributes derived from PXAccumulator. You will implement calculation of products in the warehouse, in
which you use custom attributes to define policies for updating the product quantity and supplier data in
the database.

The company has only one warehouse. On receipt release, the products are replenished, and on sales
order release, the products are removed from the warehouse for shipping. To implement the cycle of
product replenishment and dispatch, you will do the following:

1. Add the receipt release operation, which increases product quantity in the warehouse. Released
receipts are read-only.

2. Implement the calculation of the booked quantity, which is the number of products added to a
sales order.

3. Add the sales order release operation, which decreases the product quantity in the warehouse.
Only approved sales orders can be released. Released sales orders are read-only.

4. Implement on-the-fly validation of the product quantity added to the sales order. A user won't be
able to add more products to the sales than are available in the warehouse at the moment. For
convenience, you will display the available and reserved quantity in the grid while the user adds
a new product to the document.

The product quantity is stored in the separate ProductQty table, which is referenced to the Product
table by ProductID (see the class diagram below). The last price and the purchase date of the
product are stored in the SupplierProduct class, which represents the many-to-many reference
between the product and supplier.

Figure: The class diagram for product data updated in release operations

In the SupplierProduct class, you have to update the information about the last purchase of the
product during the receipt release:

• The first time the product is purchased from the supplier, insert the supplier's price, the unit, and
the conversion factor. The SupplierPrice, SupplierUnit, and ConversionFactor data
fields should be updated only once (initialized).

• Update the last price (LastSupplierPrice data field) and purchase date
(LastSupplierDate data field) on every receipt release, replacing the existing values.
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In the ProductQty class, you have to update the quantity of products during receipt of the receipt and
sales order:

• On receipt release, add the quantity from the receipt to the product quantity available in the
warehouse, the AvailQty data field (summarize).

• On sales order release, subtract the quantity from the AvailQty and BookedQty data fields
(summarize with negative values).

In the warehouse, the product quantity may be updated very often. Multiple users can release multiple
sales orders and receipts at the same time. To avoid concurrent update problems in the database, you
will use a specific Acumatica Framework technique of update, which is applied at the database level.
You will define an accumulator attribute for each of the classes, ProductQty and SupplierProduct,
to enable a specific updating policy for frequently updated fields of these DACs. The accumulator
attribute modifies the SQL query and guarantees the correct data update according to the specified
policy. The accumulator applies to data fields that are updated only from code during the receipt and
sales order release, while the data that is modified through the UI is updated according to the usual
scheme without the accumulator.

Lesson Objectives

• Learn how to update data by using attributes derived from PXAccumulator.

• Learn about different statuses of data records in a cache object.

• Learn how to add a status field to the grid.

• Learn about the FieldSelecting and FieldUpdating events.
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Initial Steps
Before you begin this lesson, you should complete the following preparation steps:

1. Prepare the Receipts page. You have created this page earlier in Lesson 7: Using Attributes for
Calculations (Receipts).

2. Prepare the Sales Orders page. You have created this page while completing the introductory
course.

3. Make sure the following data access classes are defined in the project (see the DAC folder):

• SupplierProduct

• ProductQty (generate the default definition from the ProductQty table)

4. In the ProductQty class, set the 0.00 value as the default for the AvailQty and BookedQty
data fields, as the following code shows.

// The ProductQty class
[PXDBDecimal(2)]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Avail. Qty")]
[PXDefault(TypeCode.Decimal, "0.00")]
public virtual decimal? AvailQty
{...}

[PXDBDecimal(2)]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Booked Qty")]
[PXDefault(TypeCode.Decimal, "0.00")]
public virtual decimal? BookedQty
{...}

5. Add the AvailQty and BookedQty fields to the Products page to be able to check the
product quantity after the receipt has been released. You can add the fields from the joined
ProductQty table in the data view of the ProductMaint graph.

// ProductMaint.cs
public class ProductMaint : PXGraph<ProductMaint, Product>
{
    public PXSelectJoin<Product, 
        LeftJoin<ProductQty, On<Product.productID,
 Equal<ProductQty.productID>>>> Products;
    ...
}

//IT202000.aspx
<px:PXFormView ID="form" DataMember="Products" ...>
    <Template>
        ...
        <px:PXNumberEdit ID="edProductQty__AvailQty" 
                         runat="server" 
                         DataField="ProductQty__AvailQty">
        </px:PXNumberEdit>
        <px:PXNumberEdit ID="edProductQty__BookedQty" 
                         runat="server" 
                         DataField="ProductQty__BookedQty">
        </px:PXNumberEdit>
    </Template>
    ...  
</px:PXFormView>

The Products page looks as follows; notice that data fields from joined tables are read-only.
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Figure: The Products page

Now you can go to the next step to start with the lesson.
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Example 9.1: Implementing the Accumulator Attributes
In this example, you will create two accumulator attributes that update data in the SupplierProduct
and ProductQty tables according to the specified policy. To do this, you will complete the following
steps (which are described below in more detail):

1. Derive the SupplierDataAccumulator attribute, which defines the updating policy for the
SupplierProduct data.

2. Add the SupplierDataAccumulator attribute to the new SuppData class derived from
SupplierProduct.

3. Derive the ProductQtyAccumulator attribute, which defines the updating policy for product
quantities in the warehouse.

4. Add the ProductQtyAccumulator attribute to the ProductQty class.

Do the following:

1. Define the SupplierDataAccumulator attribute as follows.

public class SupplierDataAccumulatorAttribute : PXAccumulatorAttribute
{
     // No fields are updated by the attribute by the default policy
    public SupplierDataAccumulatorAttribute()
    {
        _SingleRecord = true;
    }

    protected override bool PrepareInsert(
        PXCache sender, object row, PXAccumulatorCollection columns)
    {
        if (!base.PrepareInsert(sender, row, columns))
            return false;

        SupplierData bal = (SupplierData)row;
         // Only these fields are updated by the attribute by the specified
 policy
        columns.Update<SupplierData.supplierPrice>(
            bal.SupplierPrice, PXDataFieldAssign.AssignBehavior.Initialize);
        columns.Update<SupplierData.supplierUnit>(
            bal.SupplierUnit, PXDataFieldAssign.AssignBehavior.Initialize);
        columns.Update<SupplierData.conversionFactor>(
            bal.ConversionFactor,
 PXDataFieldAssign.AssignBehavior.Initialize);
        columns.Update<SupplierData.lastSupplierPrice>(
            bal.LastSupplierPrice, PXDataFieldAssign.AssignBehavior.Replace);
        columns.Update<SupplierData.lastPurchaseDate>(
            bal.LastPurchaseDate, PXDataFieldAssign.AssignBehavior.Replace);
        return true;
    }
}

By setting the _SingleRecord field in the constructor, you set the single record update mode.
In this mode, the attribute updates the record independently from the existing records and
does not add any restrictions to future ones. In the single record update mode, the framework
generates a specific SQL statement that updates an independent record.

In the PrepareInsert() method, you define the updating policy for the data fields of the
SupplierData DAC. The PrepareInsert() method is invoked before the SupplierData
data is inserted into the PXCache object of the graph. The only fields for which you invoke the
columns.Update() method are those updated by the attribute. The type parameter of the
method specifies the data field to be updated; the first input parameter specifies the value, while
the second input parameter defines the updating policy for the data field.

The PXDataFieldAssign.AssignBehavior.Initialize policy means that the new value is
inserted into the data field, if the data field is null. If the data field is not null nothing will be
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inserted. Thus, the SupplierPrice, SupplierUnit and ConversionFactor data fields are
updated only once.

The PXDataFieldAssign.AssignBehavior.Replace policy means that any new value updates
the field. Thus, the LastSupplierPrice and LastPurchaseDate data fields are always
updated to new values.

For detailed information on PXAccumulator attributes, see Updating Data by Using
PXAccumulator Attributes.

2. Define the new SuppData class and add the SupplierDataAccumulator attribute to the
class, as shown below.

[SupplierDataAccumulator]
public class SupplierData : SupplierProduct
{
}

You cannot add the SupplierDataAccumulator attribute to the SupplierProduct
data access class directly, because you still need checking for data record versions when
users edit data records through the Suppliers page (where the SupplierProduct class
is used). Therefore, you derive the new SupplierData DAC from SupplierProduct
to use the accumulator attribute. Two classes give you alternative ways of updating the
SupplierProduct table: All data fields are updated through the SupplierProduct class
with row version control, and the specified data fields are updated through the SupplierData
class according to policies defined in the accumulator. An ordinary update through the
SupplierProduct class is used for the UI (the Suppliers page), while the SupplierData
DAC with the PXAccumulator attribute will be used only in the receipt release operation.

3. Define the ProductQtyAccumulator attribute as follows.

public class ProductQtyAccumulatorAttribute : PXAccumulatorAttribute
{
    // The updated fields are listed in PrepareInsert()
    public ProductQtyAccumulatorAttribute()
        : base()
    {
        _SingleRecord = true;
    }

    protected override bool PrepareInsert(
        PXCache sender, object row, PXAccumulatorCollection columns)
    {
        // Invocation of the base method is required
        if (!base.PrepareInsert(sender, row, columns))
        {
            return false;
        }
        // Add the non-negative value restriction to ProductQty.AvailQty
        ProductQty newQty = (ProductQty)row;
        if (newQty.AvailQty < 0m)
        {
            columns.Restrict<ProductQty.availQty>(PXComp.GE, -
newQty.AvailQty);
        }
        // Update AvailQty and BookedQty by Summarize
        columns.Update<ProductQty.availQty>(
            newQty.AvailQty, 
            PXDataFieldAssign.AssignBehavior.Summarize);
        columns.Update<ProductQty.bookedQty>(
            newQty.BookedQty, 
            PXDataFieldAssign.AssignBehavior.Summarize);
        return true;
    }

    public override bool PersistInserted(PXCache sender, object row)
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    {
        try
        {
            return base.PersistInserted(sender, row);
        }
        // If the restriction triggers, the PXLockViolationException exception
 is thrown
        catch (PXLockViolationException)
        {
            // New quantity
            ProductQty newQty = (ProductQty)row;
            // Retrieve the old quantity from the database by using a read-
only data view
            ProductQty oldQty =
                PXSelectReadonly<ProductQty, Where<ProductQty.productID,
 Equal<Required<ProductQty.productID>>>>
                .Select(sender.Graph, newQty.ProductID);
            // Check for the restriction condition, 
            // because it is not the only possible reason for the
 PXLockViolationException
            if(newQty.AvailQty < 0m)
            {
                // Create the third object to check the restriction condition
                ProductQty resultQty = new ProductQty();
                resultQty.ProductID = oldQty.ProductID;
                resultQty.AvailQty = oldQty.AvailQty + newQty.AvailQty;
                if (resultQty.AvailQty < 0m)
                {
                // The restriction takes place, throw the
 PXRowPersistingException with the message
                    Product product =
                        PXSelectReadonly<Product, Where<Product.productID,
 Equal<Current<ProductQty.productID>>>>
                       .SelectSingleBound(sender.Graph, new object[] { row });
                    throw new PXRowPersistingException(
                        "Avail. Qty", 
                        product != null ? product.ProductCD : string.Empty,
                        "Updating product quantity in stock will lead to a
 negative value.");
                 }
             }
             // The restriction isn't the reason for the
 PXLockViolationException
             throw;
         }      
    }
}

The ProductQtyAccumulator attribute updates the AvailQty and BookedQty data
fields. Both fields are updated in the PrepareInsert() method by the specified Summarize
policy. Because the AvailQty field is updated with the restriction that the new value cannot
be negative in this field, you invoke the columns.Restrict<ProductQty.availQty>()
method, which adds the restriction to the UPDATE query. Then you invoke the
columns.Update<ProductQty.availQty>() method, which updates the column in the
database. In the PersistInserted() method, you handle the PXLockViolationException
exception. When catching the exception, you check the restriction condition. If the restriction
takes place, you throw the exception with the appropriate error message. If the exception is
thrown, the framework rolls back the transaction, and the ProductQty record is not updated in
the database. For more information on implementing accumulator attributes, see Updating Data
by Using PXAccumulator Attributes.

4. Add the ProductQtyAccumulator attribute to the ProductQty class, as the following code
shows.

[ProductQtyAccumulator]
[System.SerializableAttribute()]
public class ProductQty : PX.Data.IBqlTable
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{
    ...
}

The attribute constructor takes no input parameters and updates only those columns that are
specified in the PrepareInsert() method of the attribute. In the application, you add the
attribute directly to the ProductQty class, because this class is updated only from code and
not through the UI.

Updating Data by Using PXAccumulator Attributes
The use of accumulator attributes is a specific Acumatica Framework technique for frequently updated
fields that require the handling of concurrent updates in the database. An accumulator attribute, which
applies at the database level, changes the SQL query that executes when the data is updated in the
database. You can use an accumulator attribute in one of the following cases:

1. To update a field or multiple fields of a data record without checking for the row version in the
database. (In an ordinary update, the framework generates the SQL statement that checks the
timestamp column, if it exists in the table.)

2. To define a specific update policy for a column—for instance, to sum up values in a column, or to
maximize the value in a column on every update. You can also set restrictions for a column that
will be checked by the database during update.

This article contains the following sections:

• Implementing an Accumulator Attribute

• Using an Accumulator Attribute

• How an Accumulator Attribute Works

Implementing an Accumulator Attribute

An accumulator attribute is the PXAccumulator or its successor class. When you define a custom
accumulator attribute, you typically implement the following members:

• The attribute constructor

• The PrepareInsert() method

• The PersistInserted() method

The base PXAccumulator attribute takes two parameters in the constructor and applies the Summarize
policy to the specified fields. To override or extend this policy with restrictions, you derive a
custom attribute from PXAccumulator in which you override the PrepareInsert() method. In the
PrepareInsert() method, you set the needed restrictions and invoke the update.

In the overridden PrepareInsert() method, you first have to invoke the base PrepareInsert()
method to initialize the collection of columns. If the base PrepareInsert() method returns True, the
collection of columns is initialized. Then in the overridden method, you can set column restrictions and
update columns by the specified policy.

If you set any restrictions, you have to override the PersistInserted() method. For details, see
Update With Restrictions below.

The collection of columns is an object of the PXAccumulatorCollection class. To update a value or set
a restriction for a column, you invoke the needed generic method of the columns collection. Below are
the methods that you can use in single record mode (SingleRecord = true):

1. columns.Update: Sets the field value according to the specified policy.

2. columns.Restrict: Sets the value restriction for the column. You have to the
restrictions before you invoke the columns.Update() method. The restriction triggers
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the PXLockViolationException exception, which you can handle in the overridden
PersistInserted() method of the attribute.

The methods listed above and all other ones can be used in the default, non-single record mode
(SingleRecord = false):

1. columns.RestrictPast

2. columns.RestrictFuture

3. columns.InitializeFrom

4. columns.UpdateFuture

For reference information on methods and properties that you can use in the PXAccumulator
attribute, see Acumatica Framework > API Reference > Attributes > Attributes of DACs in the
documentation.

Single Record Mode

If all new values that you assign by the attribute do not depend on the existing ones, as well as do
not add any restrictions to future values, you can enable single record mode for the attribute (see the
methods that you can use in the single record mode). In single record mode, the framework generates
the specific SQL statement that updates an independent record in the database. To set single record
mode, set the _SingleRecord field of the attribute (or the SingleRecord property in the attribute
constructor) to True. By default, the attribute works in non-single record mode and supports all
methods of PXAccumulatorCollection. Typically, in an accumulator attribute, you use either a single
record or a non-single record set of methods.

Updating Policies

You can use one of the following updating policies for columns (values defined in the
PXDataFieldAssign.AssignBehavior enum):

1. Replace: Assigns the specified value to the data field on every update. For this policy, set the
new value to the field in your code.

2. Summarize: Adds the specified delta (with sign) to the data field on every update. For this policy,
set the delta to the field in your code.

3. Maximize: Assigns the maximum value in the column to the data field on every update. For this
policy, it isn't necessary to set the new value to the field in your code.

4. Minimize: Assigns the minimum value in the column to the data field on every update. For this
policy, it isn't necessary to set the new value to the field in your code.

5. Initialize: Assigns the specified value to the data field if the old value is null. For this policy,
set the new value to the field in your code.

The SupplierDataAccumulator attribute initializes the SupplierPrice, SupplierUnit,
and ConversionFactor fields and replaces the values of the LastSupplierPrice and
LastPurchaseDate fields of the SupplierData class on every update of a data record of this class.
Because you use only the columns.Update method in the attribute, you can set the single record
mode that operates with a simpler SQL statement.

public class SupplierDataAccumulatorAttribute : PXAccumulatorAttribute
{
    // No fields are updated by the attribute by the default policy
    public SupplierDataAccumulatorAttribute()
    {
        _SingleRecord = true;
    }

    protected override bool PrepareInsert(
        PXCache sender, object row, PXAccumulatorCollection columns)
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    {
        if (!base.PrepareInsert(sender, row, columns))
            return false;

        SupplierData bal = (SupplierData)row;
        // Only these fields are updated by the attribute by the specified policy
        columns.Update<SupplierData.supplierPrice>(
            bal.SupplierPrice, PXDataFieldAssign.AssignBehavior.Initialize);
        columns.Update<SupplierData.supplierUnit>(
            bal.SupplierUnit, PXDataFieldAssign.AssignBehavior.Initialize);
        columns.Update<SupplierData.conversionFactor>(
            bal.ConversionFactor, PXDataFieldAssign.AssignBehavior.Initialize);
        columns.Update<SupplierData.lastSupplierPrice>(
            bal.LastSupplierPrice, PXDataFieldAssign.AssignBehavior.Replace);
        columns.Update<SupplierData.lastPurchaseDate>(
            bal.LastPurchaseDate, PXDataFieldAssign.AssignBehavior.Replace);
        return true;
    }
}

Update With Restrictions

When you use an accumulator attribute, you might need to check some restrictions when the data is
being updated in the database. You can specify the restriction conditions in the accumulator attribute.
The attribute adds the conditions to the WHERE clause of the SQL query. When the framework executes
the query, the record will not be updated in the database if the condition is false. In this case, the
database returns no affected rows, and the framework throws the PXLockViolationException
exception.

If you update a column with a restriction, you have to override the PersistInserted()
method in the attribute and handle the PXLockViolationException in it. In the overridden
PersistInserted() method, you first have to invoke the base method and then have to catch the
PXLockViolationException exception that can be thrown in the base method. If the exception
is thrown, you have to check the new values for restriction conditions to compose the appropriate
error message for the UI. The framework raises the PXLockViolationException exception in a
general case if the database returns no rows affected by the UPDATE command. When you catch the
PXLockViolationException exception, you have to check whether the restriction conditions take place.
If you found that the restriction condition is false, throw the PXRowPersistingException exception
to return the appropriate error message to the UI. Otherwise, throw the PXLockViolationException
exception (and then it goes up the call stack), because it was caused by another reason. On the
PXRowPersistingException exception, the transaction is rolled back and no record is updated in the
database. If no exceptions occur in PersistInserted(), the new value is saved to the database.

For an example of an update with restrictions, see the ProductQtyAccumulator attribute in
Example 9.1: Implementing the Accumulator Attributes.

For an ordinary data update without accumulators, you can check value restrictions at different moments
before the data is updated in the database. In particular, on the FieldVerifying and RowUpdating
events, you can check the values for restrictions at the model level, before the changes are saved to
the PXCache object. On these events, you typically implement validation of the values entered by the
user. For an example, see Example 5.4: Validating an Independent Field Value. If you need to check a
value immediately before it is saved to the database, you can do this on the RowPersisting event, as
is demonstrated for the last assigned document number in Example 8.3: Using the Custom AutoNumber
Attribute.

Using an Accumulator Attribute

An accumulator attribute triggers only for data records that have the Inserted status in the cache
object. Thus, you have to insert a data record into the cache to trigger an update via the accumulator
attribute. Once inserted, the data record gets the Inserted status and maintains this status until
it is saved to the database, even if you update the record in the cache. When saving changes to
the database, despite the record that has the Inserted status in the cache object, the framework
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generates the correct SQL statement that updates the record or inserts it into the database. By default,
if there is no record with such a key in the database, the new one is inserted. If a record with such key
values already exists, it is correctly updated in the database because of the accumulator attribute.

When you invoke Update() on an Inserted record (inserted into the cache), it remains Inserted.
When you invoke Update() on an unchanged record (that is retrieved from the database), it becomes
Updated, and the accumulator won't trigger on such a record, which is the specifics of attribute usage. For
more information on the statuses of data records, see Modifying Data in a Cache Object.

You can insert a data record with unique key values into the cache only once. The framework won't insert
the duplicate record. After you have inserted the record, use Update() to modify its values in the cache
within the current unsaved session.

In an accumulator attribute, you can specify which database operations are allowed. By default, the
accumulator attribute inserts a new record if it doesn't exist in the database and updates an existing
record, if any. To allow only INSERT or UPDATE operations, set the InsertOnly or UpdateOnly property
of the columns collection in the PrepareInsert() method before invocation of columns.Update().

Example

In the ReleaseDocs() method below, you update a SupplierData record by using the accumulator
attribute. To update the record, you do the following:

• Create a new SupplierData object and set the key fields for it.

• Set values for fields that will be assigned according to the update policy defined in the
accumulator.

• Invoke the Insert() method to insert the record so that it has the Inserted status in the cache.
Once it is inserted, you can update the record by invoking Update() for this record until the
record is committed to the database.

• Invoke Actions.PressSave() of the graph to commit all changes from the graph to the database.

public static void ReleaseDocs(List<Document> list)
{
    ReceiptDataEntry graph = PXGraph.CreateInstance<ReceiptDataEntry>();
    foreach (Document document in list)
    {
        graph.Clear();
        graph.Receipts.Current = 
            graph.Receipts.Search<Document.docNbr>(document.DocNbr,
 document.DocType);
        foreach (DocTransaction line in graph.ReceiptTransactions.Select())
        {
            ProductQty productQty = new ProductQty();
            productQty.ProductID = line.ProductID;
            if (document.DocType == DocType.R)
            {
                productQty.AvailQty = line.TranQty * line.ConversionFactor;
                SupplierData suppData = new SupplierData();
                suppData.AccountID = document.AccountID;
                suppData.ProductID = line.ProductID;
                suppData.LastPurchaseDate = document.DocDate;
                suppData.LastSupplierPrice = line.UnitPrice;
                suppData.ConversionFactor = line.ConversionFactor;
                suppData.SupplierUnit = line.Unit;
                // SupplierRecords is the PXSelect<SupplierData> data view in the
 ReceiptDataEntry graph
                // Update through the SupplierDataAccumulator attribute
                graph.SupplierRecords.Insert(suppData);
            }
            else
            {
                productQty.AvailQty = -(line.TranQty * line.ConversionFactor);
            }
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            graph.Stock.Insert(productQty);
        }
        // Typical update
        document.Status = true;
        graph.Receipts.Update(document);
    }
    graph.Actions.PressSave();
}

In tables that contain an identity column, an accumulator attribute can only update records; it cannot
insert new ones. To use the accumulator to update these tables, you should set to true the UpdateOnly
property of the columns collection in the PrepareInsert() method. Alternatively, you can extract the
data fields updated by using the accumulator from the main table to a separate table with a one-to-one
reference to the main table. Thus, in the example of product quantity update, you update the available
and booked quantities of products by using the ProductQtyAccumulator attribute, and these fields
are stored in the separate ProductQty table rather than in the Product table. In the application, you
use the one-to-one reference between the ProductQty and Product classes by the ProductID field.
The ProductID field is the identity column in Product by not in ProductQty. Both update and insert
operations by using the accumulator attribute are available in the ProductQty table.

How an Accumulator Attribute Works

During the database transaction that applies changes from cache objects to the database, the graph
invokes the PersistInserted() method of each PXCache object. The PersistInserted() method
that executes for the Inserted records of the cache object checks whether an accumulator attribute
is specified on the DAC. If the accumulator exists, the PersistInserted() method of the accumulator
is invoked. If there is no accumulator on the DAC, the method executes an ordinary INSERT (see the
diagram below).

The PersistInserted() method of the accumulator invokes the PrepareInsert() method, which
initializes the collection of columns, sets the restrictions, and composes the SQL query. If the
PrepareInsert() method returns false, the framework executes the composed query, which can be
INSERT or UPDATE depending on the attribute parameters and the record. Otherwise, the framework
returns false and the record isn't updated in the database.
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Figure: Saving changes to the database with an accumulator attribute
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Example 9.2: Implementing the Receipt Release Operation
In this example, you will implement the release operation for receipt and return documents. When a
receipt is released, the product quantity is added to the quantity available in the warehouse. When a
return document is released, the product quantity is subtracted from the warehouse quantity, because
the product is returned to the supplier.

To implement the receipt release operation and set up the UI for released documents, you will perform
the following steps (each of which is described below in more detail):

1. Implement the ReleaseDocs() method for receipt and return documents, and add the
Release button to the Receipts page. In this method, you will use the SuppData and
ProductQty classes to update data according to the policies defined in the accumulator
attributes.

2. Define the Document_RowSelected() event handler to make a released document read-only
in the UI.

Do the following:

1. In the ReceiptDataEntry graph, implement the ReleaseDocs() method as follows.

a. Define the Stock and SupplierRecords data views to work with ProductQty and
SuppData data records in the graph.

public class ReceiptDataEntry : PXGraph<ReceiptDataEntry, Document>
{
    public PXSelect<ProductQty> Stock;
    public PXSelect<SupplierData> SupplierRecords;
    ...
}

b. Define the static ReleaseDocs() method that process documents as follows.

public static void ReleaseDocs(List<Document> list)
{
    ReceiptDataEntry graph = PXGraph.CreateInstance<ReceiptDataEntry>();
    foreach (Document document in list)
    {
        graph.Clear();
        graph.Receipts.Current = 
            graph.Receipts.Search<Document.docNbr>(document.DocNbr,
 document.DocType);
        foreach (DocTransaction line in
 graph.ReceiptTransactions.Select())
        {
            ProductQty productQty = new ProductQty();
            productQty.ProductID = line.ProductID;
            if (document.DocType == DocTypes.R)
            {
                productQty.AvailQty = line.TranQty *
 line.ConversionFactor;
                SupplierData suppData = new SupplierData();
                suppData.AccountID = document.AccountID;
                suppData.ProductID = line.ProductID;
                suppData.LastPurchaseDate = document.DocDate;
                suppData.LastSupplierPrice = line.UnitPrice;
                suppData.ConversionFactor = line.ConversionFactor;
                suppData.SupplierUnit = line.Unit;
                graph.SupplierRecords.Insert(suppData);
            }
            else
            {
                productQty.AvailQty = -(line.TranQty *
 line.ConversionFactor);
            }
            graph.Stock.Insert(productQty);
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        }
        document.Status = true;
        graph.Receipts.Update(document);
        graph.Actions.PressSave();
    }
}

In the ReleaseDocs() method, you iterate though the list of DocTransaction
objects of each document obtained from the input list. For each transaction that
represents a product, you create productQty and suppData objects that update data
in the ProductQty and SupplierProduct tables respectively. In the ProductQty
table, you increase or decrease the available quantity depending on the document type.
At the end of the method, you set the Status flag for the document that means it has
been successfully processed, and save the document to the database.

You do not obtain productQty and suppData data records from the database, because
they are updated through the accumulator attribute. The update through the accumulator
attribute is forced only for the inserted data records. Before you insert the data record
in to the cache, you assign the key values for it and set values to the updated fields
according to the policy specified in the PrepareInsert() method of the accumulator
attribute. For productQty, you assign the delta but not the new value to the AvailQty
data field. The delta will be added to the existing value according to the Summarize policy,
as defined in the ProductQtyAccumulator attribute. For suppData, you assign
the new value directly to, for instance, the LastPurchaseDate data field, which is
updated according the Replace policy, as defined in the SupplierDataAccumulator
attribute. When saving changes to the database, the framework generates the correct
SQL statement that inserts or updates data in the database. For more information on
using accumulator attributes, see Example 9.1: Implementing the Accumulator Attributes.
For more information on implementing processing methods, see Implementing Processing
Operations.

c. Define the Release() action that adds the Release button to the page toolbar.

public PXAction<Document> Release;
[PXProcessButton]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Release")]
protected virtual IEnumerable release(PXAdapter adapter)
{
    Actions.PressSave();
    List<Document> list = new List<Document>();
    list.Add(Receipts.Current);
    PXLongOperation.StartOperation(this, delegate()
    {
        ReleaseDocs(list);   
    });
    return adapter.Get();
}

2. Disable the UI for released documents in the Document_RowSelected() event handler, as the
following code shows.

public virtual void Document_RowSelected(PXCache cache, PXRowSelectedEventArgs
 e)
{
    Document document = (Document)e.Row;
    if (document != null && document.Status == true)
    {
        PXUIFieldAttribute.SetEnabled<Document.docDate>(cache, document,
 false);
        PXUIFieldAttribute.SetEnabled<Document.extDocNbr>(cache, document,
 false);
        PXUIFieldAttribute.SetEnabled<Document.accountID>(cache, document,
 false);
        PXUIFieldAttribute.SetEnabled<Document.description>(cache, document,
 false);
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        Receipts.Cache.AllowDelete = false;
        ReceiptTransactions.Cache.AllowDelete = false;
        ReceiptTransactions.Cache.AllowInsert = false;
        ReceiptTransactions.Cache.AllowUpdate = false;
        Release.SetEnabled(false);
    }
    else
    {
        PXUIFieldAttribute.SetEnabled<Document.docDate>(cache, document,
 true);
        PXUIFieldAttribute.SetEnabled<Document.extDocNbr>(cache, document,
 true);
        PXUIFieldAttribute.SetEnabled<Document.accountID>(cache, document,
 true);
        PXUIFieldAttribute.SetEnabled<Document.description>(cache, document,
 true);
        Receipts.Cache.AllowDelete = true;
        ReceiptTransactions.Cache.AllowDelete = true;
        ReceiptTransactions.Cache.AllowInsert = true;
        ReceiptTransactions.Cache.AllowUpdate = true;
        Release.SetEnabled(true);
    }
}

Rebuild the project.

For more information about dynamic configuring of the UI, see Configuring the User Interface in
Code.

Open the Receipts page in a browser. Create a new receipt, add a product with some quantity and
release the document. After release is complete, the document is displayed in read-only mode. On the
Products page, check that the product quantity has been increased to the proper value.

Figure: The Receipts page
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Example 9.3: Calculating Booked Products
In this example, you will implement the calculation of products that are reserved for sales orders
created on the Sales Orders page. To do this, you will complete the following steps (which are described
below in more detail):

1. Define the Stock data view, which modifies the booked quantity of products.

2. Define the UpdateBookedQty() method, which calculates the updated quantity of reserved
products and updates the value in the cache object.

3. Add invocation of the UpdateBookedQty() method in three events in which an order detail
can be modified and can affect the booked quantity: OrderDetail_RowInserted(),
OrderDetail_RowUpdated(), and OrderDetail_RowDeleted().

4. Override the Persist() method of the graph to clear the booked quantity from the cache object
after all changes from the graph are committed to the database.

Do the following:

1. In the SalesOrderDataEntry graph, define the Stock data view that selects ProductQty
records as follows.

public PXSelect<ProductQty> Stock;

2. In the SalesOrderDataEntry graph, define the UpdateBookedQty() method as follows.

private void UpdateBookedQty(int? productID, decimal? delta)
{
    // Return if the delta hasn't changed
    if (delta == null || delta == 0) return;

    ProductQty productQty = new ProductQty();
    productQty.ProductID = productID;
    // If the booked qty has already been updated in the cache
    productQty = Stock.Locate(productQty);
    if (productQty != null)
    {
        productQty.BookedQty += delta;
        Stock.Update(productQty);
    }
    // Booked qty for every product is updated via Insert() for the first time
    else
    {
        productQty = new ProductQty();
        productQty.ProductID = productID;
        productQty.BookedQty = delta;
        Stock.Insert(productQty);
    }
}

In the UpdateBookedQty() method, you update the booked quantity by using the
ProductQtyAccumulator attribute that updates the value on Insert(). To update the
booked quantity, you create a new ProductQty instance, set the new delta to the BookedQty,
and insert the data record into the PXCache object by calling Insert(). The inserted record
gets the Inserted status and then the record will be processed by the accumulator attribute.
The next invocation of the UpdateBookedQty with the same ProductID updates the
productQty data record, which has already been inserted into the PXCache object. After
Update(), the inserted record remains in the Inserted status. Once inserted, the data record
is obtained from PXCache by using the Locate() method. The Locate() method searches for
the data record that has the same key values as the object passed to the method. The method
returns the object reference if it's found, otherwise returns null. No query is executed to the
database by the Locate() method. It is very important, that the productQty data record is
always inserted into the cache for the first time to get the Inserted status. The accumulator
attribute works for records that have the Inserted status only.
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The UpdateBookedQty() method is private because it is not intended for using from any class
except for OrderDataEntry.

3. Invoke the UpdateBookedQty() method at the end of three event handlers,
OrderDetail_RowInserted(), OrderDetail_RowUpdated(), and
OrderDetail_RowDeleted() as shown in the code below.

public virtual void OrderDetail_RowInserted(PXCache sender,
 PXRowInsertedEventArgs e)
{
    ...     
    // updating booked qty
    UpdateBookedQty(((OrderDetail)e.Row).ProductID,
 ((OrderDetail)e.Row).OrderDetailQty);
}

public virtual void OrderDetail_RowUpdated(PXCache sender,
 PXRowUpdatedEventArgs e)
{
    ...  
    // Updating booked qty
    if (newDetail.OrderDetailQty != oldDetail.OrderDetailQty)
    {
         UpdateBookedQty(((OrderDetail)e.Row).ProductID, 
                         newDetail.OrderDetailQty - oldDetail.OrderDetailQty);
    }
}

public virtual void OrderDetail_RowDeleted(PXCache sender,
 PXRowDeletedEventArgs e)
{
    ...
    // Updating booked qty
    UpdateBookedQty(((OrderDetail)e.Row).ProductID, -
((OrderDetail)e.Row).OrderDetailQty);
}

These methods are invoked when an OrderDetail data record is inserted, updated or deleted
from the PXCache object of the graph. On RowInserted, you add a new value to the currently
booked quantity of the product. On RowUpdated, you add the difference between the new value
and old one to the currently booked quantity of the product. On RowDeleted, you subtract the
booked quantity if the order detail is deleted from the order.

4. In the SalesOrderDataEntry graph, override the Persist() method as follows.

public override void Persist()
{
    base.Persist();
    Stock.Cache.Clear();
}

The Persist() method of the graph executes saving of changes from all cache objects of the
graph to the database. At first, you invoke the base method to save changes to the database.
Then you invoke the stock.Cache.Clear() method that removes all records from the
PXCache object that holds ProductQty records. After the cache is cleared, the first invocation
of the UpdateBookedQty() method inserts a new ProductQty data record into the cache
and provides the correct delta of product quantity for the current session.

Rebuild the project. Now the calculation logic is ready for testing in the UI.

On the Products page, select a product and note its booked quantity. Open the Sales Orders page in a
browser and create a new sales order. Add the product to the order and save the document. Check that
the booked quantity of this product has been properly increased.
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Example 9.4: Implementing the Sales Order Release Operation
In this example, you will implement the sales order release operation. After release, the product
quantity is subtracted from the booked quantity and from the available quantity of the product, and the
sales order becomes read-only in the UI. To implement the release operation, you will do the following
steps (which are described more fully below):

1. Implement the ReleaseDocs() method, which executes the release operation for the specified
document.

2. Define the Release() action, which adds the Release button to the page toolbar. The action
invokes the release operation for the current sales order.

3. Add code to the SalesOrder_RowSelected() event handler that disables the UI for released
sales orders and allows the release of approved documents only.

Perform the following steps:

1. In the SalesOrderDataEntry graph, define the static ReleaseDocs() processing method
as the following code shows.

// Add the reference to be able to order the documents before processing by
 using 
// the Linq expression orders.OrderBy(order => order.OrderNbr) 
// that retrieves the IEnumerable<SalesOrder> collection sorted by OrderNbr
 ASC
using System.Linq;
...
public static void ReleaseDocs(List<SalesOrder> orders)
{
    SalesOrderDataEntry graph = PXGraph.CreateInstance<SalesOrderDataEntry>();
    foreach (SalesOrder order in orders.OrderBy(order => order.OrderNbr))
    {
        graph.Clear();
        graph.Orders.Current = 
            graph.Orders.Search<SalesOrder.orderNbr>(order.OrderNbr);
        if (order.Approved != true)
        {
            throw new PXException(
                String.Format("Sales order {0} isn't approved.", 
                              order.OrderNbr));
        }
        if (order.ShippedDate != null)
        {
            throw new PXException(
                String.Format("Sales order {0} is already released.", 
                              order.OrderNbr));
        }
        foreach (OrderDetail line in graph.OrderDetails.Select())
        {
            ProductQty productQty = new ProductQty();
            productQty.ProductID = line.ProductID;
            productQty.BookedQty = -line.OrderDetailQty;
            productQty.AvailQty = -line.OrderDetailQty;
            graph.Stock.Insert(productQty);
        }
        order.ShippedDate = graph.Accessinfo.BusinessDate;
        graph.Orders.Update(order);
        graph.Actions.PressSave();      
    }  
}

The ReleaseDocs() method takes a list of sales orders to process, so you can also use this
method on a processing page.
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2. In the graph, define the Release() action that invokes the ReleaseDocs() method as
follows.

public PXAction<SalesOrder> Release;
[PXProcessButton]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Release")]
protected virtual IEnumerable release(PXAdapter adapter)
{
    Actions.PressSave();
    SalesOrder order = Orders.Current;
    List<SalesOrder> list = new List<SalesOrder>();
    list.Add(order);
    PXLongOperation.StartOperation(
        this, 
        delegate()
        {
            SalesOrderDataEntry.ReleaseDocs(list);
        });
    return adapter.Get();
}

3. In the SalesOrder_RowSelected() method, enable the Release button for approved sales
orders only. A released sales order gets the shipped date specified, so you also have to disable
the UI for those sales orders that have shipped date.

public virtual void SalesOrder_RowSelected(
    PXCache sender, PXRowSelectedEventArgs e)
{
    SalesOrder order = (SalesOrder)e.Row;
    if (order.Approved == true)
    {
       ...
       Release.SetEnabled(order.ShippedDate == null);
    }
    else
    {
        ...
        Release.SetEnabled(false);
    }
}

It is important, that the application developer should manually manipulate with UI configuration
in both directions. That is, if you set Cache.AllowInsert to false, then it will never be set to
true until you change its value on your own.

Rebuild the project. Now you can test the release operation in the UI.

Open the Sales Orders page in a browser. Create a new sales order with a product. The Release button
is disabled for a new sales order because it isn't approved yet. Approve the order. The Release button
becomes enabled. Release the sales order and check whether the quantity is subtracted from either the
available and booked quantity of the product in the warehouse (you can check the product quantity in
the warehouse on the Products page).
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Example 9.5: Validating Product Quantity Added to a Sales
Order

In this example, you will add validation of the product quantity added to the sales order. The quantity
of product on a single sales order cannot be greater than the quantity available in the warehouse. To
provide a more user-friendly interface, you will add to the grid the product availability status field. In
the status field (displayed at the bottom of the control), users will be able to see the available quantity
of the product in the warehouse. To implement this validation and add the status field to the grid, you
will perform the following steps (which are described in more detail below):

1. Define the FetchAvailability() method, which returns the actual available quantity and
the booked quantity of the product.

2. Implement validation of the order detail quantity.

3. Add the Availability status field to the grid.

Do the following:

1. In the SalesOrderDataEntry graph, define the FetchAvailability() method that
returns the ProductQty record with current quantity of the specified product.

protected ProductQty FetchAvailability(OrderDetail row)
{
    if (row == null) return null;

    ProductQty record = 
        PXSelectReadonly<ProductQty,
                         Where<ProductQty.productID,
 Equal<Required<ProductQty.productID>>>>
        .Select(this, row.ProductID);
    if (record == null)
        return null;
  
    record = PXCache<ProductQty>.CreateCopy(record);
    foreach (ProductQty productQty in Stock.Cache.Inserted)
    {
        if (productQty.ProductID == row.ProductID)
        {
            record.AvailQty += productQty.AvailQty;
            record.BookedQty += productQty.BookedQty;
            break;
        }
    }
    if (Orders.Current.ShippedDate == null)
        record.BookedQty -= row.OrderDetailQty;
    return record;
}

The FetchAvailability() method returns the product quantity that is available in the
warehouse and the booked quantity reserved for the sales orders except the current sales
order. In this method, you retrieve the productQty from the database and count the actual
product quantity to be displayed in the UI taking into account the product quantity that
can be modified in the current user session and saved to the PXCache object but not yet to
the database. The FetchAvailability() method is used for two purposes: 1) to check
the product quantity that the user specifies in an order detail, which is implemented in the
OrderDetailQty_FieldVerifying() method below; 2) to get the product quantity to
display in the grid's status field.

2. Add validation of the product quantity that the user specifies in an order detail, as described
below.
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a. In the graph, define the OrderDetail_OrderDetailQty_FieldVerifying()
method that checks whether the quantity specified for an order detail isn't greater than
the available quantity of the product.

public virtual void OrderDetail_OrderDetailQty_FieldVerifying(
    PXCache cache, PXFieldVerifyingEventArgs e)
{
    ProductQty productQty = FetchAvailability((OrderDetail)e.Row);
    if (productQty == null)
        throw new PXSetPropertyException<OrderDetail.orderDetailQty>(
            "Product isn't available in the stock.");

    Decimal? Quantity = (Decimal?)e.NewValue;
    if ((productQty.AvailQty - Quantity) < 0)
    {
        throw new PXSetPropertyException<OrderDetail.orderDetailQty>(
            "Not enough product in the stock to ship this order.");
    }
    else if ((productQty.AvailQty - productQty.BookedQty - Quantity) <
 0)
    {
        cache.RaiseExceptionHandling<OrderDetail.orderDetailQty>(
            e.Row, 
            Quantity,
            new PXSetPropertyException(
                "Warning: Total quantity allocated on sales orders is
 greater" +
                    " than quantity in the stock, but the order can be
 fulfilled.", 
                PXErrorLevel.Warning));
    }
}

On the FieldVerifying event for the OrderDetailQty data field, you cancel update
of the value if the value exceeds the available quantity of the product by throwing the
PXSetPropertyException exception. If the value isn't greater than the available quantity
and can be fulfilled if other orders are ignored, you update the value with the warning by
invoking the RaiseExceptionHandling() method of the cache. For more information on
field validation, see Validating Field Values.

b. On the IT301000.aspx page, enable the callback for the OrderDetailQty control by
setting the CommitChanges property to True.

<px:PXGrid ID="grid" ...>
    <Levels>
     ...
  <Columns>
            ...    
            <px:PXGridColumn DataField="OrderDetailQty" 
                             TextAlign="Right" 
                             Width="100px" 
                             CommitChanges="True">
            </px:PXGridColumn>
        </Columns>
    ...
</px:PXGrid>

The callback enables immediate validation of the entered value as soon the user moves
the focus out of the control on the page.

3. Add the availability status field to the grid as described below.
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a. In the OrderDetail class, declare the unbound Availability data field in the
OrderDetail data access class.

public abstract class availability : PX.Data.IBqlField
{
}
[PXString(100)]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Availability", Enabled = false, Visible =
 false)]
public virtual string Availability { get; set; }

b. In the SalesOrderDataEntry graph, define the
OrderDetail_Availability_FieldSelecting() method that constructs the value
displayed in the Availability field.

protected virtual void OrderDetail_Availability_FieldSelecting(
    PXCache cache, PXFieldSelectingEventArgs e)
{
    if (e.Row == null) return;

    ProductQty productQty = FetchAvailability((OrderDetail)e.Row);
    if (productQty != null)
    {
        e.ReturnValue = string.Format("Units in stock: {0} " + 
            "Units on other orders: {1}",
        productQty.AvailQty.GetValueOrDefault().ToString("0.00"),
        productQty.BookedQty.GetValueOrDefault().ToString("0.00"));
    }
}

On the FieldSelecting event for the Availability field, you retrieve the product
quantity from the ProductQty table. If there is no record for the specified product ID,
you return 0.00 to display in the UI. The GetValueOrDefault() is a method from
the .NET library.

Now set the Availability data field as the grid's status field.

c. Open the IT301000.aspx in design mode.

d. Select the grid PXGrid control on the form.

e. In the Properties window, set the StatusField property to Availability for the
grid control. Save changes on the page.

Now you can test validation and the availability field on the page.

Open the Sales Orders page in a browser. Create a new sales order and add a product to it. At the
bottom of the grid the status field is displayed. The status field represents the current product quantity
available in the warehouse and the number of products already reserved in other sales orders (see the
screenshot below).

Test validation of the product quantity of an order detail. Add a product to a sales order with quantity
no greater than the number of products available in the warehouse. Save the sales order. Open the
Products page and check whether the booked quantity is updated for the product. Try to add an order
detail with product quantity greater than available. You will get an error message saying that there is
not enough product in the stock. Try to add the maximum quantity of the same product to two different
sales orders. On adding the order detail to the second sales order, you will get a warning message
saying that the total booked quantity is greater that the available in the warehouse. Though there is not
enough products in the stock for both sales orders, either of these two orders still can be shipped. Open
the Products page and check that the booked quantity is twice bigger than the available quantity.

On the screenshot below, the user gets the warning when trying to add 5 pcs of the product while there
are 15 pcs reserved to other orders and 8.5 pcs available in the warehouse (8.5 - 5 > 0, but 8.5 - 15 -
5 < 0).
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Figure: Validation of the product quantity added to a sales order

Working With Internal and External Presentation of Values
The pair of events, FieldSelecting and FieldUpdating, transforms the field value between the
internal and external presentation. To construct an external value presentation that is displayed in the
UI, you handle the FieldSelecting event. To compose the internal presentation that is hold in the DAC
field, you handle the FieldUpdating event. Two parameters define the value presentation:

• e.ReturnValue defines the current field value: internal value that is hold in the DAC field, or
external value that is displayed in the control.

• e.ReturnState defines the DAC field metadata that provides a set of UI parameters for the
control, so-called 'field state' (a PXFieldState object). The UI control gets all rendering
parameters from the field state.

Every type attribute adds the event handlers for these events, which by default transform the field
value between the internal and external presentation. However, in the graph, you can define specific
event handlers for FieldSelecting and FieldUpdating events and cancel execution of handlers
defined in attributes. Many attributes, such as PXSelector, PXDefault, PXUIField, handle these events
in which they add specific information to the field state.

To compose either internal or external value presentation, construct the e.ReturnState object and
assign the e.ReturnValue value in the appropriate event. For unbound data fields that are only
displayed in the UI, you can use either events, or only the FieldSelecting event that defines the UI
presentation of the value, as it is done in the Availability status field in the example of this lesson (see
the code below).

The FieldSelecting event is raised when the client requests the DAC field metadata to display the
field value in the UI.
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The FieldUpdating event is raised every time when the UI posts the updated external value to the
server (according to the scenarios of insertion, update, and deletion of a record).

protected virtual void OrderDetail_Availability_FieldSelecting(
    PXCache cache, PXFieldSelectingEventArgs e)
{
    if (e.Row == null) return;

    ProductQty productQty = FetchAvailability((OrderDetail)e.Row);
    if (productQty != null)
    {
        // Since you do not cancel attribute handlers, the default e.ReturnState
 will be created
        // In the attribute handlers
        // You set the needed e.ReturnValue only
        e.ReturnValue = string.Format("Units in stock: {0} " + 
            "Units on other orders: {1}",
        productQty.AvailQty.GetValueOrDefault().ToString("0.00"),
        productQty.BookedQty.GetValueOrDefault().ToString("0.00"));
    }
}

For detailed information on both events, see Acumatica Framework > API Reference > Event Model
in the documentation.
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Lesson Summary
In this lesson, you have learned how to use accumulator attributes for data update according to specific
policies. You've also learned about different statuses that a data record may have in a cache object.

Accumulator attributes provide data update according to the specified policy, such as summarize
or replace. You can use the base PXAccumulator attribute that summarizes values in the specified
columns, or you can derive a custom attribute from PXAccumulator. In the custom attribute, you
have to implement the PrepareInsert() method, in which you define the updating policies for
columns and set value restrictions, if needed. If you set value restrictions, you have to handle
PXLockViolationException in the PersistInserted() method and return the error message if the
exception occurs. Accumulator attributes are only applied to data records that have the Inserted status
in the cache object.

The pair of FieldSelecting and FieldUpdating events transform the value between the internal
and external presentation. The FieldSelecting event is raised when a record is being prepared for
displaying in the UI, the FieldUpdating event is raised when the UI posts the updated field value to
the server. Most of attributes that you add to a data field handle the FieldSelecting event, in which
the attributes configure the field state that defines rendering parameters for the UI control. You can
handle the FieldSelecting event in a graph and cancel execution of attribute events in the handler. In
the graph, you can define a specific presentation of the field on a particular page.
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Lesson 10: Creating a Processing Page (Product
Replenishment Processing)

In this lesson, you will learn how to create processing pages on the example of the Product
Replenishment Processing page.

The Product Replenishment Processing page lists insufficient products, whose quantity is less than the
minimum available quantity defined for the product. From this page, users can generate receipts to
reorder products from the selected supplier, to replenish the product quantity in the warehouse. Users
can also filter products listed on the page by the specified category (see the screeenshot below).

Figure: The Product Replenishment Processing page

Before generating a receipt, the user can select a supplier in the Supplier ID lookup. The lookup lists
only those suppliers who offer the product. The Supplier Price field displays the price offered by the
selected supplier for the product. By default, the supplier with the minimum price is selected. The user
can select an another supplier and the Supplier Price field will update to the corresponding price. On
clicking of Process or Process All, the application generates a receipt with the specified quantity of
the product ordered from the selected supplier by their price.

To provide data for the page, you will derive the new ProductRecorder class from Product and
extend the new class with the needed fields from the ProductQty and SupplierProduct classes.
Particularly, you will add the Discrepancy and Supplier ID unbound fields to ProductReorder
(see the diagram below). To get the supplier's price, you will join the ProductReorder class to
SupplierProduct, which holds the price, in the data view that retrieves records for the grid.

Figure: The class diagram for the Product Replenishment Processing page
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Lesson Objectives

• Learn how to create processing pages.

• Learn how to implement processing methods.
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Initial Steps
Before you begin this lesson, you should complete the following preparation steps:

1. Define the graph for the Product Replenishment Processing page. To do this, create the new
ReorderProcess graph.

public class ReorderProcess : PXGraph<ReorderProcess>
{
}

2. Create a new ASP.NET page. Create the Pages/RapidByte/RB502000.aspx page from the
FormDetail template.

3. Link the page to the graph. Set the TypeName property to ReorderProcess in the datasource
control on the page.

4. Make sure the following data access classes are defined in the project (these classes are used in
this lesson):

• Product

• ProductQty

• Account

• SupplierProduct

• ProductFilter (defined in the ProductInq.cs file for the Products by Customer inquiry
page)

5. Add the RB502000.aspx page to the site map with the Product Replenishment Processing name
under the following node: Acumatica Company > RapidByte > RapidByte > Processes >
Processing.
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Example 10.1: Implementing the Receipt Generation Operation
In this example, you will implement a processing method that creates a new receipt for replenishment
of the product quantity in the warehouse. To define the processing method, you will complete the
following steps (described more fully below):

1. Derive the new ProductReorder class from Product and extend the new class with
additional data access class (DAC) fields specific for replenishment processing.

2. Implement the Process() method, which processes ProductReorder objects and generates
receipts to replenish insufficient products.

Do the following:

1. In the Product.cs file, define the new ProductReorder class as the following code shows.

a. Derive the ProductReorder data access class from Product.

[Serializable]
public class ProductReorder : Product
{
}

b. In the ProductReorder class, redefine the ProductID, CategoryCD, MinAvailQty,
and Active abstract classes with the new modifier, as the following code shows.
Definition of new abstract classes is required if you use these data fields of the derived
class in BQL statements.

public new abstract class productID : PX.Data.IBqlField
{
}
public new abstract class categoryCD : PX.Data.IBqlField
{
}
public new abstract class minAvailQty : PX.Data.IBqlField
{
}
public new abstract class active : PX.Data.IBqlField
{
}

c. In the ProductReorder class, define the AvailQty and BookedQty unbound scalar
fields as follows.

public abstract class availQty : PX.Data.IBqlField
{
}
[PXDecimal(2)]
[PXDBScalar(typeof(Search<ProductQty.availQty,
                          Where<ProductQty.productID, 
                                Equal<ProductReorder.productID>>>))]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Available Qty", Enabled = false)]
public virtual decimal? AvailQty { get; set; }

public abstract class bookedQty : PX.Data.IBqlField
{
}
[PXDecimal(2)]
[PXDBScalar(typeof(Search<ProductQty.bookedQty,
                          Where<ProductQty.productID, 
                                Equal<ProductReorder.productID>>>))]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Booked Qty", Enabled = false)]
public virtual decimal? BookedQty { get; set; }
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The AvailQty and BookedQty fields don't match any fields from the Product table and
are defined unbound for using in calculations. By using the PXDBScalar attribute, these
fields take values from the ProductQty record that has the same ProductID. Based
on these fields, you will calculate the product discrepancy in the Discrepancy field
defined further in the ProductReorder class.

d. In the application namespace, RB.RapidByte, define the BQL constant for decimal zero,
as the following code shows.

public class decimal_0 : Constant<Decimal>
{
    public decimal_0()
        : base(0m)
    {
    }
}

You will use this constant for calculations in the ProductReorder.Discrepancy field
and for comparisons in the data view that you will define further for the processing page.

e. In the ProductReorder class, define the Discrepancy field that is the deficient
product quantity to be reordered.

public abstract class discrepancy : PX.Data.IBqlField
{
}
[PXDecimal(2)]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Discrepancy")]
[PXDBCalced(typeof(Minus<
                         Sub<
                             Sub<IsNull<ProductReorder.availQty,
 decimal_0>, 
                                 IsNull<ProductReorder.bookedQty,
 decimal_0>>, 
                             ProductReorder.minAvailQty>>),
            typeof(Decimal))]
public virtual decimal? Discrepancy { get; set; }

In the PXDBCalced attribute, you calculate the deficient quantity from the AvailQty
and BookedQty fields of the same ProductReorder class. For more information on
PXDBCalced attribute, see Using Advanced SQL Attributes.

f. In the ProductReorder class, define the SupplierID field that is the reference to a
supplier from which the product can be reordered.

public abstract class supplierID : PX.Data.IBqlField
{
}
[PXInt]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Supplier ID")]
[PXDBScalar(
    typeof(Search<SupplierProduct.accountID,
                  Where<SupplierProduct.productID,
 Equal<ProductReorder.productID>>,
                  OrderBy<Asc<SupplierProduct.supplierPrice>>>))]
[PXSelector(
    typeof(Search2<Account.accountID,
                   InnerJoin<SupplierProduct, 
                       On<SupplierProduct.accountID,
 Equal<Account.accountID>>>,
                   Where<SupplierProduct.productID,
 Equal<Current<ProductReorder.productID>>>>),
    typeof(Account.accountCD),
    typeof(Account.companyName),
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    typeof(SupplierProduct.supplierUnit),
    typeof(SupplierProduct.supplierPrice),
    SubstituteKey = typeof(Account.accountCD))]
public virtual int? SupplierID { get; set; }

The PXDBScalar attribute selects the supplier who offers the minimum price (since the
attribute selects the first record that match the query, and the query selects records
ordered by the price in ascending order). The PXSelector attribute provides users with
the selector control, in which they can view all suppliers who offer the product and select
an another supplier before generating of the receipt.

2. In the ReorderProcess graph, define the Process() method as the following code shows.

// Add the reference to use the List<T>.OrderBy()
using System.Linq;
...
public static void Process(List<ProductReorder> products)
{
    ReceiptDataEntry graph = PXGraph.CreateInstance<ReceiptDataEntry>();
    bool erroroccurred = false;
    // Order products by supplier, to generate a single receipt per supplier
    List<ProductReorder> productsToProceed = 
        products.OrderBy(item => item.SupplierID).ToList();
    List<ProductReorder> pendingProducts = new List<ProductReorder>();
    Document doc = null;
    int? pendingSupplierID = null;
    foreach (ProductReorder rec in productsToProceed)
    {
        try
        {
            if (rec.SupplierID == null)
                throw new PXException("Define the supplier to generate a
 receipt.");

            // Create a receipt for each unique supplier
            if (doc == null ||
                rec.SupplierID != pendingSupplierID)
            {
                doc = new Document();
                doc.DocType = DocTypes.R;
                doc.DocDate = graph.Accessinfo.BusinessDate;
                doc.AccountID = rec.SupplierID;
                graph.Receipts.Insert(doc);
                pendingSupplierID = rec.SupplierID;
            }
            // Add the insufficient product to the receipt
            DocTransaction t = new DocTransaction();
            t.DocType = doc.DocType;
            t.DocNbr = doc.DocNbr;
            t.ProductID = rec.ProductID;
            t.StockUnit = rec.StockUnit;
            SupplierProduct suppdata = 
                PXSelect<SupplierProduct, 
                         Where<SupplierProduct.accountID,
 Equal<Required<Account.accountID>>,
                             And<SupplierProduct.productID,
 Equal<Required<Product.productID>>>>>
                .Select(graph, rec.SupplierID, rec.ProductID);
            t.UnitPrice = suppdata.SupplierPrice;
            t.TranQty = rec.Discrepancy ?? rec.MinAvailQty;
            graph.ReceiptTransactions.Insert(t);
            pendingProducts.Add(rec);
            // If the product is last or next supplier is an another one, save
 the receipt
            int? nextRec = null;
            if (productsToProceed.IndexOf(rec) != productsToProceed.Count-1)
                nextRec = productsToProceed.IndexOf(rec) + 1;
            if (nextRec == null || 
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                productsToProceed[nextRec.Value].SupplierID !=
 pendingSupplierID)
            {
                graph.Actions.PressSave();
                foreach (ProductReorder processedProduct in pendingProducts)
                {
                    // Set the info for the item by the initial index in the
 products list
                    PXProcessing<ProductReorder>.SetInfo(
                        products.IndexOf(processedProduct),
                        String.Format("The receipt {0} has been created",
 doc.DocNbr));
                 }
                 pendingProducts.Clear();
                 graph.Clear();
             }
         }
         catch (Exception)
         {
             erroroccurred = true;
             // Set the error for the item by the initial index
             PXProcessing<ProductReorder>.SetError(
                 products.IndexOf(rec), 
                 "A receipt cannot be created");
                    graph.Clear();
                    pendingProducts.Clear();
                    doc = null;
         }
     }   
     if (erroroccurred)
         throw new PXException("At least one product hasn't been processed.");
}

The Process() method is static and takes a list of ProductReorder objects for input. In
the Process() method, you include all products with the same supplier in a single receipt. By
using the static PXProcessing<T>.SetError() and PXProcessing<T>.SetInfo() methods, you
return the processing result of each product to the UI. In these methods, you pass the product
index in the initial products list and not in the productsToProceed list, because the latter is
reordered by supplier ID.

The processing method uses the data entry graph to create receipts, ReceiptDataEntry. This
approach helps to reuse all logic encapsulated for receipts in the ReceiptDataEntry graph,
including validation, insertion of default values, and auto numbering of documents, for every
new receipt created in processing. We recommend that you manipulate records through the
corresponding data entry or maintenance graphs throughout you application.

To handle errors that might occur within foreach, you enclosed the receipt generation code in
the try statement. If any error occurs, in the catch statement you set the erroroccurred
flag. At the end of processing, out of the foreach loop, depending on the flag you return the
overall processing error to the UI by throwing the PXException exception.

Now you can go to the next step to create the processing page and set the implemented method as the
processing delegate on the page.

Implementing Processing Operations
A processing operation is implemented as a method that is invoked from a processing or data entry
page. On a processing page, you specify the method that is invoked when a user clicks the Process
or Process All button on the toolbar. On the data entry page, you define a button that invokes the
processing method in a separate thread.

There are two options of how you can define the processing method:

• Define a non-static method that takes a single record in the input parameter. This option can be
used in a simple case, to process a single record independently from other records of the same
class.
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• Define a static method that takes a list of records in the input parameter. This option can be used
in a general case, to process a list of records. In this method, you can reorder the records in the
list before processing, as well as check dependencies between records while processing.

It isn't necessary to create a dedicated processing page for each processing operation; it depends on
requirements to the UI from which users can process record(s).

In this article:

• Using a Non-static Processing Method

• Using a Static Processing Method

• Displaying Messages and Errors of Processing

Using a Non-static Processing Method

In a simple case, to process a single independent record, you can define a non-static processing
method in the data entry graph, as the following code shows (below is the example from the
introductory course).

// The data entry
public class SalesOrderDataEntry : PXGraph<SalesOrderDataEntry, SalesOrder>
{
    ...
    // Non-static processing method that takes a single record
     public void ApproveOrder(SalesOrder order, bool isMassProcess = false)
     {
         // process the record here
    }
}

You can invoke the non-static processing method in the data entry graph, within the method passed in
the PXLongOperation.StartOperation() method as follows:

public PXAction<SalesOrder> Approve;
[PXProcessButton]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Approve")]
protected virtual IEnumerable approve(PXAdapter adapter)
{
    Actions.PressSave();
    SalesOrder order = Orders.Current;
    PXLongOperation.StartOperation(this, delegate()
    {
        SalesOrderDataEntry graph = PXGraph.CreateInstance<SalesOrderDataEntry>();
        graph.ApproveOrder(order);
    });
    return adapter.Get();
}

The PXLongOperation.StartOperation() method creates a separate thread and execute the specified
method in this thread. Within the method that you run in the separate thread, you have to create a new
graph object and invoke the non-static method on this new object.

Use the PXGraph.CreateInstance<T>() method to instantiate graphs from code. Do not use the graph
constructor, new T().

The method passed into PXLongOperation.StartOperation() matches the following delegate type that
takes no input parameters:

delegate void PXToggleAsyncDelegate();
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The anonymous method definition (delegate()) is used to shorten the code in the example.

To invoke the non-static method on a processing page, in the graph constructor, set the method as the
processing delegate for the data view by using the generic SetProcessDelegate<Graph>() method as
follows.

public class SalesOrderProcess : PXGraph<SalesOrderProcess>
{
    public PXProcessing<SalesOrder> SalesOrders;
    ...
        public SalesOrderProcess()
        {
            // Set the processing delegate for a data view of 
            // the PXProcessing or derived type
            SalesOrders.SetProcessDelegate<SalesOrderDataEntry>(
                delegate(SalesOrderDataEntry graph, SalesOrder order) 
            {
                graph.Clear();
                graph.ApproveOrder(order, true);
            });
        }
    }

In the SetProcessDelegate<Graph>() method, the processing method matches the following delegate
type:

delegate void ProcessItemDelegate<Graph>(Graph graph, Table item)

According to the ProcessItemDelegate type, you can use the specified graph and item objects
within the processing method. The framework creates these objects in the SetProcessDelegate()
method and passes into the processing method.

Using a Static Processing Method

In a general case, to process a list of records that may depend on each other, define the static
processing method as the following code shows.

// The processing graph
public class ReorderProcess : PXGraph<ReorderProcess>
{
    ...
    // Static processing method that takes a list of records
    public static void Process(List<ProductReorder> products)
    {
    }
}

// The data entry graph
public class SalesOrderDataEntry : PXGraph<SalesOrderDataEntry, SalesOrder>
{
    ...
    // Static processing method that takes 
    public static void ReleaseDocs(List<SalesOrder> orders)
    {
        // process the records here
    }
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You can invoke the static processing method in the data entry graph, within the method passed in the
PXLongOperation.StartOperation() method as follows:

public PXAction<SalesOrder> Release;
[PXProcessButton]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Release")]
protected virtual IEnumerable release(PXAdapter adapter)
{
    Actions.PressSave();
    SalesOrder order = Orders.Current;
    List<SalesOrder> list = new List<SalesOrder>();
    list.Add(order);
    PXLongOperation.StartOperation(this, delegate()
    {
        SalesOrderDataEntry.ReleaseDocs(list);
    });
    return adapter.Get();
}

To invoke the static method from a processing page, in the graph constructor, set the method as the
processing delegate for the data view by using the SetProcessDelegate() method as follows.

public class ReorderProcess : PXGraph<ReorderProcess>
{
    public PXFilteredProcessingJoin<ProductReorder, ProductFilter, LeftJoin<...>>
 Records;

    public ReorderProcess()
    {
        Records.SetProcessDelegate(Process);
    }

In the SetProcessDelegate() method, the processing method matches the following delegate type:

delegate void ProcessListDelegate(List<Table> list);

According to the delegate type, you can operate with the list of processed records of the specified
List<Table> type.

Displaying Messages and Errors of Processing

In single-record processing, you can return the error by throwing a PXException exception as follows.

throw new PXException(String.Format("Sales order {0} is already approved.",
 order.OrderNbr));

In case of mass processing, use the following static methods of the PXProcessing class. In each
of these methods, you have to specify the initial object index in the list passed into the processing
method. You can also specify the message text that appears for the row.

• SetInfo(). Displays a green check mark for the processed row in the grid. Denotes that the
record has been successfully processed.

• SetError(). Displays a red cross for the processed row in the grid. Denotes that an error has
occurred during processing.

• SetWarning(). Displays an exclamation mark for the processed row in the grid.
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In the following example, you return the error to the UI, if processing of at least one record fails. All
records from the list are attempted to be processed.

public static void Process(List<ProductReorder> products)
{
    ReceiptDataEntry graph = PXGraph.CreateInstance<ReceiptDataEntry>();
    bool erroroccurred = false;
    // Reordered list
    List<ProductReorder> productsToProceed = products.OrderBy(item =>
 item.SupplierID).ToList();
    ...
    // Process records
    foreach (ProductReorder rec in productsToProceed)
    {
         try
         {
          // Process rec
         }
         catch (Exception e)
         {
             // Set the error flag
             erroroccurred = true;
             // Set the error for the item by the initial index in products list,
 not in productsToProceed
             PXProcessing<ProductReorder>.SetError(products.IndexOf(rec), "A receipt
 cannot be created");
             ...
         }
    }
    // Return the error if at least one record hasn't been processed
    if (erroroccurred)
        throw new PXException("At least one product hasn't been processed.");
}

Using Advanced SQL Attributes
The PXDBScalar and PXDBCalced attributes provides database-side calculations that you may use on
unbound DAC fields:

• The PXDBScalar attribute defines a subquery that selects a value from any DAC field.

• The PXDBCalced attribute defines a calculated expression that uses fields of the same DAC.

PXDBScalar

The PXDBScalar attribute defines a subquery that selects the value assigned to the field on
which the attribute is specified. In the example below, PXDBScalar selects the value from the
ProductQty.AvailQty data field and inserts it into the ProductReorder.AvailQty field.
Similarly, the PXDBScalar attribute is applied to the ProductReorder.BookedQty data field.

// The ProductReorder class
[PXDecimal(2)]
[PXDBScalar(typeof(Search<ProductQty.availQty,
                          Where<ProductQty.productID,
 Equal<ProductReorder.productID>>>))]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Available Qty", Enabled = false)]
public virtual decimal? AvailQty { get; set; }

[PXDecimal(2)]
[PXDBScalar(typeof(Search<ProductQty.bookedQty,
                          Where<ProductQty.productID,
 Equal<ProductReorder.productID>>>))]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Booked Qty", Enabled = false)]
public virtual decimal? BookedQty { get; set; }
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The BQL expressions specified in the PXDBScalar attribute above adds the following subqueries to the
SQL query that selects ProductReorder records.

SELECT ...,
    (SELECT TOP (1) ( productqty.availqty ) 
        FROM   productqty ProductQty 
        WHERE  ( productqty.productid = ProductReorder.productid ) 
        ORDER  BY productqty.availqty), 
    (SELECT TOP (1) ( productqty.bookedqty ) 
        FROM   productqty ProductQty 
        WHERE  ( productqty.productid = ProductReorder.productid ) 
        ORDER  BY productqty.bookedqty), 
     ...
FROM ...

PXDBCalced

The PXDBCalced attribute defines an expression that is translated into SQL, which calculates the field
value from other fields of the same data record.

[PXDecimal(2)]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Discrepancy")]
[PXDBCalced(
    typeof(Minus<
                 Sub<
                     Sub<IsNull<ProductReorder.availQty, decimal_0>, 
                         IsNull<ProductReorder.bookedQty, decimal_0>>, 
                     ProductReorder.minAvailQty>>),
   typeof(Decimal))]
public virtual decimal? Discrepancy { get; set; }

The BQL expression specified in PXDBCalced above, adds the following calculation expression to the SQL
query that selects ProductReorder records (taking into account that ProductReorder.AvailQty
and ProductReorder.BookedQty are unbound fields with PXDBScalar specified as shown above).

SELECT ...,
     (( -( ( Isnull((SELECT TOP (1) ( productqty.availqty ) 
                 FROM   productqty ProductQty 
                 WHERE  ( productqty.productid = ProductReorder.productid ) 
                 ORDER  BY productqty.availqty), .0) 
           - Isnull((SELECT TOP (1) ( productqty.bookedqty )
                     FROM   productqty ProductQty
                     WHERE  ( productqty.productid = ProductReorder.productid )
                     ORDER  BY productqty.bookedqty), .0) ) -
 ProductReorder.minavailqty ) )),
    ...   
FROM ...

Unlike PXDBCalced, the PXFormula attribute can be added to either an unbound or bound data field.
Also, the PXFormula attribute provides calculation of master DAC fields from child DAC fields. For more
information on PXFormula, see Calculating Field Values Using Attributes.

For more information on PXDBScalar and PXDBCalced attributes, see Acumatica Framework > API
Reference > Attributes > Adhoc SQL for Fields in the documentation.
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Example 10.2: Configuring the Processing Page
In this example, you will create the Product Replenishment Processing page by completing the following
steps (each of which is described in more detail below):

1. Prepare the graph members that provide data and the processing delegate for the page.

2. Configure the ASP.NET page that displays the filter and data to be processed.

Do the following:

1. In the ReorderProcess graph, define the PXFilter and PXFilteredProcessingJoin data
views, set the processing delegate in the graph constructor, and override the IsDirty property
of the graph, as the following code shows.

a. Define the Filter data view of the PXFilter type, which provides filtering parameters
for the processing page.

public PXFilter<ProductFilter> Filter;

For more information on defining filters, see Defining a Data View for the Filter.

b. Define the Cancel action that adds the Cancel button to the page toolbar. The button
clears the filter and selection of records on the page.

public PXCancel<ProductFilter> Cancel;

c. Define the Records data view of the PXFilteredProcessingJoin type, which selects
products that match the filter with left join of the supplier price for each product.

public PXFilteredProcessingJoin<ProductReorder, ProductFilter,
    LeftJoin<SupplierProduct, On<SupplierProduct.productID,
 Equal<ProductReorder.productID>,
                                 And<SupplierProduct.accountID,
 Equal<ProductReorder.supplierID>>>>,
    Where<ProductReorder.active, Equal<True>,
          And2<Where<ProductReorder.categoryCD,
 Equal<Current<ProductFilter.categoryCD>>,
                     Or<Current<ProductFilter.categoryCD>, IsNull>>,
          And<Where<ProductReorder.discrepancy, Greater<decimal_0>,
                     Or<Where<ProductReorder.discrepancy, IsNull,
                              And<ProductReorder.minAvailQty,
 Greater<decimal_0>>>>>>>>,
    OrderBy<Desc<ProductReorder.discrepancy>>> Records;

For more information on data view types for processing, see Creating Processing Pages.

d. In the graph constructor, enable editing of the Discrepancy and SupplierID data
fields and specify the Process() method as the processing delegate for the page.

public ReorderProcess()
{
    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetEnabled<ProductReorder.discrepancy>
        (Records.Cache, null, true);
    PXUIFieldAttribute.SetEnabled<ProductReorder.supplierID>
        (Records.Cache, null, true);
    Records.SetProcessDelegate(Process);
}

e. Override the IsDirty property of the graph, as the following code shows.
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public override bool IsDirty
{
    get
    {
        return false;
    }
}

By making the IsDirty property always return false, you disable the leaving
confirmation dialog for the page. The dialog appears when a user attempts to close
the page if there are unsaved changes in cache objects for the page. False IsDirty
property of the graph means that there are no unsaved changes on the page, and the
dialog never appears. Such behavior makes sense on processing pages that aren't
intended for data entry or editing.

2. Configure the RB502000.aspx page as described below.

a. To provide the check box for selecting records for processing, in the ProductReorder
class, define the Selected unbound data field as follows.

#region Selected
public abstract class selected : PX.Data.IBqlField
{
}
[PXBool]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Selected")]
public virtual bool? Selected { get; set; }
#endregion

Rebuild the project. Now the graph is ready and you can configure the ASP.NET page that
provides the UI for processing.

b. For the datasource control on RB502000.aspx, set the following properties:

• PrimaryView: Filter

• Visible: True

c. Select the form control and set the DataMember property to Filter. Add the input
control for the CategoryCD field and enable the callback for the control by setting the
CommitChanges property, as the following code shows.

<px:PXFormView ID="form" ... DataMember="Filter">
    <Template>
        <px:PXLayoutRule runat="server" 
                         ControlSize="M" 
                         LabelsWidth="SM" 
                         StartRow="True">
        </px:PXLayoutRule>
        <px:PXSelector runat="server" 
                       DataField="CategoryCD" 
                       CommitChanges="True"
                       ID="edCategoryCD">
        </px:PXSelector>
    </Template>
</px:PXFormView>

d. Select the grid and set the following properties for the control:

• DataMember: Records

• SkinID: Inquire

• SyncPosition: True

The SyncPosition property enables setting the Current property of the cache object to
each row selected by the user in the grid. This property is required for syncing lookup
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lists with the currently selected row in the grid, if the data displayed in the lookup
depends on the selected row. The grid will have the SupplierID lookup list that depends
on the current record.

e. Add the columns to the grid for the following data fields: Selected, ProductCD,
ProductName, CategoryCD, MinAvailQty, BookedQty, Discrepancy,
SupplierID, Active, and SupplierProduct_SupplierPrice, as the following
code shows.

For the SupplierID column, set the CommitChanges property to True to enable the
callback on the column.

<px:PXGrid ID="grid" ...>
    <Levels>
     <px:PXGridLevel ...>
         <RowTemplate>
                ...
            </RowTemplate>
            <Columns>
                <px:PXGridColumn DataField="Selected"
 TextAlign="Center" 
                                 Type="CheckBox" Width="60px">
                </px:PXGridColumn>
                <px:PXGridColumn DataField="ProductCD">
                </px:PXGridColumn>
                <px:PXGridColumn DataField="ProductName" Width="200px">
                </px:PXGridColumn>
                <px:PXGridColumn DataField="CategoryCD">
                </px:PXGridColumn>
                <px:PXGridColumn DataField="MinAvailQty"
 TextAlign="Right" Width="100px">
                </px:PXGridColumn>
                <px:PXGridColumn DataField="AvailQty" TextAlign="Right"
 Width="100px">
                </px:PXGridColumn>
                <px:PXGridColumn DataField="BookedQty" TextAlign="Right"
 Width="100px">
                </px:PXGridColumn>
                <px:PXGridColumn DataField="Discrepancy"
 TextAlign="Right" Width="100px">
                </px:PXGridColumn>
                <px:PXGridColumn
 DataField="SupplierID" CommitChanges="True">
                </px:PXGridColumn>
                <px:PXGridColumn DataField="Active" TextAlign="Center"
 Type="CheckBox" 
                                 Width="60px">
                </px:PXGridColumn>
                <px:PXGridColumn
 DataField="SupplierProduct__SupplierPrice" 
                                 TextAlign="Right" Width="100px">
                </px:PXGridColumn>
            </Columns>
  </px:PXGridLevel>
 </Levels>
 ...
</px:PXGrid>

f. Add the control for the SupplierID field to the grid. Set the following properties for the
control:

• CommitChanges: True

• AutoRefresh: True

The AutoRefresh property of a lookup control enables automatic refreshment of
the lookup list every time it is opened by the user. This property together with the
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SyncPosition property of the grid, is required for the control, since the SupplierID list
depends on the currently selected row in the grid.

<px:PXGrid ID="grid" ...>
    <Levels>
     <px:PXGridLevel DataMember="Records" ...>
            <RowTemplate>
                <px:PXSelector ID="SupplierID" runat="server"
 DataField="SupplierID" 
                                AutoRefresh="True" CommitChanges="True">
                </px:PXSelector>
           </RowTemplate>
           ...
        </px:PXGridLevel>
 </Levels>
 ...
</px:PXGrid>

Now the Product Replenishment Processing page is ready for testing.

Open the Product Replenishment Processing page in a web browser. On the page, you can select one or
multiple products and generate the receipts for replenishment of them in the warehouse. You can filter
the list of products by category. The receipt is generated for the supplier specified in the SupplierID
field; users can change the supplier. By default, the supplier who offers the minimum price is selected.

If you see no products listed on the page, there are no deficient products in the stock. Earlier created
products may be inconsistent for processing on this page. Due to that reason, you may receive errors when
trying to generate a receipt for an earlier created product. We recommend you to test receipt generation for
newly created products.

Make a product deficient and test the receipt generation:

1. Add a new product on the Products maintenance page and specify the minimum available
quantity of the product (~100 pcs).

2. On the Suppliers page, add a supplier to the product, to be able to generate a receipt.

3. Go back to the Product Replenishment Processing page. Now you see the deficient quantity of
the product.

4. Select the product and click the Process button. The new receipt will be generated.

5. Go to the Receipts data entry page and check whether the receipt has been generated correctly.
Check whether the supplier, the transaction quantity and the unit price match the values with
which the receipt should have been generated.

Though you have generated the receipt, on the Product Replenishment Processing page, you still see
that the product is deficient. The product quantity is not replenished unit you release the generated
receipt. After the receipt release, the product won't listed on the Product Replenishment Processing
page until again the available quantity becomes lower than the minimum defined for the product.

You can also check the replenishment processing for two products with the same supplier specified.
Both products should be added to a single receipt generated for the supplier. In the example shown on
the screenshot below, three receipts have been generated, one receipt for each unique supplier selected
in SupplierID.
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Figure: Successfully processed records on the Product Replenishment Processing page

Creating Processing Pages
Processing pages look similar to inquiry pages. Usually, a processing page consists of the following
components:

1. The grid that displays a list of records retrieved by the specific processing data view. In the grid,
you also provide the following components:

• The check box that enables selection of one or multiple records in the grid. To add the
check box, define the Selected field in the main DAC of the processing data view and
add the column for this field to the grid.

Selected is the default name for such specific check box; you can define the data field
with any name and override the default Selected name in the graph constructor. For
more information, see the SetSelected() method of the PXProcessing class in the API
reference documentation.

• Optionally, the redirection button or link that opens the editing page for the selected
record. For the example of how to add a redirection link, see Example 3.4: Adding a
Redirection Link to the Grid.

2. The toolbar with Process, Process All, Schedules, and Cancel buttons.

3. The form that provides the filter of records or configuration parameters for the processing
method.

To provide data for the grid, you have to define a processing data view that may have one of the
following types:

• PXProcessing. Provides data records for processing without filter. You can use the Where<> and
OrderBy<> clauses in this data view type.

• PXProcessingJoin. Provides data records for processing without filter. You can also use Join<>
clauses in this data view type.

• PXFilteredProcessing. Provides data records for processing with filter. Takes two DACs in
type parameters, where the second DAC specifies the filter DAC. You can use the Where<> and
OrderBy<> clauses in this data view type.

• PXFilteredProcessingJoin. Provides data records for processing with filter. Takes two DACs in
type parameters, where the second DAC specifies the filter DAC. You can also use Join<> clauses
in this data view type.

For more information on constructing BQL statements in data views, see Using BQL in Data Views.
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Below is an example of the SalesOrders data view defined for the grid on the Sales Order Approval
processing page.

public class SalesOrderProcess : PXGraph<SalesOrderProcess>
{
    public PXProcessing<SalesOrder> SalesOrders;
}

You can define only one processing data view in a graph. In the graph constructor, you have to set the
processing method as the processing delegate for the data view, as the following code shows.

public SalesOrderProcess()
{
    SalesOrders.SetProcessDelegate<SalesOrderDataEntry>(
        delegate(SalesOrderDataEntry graph, SalesOrder order) 
        {
            graph.Clear();
            graph.ApproveOrder(order, true);
        });
}

By the definition of the processing data view, the framework automatically adds the Process, Process
All, and Schedules buttons to the page toolbar. The Process and Process All buttons invoke the
processing method specified as the processing delegate for the data view. The Schedules button opens
the menu in which you can set up recurring execution of processing. To add the Cancel button to the
toolbar, you have to define the PXCancel action with the needed DAC (see the code below). The Cancel
button clears the filter (if any) and clears the selection of records in the grid.

// Definiton of the Cancel action in case of filtered processing
public class ReorderProcess : PXGraph<ReorderProcess>
{
    public PXFilter<ProductFilter> Filter;
    // Main DAC of the filter data view
    public PXCancel<ProductFilter> Cancel;
    
    // Filter records in the processing data view
    public PXFilteredProcessingJoin<ProductReorder, ProductFilter, LeftJoin<...>>
 Records;
}

// Definition of the Cancel button in case of processing without filter
public class SalesOrderProcess : PXGraph<SalesOrderProcess>
{
    public PXProcessing<SalesOrder> SalesOrders;
    // Main DAC of the processing data view
    public PXCancel<SalesOrder> Cancel;
}

The filter for a processing page is defined in the same way as for an inquiry page. To add the filter to
the page, you have to define a PXFilter data view and set this data view in the PrimaryView property
of the datasource control on the ASP.NET page. In the processing data view that provides records for
the grid, you have to use the PXFilteredProcessing or PXFilteredProcessingJoin type and specify
the filter DAC in the second type parameter. In the example below, the Filter data view provides the
only filtering parameter, CategoryCD, which is used in the Records data view. The Records data
view retrieves the list of deficient products that match the filter.

// The filter data view
public PXFilter<ProductFilter> Filter;
    
// Filter records in the processing data view
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// Retrieve products only of the specified category (if any)
public PXFilteredProcessingJoin<ProductReorder, ProductFilter,
    LeftJoin<SupplierProduct, On<SupplierProduct.productID,
 Equal<ProductReorder.productID>, 
                                 And<SupplierProduct.accountID,
 Equal<ProductReorder.supplierID>>>>,
    Where2<Where<ProductReorder.active, Equal<True>,
               And<ProductReorder.categoryCD,
 Equal<Current<ProductFilter.categoryCD>>,
                   Or<Current<ProductFilter.categoryCD>, IsNull>>>,
           And<Where<ProductReorder.discrepancy, Greater<decimal_0>,
               Or<Where<ProductReorder.discrepancy, IsNull,
                  And<ProductReorder.minAvailQty, Greater<decimal_0>>>>>>>,
   OrderBy<Desc<ProductReorder.discrepancy>>> Records;
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Lesson Summary
In this lesson, you've learned how to implement processing methods and create dedicated pages for
mass processing of records. If you have already implemented the processing method, to create a
processing page, you have to complete the following steps:

1. Prepare the data access class that provides records for processing.

2. Add the Selected DAC field to the class, which provides check box for the grid on the
processing page.

3. In the graph, define a data view of the PXProcessing type, which retrieves records for
processing.

4. In the graph constructor, set the processing method as the processing delegate by invoking the
needed SetProcessDelegate() method of the PXProcessing data view.

5. Optionally, add the filter to the page. To do this, define a PXFilter data view and use the
PXFilteredProcessing data view type instead of PXProcessing.
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Part 6: Reports

In Acumatica Framework-based applications, you can create reports and design printable forms of
documents.

Reports and printable forms are designed in the Report Designer tool provided by Acumatica
Framework.

Typically, report URLs are added to the Reports tab of the application module menu in the site map
(see the screenshot below). You can also organize reports into groups on the tab by creating additonal
grouping nodes nested in the Reports tab.

Figure: Report URLs in the site map
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Lesson 11: Creating a Report With Grouping Sections (Product
Replenishment Report)

In this lesson, you will learn how to create reports by using Report Designer, the visual tool provided
with Acumatica Framework.

You will create the Product Replenishment form for generating product replenishment reports. The
report selects the deficient products and shows suppliers from which these products can be purchased.
The same product can appear multiple times in different supplier's lists. In each supplier's list, the
products are grouped by category for better organizing of the report.

A report form is a separate .rpx file that is created in the visual report builder, Acumatica Report
Designer, a tool provided with Acumatica Framework. The report form file can be saved to the web site
folder or to the application database. While making the report form, you create a new file in Report
Designer and configure the schema and layout of the report in this file. Then you add the file to the site
map. A user opens the report form as an application page of the specific format. To build the report,
the user specifies its parameters and clicks Run. The platform generates the report based on the
parameters and the layout configuration, and then returns the result to the web browser.

For more information on creating reports, see Acumatica Framework > Report Designer in the
documentation.
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Initial Steps
To create the report described in this lesson, you should have the following data access classes in the
application project: ProductReorder, Account, and SupplierProduct. The first class is created in Example
10.1: Implementing the Receipt Generation Operation.
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Example 11.1: Preparing Data for the Report
In this example, you will create a new report form and specify which data should be selected for the
report. To do this, you will

1. Add the data access classes to the report that will provide the data required for the report,
ProductReorder, Account, and SupplierProduct.

2. Specify the relationships between the selected DACs, which are left joins.

3. Add the report parameters intended for user input, CategoryCD and SupplierCD.

4. Specify filtering conditions based on the parameters and report requirements.

5. Save the report form to the server.

After you complete all these sub-steps, the report form will be ready for layout design. Go to the next
step to add text boxes to the form that will display the report data.

1. Adding Data Access Classes to Report

The report query is called the 'report schema' in Report Designer. To start configuring the report
schema, you need to add the required data access classes to the report.

1. Start Report Designer located by default under All Programs > Acumatica in the Windows
Start menu.

The Report Designer visual editor will open a new blank report form.

To create a new report, you can select File -> New from the main menu of Report Designer.

2. In the File menu, select Build schema.

The Schema Builder dialog box will appear.

3. In the dialog, select the Tables tab and enter the application URL, http://localhost/RapidByte/,
in the Web service URL field, as it is shown on the screenshot (1).

4. Set Login=admin (2) and Password=123 (3) in the text boxes at the right side of the dialog.

You can specify any account to log in to the web site for loading of the DAC schema. In this
lesson, you use the admin account with unrestricted access rights.

5. Click Load schema (4).

The list of data access classes loaded from the web site will appear. The list includes all data
access classes of your application, including the system DACs that you do not need to add to the
report.

6. In the list of DACs, select the Account, SupplierProduct, and ProductReorder data access classes
and move them to the selected list by clicking the right-arrow button (5).

7. Click Apply to apply the selected data access classes to the report schema (6).
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Figure: Selecting DACs for Report

You changes will not be saved to the file until you save the report by selecting File -> Save in the
main menu.

2. Defining Relationships Between DACs

After you have added the data access classes to the report, you need to specify the relationships
between these DACs that represent data joining conditions.

1. On the Relations tab of the Schema Builder dialog box, specify inner joins of the selected
DACs.

• Row 1 (see the screenshot below):

• Parent Table: ProductReorder (1)

• Join type: Left (2)

• Child Table: SupplierProduct (3)

After you select the child table, click at the table below to switch to the second table
for specifying the join condition.

• Parent Field: ProductID (4)

• Link Condition: Equal (5)

• Child Field: ProductID (6)
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Figure: Join conditions between DACs (row 1)

• Row 2 (see the screenshot below):

• Parent Table: SupplierProduct

• Join type: Left

• Child Table: Account

• Parent Field: AccountID

• Link Condition: Equal

• Child Field: AccountID

Figure: Join conditions between DACs (row 2)

The Join type parameter of a condition is equivalent to a join operation in SQL Server. You may
use inner, left, right, full and cross joins to retrieve data records based on the corresponding
logical relationships.

The parent-child order of DACs is important. Do not specify the same data access class as the
child in more than one relationship. Due to this, you specify SupplierProduct as the parent DAC
in the second relationship. If you would specify SupplierProduct as the child DAC in the second
relationship, you will get a runtime error saying that 'The correlation name 'SupplierProduct' is
specified multiple times in a FROM clause'.
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To delete a relationship, select it from the first table and press Del.

2. Click Apply to apply changes to the report schema.

3. Adding Report Parameters

Report parameters are usually intended for manual input on the page before a user runs the report.

1. Since we need a selector of suppliers and there is no such selector in the Account class, define
the new SupplierCD unbound field in the Account class as follows. The SupplierCD field
will be used only in the report to provide a selector of suppliers.

#region SupplierCD
public abstract class supplierCD : PX.Data.IBqlField
{
}
[PXString(15, IsUnicode = true)]
[PXUIField(DisplayName = "Supplier ID")]
[PXSelector(typeof(Search<Account.accountCD, 
                          Where<Account.companyType,
 Equal<CompanyTypes.supplier>>>))]
public virtual string SupplierCD {get; set;}
#endregion

In reports, you can group data by unbound data fields only if they are non-key (do not have the
IsKey = true parameter in the type attribute).

Rebuild the project.

2. On the Parameters tab of the Schema Builder dialog box, add the CategoryCD and
SupplierCD report parameters.

To add a parameter, click Add below the list of parameters at the left of the dialog box (see 1
on the screenshot). Set the following properties for CategoryCD and click Apply to apply the
parameter:

• Name: CategoryCD (2)

• Data Type: String (3)

• View name: =[ProductReorder.CategoryCD] (4)

• Prompt: Product Category (5)

• Allow Null: selected (6)

• Visible: selected (7)

Set the following parameters for SupplierCD:

• Name: SupplierCD

• Data Type: String

• View name: =[Account.SupplierCD]

• Prompt: Supplier

• Allow Null: selected

• Visible: selected
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The Allow Null property determines whether the parameter must be provided by the user
before running of the report. An optional parameter may have a null value during report
execution.

The Required property specifies that the parameter must be provided by the user before
running of the report. Otherwise, the report won't be generated.

The Report.GetView() function is obsolete. Specify the field name (the property name) in the
View name parameter.

3. Click Apply to apply the second parameter to the report schema.

Figure: Setting Up Report Parameters

4. Specifying Data Filtering Conditions

Report filters define which data is to be selected for the report based on the parameters and other
conditions required for the report.

1. On the Filters tab of the Schema Builder dialog box, specify the data filtering condition (see
the screenshot).

(@CategoryCD IsNull Or ProductReorder.CategoryCD Equal @CategoryCD) And
(@SupplierCD IsNull Or Account.AccountCD Equal @SupplierCD) And
(ProductReorder.Active Equal True ) And
(ProductReorder.Discrepancy Greater 0 )

The report parameter name is preceded by '@' in the filter expression.
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Figure: Specifying Filtering Conditions

In the filtering condition, you select products by the report parameters, @CategoryCD and
@SupplierCD. If a user specifies any of these parameters on the report form, the products will
be selected according to the specified values. If the user doesn't set these parameters before
running the report, the products of all categories and suppliers will be selected. The selected
products are also filtered according to the last two conditions, which select only active and
insufficient products (which quantity in the stock is lower than the minimum level defined for the
product).

2. Click OK to apply changes and to close the Schema Builder dialog box.

5. Saving Report to Server

You can save the report to a file or to the database. A report is saved to the database, if a user who
creates the report has no direct access to the site folder. In both cases, the report file will be available
for adding to the site map, as well as for editing in Report Designer.

In this example, you will save the report to the database. To save a report to a file, save it to the /Site/
ReportsDefault/ folder of the solution. The site engine searches reports and style template files in this
folder, which is specified in the PX.Reports.ReportFileManager.ReportsDir property in Site/
App_Code/Auxiliary/Initialization.cs.

1. Select File > Save On Server from the main menu to save the created report to the server.

If you select Save On Server, a report form (.rpx file) will be saved to the UserReport table of the
application database. In this case, you will not see the file in the /Site/ReportsDefault folder, but the
report form is available for adding to the site map. To edit the report, you can open it from server
by selecting Open From Server in the main menu.

2. In the dialog, enter the application URL, http://localhost/RapidByte/, in the Web service URL
combo box (see 1 on the screenshot).

3. Set Login=admin (2) and Password=123 (3) in the corresponding text boxes.

To save the created report form to the server, you need to specify an account having the
Customizer user role. The admin account has unrestricted access rights, and so you can use this
account for saving the report forms to the server. For more information on configuring user rights,
see User Guide > User Security in the documentation.

4. Enter RB601000.rpx in the report name text box (4).

5. Click OK to save the report form to the server and to close the dialog (5).

The report form will be saved to the application database.
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Figure: Saving Report Form to Server

Now the report schema provides the data to be displayed in the report.
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Example 11.2: Configuring the Report Layout
In this example, you will add grouping sections to the report. The groups correspond to the report
parameters, SupplierCD and CategoryCD, and allow you to structure the report. Then you will place the
text boxes onto these sections that will display the report data. Finally, you will apply style templates to
text boxes, which simplify formatting of reports.

Adding Grouping Sections to Form

Add the two grouping sections for displaying the supplier and category information.

1. Open the RB601000.rpx report form in Report Designer.

2. Select the report form. To do this, click the top left box located under the toolbar on the report
form. The black marker will appear in the box. Now you can add groups to the report by using
the Properties tab at the right side of the window.

Figure: Accessing the report properties

3. On the Properties tab, click the three ellipses button in the Groups property to open the
Group Collection Editor dialog box.

Figure: Opening the Group Collection Editor

4. In the Group Collection Editor dialog, click Add to add a new group (see 1 on the screenshot
below).

5. Specify the following properties of the first group (2):

• KeepTogether:WholeGroup

• PrintEmpty:False

• (Name):Supplier

6. Click the three ellipses button in the Grouping property of the Supplier group (3).

7. In the GroupExp Collection Editor dialog box, click Add (4) and set
DataField:Account.AccountCD (5), by which the nested data records will be grouped. Click OK
to apply the property and to close the dialog box.
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Figure: Adding the Supplier group to the report

The Supplier group has been added to the report.

8. In the Group Collection Editor dialog, click Add to add the second group and set
Name:Category for it. Set the other parameters the same as for the first group and add
DataField:ProductReorder.CategoryCD in the Grouping collection.

9. Click OK to apply changes and to close the dialog box.

Adding Text Boxes to Sections

A report form consists of the page header and footer, group sections, and the detail section nested
within the most internal group. You can group data by several parameters and nest groups one in
another, as it is in this lesson. The records of a nested group are grouped by the data field specified
in the higher-level group. Each group provides the two sections on the form, header and footer. The
header section contains the group caption and captions for the detail data records. The footer is used to
display sums and other values calculated by the detail data.

Add text boxes to the required sections.

1. Add the text boxes with the report name, parameters, page counter, and the report date to the
page header section.

• To add a text box, click TextBox on the toolbar and then click on the place where you
want to position the box. Place the first text box at the top left corner of the report.

• Double-click the added text box and type the displayed value. Type PRODUCT
REPLENISHMENT for the first text box.

• Enlarge the text box height by 8px by pulling the handle at the bottom of the box, so that
the text box height will be equal to 24px. Adjust the text box width so that the whole text
is visible in the box.
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You can also specify the text box height on the Properties tab in the Size group. The style
parameters, including the font and text align, are applied by using the style templates, which
will be demonstrated further in this step. It is also possible to adjust the style in the Style
group of the properties, but we don't recommend you to use this method.

Figure: Enlarging the text box height

• Add the second text box to the page header and type CATEGORY: in it. That will be the
label of the corresponding report parameter.

• On the Properties tab, set VisibleExpr:=[@CategoryCD]<>Null for the CATEGORY: text
box.

The VisibleExpr property defines the condition of the text box visibility in the report. If
the expression is true, the text box value will be printed in the report. According to the
specified expression, the category parameter label will not appear in the report if the user
doesn't select a category before running it.

• Add one more text box and click the three ellipses button in the Value property on the
Properties tab (see 1 on the screenshot below).

• In the Expression Editor dialog box, set the =[@CategoryCD] as the displayed value for
the text box (2).

Instead of manual typing, you can add a data field, parameter or variable name to the
expression by double-clicking it in the corresponding tree.

• Click Ok to apply the specified value to the text box and to close the dialog.

Figure: Specifying the displayed value for the text box

To specify an expression that contains a non-constant value, which can be a parameter or
a data field value, start the expression with the equal sign (=). Variable names are enclosed
in the brackets, []; constant strings are specified in the single straight quotation marks, ''.
The parameter name starts with the at sign, [@CategoryCD]. A data field is referred just by
its name, [Account.AccountCD]. You can check the entered expression for errors by clicking
Validate. For more information on writing expressions for the report, see Acumatica
Framework > Report Designer in the documentation.

• Add the other text boxes with values listed below to the page header section and adjust
the section size by moving the section border (see the picture below).

• User:
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• =Report.GetDefUI('AccessInfo.Username')

• SUPPLIER:. Set the VisibleExpr:=[@SupplierCD]<>Null property for this text box.

• =[@SupplierCD]

• Page:

• =[PageOf]

• Date:

• =Today()

Figure: Page header elements

The report supports a lot of built-in functions and properties providing the reference
information and the auto text for the report. The Report.GetDefUI() function returns
the displayed value of the specified property, which is the login of the user who runs the
report. The PageOf global variable returns the number of the current page and the total
number of pages in the report. The Today() function returns the current date to display
on the page. For more information on available functions, see Acumatica Framework >
Report Designer in the documentation.

You may notice that the text box value is displayed in one more pair of brackets, like
[=[@CategoryCD]]. These brackets indicate that the text box value is not just a string
constant, but it is an expression. So you do not need to enclose the overall expression in the
brackets when you specify the value, just start the expression with the equal sign (=).

• Add a line separating the page header from the rest part of the report. To do this, click
Line on the toolbar and then click at the bottom border of the page header to place the
line on the form.

2. Add the text boxes displaying the supplier information to the Supplier group header section and
set the following values for them:

• Supplier:

• =[Account.AccountCD]

• Contacts:

• =[Account.CompanyName]+' '+[Account.ContactName]

• Phone:

• =[Account.Phone]

• Country:

• =[Account.CountryCD]

• Category/Product

• Supplier Unit

• Conv Factor

• Discrepancy
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• Min. Order Qty

• SupplierPrice

Figure: Supplier group header elements

3. Add a text box for product category to the Header of Category section and set
Value:=[ProductReorder.CategoryCD] for it.

Figure: Category group header element

4. Add the text boxes with the product information to the detail section. Place the text boxes under
the corresponding column headers located in the supplier group header section. Keep the same
size of the detail data text boxes as the size of the column headers.

• =[ProductReorder.ProductCD]

• =[SupplierProduct.SupplierUnit]

• =[SupplierProduct.ConversionFactor]

• =IIf( [ProductReorder.Discrepancy]>=0, [ProductReorder.Discrepancy],0)

• =[SupplierProduct.MinOrderQty]

• =[SupplierProduct.SupplierPrice]

The last text box displays the deficient quantity of a product. The Iff(condition, statement1,
statement2) expression returns the statement1 value if condition is true, otherwise it
returns statement2.

5. Holding the Ctrl key pressed, select all text boxes in the detail section. On the Properties tab,
set TextAlign:Right in the Style group of properties.

Figure: Detail section elements

6. Add the text boxes for the total quantity per supplier to the Footer of Supplier section. Right-
align the text in the text box displaying the calculated value.

• Supplier total:

• =Sum(IIf([ProductReorder.Discrepancy]>=0,
[ProductReorder.Discrepancy]*[SupplierProduct.SupplierPrice],
[SupplierProduct.MinOrderQty]*[SupplierProduct.SupplierPrice])). Set
Format:=[ProductReorder.Discrepancy.Format] property for this text box.

Figure: Supplier group footer elements
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The Sum() function returns the result of summing values of the specified data field by all the
detail data records.

In the Format property, you can specify the formatting expression that allows you to format the
displayed value as a string. The Format property should be explicitly specified for all aggregate
calculated values. In other cases, you don't need to explicitly specify the format, because the
report engine applies the format defined in the data field attributes, for instance, the precision
scale from PXDBDecimal. You can apply the format taken from a data field, as it is done in the
example above. Also you can specify the formatting expression in the same syntax as in the
standard String.Format() method available in C#.

7. Save the report changes.

Applying Style Templates

Style templates are extremely useful for quick and uniform formatting of text displayed in a
report. There are two files with default style templates located in the Site/ReportsDefault/ folder,
TemplateReport.rpx and TemplateForm.rpx. The TemplateReport.rpx file contains styles that you can
use for reports, while the styles from TemplateForm.rpx file are intended for printable pages. You can
use these default styles, as well as define your own custom styles required for the application.

Specify the styles template file for the report and apply style templates to text boxes, to make the
report look neat.

1. On the Properties tab, select the report1 Report object from the drop-down list.

2. In the StyleTemplate property, click the three ellipses button and select the
TemplateReport.rpx file.

You have specified the file containing the style templates for the report. Now you can apply
styles defined in this file to text boxes on the form.

3. Select the PRODUCT REPLENISHMENT text box on the form.

4. On the Properties tab, set StyleName:Report Name for the text box (see the screenshot
below).

Figure: Report Name Style

The appearance of the text box value has changed according to the applied style. In the same
way, you can specify styles for other text boxes on the form.

Now the report form is ready for adding to the site map and testing on the website.
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Example 11.3: Adding the Report to the Site Map and Running
the Report

In this step, you will add the report form to the site map and run a report from the website.

1. Add the RB601000.rpx report form (as a page) to the site map. To do this, navigate to
System > Customization > Map, and select the Acumatica Company > RapidByte >
RapidByte > Reports > Reports node of the site map. Click Add Row, and then specify the
following settings for the new node:

• ScreenID: RB.60.10.00

• Title: Product Replenishment

• URL: ~/Frames/ReportLauncher.aspx?ID=RB601000.rpx

• Graph Type: empty

• Expanded: not selected

Now you can run the report from the website.

1. Open the Product Replenishment page in a web browser.

2. Click Run Report to get the report without the specified parameters.

The report will be generated and displayed on the page. Make sure the supplier's total is
calculated properly. The discrepancy calculation is taken encapsulated from the data field of the
ProductReorder DAC. As soon you have already checked the calculation of this data field in the
previous lesson, it will also be correct in the report. Among the deficient products, the active
products that don't exist in the stock, but have a non-zero minimum level quantity specified, will
also be listed in the report.

Note that the report displays only deficient products, and your non-parametrized report may be
empty. To get a non-empty report, you should have active products that are deficient in the stock.
To make a product deficient, set a non-zero minimum level quantity for the product and release a
sales order with this product and all its quantity available in the stock. After that you will able to
see this product in the Product Replenishment report.

3. To re-run the report with parameters, click Parameters on the toolbar (see 1 on the
screenshot).

4. To open the report navigation tree, click Groups on the toolbar (2).

Figure: Product Replenishment Report

On the report form, you can specify the report parameters (1) and save combinations of parameters as
templates for quick generation of the report (2). You can save a template as default (3), from which the
report will be build automatically when a user opens the report form in a web browser. Templates are
individual for each user unless they are not shared (4). Shared templates are available to all users who
have access to the report form.
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Figure: Setting Up Report Parameters

On the Additional Sort and Filters tab, a user can configure any specific sorting and filtering
conditions that are also saved to a report template. By default, all data fields used in the report are
available for specifying in conditions. However, not all of them will ever be used for sorting or filtering.
You can remove the unnecessary data fields to shorten the drop-down list. To to this, open the Schema
Builder dialog box for the report, switch to the Viewer Fields tab, and click Load used fields. Delete
the unnecessary data fields from the list and then save changes to the report. Now only the listed
viewer fields will appear in the drop-down list on the Additional Sort and Filters tab of the report.

Tracing Executed SQL Query

Once you run a report from the web site, you can view the executed SQL query which result is
displayed on the page. This can be helpful for debugging of the report. To view the SQL query, open
Help > Trace in the page menu.

Figure: Tracing SQL Query
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Lesson Summary
In this lesson, you've learned how to create reports using and add them to web site.

• Use the Report Designer tool to create reports in Acumatica Framework-based applications.

• To create a report, you have to construct the report schema, design the report layout, and add
the report URL to the site map.

• In reports, you can create nested grouping sections and use variables for while-print calculations,
such as numbering of pages.

• To provide uniform formatting of reports, use style templates that provide styles for report
elements, such as page and column headers.
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Course Summary

In this course, you have learned the basic concepts of application development based on Acumatica
Framework. Now you know:

• How to create different types of pages, including simple form edit pages, master-detail pages,
inquiry pages, and processing pages.

• How to access and manipulate data by using data access classes and graph members.

• How to provide data for a page and implement the business logic that is performed on the page.

• How to configure controls that display data on a page and adjust the layout of controls on the
page.

While completing the practical examples of the fundamental course, you have created the following
application pages and got the following skills:

• The Customers maintenance page. On this very simple page, users can create and edit
customers, which are specified for sales orders. The page consists of a form and the toolbar with
data navigation and manipulation and clipboard buttons. By the example of the Customers page,
you learn about the main concepts of the framework and the main components used for creation
of application pages, including data access classes, graphs, and ASP.NET pages.

• The Suppliers maintenance page. On this page, users can create and edit suppliers from whom
the RapidByte company can purchase products. The page is more complex than Customers and
consists of a form, tab, and grid control nested in the second tab item. By the example of this
page, you learn how to provide data for a page and how to set up the master-detail relationship
between data.

• The Products by Customer inquiry page. On this page, users can retrieve records that match
the specified selection parameters. By the example of this page, you learn how to construct BQL
statements that retrieve data and how to compose dynamic queries.

• The Shipments data entry page. On this page, users can create and edit shipment orders. By the
example of this page, you learn how to configure layout of complex forms and how to implement
business logic that is typical for a data entry page. The business logic includes UI setup, data
validation, calculations, autocompletion of entered values, and update of dependent records.

• The Receipts data entry page. On this page, users can create documents for product reorder from
suppliers. By the example of this page, you learn more about calculations. You also learn the
advanced techniques of data updating in the database (by using the PXAccumulator attribute).

• The Setup page. On this page, users can set up the application configuration. Together with
implementation of the setup page, you learn how to implement custom attributes that use
configuration parameters.

• The Product Replenishment Processing processing page. On this page, users can generate receipts
to reorder products that are insufficient in the warehouse. By the example of this page, you learn
how to implement processing operations and create dedicated pages for processing, which are
typical for Acumatica Framework-based applications. The examples of processing methods are
also demonstrated on the Receipts and Sales Orders pages, where you implement the release of
these types of documents.

• The Product Replenishment report. The report shows insufficient products that can be reordered
from suppliers. The products are grouped in the report by supplier and product category.
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Keynotes of Acumatica Framework

The following list summarizes the most important concepts and approaches that you should keep to
while developing applications based on Acumatica Framework:

• Always manipulate data through graphs. A graph not only makes data manipulation
consistent (taking into account references between DACs in the graph), but also provides
transactional saving of data. Graphs is the entry point for any kind of client, such as an ASP.NET
page and API client.

This principle is illustrated in the AutoNumber attribute, where you add a PXCache object to the
graph to update the last assigned number in the Setup table within the same transaction that
inserts a new document (see Example 8.2: Creating the Custom AutoNumber Attribute).

• Use events according to their purpose. In particular, do not implement data retrieval or
calculations on RowSelected events.

The usage examples according to the purpose of each event are demonstrated in Lesson 5:
Implementing Basic Business Logic for a Page (Shipments) and Lesson 6: Extending Business
Logic for a Page (Shipments).

• Use derived data access classes (DACs) to access the data either for specific manipulation
or UI presentation. Acumatica Framework provides different mechanisms of inheritance. You can
derive data access classes and extend the derived classes with the needed data fields. Also, you
can define classes that provide equivalents to SQL views.

This principle is illustrated in the SupplierData class, which is a new class derived from
SupplierProduct. Together, the SupplierProduct and SupplierData classes provide
two different ways to update of the SupplierProduct table in the database (see Example 9.1:
Implementing the Accumulator Attributes.

• Prefer to specify a property in a DAC field rather than to set the property on the
ASP.NET control. Although many properties of ASP.NET controls can be specified in the page
source code, prefer to specify the property in the DAC field metadata (by using attributes of
a DAC field) rather than to set the property in page markup. This approach helps to isolate
the application object model from the interface and makes the model and business logic more
abstract from the type of a client that works with the model (which can be an ASP.NET page or
API client).

This principle is illustrated in configuration of the group of radio buttons on the Products by
Customer page (see Example 3.2: Adding a Group of Radio Buttons to the Filter). Each radio
button takes the label text from the PXIntList attribute, although the text can be specified directly
in the Text property of the PXRadioButton control.
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Alphabetical Index

Below are the links to the main concepts and components described in this course.

• Actions: Declaring Actions

• Attributes for DAC fields:

• Specifying Attributes for DAC Fields

• Creating Custom Attributes for DAC fields

• ASP.NET controls:

• Configuring Container Controls

• Configuring Form Layout

• Configuring the Size of Controls and Labels

• BQL: Using BQL in Data Views

• Cache objects (PXCache):

• Understanding Data Views, PXCache Objects, and PXView Objects

• Selecting Linked Data by Using the Current Property

• Callback commands: Configuring the Datasource Control

• Callback on a control (posting data to the server): Configuring Container Controls

• Current property (PXCache): Selecting Linked Data by Using the Current Property

• Data access classes (DACs): Defining Data Access Classes

• Data retrieval:

• Retrieving Data Records

• Constructing a Result Set

• Selecting Linked Data by Using the Current Property

• The Optional<> Parameter

• Datasource control (PXDataSource): Configuring the Datasource Control

• Data views (PXSelect):

• Understanding Data Views, PXCache Objects, and PXView Objects

• Providing Data for Controls

• Dialogs: Requesting User Confirmation

• Dynamic query (also known as data view delegate): Constructing Dynamic Queries

• Events: Understanding the Event Model

• CacheAttached event (attribute replacement in a graph): Specifying Attributes for DAC
Fields

• RowSelected event: Configuring the User Interface in Code

• RowInserting and RowInserted events: Inserting a Data Record

• FieldDefaulting event: Inserting a Data Record

• FieldUpdated event: Updating a Data Record on Update of a Field Value

• FieldVerifying event: Validating Field Values
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• RowDeleting and RowDeleted events: Deleting a Data Record

• RowInserted, RowUpdated, and RowDeleted events: Manually Calculating Aggregated Values

• RowUpdating event: Validating a Data Record

• RowPersisting and RowPersisted events: Saving Changes to the Database

• FieldUpdating and FieldSelecting events: Working With Internal and External
Presentation of Values

• Filter data views (PXFilter): Defining a Data View for the Filter

• Form control (PXFormView):

• Configuring Container Controls

• Configuring Form Layout

• Graphs:

• Defining Graphs

• Saving Changes to the Database

• Grid control (PXGrid): Configuring Grids

• IsDirty property (of a graph): Example 10.2: Configuring the Processing Page

• Layout of controls (PXLayoutRule): Configuring Form Layout

• Panel control (PXPanel): Using the PXPanel Container

• Processing:

• Implementing Processing Operations

• Creating Processing Pages

• PXAccumulator attribute: Updating Data by Using PXAccumulator Attributes

• PXDBCalced attribute: Using Advanced SQL Attributes

• PXDBDefault attribute: Setting Up the Master-Detail Relationship Between Data

• PXDBScalar attribute: Using Advanced SQL Attributes

• PXFormula attribute: Calculating Field Values Using Attributes

• PXIntList attribute: Configuring Drop-Down Lists

• PXLayoutRule component: Configuring Form Layout

• PXParent attribute: Setting Up the Master-Detail Relationship Between Data

• PXSelector attribute: Configuring Selectors

• PXStringList attribute: Configuring Drop-Down Lists

• Radio buttons (PXRadioButton): Adding Radio Buttons to a Form

• Redirection to pages: Redirecting to Pages

• Setup: Using Configuration Parameters of the Application

• Tab control (PXTab): Configuring Container Controls

• View objects (PXView): Understanding Data Views, PXCache Objects, and PXView Objects
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